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TO: MMERS OF PRESIDENPS C0MITTEE ON CIVIL RIGHTS

FROM. ROBERT K. CARR

SUBJECT: MINUTES OF FULL COMlTTEE METINGq MARCH 19 AND 20, 1947.

The President' s Committee on Civil Rights met at the offis o he

Coranttee, 1712 G Street, at 10 oclook, Wedh6isda nold:d Ifr- 19.

The following members were present for the two day esaion Bish

Sherrill (who acted as chairman. in the absence of Ohain Wilson and

Vice-Chairmen Dickey and Roosevelt), Dr. Tobias, Mrs. Aiounder

Mrs. Tilly, Dr. Graham, Bishop Haas, Rabbi Gittelsot M ary

Mr. Matthews. Mr. Shishkin was present for the Thursday atberno

mOetingb-

1. Mr rr introduced to the Committee Mr. MiltAi Stew, 4p ( w anlr

6f the research staff and two interns loaned to the gtee Mr.

alir4 Kaman by the National Institute o4 Publi Aff a n r.

Joset Murtha by the United States Governte 4,

2. Mr. Carr then explained the material that 1i bgex isbntid' to

the Cor0ittee members:

Action for Unit, by Goo4wjn WOth a

Roots of Prejudice1 ,y Gordon .gort si Sroird I as

Declaration of Human R Catholia Welfare 4ppre e

The Police and Mibrity Group . Weekler ard theB . Hall

Indiana State Fair 9*1 Q- Act

Memo On Ge~eRLA9a o

Ig loOp
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3. The Staff memorandum to the Committee (see attached copy of this

memorandum) was read by ,.r. Carr and aiscussed by the Committee members

at considerable length. Mvir. Carey was disturbed at the possibility

that the action of the Committee on arch 6th fixing April 17 for

reports from the subcommittees to the full Committee and May 15th for

a report by the full Committee would be set aside. Bishop Sherrill

pointed out that the recommended timing in the new memorandum merely

extended the time for subcommittee reports to either May 1 or June 1,

and requested a decision as to the date for the final report.

There .as also considerable discussion of the recommendation in

the memorandum concerning hearings.

The memorandum was finally accepted as a formal basis for the

future work of the Committee and its staff, subject to the following

motions voted by the Committee:

(a) It .as moved by Dr. Graham and seconded by iabbi Gittelsohn

that October 1 rather than June 30 be set as the date of the

final report. Voted.

(b) It was moved by Rabbi Gittelsohn and seconded by Mrs. Tilly

that the Committee set June 1 as the final date for all sub-

committee activity and August 1 for the completion of the full

Committee's consideration of subcommittee recommendations and

the approval of a preliminary report. Voted. By this action

the Committee in effect agrees to divide its work in four phases:

1. Subcommittee activity, February 1 - June 1

2. Consideration of subcommittee reports by full Committee and

the making of all policy decisions, June 1 - August 1.

3. The preparation of the final report, August 1 - October 1.
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4. Publicizing the final report and the work of the Committee,

October 1 ------------ ,

(c" It was moved by ir. Carey and seconded by Dr. Graham that the

hearings proposed in II, A, be public hearings rather than

private consultations. Voted. (In the discussion of this

motion the Comrnittee agreed that it might be desirable that

certain of these hearings should be private rather than public

because of the nature of tne witness or of the matter being dis-

cussed. It -,.as also agreed that bec-use of this motion the

distinction between "private consultations" recommended in II, A,

and "public hearings" recommended in II, B, would largely

disappear, and that the Staff should take steps to set up a

schedule of hearings vwith this in mind. It was further agreed

that the hearings arranged for the next meeting or two might

well be private and the subsequent hearings public.)

(d) There was considerable discussion as to additional names of

consultants beyond those suggested in the memorandum. It was

voted to add the following: Arthur Garfield Hays, New York

.ttorney; Luster Granger, i'ational Urban League; Alex Miller,

Southern Regional Office, Anti-Defamation League; John Slawson,

American Jewish Committee; Guy B. Johnson, Southern Regional

Council; Charles S. Johnson, Fresident, Fisk University;

John Collier, Inuian authority; Gordon Alport, Professor of

psychology at Harvard; .ill Alexander, Southern Conference on

Human .elfare; ana Carlos Casteneda, Professor of History,

University of Texas. It was agreed that the Staff would need a

measure of discretion in inviting consultants to appear and in
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arranging a schedile

There was consider. e ,A;cussion concerning tvhe scedule of bi-

scekly Committee sessiorns an t problem of absenteeism. t was the

sense of the Committee that tre& Staff should go ahead with the schedule

greed upon at the Eaarch 6th meeting, thtL these dates should not be

changed, that the Staff should make no specific attempt to poll the

embersrs as to their plans to attend meetings, but that if it appeared

less than half the members of the Committee would be present at an

impending two-day session, the session might be cancelled. It was

agreed that members of the Committee should, at their own:i-itiative,

inform the executive secretary as to whether they plan to attend

each session, Mr. Carr pointed out that there is considerable em-

barrassment about arranging for the presence of eminent people to

serve as consultants when there is doubt as to the number of Com-

mittee members who will attend a meeting. It was agreed that Committee
all

members should make every effort to be present at/the regularly

schedulEd meetings,

It was further agreed that Wednesday of each two-day session should

always be reserved for subcommittee meetings, and the Thursoay 9.

sessions of the full Committee.

The Committee adjourned at 12:10 FM. The su.bc;ommittees met the

afternoon of March 19th and tne morning of M.arch 20th,

There was a session of the full Committee at I Pjivi, Larch 20th.

Mr. J. Zidgar Hoover appeared at 2 ?,M. and ta.ked to tae Committee,

The meeting adjourned at 3-30 P.Ivi, A full transcript of the Thursday

afternoon nesting accompanies these minutes. Mr. Carr wishes to call to

the attention of the members of the Committee the fact that Mr. Hoover

AAAA.AgL
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kindly agreed to let a transcript of hi: remarks be made, on the under-

a :.ncing tnat it iouLd be for t-e exclusive use of the Committee, and

. rId be regarded as highly confidential.

I
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Testimony of' J. H'Agar Iiorver, Director,
Fedwral. B4reau of Invfsstj-gAt4ou,

beforwU a13 eetA.og of the ?reaiidentfs'Ooa-
sittoo on Ciil Rights, t htrsdayx March 20, 1947.

Recomend~tionis by Ur. Hoover or ou~gO-t4ed poin~tsfOr discussion:

(1) 'Ar. Hoover ampkI&ized. repeatedly th~e need for a fagvorable commity

ciawte in which to try civil. rights cases. It' or u~a]. sinctionesare

to be succesftIil~y tused, juries mustI be willing to-convict where the

evIdence warrants aach an outcom of ui trial. Mr. Hoover blovs tha t

Sgrai.t deal of educatiorgjl work eust be done throughout the country, to

risu~do people~ of the Imiportance of enforcirig civil rights laws.

~.)Revilion of Section 51; Mr. Hoover believes that this stMaute £8

uiriE rily vr~iue tmd bhe suggestoc it~s ro.ision to spel1 out. the specific

righ-,s protected.

(?) 1Hoialon of' Section& 52: Sp-eaezugestion as for Section 51. Mr. Hoover

al~so believes tha±t the nwiximum penlties carried by this la&w are inadequate

fnd that theft should be substantially increased.

(i) r~posed anti-] things hills: Mr. Hoover bolieyes that the"s hould be

so -worded as to roach all me~mbers of u lynching mobq,privata parsoas as well

as public -officers.

()Mr. 1Hover' iw tqxtiuonY'iGo*eto suggest, tit tkq- B u1* t t4~s

baup~r'tw4 in undertaking investigations in civil' rig okes; bekause -of" the

necaity of securing clearance from the-Depurtumt ot-Justice before going

ahead.He apparetly would .1ike to see thia re ixrewmt moditiedo (Suoh a step

would be controversial aud testimony on this poft-t sou3.d'be .obtAine4, from

other witnesses.)

(6) Ir. Haov-14r reed that he Comittee ight well. reoowod that the states

czfU n(..uniciptilities3 of' the country be encouraged to hire police officers of the

v-sry^4 highoes uirr-4+ftes, a thor6 I hly r ined "&Afor w +thA er potiou+ .
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(7) Tr. Hoover agreed that the selection of state and local offiOers

to participate in the F.B.I. Police Training School ought, to be done

without regard to race, creed, color, etc., and he agreed that a recom-

Mendiation by the Committee to this effect would be appropriate.



V

Thursday, jiarch 6, 1947

The President's Comittee on

Civil Rights,

iashington, D. C.

The Committee met at 10:00 o'clock a. m., in the East Wing, The White
house, Mr. Charles E. Wilson, Chairman, presiding.

Present: Mrs. U. E. Tilly, Rabbi Roland B. Gittelsohn, Dr. Frank P.
Graham, Mr. Charles Lucknan, Mr. Francis P. Matthews, Mr. James Carey, Mrs.
Sadie T. Alexander, Mr. Channing fi. Tobias, Bishop Henry Knox Sherrill, Mr.
1 orris L. Ernst, Mr. John S. Dickey, and Mr. Boris Shishkin.

Also present: Mr. Robert Carr, Mrs.* Merle Vihitford, Mr. John Durham,
and iss Frances Killiams.

PR 0 CE E DING S

Mr. Wilson: If the meeting will come to order, we will get under way
with this rather lengthy agenda of ours.

Mr. Carr is first going to give us a description of this printed material
that he has gathered for us.

Mr. Carrs We have been sending you miscellaneous items - perhaps too
many items but we thought some of you might find these materials interesting.

In this envelope there is this report of the War Relocation Authority
which has just been published. I thought you would find it interesting for
tw;o reasons. I think it is a beatiful job of printing and a most attractive
report. The final chapter is an excellent summary of the program and contains
a good deal that bears upon the problem of civil rights.

We have also the first report of the Fair Employment Practice Comittee,
which we thought you would find interesting. The second - final - report is
about to come from the press and when we receive copies of it we will send them
to you.

There are two statutes - or in one case a statute, in the other case a bill
- that ought to be added to your collection.

he have the hassachusetts Fair Employment Practice Act. You already have
the New York Act, and we are getting the Indiana Act and the New Jersey Act.

MARRY S. TRUMAN LIBRARY

President' Committee
on

Civil Rights

I

I
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This next item is the Austin-Rahoney Bill which has caused so much
excitement in New York in the last few days. it is a Fair Educational
ractices Bill, which apparently has finally been withdrawn but, again,

we- thought you might be interested in having a copy of that bill.

There is a copy of the January issue of Survey Graphic, which deals
entirely with the problem of se-regation. There are some very worthwhile
articles in this issue- one on the District of Columbia which I think you
wili §ind very pertinent to your work, as well a some other articles that
are very interesting.

And than a copy of the FEPC ill which the National Comnittee for a
Permanent Fair Employment Practices Act have put together and are sponsoring.
You can add that to your collection of statutes and bills.

think that takes care of everything that is to be found in these
brown enevolopes.

MR. LILSON: Unless you have some questions -

MiR. CARt: Pardon me. There is one further item, a memorandum on a
recent lynching case which was tried by the Civil Rights Section in Louis-
iana. It is a very significant case. The lynching occurred at -iindens
Loutisiana, about a year ago and this is one of the very few instances in
which the Federal Government has boen able to get an indictment and take a
group of mob members to trial.

The case was tried last week. Some of you may have seen items in the
newspapers about it. The defendants were all acquitted. This is a con-
fidential memorandum. I have marked it highly confidential because, as you
will see when you read it the Justice people comment on the Federal Judge,
the Jnited States Attorney, and some of the other principals that were in-
volvod in the case; so I wish you would regard it as highly confidential. It
is an attempt to tell you tUe story of that particular caseo in which the
Justice Department one nore tried to use Section 52 as a basis for prosecuting
and if possible obtaining the conviction of members of a lynch mab.

ER. WILSONs Thank you. Now Mr. Carr, will you introduce to the
Uommittee as a whole the new members of the staff.

MR. CARR: I might say that this problem of finding staff members has
proved more difficult than I thought it would. Perhaps I was a little
innocent about the undertaking.

AIe are handicapped at the very beginning in that we want people who are
i.-nediat[ely available End yet we can offer them only a temporary job and
really have no notion as to when the work will be over,

ILdoa; reciate very much the surggestions that I have received from
varLous members of the Committee. I hope you won't hesitate to continue
to offer suggestions.

Thus far I have made only two additions to the professional staff:

I -j
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Miss Frances liilliams is sitting over here on this side of the room; and
Mr. Charles Durham over on the other side of the room. L won't aidd anything
to the brief statements here concerning their qualifications and background.

I had hoped to be able to tell you that we had obtained the services of
iiss Eleanor Bontecou, She is a women who has spent a good deal of time in

the Goveri-nent service - a law(iyer - she worked for the Civil Rigts Section
over a priod of years,

Unfortunately, she has just returned from Germany, where she went on a
rassion width the t-ar Department to help in the War Crimes Trials. her health
has failed and she is also hoping to go to the University of Chicago Law
"chool to join a research unit which they are establishing there and I am not
sure just to what extent we are goin to be able to have her services. At
the very least I am sure she will. serve as a consultant and make available
to us many materials and memoranda that she has herself prepared over a period
of time in the past.

Our greatest need at the moment is to add a lawyer to the staff, a lawyer
who has legal training and competerice but who also has a measure of flexibility
.in his rake-up and some interest in the civil rights problem. It is very
difficult indeed to find a lawyer who is an authority in the civil rights field
There just aren't many of them and it may be that we will have to content
ourselves with some lawyer who is sufficiently flexible and does have what
7you iht call a sociological background as well as training in the law.

A number of suggestions have beem made to us and we have interviewed a
good many people and hope very quickly to come to some decision in that.
respect; but if you have further suggestions you would like to make to me,

shoul certainly be delighted to receive them.

MR. WILSON: Now, about our relations with the Statler Hotel, Mr. Carr.

MR. CAri& I simply wanted to say that we have established relations
with the Statler. They are happy to take members of the Committee. They
make the point that they would like to be able to say that the President 's

ee on Civil Rl1ights is staying with them.

how, that doesn't mean that all 15 members have to stay at the Statler.
T Phose of you have loyalties to other hotels or who live in Washington or who
are in the habit of staying with friends, may feel free to continue to do so,
certainly; but do wish, if it is a Yratter of no great concern to you, that
you would stay at the Statler; and if you want to let us Iciow in advance what
your wants are, we will be glad to make a collective reservation with the
Statler each time the Committee meets.

MR. "IL:ON: Now, the method of the expense accounts. We may as Vell
get all these internal matters behind us.

MR. CA.r: ,e discovered that there is a choice that you may have, that
you may submit expense accounts as y u did following the last meeting, itemizing
the various expenses that you have incurred; or you can take a flatten dollars
per day allowance. That is in addition to transportation. All of you have your
transportation books, which cover transportation.

V -,
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I am told that the members of the President's Comittee on Universal
Training elected the ten dollars a day allowance, feeling that they probably
wouldn't lose by that method and that it would save them the necessity of
i temzing expenditures

As I understand it, the ten dollars a day runs from the time you leave
omelor at least, the time when your train departs from you home community
until the time your train takes you back to your home community.

MR. CAREY: Portal to portal.

MR. CAPR: And you can figure part days in terms of quarters. That is,
if you have been away three and three-quarters days, you would got 337.60 -
if you elect that system. I think the Committee perhaps should instruct
rhe staff on this point.

R HViiILSON: Wihat is your desire? Would you like to go to that more
simplifLied method of putting in your expense- rather than itemiszinr them,
or do you want to co to the itemized met.h'od? u would like to have

V.L:Lt-Y on Ut
on .oriity n i, would you?

MR. CA. . I Jon't know that it isnesarot I think i+ would help.

. -lKEY: m offer expert testimony on this, Mr. Chairman, from
y ear-s in Lhe 6overnmert, Anyone who elects the itemized account is letting
himself in for years and years of discussion with the Comptroller's Office. I
assure you, you can afford to lose up to five or ten dollars and still save
money.

R LUiCKdAN: I feel. very strongly that we ought to use the flat rate,
nrevided that Mr. Carey accepts the premise that it does not thereby establish
this premise on his point of portal to portal pay.

Wh. CAR~EY I might say, we have no fear; Congress has already established
rus premise; they get portal to portal pay.

AR. LSON: Can we blame certain other sins on them, Jim?

MR. CJEY: You mean blame other sins on Congress. They even pay their
people when they are under indictment.

1R. AILSON: 'te, the people.
it

Then, do I take/that the ten dollars per day shall be our standard method?
if there is no objection, we so regard that.

R. GAh in any case 1 muess we are going to have to deal wit! vochers,
amur going to ask Mrs. Whitford if she will explain these vochers to you.

i i. WHITFORLD Here is a little memorandum telling about it. If you
take tnis ten dollars, per diem, you still. ould chare yo xifares to and
romn the station, because that is counted as travel. The per diem is in lieu

of su'osistence.

This explains it just a lit le bit. I think it would be a good idea to
k'eep that maemo for your information in filling out the vochers. I will mail you
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a :uply. I am sure you h:- d-0ther have me do that than carry them along.

THer'e will be very few places, then to fill in.

M. ;A: The expense accounts you. have already submitted are
: tr~e bottomm of the pili somiewhere, but some day action will be
tiaen on them.

R.AI GITELSOHN4: They abould be two or tre- up from the
'ottom by now.

M:3 TPITF':D: Just these few ords of intruction. You
,ion't have to fill anything on the first pae exc-pt your name and
adTress. Where it says "Official -Yadquarters* you don't have to
bother with that, or residence; just the name and ldrese you want
the check sent to; uut bc sure to sign where it says "pay ."

MR. TTILLY: Whe e i that?

JRS ITEDD: On your left, right here. Your name and
-ress here, and your sign&tu-e where it says "Payee." That is

Ell you have to Ko on the first page.

Then turn it up this way, and on the second page, since you
are using a per diem, the one thing that I can think of that you
could ,-till ad: the-e woula, be your taxi fares to and from the
station; and you will' have to say "Station to hotel in Washinuton,"

and "station to home in Gra'nd Rapis,

MR. C;AR: Or "flotel to White house.

MS. RIT FO D: Yes. Then somewhere under "Character of
.xnditures" just write in these words: "Per diem in lieu of

ubsi:stence," and that is on your little memo; "per diem in lieu of
suosistence, three days at o10 a diay," and carry out your total.

BISHOP 1MER'RILL: What i counted a day?

MRS 'HITFORD: Twenty-four hours. If you leave at four
o'clock in the afternoon, then four -- it is counted like this:
six until midnight, and midni +it until six a.m., and six until
noon, and noon until six.

MR. CAR(. The smallest unit, in other words, is one-quarter
of a day.

MRS. ALEXANDER: Would you rep-at that? Six to midnight --

3. KHITFO:RD: Six and twelve 'or the breaks; six to noons,
noon, six p.m., and six p.m., to midnight.
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t~J~:I2~T2LSH~: How 'cuild tivt wo cut If, for exaz~plep
you lc'!ft your hoe att,-4,ver otelock ir± tne ig wiY-u 'DEtsck

tle-e 6A t -atclo0'10k the £ollowin- nfiflV? Is tha-t tw~o f"' 1 IaY ?

I think It would be caw.-Led a A-rid a hnblf

I. All tell vcou mhere to ini :rt Lhi, h ou~i -- ron rTj, top Of ttje
!3~mI e _,wf-e tPill ouit--late ?;ri hour of d-ieparture from

y Dr home. It s8ys '1mcyov.tLt" the,-e.

You 0 heve tc.fi.Ll .out O)n thc lxick hn ~h ae

t-.Vsl "A'd Your litl..le number f-Aom ~~ trravel orler thait you u.~e
Sthe trre num1:of. Tho. L.1.A.

kt~of the r-wuft,.t?
13t~ ~ f~ x~ro ~ o 0ou

~.iT t: I. think it is thE ,U .C.. .i.~

uxnt &n i f :, I :nun a 1ha f*li I t In 0 r, I ~ bck
-,n v e ry ha.*W y :to do that.

~iL~w.; ~ivrftoe :i rof yu iepirture Prom hom-.e anid

M~. C§, - Anl the tr&Y, i it43m.; you -. ant to liacluc'i that.

Ud . -. ,I ",0N~ j',ow$ vfile w~e ai'e on thl., mnt.-er of expense --

fhich i i &iayj :ich E, lp1f~snLflt one -- D~r. Caclr has prep .. rd a
'u-Iget Cor tus. You av,, to hear the dt,-il-s of that e-'d iee whether
I~u - veanyugalos

MR. CAf4,* ';. I don't know to Ahat extent twe ned bothier ,ou r~ith
theludetbecuseasnealy s Imn a'AIwiti a DCSotwaiveo

theButet Air~ia -r a",:otvid te hlp f r. Gamimon~ of -the

Thwey hiivsi5& ~ lt~ prepared a ' zth' r detailedd lmuu_.etv
~rvin~'~tew~y point alos,,- tbae way on the i.en-roui ,.Ie becziu~a

0~ th k -rpsF9t 4if,"culty Of predict- ig what the Commiijte( -
ma.. finraly ov. bhforp it ~e~through.

I h-o, here a 1:wALet Nhirh incliv!n-5 an itqnmiz ,O 2t tenment for

on- r o el, trs~vel, comfiunic t]orm,68 p, in ti-g and indig- con trac-

i--lARRY S. TRUMAN LIBRARY
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h -1 "IL;j llzqLAh u 1-1 -!,D ILke j.
v--hen v cu -,-,;,a ze h; -.,! --nt u- at t'd:., .'oint

v) r tin.j- of
it i"i T-u. n

T t nt , tI r e£~ 4tIujyt h .f ne?

~R. Ci~ To the end o thi; fVi,.ciy~r ~e nyiati
to June 3C,' t this j-irt. To- cou1 :o into .2etxtil.

1;-.?1 Io t any ;)orit in loit1C, it. .e krw.vi .o
Ii -I~'~A~ it. -~ 'C.~t e fi~~cy~ ~.ot~ri~ionif vie ,,.re

- ; At it . ~ri~W~ th. oo ~ ~otLini:- .ora~ *i1
-,i Jn 0. 1 11 th -- t Uz-e w- certh~4nly ou,,ht Lo know tauch nore

,OL~ut x4pre we ar,- -oing i e I v Pto ,7 vcor i ro T -~ jet f I ;cal

v"'ar. If l a b, v , no ,r)J-cti f--

~ §I.0Y0Doyou wbnt a Mtion?

~ iL(~! o. .1f you~iv no :Tj'-cti:)n ve v~ll L&ce-pt tii~at

tow ~ thye to Dir.e G Ldt i 2r.

kii. -, : Ye s. Fol-fi-,nv, .l,.e Cr~t,~ in trction3ass 4

-r o rL.ou t a I-: , r tx. rya ii -L ht J- .i q-, td al Io s1; c t, d Toup of
i~i~iv ~uIs. ""'Int tlh'At ,CIu-thl- .&'ae lVe i~h ,to

c~.~litfaV~Ufl3v-o~nerot a~ci.oi~tLany rliton

'o 0!t '; h v--. 'txt1-4 t I kto ai-iogaiato~ ud 1:lATer.a
t ' in: iri-! uaa T sn h o ,hcelte r . r e a o min g in rthr

I o'w Ly rtnd -e hi>rent Yh.l a chance :i to di..t hm.~. Ultiaw-tely we~
'41try' to preoi< .A tx - .'-et if-, the Li NC to you, In ;omle i L

.isuaL~e form. As yit wo hcren' t no al t 0 Lt.

I oul--! 1y :ro Teanfer~j th.Rt bi;ve com~e In thj,-t re wiL LeA

Pt "JI& thr xtwe e w ii1 . ;et a . t t~twill of' vo u,-e t &I11

Think thzt. a c of the Iett, r nt o v..i o t11;tyou

~i{. t~~&U: I ed Mine li tb !uMAIch i Itwki1-,. 1,

.Are t.hc,-e any aij t~o that? Arny ifuitY;or ~c ,to

-q

IAR. -, w i."I JT
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iD~ Gdh~A: o ne.e v~;niatin:includ"e any- that - icuLd %e

in L e !V" eofo ~t~nt iilc~'

i~iCA-ut: A fpv. I don't knrowi maye Mra3. Whitford otinf give
ei --.- r answer ttian I ca~n. Wepun. *owP .. ;o obvi'7 uS one.-; like I-fe

Ku Klux Klan, th',e rColamIAF~nc3. bo' many?

kK.S 11 -. TK:, Si A t-r 1~ ~~~ ThWteI uJ2eaof

Mr. ~We did -,et citck one verve bl1 Icer letter *f.rom oone of

tbe -real estate asc .ociatlons; I forget wbich one it was. They felt

;:ttesmall home owner needed 1-elp and they wev -re !-,ure thi-s

~Cmowit tee woAldn' t do anything jb-Iout it,hn,! so forth and sc, rn.

At S.TILi.Y I had lte~ from three people who wanted to

kno-F somethIng. I told them to -,,rite to you. You will be hearing
f'romn -;ome m~ore.

a er 'r from them vr day.

i7 -0 'ut ic'n?
,-id you incluicJ the PDaughters .)f the Amrerican

I unfc-rtuna bely !-on' t h, v The li:;t here.

*~I T Km No, I don't 1-eli~ve th.ey r. oldyuie
~ e~r to, go to thIeM?

MfAi. W~ILSON: Do you. thiwk it woulfr± .l de.-irable?

D G2IdLAM: I ttiinjcit w,,u1 ,t3 valuF-bl-e tbn eb oewe
w r~Ftour v~~l o:h1~t~ ~~' open to what

:o rm illy clIed th~i oppo-.:ition. I ara not rneces; arily clas3ifyilng
0;L '1& ) 1.10 13 1 , but+ I ju.;t had !hem in. mind.

MRF. CA- -,

DR. G.AI:

MR. CArd'~f:
group 13

fe id- send to all t-'he rr veterans t organization.

American Legion?

Yesi. All the labor organizatIons. All the church

MR.~ATh'~1, an oitively -of the opinioii we should send
letter,-, to thozie organizations t'w4Ft we felt were opposed.

V - -

I
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R. WIL30N: I think t-hat was the icea. Now, let's have ,ug-
ations, and let's see that e have coverEd tne list according to

o"ur 'esires. Do ,-ou think of any others?

I certainly thikk the DAR ought to get it because thew :urely
will~ be numbered among the op ation.

M-S. ALiEXANDLR; United St&tes Chamber of Commerce?

MR. CA:.: They are on the list.

M . T: The Treasury officials an-, Post Office officials
terday promised if we would give them a list of a hundred or

more nsmes of groups or individuals acting in opposition to civil
rights, they would make explorations without exposing thM individual
income tax returns or any one organization or person they would
make a consolidated picture for us of the total amount of money
received and such other information as they can -et. They are

e lying on this Comwitee to supply to the Treasury and the Post
Office, as I will report later, this list of a hundred.

It seems to me that some time it might b;e well to write to
"our 184 individuals and organizations and ask them, those of them
that 3eem to -e in favor of the expansion of civil rights, what
ortanizations they feel are goino o the mas: mind of America in
op;ositicn to such expansion. Unless you can build up a list that
somewhere else. The Post Of:ice had a raiscllanous list that
might amount to 30 groups that were sending out various printed
mimeographed material, first-class mail. It had come back to the
Po-.t Office because the recipients were sh.cked and asked for
indictment for treason, at least.

r.t ARR. You could cull a good uany from the list of the
defenduss in the sedition trial.

MR. ERNST: Still I think we will have to get a rather com-
prehensive list of people, most of them under night shirts.

MR. WILSON: Onn't we begin the compilation of that kind of
list? It seems to me that from the letters that are bound ulti-
mately to reach us, we ought to be able to get together a pretty
good list before we are through.

It may not be necessary to specifically ask these people to
recommend them but if we can't got them any other way we may have
to finally fall bck on that.

Anything else on this question? Any other sugestions of

* J

I,- - -

I
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.rganiitio[ns [hat you feel ouht to hav th V- letter enrt
them?~ (No responsee)

If not, the question of hearings, Dr. Larr4

MR. CA The staff would like to recommend to the Comittec
that it consider' holding a limited series of hearings i.n the near
future on a cordttee-wide basis. We have tried to give a good

tiouight. b this problem. ke have talked with interested
people and we have received letters and it does seem to us that
there are a few people whose story is of such a character that the
Committee would do well to listen to them almost i immediately, on a
coi~t~e-Wide basis.

iJR. .RRN'T: No pub.lc hearings?

1MR. CA}I No, notpublic hearings. That is, we have it in
mind that the main job of holding hearings is going to be done
thrmyh the three bubcomLittees and we think that is desirable,
but we do feel that there are some people who could stimulate the
~oittee as a~ whole at this point who do have the benefit of

years of experience in the civil rights field and have a story to
tell Pat praps ought to be listened to by all 15 members of the
Committee.

I thnk1c also it is important tinat U-e 15 members of the Comit-
tee not lose contact with each other; andi while it is desirable at
this point that most of the work be done through the three subcom-
mittees, this would Provide at least one opportunity for the corr
mittee to hold together as a group.

'4e have tried to list mine of the people that we think illus-
trate w v;e have in Rind: Roger Baldwin, director of the American
Civil -Liberties Union. he came into the office last week and spent
about an hour with us Just talking generally, and it seemed to me
at the moment it would have been most happy had all the members of
the CJomnittee been there and been able to talk with him infonrmaly
and get his reactions to a variety of matters.

The same way with ;alter hite. ie put down not because
h is the executive secretary of the NAACP, because at this point
we don't think it is necessarily desirable to hear a representative
of evry organization, hub rather because he stands out as one of
a veory small number of people whose work in the civil rights field
is extremely important.

Robert Cushrmian, perhaps the outstanding academic figure in the
civil rights field - professor of constitutional law at Cornell.
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Charles houston because he has had so much experieiice ae uing
various types of civil rights cases before the S supreme ouxt.

ne might add the nane of Arthur Garfield hayee there*. don't
know that either hayres or Hlouston is the man to hear, but there are
a smalj handful of layr-rs ho have had reat experience in arouing
civil rights cases before the Supreme Court.

Victor r)tneLq, the former chief of the Civil Rights 4e-ction,
nowFa practicing lawyer here in ashington. It seemed to us that
he -would be an obvious iriAvidual for the entire Committee to listen
to :.t a rlatively early sta-e ih its ,ork.

VC rce a 0ver, ccaseLo om ,eeas already
desiire to talk with him, and we felt th at, again, probably the

nr oit w:ld wat ~ o prticirte in that session rather
tha. let it teake uiace throuvh e * erchanisrs of one of the sub-

co:,,ir bee6.

Then, just to experiment a bit wt Oriched out and added the
names- of ,lton Vayo and Chester Barnard. Mayo, as some of yoi may
knows is Professor of Industrial Research at the Harvard Graduate
School of business Administration, and for many years has been
regarded as a pioneer in social science research. le wa identified
with the famous experirents made at the ieatern Electric plant at

Lthjrn Many tars ago. liecertly he published a little volume
somfyou may have seen - "Social Problema of Industrial Civilization."
it seems to us youmayet a f'ronh nd unique approach or auigoestions
from anman like that.

I don't know. It may well bo he wouldn't be interested in
paring. :e riht feel he had nothing to say. The same way with

CGester Barnard, who has been a member of the different atomic
cnerry comiltA3es that have studied that problem in the last year
or so. e felt that there, again, you wmld have a Tian who is not
iself ian.tified 'ith t -e civil rights problem but tose internet

in social relations and social problems is so great that it might
b a Len 1uc~a Just to bring him in and put certain questions nu to
him and s 1oFw he reacts to tnam.

M f. A FE: z Has he expressed any wish to come?

MR. Ck>Et No. Nono of thies people has expreised a desmiro.
.e mde cut our o'wn list and we thought if the Committee felt that
this wajs a wise rove, these witneas3es foxild appear by invitation
only. he wiouiildn't adv-rtise that we were havingr hearings. oe would
not ry- to rive an opportunity to a representative of 4ach organization
to ap.ar that that would he handled through the auhcommittees.
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It is clear that there are certain organizations that sooner
or later will have to have a hearing of one kind or another, but
We fee-l ou will be w.ell advised to do thaiut. through the subcormit-
tees, followLng tthe scherae that was suggested last time of letting
the Atmer members of the Can it-te knew when a ;subcomraitteC is
holding hearing. and letting t-ese other members attend the sss~ions
if they wvant to.

I$F ERRL~ 'This is a small point. I wonder i it
oil'n't be wise lo keep away from the wor6 "hearings" in connection

it these people, s:impily because hat looks as F they h. a askcd tu
coe and we wiere earning just the friends of this rather than the
others.

Couldn,'t it be dieserJ her as~ conultions .i ih e-xrer bs I itiL
-1, ra-. than ,se the more formal word "h! ai ehat

Linewe i -it have-: to explain to Corp§esi)nal tarLn?

MR'J-t. +.ILZiQ : Iii think tht is a gooK 'oint, Bshop.

V:f- )Y? A person that ~lowTs are about TIe southern
si tuati n, ecoiaily the sbverive organizations, is Alex i.er

Vro e te Sou1ithern uiOfie of ts e-.Lti-Defamation League.

MR. CX t I would say you have two decisions to rake. One,

wh-ether yv want to do this; and then a list of people that -you
woald like to invite.

AR. ILSON: And that will clew'ly indicate a decision about
our meetings, because, obviously, if we are going to resort to
this, having the Commitee of the whole consult with these Lidivi-
duals, then that will aLmost form a new pattern for our meetings -

cuse it will take considerable time.

I can tell you tat this iE the pattern that was followed by
thec , military Training Comittee. 'haey have been holding meetings
two days a wek, and as they brought in these specialists in var:Lous
fields for consulktion it has taken pretty nearly 8- percent of the
tie of he Committee to hear them - and they haven't had so many
either; but it runs into a considerable amount of time.

.I think it has been most educational to the CoLimittee3 but it
is a time-consumr, because we found in that Co!uLit;.,ee - vhich has
Ieen runnirn now every week, two days a week, lince about January
first -- that afer the consultant has finisied whatever statemnoit

e is prepared to nake, it usually takes a couple of hours, or an
hour .t least, to interrorCte hIm and satisfy the committee that
they ;ave ot ten the iiformat ion that they thought would be hE.lpful
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that they thought he migh t have. It has been a time consumer but
very enlightening on the subject before that body.

MI LUCKMAN: Mr. Chairman, we had a similar discussion in our
subcommittee yesterday morning. At this moment I certainly do not
wish to speak for that subcommittee but I think I can generally
indiacte the trend of that discussion, which was that conferences
of this kind undoubtedly will be of help and assistance to us but
that they might better be delayed until the members of at least our
subcommittee have themselves become a little more familiar with the
problem involved and with perhaps come suggested ideas of their
own as to what might be possible solutions.

I tiink that was born of two things: First, those who are
experts in this field have formed their on conclusions, which con-
-lIusions i for one do not wish to belittle at all, but nevertheless
there is always' the possibility that sone one who is coming into the
field fresh may have a different idea or a new idea that would be
worthy of exploratioDn; andbefore the export fcrmuilates the ideas
of the amateur it might be well if the iateur at least has had a
chance to think a little bit an( 'et down on paper his own ideas in
the field of fools rush in where angels fear to tread - but some-
Ljies they dream up something that is of value.

Secondly, that you cannot - at least, I couldn't - today sit
owi and intelligently interrowate one of these experts that might
come in, simply because I don't know enough about some of the
things that i iow that our subcommittee want to work on.

It will take me personally I am talking about 1u.st myself -

a matter of some further weeks before I will be sufficiently fani-
liar with the basic issues and problems involved so that I can
intelligently interrogate an expert. Therefore, I think, for
myself, these hearings or conferences, consultations, would be of
more value to the Committee if they come at a later date after we
have begun to ,et our feet on the ground.

dR. WJISuIN: Vary good, iMr. Lucknau. Is that the general
expression, that you had rather wait to hear these experts until we
have gotten further alony with out own considoratiz'1ns?

MR. LiEA S.3 I should think a man like 4. Edgar hoover could
Du helpful to the Comittee in Ute beginning of the deliberations.
'le knows this f ild very well. I should think that in the case of
our Comrit ee at least he could make some suggestions that might
shorten our work a :reat deal - our subcommittee.

Rt. ENSTs You wuuld oet him in on the level that you got in
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YR, ETIJ:S.AS:JYIs,

ImR. ILUCKI.Ais Thais a iaferent thing.

M~R. A L AI All riht, with the e x1ceptinri of Hoover then;
a rso iL:t to have 'dover at the next meeting. If you feel

that ha~t~ i ng to be 1pful acron the board, :v1eould el, hir:

MR. iA Tift4: We mi-ht want to talk to him several times.

. I ._ iiould ylou like to iefer the others a while, then,
until the subcoiitae have (duj in a little beter?

.M.a. CAR4 : i don' lilo41 t S pre s rn point but I am ct

enl tirely su.rU tEurb I think sucr, a decis.ori would be wise. I think
Before on complcteo yo.r dfli heratiorins ,d7 -prd perhaip the

eixt poif t wi bring it I - the whole estion of imrinc has to
be cons ide rud, *s tu how; }on~. the Conidt see can L.ke,

L tiak th(rere is sch a 1 thn as being too leisurely ahut
your undrtakin. The~ Coirittee was set up in Decembber of last

year an £it is lrey arch 1 will tell yu a J.itt le l ater wh1 at
.L ave been able tab fiind out on the isu E of timing, but i 1 thk
i' is qui le ear 'thot the Go7iLtteeo nee to rove forward a

rapidly J it can,

. 0. ann 'we bring that right out on the table
nowP~ It bat ai very considertile Ic bearing, Dr. Carr, on the whole
tain5 inde-K, as' the n;xt subject on the agenda has and that is,

orn:any :ae to us we )e oin' to have. Of cor)e, cor 't see how
we cmi n dcie that intell ifently unless wve know something of the

tme t Lh lthat i% epec 1d .

11. A., zt I ave talk-d with ever,: person that 1 thowbht
would rave any ideas on this subject anxd I have asked them what
they felt about the time element, how soon the Comrmittee abould

epurt,

vr oe a t £At q-1nce. this CmmGoluittee was set up by

reden ranan, in al2 ecortesiy to hire the &or.+ittee uht to

romCt in tm'k to le;t Lime tsom bhing about it wile he is still
President of the ited States.

Con.'ri~s s, as ye 0 k(e'a tes1 o sr tvoar ec and i now

n t 1e fiirst session of' a t o-year period. anypeople that
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if you really expect Congress to pass any legislation as a result
of recommendations made the Presideritial message ougcht, to <o to

at tis eion.

Now, that limits the time very drastically indeed, because
under the Xeorganization Act, Congress is supposed to adjourn
around July first. That means that if the President is going to
send a message to Congress on the basis of your report, the report
would have to go to him some time in May. I am inclined to think
that is probal'ly impossible. One other alternative that has been
suggested is

MhR. hI2ST: Are you talking in terms of a final report?

R. CiRt Yes, final report, The Cormmittee nrig-ht report sone
ti' e in the later summer or early fall - september. The report

' 16 b,: printed an _ riely circulated. The Pre sident could
acknowled'e the report ind thiee oulb he a considrale anouit of'
:blicity at that point; anci then early in Janiary of 1948 he could

send a mss ge to Conrrose recom rendirwng ;vhatever he wanted to

t ra2 rti4 t then be some chance, on the basis of the huild-up
that Iad been talking place for three or four n onh, that Congress

Could nt before. it adjournedin 1948; and you can be pretty sure
Congress will adjourn aroun July first, if not :rlier, in 1948.

I think, accorcinly, thot wether the oiite1e feels It is
fesib le to report in lay or 'June or not ntl0l later - and I don't

very well see how you can make that decision right now you have
to acuae tat timi-e ',s awtreeyiprat osdrto that

thi cannot be a lislrel, prolonged conteplation of' the civil
rf ~its probe.m, that the 0ituation just doesn't call for that, that
th 0 o'inittea has to make as riucIe ny a-, it possibly can.

If I my return at that point to ,he matter of t1h ese proposed
eain)s. SI would want to emphasize again that we did not think of

these hearingss as takin- pice of the hearings of the subconmmittees.
e woul& feel that the subc ,1nittee hearings would be the place

where you would want to probe rather deeply on technical consider-
atiuns, where I think Mr. Luckman is entirely correct that you
want to understand pretty well yourselves what the problems are and
what the technical difficulties are before you begin talking with
witnesses or experts in te Uield.

But i did sCn to us that there were some people ;whose ideas
ard v sw etios would be el ful at a rolative.y early period while

anI still mVdu 6 >p yar :inds as to 'vaat areas ltould be
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includes or Yat aea's .xlded, or while you are t rning over in
your minds some of these more philosophical questions as to wat is
the resporsibility of the 'edr7al Goverr1ent in the civil rights

Jield as againsL the responsibility of the .*tate and local govern-

imnts; or what ab:ut cri , nal sancti(.)ns ? Should they be u

1. Ult t.- Lt4hose are troublesome issues of a broad characters
that the work~ of *he GovI.tt~e% :U s bound to be aifecte t from

th* very start cab to soie ;i te feelings you have -n those
respects, ae; th-t it NoudD be well to Teet with a ver' ew indivi.-

duals, pitting up to them pretty much the same questions - not
technical questions as to the details of an FEPC bill or how to
implement an anti-lynching bill -- but rather some of the broader
issues r" fundaental character concerning the general problem of
civil rigFhLs in America,

-IR, EI;Ur2: Mr. Chairman1 may I ask Mr. Carr - icd I under-
stead you correctly? Yo: -urt of put up alternati vel either May

or a yea rolm lay.

ay or : :n:or or QctoberY not a vear from Any.

Ai

MRL~. c : The str~ revy indicated seems to ne the very oppo-
i ec e well &ot . report this Miay on thrue or foux

or §ive or ten'A ters, nd Ke it very clear :e are coming back
in~ zSepteber or 'ae'v win1 the final doCI.Ument.

La1 other words, I can iagine .' we are going to take a poi-
tKion on th. anit-lyncL aw to be proposed, the poll tax bill, the

I ~rkPC Uil.L, J1 whi t~e pri m'Ay bill, and t he hitrict of Columia

111. - thins Ln..t a~ve been discussed in the public arena for a

ui c 1 n1 u f.ie, ind jitated -- I think w'te ought to be heard on

those propositio nS of the- ?resident farily quickly. That won t

ambify :e bymay atn Cer means.

I think e 0are doing a very pnmy job if all we re do., is
6ai i "Aron" to a lot of material that has been shunted to Congress

and has been in thu market place prev ously.

Therefore, doesn't that, change your whole att itude as to call-
ing these people? I kno. .!ost of them, have talked with most of
thei. I. think it iihit e a real inpir tvin. I woulA not think

they have any~ "ale :t t'his tim.e at all.

I :a l.i v ith 'o-' 4-r 3aldw:1n, .. alter hit1e4. I1 should think
their ;e.. vune to an " cr.o. 'ee hure would be to c2lls h ind

aid bound& them ot on v:.ausL innovations. There is no usJ in

LE. 011 ::
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sounding these people out on the FEPC, the anti-lynch law and the

poll tax bill.

MR. CART: That isn't what we are proposing.

MR. MATTRJTid That may be true in your case, Mr. Ernst. You
know them all. They might have something from some of the rest of

us.

MR. LUCKMANs I am not trying to interpret Mr. Ernst's state-

ment, but I know from myself that I don't want to attend that meet-

ing - and I am not being stubborn about it but I want to get my
thinking clear before somebody begins to make up my mind for me.

I am not being stubborn. It is the same as any business matter

or any educational matter. When somebody has been working on a
thing for 20 years they have made up their minds about it. They

may be perfectly right but I at least want to get my own thinking
clear on the matter before I talk to a man who has made up his mind
about it.

MR. ERNST: May I just add something? It seems to me at some

stage you will get more benefit from the chairman of the Civil

Rights Committee of the American Bar Association, which only took

inl 4 nuple of Negroes a few years ago after a long fight, than you
wilnof this group. Now, this is a group I play with, am a

member of counsel for, but I would like to see this Committee get
hold of the president of the American Bar Association.

MR. MAT[WWSs To say to the president of the American Bar

what objections he had.

MR. ERNST: When you finally decide, when this Committee
decides 'what it wants to do, it seems to me, generally speaking, a
dilution of effort and time if we call in a man that we know is

going to say "It's a great thing. It's wonderful, marvelous."

Our problem is not with the man and the group he represents but

with the head of the American Bar Association who just a year ago

for the first time took in some Negro members, "Now, this is our
thinking - and it may be a little tough on you. What do you think;
and how can we adjust your views and ours?" Because it is that
kind of work we are going to have to work with if we are going to
do any good.

MR. CARR: How is that an alternative to hearing Victor Rotnem,
for example? I don't quite follow you on that point.
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MR. LUCKMA.N: Then I get back to my point. If you called him
in today I wouldn't know what questions to ask him. I think a
month from now or six weeks from now I will know -what to ask him.
At least, I will know what interest our subcommittee -

MRS. ALEXANDER: Perhaps their subcommittee haven't gone as
far as our has gone. That may cause a difference in thinking.

Ie are prepared now to ask some very specific questions on
certain things, that we would want to ask Victor Rotnem.

MR. CARP: I think there is a difference in subcommittee hear-
ings and full hearings. It would be a month, probably, before we
could set anything up if you did approve it.

MR. LUCK§AN: If time is such an important factor, then isn't
it even more important that we delay these hearings until we have
made some progress, progress on the part of the Committee, itself,
instead of taking up days and weeks in long-drawn-out hearings
before we have made up any program of our own?

I am not talking about before we have made up our minds. If
any given subcommittee, as irs. Alexander said, is ready for hear-
ings -

1R. ALEXANDIR: Not hearings but to ask questions whether this
is the way to do it or that is the way.

MR. LUCKA , I think it is. I am speaking on behalf of our
subcommittee. He are not ready for that.

MR. WILSON: Don't we have to settle one question even before
we decide this one that we have been talking to now? That is, are
we going to put in an interim report or not? If we are going to
wait and have one report, then there is the timing of that.

Can we get that out, say by -what is the absolute dead line,
do you tl'ink, Dr. Carr?

MR. CAiKt I think the absolute dead line if you are thinking
in terms of your group as being President's Truman's Committee, is
September of 1947.

MR. ILSON: No, 1 mean if we wanted to get it in so that he
might use it at the current session.

MR. ERLNST: An interim report you mea9 r. Chairman?

I
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MR. WILSON: Well, a report; for the moment I will just say a
report. hat is the deal2ine?

MR. CAR' 1lay 15th.

AMR. WILSON: May 15, they would have to have it in their hands
- see whether we could agree as to this, especially the chairman
of the three committees. If we are going to get any report in the
President's hands by May 15, are we in agreement that it would
necessarily be an interim report?

MR. ERNST Sure.

MR. LUCKNAN: For our subcormrittee, I would vote yes.

IMR. WILSON Does anyone question that? All right. Then the
next question -

MR. VATHEWSt I don't know whether our Committee could decide
that right now or not. We might be able to get a final report on
it by May 15.

MR. W'ILSON: You think you may be able?

MR. MATTHEE'IS: I don't know.

DR. GRARAM: I doubt if we get a final report.

MR. MATTIEVS: I doubt if we could. I don't see the value of
an interim report for any purpose. What could the President do with
it?

RABBI GiITTELSOHN: Yesterday in our Commiittee meeting mention
was made of the fact that one of the difficulties of the past has
been that each of these liberal pieces of civil rights legislation
has been presented to Congress per se, and the whole liberal battle
has been localized around one point and when we lost on that one
point te had lost everything, at least for the time being.

We felt in our subcomittee, at least tentatively, yesterday,
that it might be valuable to adopt what you might call a "smother
them" technique. In other words, hit them hard with everything we
have got at one time, Give them seven or eight or ten or twelve
focal points to worry about at the same time, and then we might
lose on seven or eight and still gain on two or three as a matter
of political give and take.

I think from that point of view as well as from the public
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relations point o' view, the Committee would have a great deal to
gain if we issued one report at one time covering everything - one
big punch. Let them have wiat the civil rights committee believes
in, what we want done.

I am very much afraid if we give interim reports along the
line, each interim report mill he swallowed up in the total picture
at that particular mooment and w e will not create the impression that
we would like to create.

DR. GFAVAIM: I think you have a point there.

{R. CAR,s The staff would certainly agree with that, and we
have tried to give the problem thought. hur recommendation to you
i certainly that you avoid interim reports.

LR. GRJAHAM: I see this value in what you say, that if the
President is to make a statement to Congress and the American people,
in that statement shoLd be the total impact. I' he is going to make
several reports, one on this and one cn that and one on the other,
your total ripact is lost.

BIlHOP SFIR.U,Lt r. Chairman, there is another point, it
seems to me. I peak subject to correction by the members of our
Committee, but our CommiAtee No. 1 has not been working along the
line that we were going to simple endorse present bills before
Congress. We have tried to see if we could not reach a result
without going through stereotyped formulae which have already been
passed out in Congress and in the press and all the rest. There
has been an anti-lynching bill before Congresn for 20 years.

MR. ILSI0Nt That is right.

BISHOP SiERILL: e have tried to approach it to see if there
was any new form in which we might reach the same objective. Now I
think that it is possible, with the3 progress which has been made,
that certainly in regard to somew of those things we may be able to
report in the not too far distant future.

But if that rexrt should go as an interim report and go before
Congress, it would go without the impact of this total Coimmittae,
with the philosophy of the whole thing. I have the feeling it would
be just a piocemral matter that would probably not get the attention
it deserved before Congress if it gIoes just as a legislative matter.
bat do you think about that?

D7R. G'AA.: I agre.
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MR. CARE4Y: Mr. Chairman, I want to express a view ti.
in agreement with the views already expressed; and that is, ti.
should agree to a time when a report should be prepared.

DR. GRAHA)s A total report, or a series of reports?

MR. CAREij Until such time as I had an opportunity to review
the content of that report I wuld not say whether or not it would
be an interim report or merely a report of progress; but it has
been -my practice to operate pretty 1g rinst a dead line and to
have in mind when I have to report oft e principals that
I am Amployod by or the interests I serve.

Sitting as the President has to sit, I think it would be neces-
sary, at some stage in our proceedings to give him a report of our
progress, give him the opportunity to consult with us if need be
about whether or not he should set the dead line or the method of
presentation or we should set it.

I should certainly think that by flay 15 we should have a docu-
ment prepared and perhaps then determine in consultation with
President Trwun whether or not it Is to be considered an interim
rrport, ether cr not it is to be made public, or whether it in
to be a resume of our activity, the ground we cover and our plans
to co rlote the work of this Committee.

I think it would be desirable in the interest of getting some-.
t;hing accomplished to agree on the date when we will put together a
report; and perhaps as we put it together we can better determine
vhiether it will be a iinal report, an interim report, a report of
progress to the President, or something for wide dissemination.

MR. TOBIASt I agree.

MR.I. ERNST: I can't deliberate further on this issue until No.
11 comes up. That is the reports of the subcomnittees. '; I am cofbi-
pletely in the dark as to how each one of the subcommittees feels
it is getting along.

MR. WLS1O1.z I was hoping at this stage the subcommittees would
tell us whether they believe they can do it. I think Mr. Luckm!an
has very frankly expressed his views, at least I would interpret
those views to be that May 15 would be a pretty difficult dead line
for you to sav you could come up with a report or the material for
a report,

ME. LU;CKw:ANIASa final report. If I understood Mr. Carey,
he is talking about what might well be called a progress report to
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the President.

14R. 'ILSON: He doesn't want even to determine that if I
understand him correctly. It is a report that may he accepted as
final and maybe not.

RA BI 'I7TELSOHN: We would determine is that correct -
which kind of report it is?

MR. CAREY: In consultation with President Truman we would
determine what we would do with it*

MR. ILS ON: The President would probably determine if that is
finis or not.

RAJ1 GITELSHFIBCN: You can't ask tte President what he thinks,
and if he says "I think that is to be the final report," say we
don't think so.

IR. iEjIY Y:u have to i.o to hi m ith what you regard to be
the final report or progress report. He would leave that up to your
judgment I am sure.

MR. WILSON s Can we decide that we would be prepared May 15
for a final report or an interim report?

Mr. Carey: I think you can. I think you can decide it is
utterly out of the question to have a final report by May 15 or it
is concievable you can have & final report by Mny 15.

MR WILSON: Or you can decide, Jim, it seems to me, whether
putting forth the beat efforts you can, you could get something up
worth whiles particularly the three subcorrrittees could get up
amething worth while that they would be willing to put together and

say "This is our answer if the President is satisfied to accept it
as the final job."

2ABBI GITTELSOENt I would go along with 7Mr. Carey's sugges-
tions on one condition only; namely, that we set ourselves
internally a dead line of iMay 15 or what have you, and that we sit
down when we have that report prepared and we decide whether it is
progress, interim, or final, and we tell the President what it is
rather than ask him what he wants it to be, sc that we keep the
authority of saying wheth.-r our job is done or not.

V . lLON: I will admit I come back to what Mr. Est said;
I would be influenced very largely by WLat the three Commnl ttee
chairman now as far as they have gone, believe. If they believe

I 
p
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from what they have seen to date that they can come up with
their particular realms - good material and good suggestions :
a report by May 15, as far as I am personally concerned I would b,
very much better satisfied.

MR. LRNTt Oouldn't we ask the chai.rqan of the three cormmit-
toes now -- Chairman o? Committees One and 'No - just what they are
"p to, where they are going in exploration?

MR WILSON: We had that down as 11.

MR. ERNST: It seems to me it is all tied up in this one prob.-
lem.

MR. CA : One thLing further there, becuse I think that will
rrove to be quite a prolo :geri discussion.

I still feel that there is ano er casic question that can be
answered re ,ardless of the areas that the three subcommittee are

oLng to explore. I thin1 y1ou have to trust their judgment as to
the ti.e elemr!t. If ach chair anof the subcommittees says he
canI't possibly -et on by a 1 -, al right, that's that but I
would like to underscore what Bishop Sherrill has said. think
whert it comes to the report you will make a very serious mistake to

cisu interim reports, because think you vill want to consider
each rcomvenation in tle light of the other recommendations. You
will 1Want to ,at t ainst soirc sort of philisopnical background.

I think probably onec 01 the greateSt things this Committee can
do would be to restate what you understand civil liberty in America
to mean; what freedom in America means. You can write a sort of
1947 charter of freedom in America. You can try to restate the
American cree4d or the Amricin Ciream -- put it anyway you want to
- as a background against vich you make a series of recommenda-
tiuns designed to implement that ideal.

I think if the report can b" properly written, if it can be
.iven a challenging, ringing character, it may truly, over a period

of years, aunstitute a charter of Anerican ,reedom.

M R 6RN1T: I don't like to disagree iith Carr on it. I will
;ive yu the kind of illutrition it seems to re Is bound to bob up
where it is our duty to dvie the Rresident.

H-ere is a bill, one huindred fifty million dollars of aid for
edcatior, with the support of T6ft, E!llnder, Chavez - a con-
glomeration of Republicans and Democrats, with a program up to three
hundred million.
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I take it we have really nothing to do with the educational
part of the program. I personally am against that bill and feel
it my duty so far as I volic here to advise Er. Truman to recommend
that he will veto that bills no matter what it means education wise,
if the money goes to Jim Crow institutions. I don't know if anybody
else will go that far with me, but these things are coming up every
day.

MR. CARJi But our Comm.ittee is going to be in existence only -

M. E2N:Tz I an not saying e will not get out a challenging
report. We can do that; but I see nothing so disastrous if we
come slugging a few times, if the public have an eye towards us and
say, "Wi1hat else are they going to come out with?"

As a matter of fact, a good bit of our report has nothing to
do with educatiJn. It ias nainLy to do with the editcation of the
public miass mind.

MR. TOBIAS: I agree with what I understand Mr. Carey is sug-
gesting to be, not an interim report, a partial report, but after
we have done the groundwork of our thinking and are agreed in our
own minds in the order of iportance what ide. .s should be taken
up, that then it is time to have a conference with the President
on the results of our work up to that time; because I think we
need to remember that, after all, this is the President's Comrittee
on this particular subject.

It is one thing for us as individuals to have convictions. I
know I have, on all of these iss5'.es - and whdat do we want? We want
everything that is r4,ht. That is a very general statement. What
the President in the last &.alysis is going to want to know is -
and going to warit to talk with us about - I don't think any final
decision needs to be reached hee but I think we do need to know
hi- mnd on what we have ()ne up to that te and then we can do
our finishing job and pit it into his hands and it is up to him
than to do -iat he wa.nts to do with it.

But to have a fi.-al report and to go to hi i wlth tlhat final
report before we have had a chance to confer with him is a kind of
take-it-leave-it proposition. It seem, to me th at since e were
set up by him 'we oni Li: -.ccounltinig Lu t .e thig that e have
done up to a certain tie, and then get any sugestis as to what
he may think is the order of importance.

What we think is one thing; he may think something else. W4e
have made no final report; we have made no interim report; we have
simply discussed our work un to that time - but I do think we need
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tYe benei~ct ;f his counsel at that point.

Thenhen we comae up finally with a report, why, we have done
it in the light of niat we think is right about it and what he has
expressed as his own opinion about it.

?3 KI 1r:LJW's Mr. Chairman, for purposes of crystallizing
thr t (Iscius;ion, la 1- itro(uce a motion that this Cormittee

estabish now as its nolicy that it will have prepared for ay 1 a
ep kd the specific nature of which is to be deter-

mrdinedI by the Comittee wien the repot is bring prepared.

?DE ile R: I second~ Uhat motioni, Mr. Chairman,.

L . II. : 1 rig t. Yru aveheard the T'otS on, wih A eb has
oen~ dul secon t.~ -r .he>e on 2urther cents?

NR?. MA TThJ: This is a obin for self-discipline - is that
right?

RA31 BIGI SHN That is right.

MR LXCKI Q: You -re suggesting that we seb kay 15 &s the
time that we begin to pet thns nwriting ?

RA7T ICTELSTh)OHl 4 That we have something in writing. We
reserve t<e rihht to saZy wht kind of report it is going to he,
publl.c or private. . e may ecide not even to report it to the
Presiden. I> Jpe 3n vsdit it is, wYat it turns out to be.

Mi. C> L: i & afraid, an head of7 thi- staff, you are going to
rhave o larif 'our wshes a lit-le more here before we can serve

VO~~' 1J.. _Li~koLLUIl.eteca.ti
you vlier-,,vell .-n jpo-inlike boJt.

-r+ toe i KUti work on any kind of re''ort, you have
to ion in TdInd as to the type of report it is going to
e. I f ial rert, o Uave to have your recojendatilons on
eac o tIre vor specific issues that fall within the jurisdic-

tio ith c i. .tee.* 1he difeJ'reit subcommit'tees have to comp.le
their cr,: l bmi t' ir c otar..edat: on to tne entire Co(0 it tee

to s e le 1 * uept 0 ela. You have to -rite tih genrwal
back,:n' ti.d, tE'e (dt. ion against Which you a)re g(d1i to set Lhe
recomn rdrtiuns.

I it iF not t at kind of report, if it is just to serve as a
basis for imertit li.ith Pr det iTruman to report progress to him,
then th.t 0'*'rt. as alt other (our thiruxin and your work as you try
to set downi or ier what it uis you are up to.
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iiA-WI i!TtTLSHONi Mr, Ghairman, all of us recognize,4
19iUre, tuhat it ia ridici mus to think in terms of a finr2. report
iLkay 15, So it ise going to be one of two things; either a partial,
an iritorirn report; or jtist a progress report. 'Would that not
help?

1 d& iLJON: Do you want to answer that question?

M~R. CARE~Y: I would like to speak in support of the motoi and
Perhaps maake an1 effort to clarify m-y -)Yi o the subjectt'

I don' t agree -with Dr. Gary, -tien he says that tie report that
-me ivill prepare by -May 15 iS this motion is carried, of' necessity
eliniinates the rwed of' subco-miiLittees continuing in their ope--ratioras.

T +hn hjt ~aet d~~a; to ari~ fl ~ead Iie and also
r,-f -i'r by 1;',ay 1!h. I do v ic4 -pon that as a paytial report
u- it v~oodin f,%-ct b~e prt y much a report of thre coverage and

cuntain vy'Vat rercn~u'end,-tA, onE m can agree unon by, thrvt- time.

It ;rQli(j als rov' A ar pprunt for at least, one subcorw4

~ ;o;naiuely, oxl kttctI I Lo o continue ~ rnctit rkkase of'
~oi~.uf ~i m~coTr~it ci~ o _,ngr the -L~ethods of seLk.n

£eL- elive i~f we a-irn to ha-!v(3 Just ,,ne report, +theyT dissolve the
GwTlyl'LCC, we win~ot. have io uJ op,,ortirity-, of ~tigthe ch 4n-

noels of' ipu.blic oapca -:'ic 9radio,Ln'vr!,pn-)Prs, non-
i'vTc, -L organ12A-ationrj1 anL' others - tr, lyrrnote. support for

xPe ec(-iw1dne.,,atiors of t C 3 t-c

zAu*G3o,-:J -t,'P-e Tro I th-inktl Aruld lx,-ied in their consultation of
the nwvie industry ,non.. 1-nclIeation .-Of the thikin-~ of this Comj-rit-

t14ee, in -ome form ()r -Mther. - 1.n it vvoulid be hihynecessary"j,
inL -.- et it ak-ould be essenttal, 'io h1avre rpiet rodaicod so we can
en r- a ea L;~ coy'i .Ltructivre vi S~.m ith these variolus g-roups thiat
we !-aje bo(en atibgnad to talk Yrith, to Eiet up whiat I think is more
importai-tu thani anything, el~se, mji~igss support for tbe recoin-
menciatic~hs of tlils Gorrittee i.n tiheo field of civil rights.

NIT. .S;H K JN~ g Mr. Ohairnran, I thinkc U, ro is Ymuch less dis.
agrlucmren-1 th4exr, appear.4 on 4 -e surf ace. I think ithe fe el--ng is that
of a goou. housouife no.-cariiedl a Z,-god hoase.ihold and how ile job
is -ofig to be cone if the Joh i s~nd

~I '.it,ather the intention of the notion, it i!! t1o yp'ovide self'-
dliscijpline -ilz ar~ to, nro-vi("i; for Lus a sch-iedule on Ythichn we can

11o1,k
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4y own feeling is that it is very useful for this Comrmittee to
be able to meet with the President at least once every couple of
months - to have the officers of tUe Committee report to the
President about the progress and get any indication from him as to
'whether he has any suggestions or how any interim material that may
have been accumulated could be put to the best use, both in rela-
tion to him and in relation to the public.

I don't think that that notion is in any way in conflict with
the long-term job. I don't think it can be completed before fall -
the report that Mr. Carr has in mdlnd.

I think the only thing that this action would do ;.o(uld be to
,mke it more orderly and to crystallize our own work and our own
thinking, in terms not only o of the proce-
dure, to have that kind of report, a very brief document, perhaps,
indicating just what is the scope, 'what is the coverage, what are
the procedures, what are the methods through which th ee procedures
could be utilized.

It seems to me that the motion - if tat is tie proper inter.-
pretation of it - would be all to te good.

MR. CIRJ: That is very feasible if that is the proper inter-
pretation. That is what I had in mind. Do you want to go to the
President with perhaps three or four typewritten sheets indicating

MR. LUCKYANs We don't have to decide that. hat has nothing
to do with the notion. If it does, I will voteA, against it.

MR. CRt You have to decide it.

FABBIGITILSG~s Not today, do we?

14R,.AE Yes you do if you mean you want it a finished report
that is carefully wordedsb a15

MR. L'UCUKIGAi We don't want that.

MR. D)ICKEY, Whlen are we going to decide it?

MR EL1 T: Mr. Chairman, may I come back to this point. I,just
can't participate any further in this discussion until I hear
what the two other committees -ay as to the status of their work
how long it will take. . can make a guess on Corrdftee F as to how
much we will have ready by May 15.

MR. 11SO~N, I agree with .r. Carey -- and certainly in support
of Dr. Carr. I will be aol-darned if I were in his place if I would
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know at this time just what kind of report this Conittee wants
prepared within 60 days - roughly 60 days.

There is no use in fooling ourselves; the preparation of almost
any kind of report within reason is a tremendous job; and if you
want it to cover the general subject comprehensively, I think we
all ought to recognize that that is a pretty big job.

I think we ought to tell Mr. Carr pretty definitely what kind
and how much of a report we want.

MR. CAREY: Mr. Chairman, I rather agree with Dr. Carr, too.
£ think Dr. Carr, if he accepts what seems to be tse general posi-
tion of this Committee - he will advise us perhaps later today
after giving the matter some thought and consideration, as to what
kind of report in his opinion can be prepared by May 15.

I think we have to do that, give guidance to our Committee so
they will know hovv far in retail to go as to these various ques-
tions.

I am sure if this motion is carried, which is broad enough,
flexible enough - it might be decided to extend the date at some
later time - but 1 would certainly think that Dr. Carr could pre-
pare his ideas regarding the kind of report that we can have by May
15.

MR. LUCKMAN: Mr. Chairman, just for purposes of discussion -

wAthat if the 14ay 15 report were a report from the three chairman to
the entire Committee.

MR. DICKEY: I was going to make just that suggestion. It
seems to.me it makes sense for us to say the Committee should bring
in their work by such and such a date, then we can get to work on
an over-all report. If we instruct somebody to da a Committee
report before we have even learned when the subcommittees are going
to finish their work, we will get anywhere.

DR. GRAHAM One thing on Dr. Carr's mind, I take it, is this:
If we expect a pretty real report by May 15 we can't have these
hearings. The staff has two jobs. It has two jobs there, to see
that everybody get a hearing that should have a hearing, and to

prepare this report.

I don't believe both of those jobs can be done by May 15, so
I am inclined to go to the suggestion that the three committees
have a report ready by May 15, and that will not eliminate the
hearings.
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I am afraid tUat if we go the full length of the suggestion
made, we will give tie staff an impossible job. Just within the
tine, look at the schedule for hearings that we have at least
tentatively agreed on here. We will be bringing our a report
before we finish the hearings, and then those who haven't been
heard will say, "Well, look, they are making up their minds and I
haven't even been heard."

MR. 'ILSON: 'Vouldn't you admit that if from any given date
the staff had the recommendations of these three comittees, if
they had carried on deliberations and had gotten to a point -where
they could make some definite recommendations - that from a given
date the staff ou ht to have 30 days in which to prepare that in
report from if we are going to submit that report - whether it be
interim or final; >ust if ae are going to submit that report to
the President, we ougrit to give the staff 30 days?

MR LUCKJ4M: We should.

MR. WILSON: If you agree to that, then it seems to me wfhat.
we are really saying, if we carry out the point 1r. Luckman and
Mr. Dickey have recornended - which I think makes a lot of sense,
too - we are saying to the three committee chairman, or to the
three comttees over-all, that we would like to have definite
recommrendatons from you for our meeting, and then for a meeting
of the Ccirittee of the whole by April 15.

DR. GRAHAM: May 15.

MR. :ILSON: No, April 15; and then, having accepted those
reports fror the three committee chairmen on April 15, the job will
be turned over to the staff and give them that minimum time that
they require, at least S0 days to get out a report, not now defin-
ing whether it is final. I think Ir. Carey has a point on that;
not defining that, but a report then to the President on the 15th
of May.

MR. ERNST: I understand it need not even go to the President;
just a progress report.

MR. WILSON: All right; a report ready April 15.

MR. TOPDIAS: Mr. Chairman, I insist the President should know
what ve are doing.

TMR. TIJSON: Well, all right.

MR. LICKJEAN1: That is a mkat6ter of some opinion. I have my ownm
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views on tUat, too, which at the moment are -

MR. HILSON: He will have0 his views, too.

EISHOP S1IhiRLL: 1r. Chairman, I come back to 'Mr. Ernqt's
point. How can e decide, those of us who do not know where any of
the other committees are?

I move a postponement of this until we have heard a report as
to the progress of the cor.ittees. I don't see how we can decide
this until we have heard reports from the committees. I know the
committee that I am on, but I don't know about the others or their
problems. I think it is very difficult to vote on this until we
have heard their reports. It is just a matter of order in the

eetIng,.

fE. IILSON: Do you wish to defer the vote on the motion until
rwe hear the reports, or not? ,ould you like to hear the reports of
the chairmF-en -f the tiree coait tees ?

E EL1T"4S: I will second the motion to postpone.

LE. ILSON: All rijht; jou have heard. the motion. Will those
in favor vote aye.

(The motion was carried unanimously.)

MR. WILSON: Then shall we hear from Committee No. One -

B3ishop Sheril of t e L station Committee.

ISHOPa SiRIL , r_. Chairman, we met all day yesterday. In
the afternoon we had ii representatives of tte justice Department,
who were most helpiiul; and loan report, I tink, progress and
encouraging progress without being able at te present time to go

in tail as tA what cu.r recomendations are to be.

ve discusseCi very thoroughly Sections 51 and 52 of the general
zivil rights acts and -L think came to a determination that it was
not wise to try to amend those but to supplement them by recomren.-
dations which would make them nore effective.

Va had some very inLerestini, suggestions before us along that
li.n and I think the Coimittee felt were mst helpful in a further
application of what we are all trying to do, without changing what
we already have achieved.

also has before us goite viry interesting suggestions from
the Justice Department in regard to -te whole question of voting

4
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privileges. We also had a very interesting suggestion from Dr.
Dickey in regard to the liability of not only law officers but of
others involved in acts of violence.

This Is not a deta.led report but I think I can say that e
felt encoura-ed. There were certain areas in regard to peonage that
we have not reached but I should be inclined to feel that by the
1st of May we night be able to make very definite recommendations.

Now, I woul like to check VTith the members of the Coanittee
on 1at, .ould tat he too optiaistic a statement?

6L ;.L J: I think so.

U 17 :LTe 15th of kpril?

fR. RATELS: The department is to prepare some further
material.

hISHjOP S ~IMIL: 'rat is right but I thl-,ink we c nild Ireet this
dead line ii our com-ittee; don't you think so?

ITKS. A 'LLND R: Yes.

M 0ILSON: That is, 1,e 15th of April would be the dead line.

MR. MAzTHSS: That means two more meetings of our comittee,
according to tie present schedule.

MR. ZILSON: Yes, unless you want to change it and have more
meetingEs. You ov- a deflnie schedule?

T.E. IL-i.;' St ssiG hat is recomendat.c. n of the staff
is adopted, it would be two weeks.

MR. ENST: Mr. *Chairman, may I ask a few questi-ons?

. bILS).2: Yes, sir.

'J. 1Ts .*iuesti on such as I raised on Lhe Pederal Educa-
con ill - does t uat fall in uNmber une or Number Two?

R. HILSCV: My guess 7;ouild be that it is in Number One; that
is what I assume,

DR. GRAHAM: It wasn't in our material.

HR. TOBIASt It is in Number Two material but in the form of
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recommendations.

MR. ERST: What I an getting at, it seems to ne you will find
by April 15 or May 1W we can sort of imake up our minds on the old-
fashioned materials - revising the civil rights, field where Teo-
ple have done a lot of work; but when you come to these expanding
powers that have never been explored, really, as to higotries. tax-
ing: powers -- reductions on t x returns, which shicked me, where
there is discrimination by the institution; take an educational
bill -- those it~ seemed re, arnd 1 would like to ask the Chairrmqan,
do you think there is any chan ce by April 15 that you committee
can -et anywhere on that?

I can assure : u that there is practically no literature or
thinkinp on the subhct. Mr. Garr will tell you, lookir;g over the
fiCld, there i4 nt in iten by lawyers or others. Iut ib seems
To ,e it i a p:iliophical question that you don't need many facts
on. I just happen to be a person wvho would vote against the
Federal grant ou money for education going to Jim Crow institutions.
The arguments are pretty obvious. It nay perhaps close up a lot of
institutions. I just play my cards the other way.

ME MAT1-7,S, Your bringing up this question reminds me of one
t Inwe cided yesterday that you didn't mention, and that was,

we thoug t tne FEPCA sholK be referred to Committee Two rather
than cUr coittene

BISHOY 'i TEVL: Thrt ad already been done.

DR. VKA>X<: Comib~ee >wo asked for it'.
.u 'r e Constittee t'wo thought it

Was in its as i-mnment.

ISDP :ul was passed to you ith entire rood will.

.E. LCIAN Ic udestand why, toop That is why I wanted
to change the record.

sADEI GITMLSUr: ,e weren't able to make up our -Loinds whether
we has suffered a tactical defeat or a tactical victory.

MR. ;IlTSON: It is a fait accompli.

I. MIA: 1e raises the question also of where that subject
should go. Yesterday we took up 1atters of lynching, mob violence,
and also th -
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ES. ALEAND R: Suffraie.

DR. GRAHAM: Suffrage, white primary, and so on.

iMP. L 2A 7,S District of Columbia.

D)R~. GRAMt District of' Columbia; and the peopnage matter is
in our material, too; but in the assignment of materials that is
our field. So th e reason the Chairman has no answer to your quaes-
tion, it wasn't even brou;ht up for discussion; it wasn't't in our
sector.

MR. LI1RNST: I would like this new field of' material to be
assiyed to scrne cor ittee, I don't care which.

M1. T EAC: It isn't altogether new, ofconurse. The 78th
Congress had a bill before i which was defeated, as you will
recall by Senator Langer who subitted an amendment meant to defeat
it.

RABEI GITELCUEN: Mr. Chairman, it seems to me that Mr.
Est's ecome o i to this Federal Education Bill would
ctual-! depend upon a matter of policy that we have to decide. Are

we going to consider ourselves a comittoeo which ought to issue
statements frou. time to timTe on pendin maters, to act as a kind of
advisory committee for the President currently while we are
deliberating; or are ;we going to reserve an-y such statorrnts,
regardlless of what comes up in e meantime, until we complete our
deliberations?

Frankly I dontt know. I am not saying that because have an
opinion but i th.nk we ought tc decide- it.

RK. ISON: gtIt seems to me vie almost answer him if we are
going to come out with a report on May 15. If we are setting our-
selves that job, we can almost answer it that we wouldn't surely
then start giving interim adice and -

Not between now and then.

MR. WILSON: Between now and ,ay 15, on the question of vvhere
this subj-ct lies, it s es to IEs p.r. rnst -

MR. LUCKWAN:
or Two?

But does this subject belong to Subcommittee One

J.NHF iFiR121: I t}:inlk the answer to it is, is it a matter
hich requires legislationi or is it a matter which requires

A, , A A A_ __A
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education?

MR. TRNST: The things I am talking about are strictly legisla-
tive; require either legislation or amendment to the Treasury law
that you can't take a reduction to a tax return if you give it to a
discriminatory institution.

MR. LUCIK That phase of it we did not touch at all.

MRS. ALEXANDER: We have Congress; we have it.

MR. SH ISHKIN: Mr. Chairman, I have had some experience with
jurisdictional disputes so i don't think we are ready to -

MR. VWILSON: W1e will leave this to an expert.

MR. SHISHKI : - resolve by across-the-table methods. I
think we ought to clear that up. I think what Mr. Ernst has
brought up is a qu.st.on - I think we have been a little less than
frank with ourselves here in this discussion; at least the part I
have heard.

that
I think the question before the Comrittee/has to be met

is whether or not - this Committee is in a sense circumwcribed.
We can, if we wish to, make interim recommendations to the
President on legislation but only to him, and certainly not pub-
licly. The President's Comittee can't make public advice to the
President as to what the President should do. It is his Committee.

I think there shouldn't be anything wrong with the Committee
coming to the President and saying, "Look,. This is what our
ComiIttee feels about it. You can do anything with it you want."

I think the other big question that relates to the whole
schedule on the basis of which the Committees are reporting is the
question not only of the impact of philisophy but also the impact
in the framework of our time schedule on the political life of the
United States of America.

I mean, we know quite well that in 1947, if the report is made
late, if it is made on the eve of the Congressional elections and
closely approaching that, our report to the President is not going
to be made public. Our report to the President is going to come
out as his report and only subject to his a royal. It certainly
woIldn't be any criticism of the President to s ,y that of necessity
any report that is coming into the political atmosphere will be
thereby circumscribed and stymied and therefore time is of very
great essence for our basic statement.
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MR. WILSON: Check.

MR. SHISRKINt I think we may lose sight of -ale possibility
that somewhere in between April 51 and September lt might be the
time we can do the kind of job with the President's agreement and
with his approval that will really lay a groundwork for further
work and perhaps continuing work by this Committee, but having our
basic statement made then and as early as possible. I don't think
we ought to get lost in the discussion of te specific dates. We
ought to do it to the very best of our ability, as rapidly as pos-
sible, recognizing those facts as quite important in our decision.

MR. WVILSON: Thank you. That is clarifying.

NOWare there any questions you want to ask Bishop 'herrill
with regard to Committee Number One 's report?

MR. LUCiKMANt Yes, I would, Mr. Chairman. Was I to understand
you felt that somewhere in the vicinity of April 15 to May lst your
coramittee would be ready with specifically proposed changes in the
legislation?

BISE-OP Si i iUL That is right.

MR. LUCKMAN: Covering what subjects? The poll tax problem?

DR. GRAHAM: S u

BISHOP S HERRILL

ff rage; lynching.

51 and 52

MR. CARR: District of Columbia

BISHOP SHERRILS And the District of Columbia.

MR. CAR) And involuntary servitude.

MR. LUCKMANr
Golumbia,

The proposed act, you mean, for the District of

BISHOP SHERRILhs Yes and the peonage. I think thise matters
would be ready. I think we can make a report in regard to addi-
tions to the general civil rights act without changing sections 51
and 52. 1 tAink we can make recommendations in regard to suffrage.

DR. GRMAMt Which includes the white primary.

BISHOP SHERRILL: In regard to the District of Columbia and
in regard to peonage. Don't you think we can do that?
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MR. CARR I think you can.

MRS. ALEADR: And anti-lynching. Didn't we have that?

BISHOP SHERRfI: That is in the civil rights acts.

MR. LUCKMANt And this matter of tax exemption that Mr. Ernst
brought up.

BISUOP SHERRILL: We haven't discussed that. I an not quali-
fied to express an opinion about it.

MR. CARRt In that point the staff has understood that would
be Subcommittee Three's work, even though it might involve legis.-
latioh just as FEPC might involve legislation. In other words,
Subcommittee One doesn't necessarily have everything that might
mean legislation.

MR. TOBIAS: Put it in Subcommittee wo. It is there.

MR. LUCKMAN: Education but not the tax exemption.

MR. ZT4RST: I just wanted to know which committee is going to
take care of the provisions that we might develop in connection
with the spending powers, the education bill, and the taxing powers.

MRS. ALEXANDERt I thought that drawing the legislation was in
the province of Committee az Numer Une.

MR. ERNST: I thought it was all in Committee Number One. I
think it ought to be one committee or the other.

MR. LUCKMAN: Mr. Chairman, as I think I wrote to Dr. Carr
when I first came up, I think that would be delightful. I wish
that would be the decision of the Committee, because then the other
two committees will be able to enjoy what I hope will be a beatti-
ful spring. There isn't anything except the application of the
forces of advertising to the decision of the Comiittee when they
are all through that doesn't come within the realm of legislation.
You will find it very difficult for any committee member to name
one subject that doesn't at some point involve legislation.

DR. GRAHAM: That policy would put anything in Committee One.

MR. LUCKMANs Which suits me fine,

MR. CAR: That would be a mistake.
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DR. GRAHA: We will have to revise our time schedule if we
a to take on the work of the other two committees.

MR. PISON: WeL., now, practically, don't letre be too tech-
ical. bout it; practically, ,why don't we urge Mr. ErnsIt'si cocit-

toe ip that subject.. shop Sheerill, would ou Ihae anyr
Scio othat?

131IISiHE7IL.: Not at all.

MR. .ILSON: It seems to me we ought to urge him to do it
because I happen to know that he is well started on the thinking
within his committee about; and -

M.S ALEXANDR: Mr. Chairman, may I move that tax powers and
speni~n poers h referred to Y, Ernst's corittee.

MR WILSON: Committee ' bree.

ME. WILSON: is the morition seconded?

iTi LUCKMAN: Tax powers and spending powers 6n legislation.

IR. CAR: Any legislation that might use the tax powers or
the spending powers as a neans of getting at some problem.

AR. lLAION: I think that is good.

UR. SHISHKIN 1 Mr. Chairman, I just wanted to point out that
one some of these things I think that the motion is perfectly in
order, because what Committee Nuber Three does on tax powers and
spending powers coild be done excellently under Mr. Ernst's guid-
ance; but I think that a number of areas that are covered by the
other corLmmittees would be helped by interim reconnrendations from
Ar. Ernst in Comriittee Number Three on those questions, whereas
Committee mwaber Three wmuld not be doing or responsible for the
actual drafting of those because those two things cut across a
number of other subjects.

MR LUCKMAN: That is the problem that is really raised when
you have a broad statement much as that all. legislation should go
to Committee One,

MR NILS3N: We may have erred in that.

MR LUCKCAN: I think this motion does ,in facts err-this
emotion, too, if I might point out - if I understand Mr. Shishkin

correctly.
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Our Subcormittee spent a good deal of time on this question of
education as it pertains to dscrimination from Federal grants or
aids, and so forth. If we are to continue working on that, I can't
conceive how Commt tee Three could possibly come up with any final
thinking on legislation to prevent discriminati.on in Federal aid to
colleges, for example -- unless they, too, studied the same fields
we studied and duplicate our complete effort. You just don't pull
out of a hat s. )me legislation. First you study what is happening
and why. Then you evolve the legislation you hope will correct it.

So that a broad swoep across the board in any one field will
leave confusi.oM, .1 think, in there in the other two committees.

MR. ERNSTt Mr. Chairman, I didn't mean to complicate your life.
I don't care where it goes, really. I just don't want it to get
lost sight of in the shuffle.

I think these new instruments have nore value in the future
than the criminal sanctions, trying to get convictions, which under-
lieEs the power of FEPC - the lynch law.

UP. SHiISHKINt Underscoring to make hat I said perfectly
clear, my feeling is - and I feel very strongly about it - that
one of the three committees ought to have a subject imder its final
jurisdiction tc make a final report on it. If one committee deals
wit the substance and another committee is responsible for draft-
ing legislation on that subject, I don't think it will work out.

DR. OY4RARM: No, sir.

E. iRNiT: Couldn't I ask iob Carr what his judgment is as
to the po er of sanctions?

MRB. CAR: I think it ought to be with your subcommittee.
think we started in with the supposition that in the three subcon-
mittees a logical distribution of the work could be made aiiong
them.

BISHOP SHETLRILI: The motion is that this be referred to Number

MR. LUCKMAN: All tax exemptions and --

NR. CARRst Any legislation that may use these techniques in
getting at the civil rights problem.

MR LUCKMAN km .1 correct? I want to know what I am voting
for and agai nst,. An7 I ,orrect in my assumption that Subcomimit tee

i

I

ihree .
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Two, of which I am a member, would then not get into the matter of
prejudices and discriminations in educational matters in the United
States - if this motion is passed favorably?

MR. CARR No, I wouldn't agree with that. I think you should
still deal with those things.

MR. LUCKMAN: I am confused. How does Subcormqittee Three
determine what should be done about discrimination in educational
institutions unless they first do the same thing we did which is
to study the actual discrimination aad what is going on?

MR. ERNST: Mr. Chairman, I have some deep prejudices already
on the subject. It seems to me all Committee Three would do, if I
were the sole member of the comrtittee, is to analyze all the spend-
ing clauses in legislation currently going through, whether it be
the GI educational bill, the land grant college bills, the roadwork
bills, the maternity hospital benefit bills -- and come to the con-
clusion that we would recommend to the President of the United
States that we are not in favor of that spending unless the follow-
ing clause against Jim Crow be added.

Now, that is how simple -he thinking is, in my mind.

BISHOP SERIM.LL In other words, you wsnt another-weapon.

MR. ERNST: Our money from up North is a much better weapon
than a local grand jury and a petit jury to get a conviction.

MR LJCK;Ai:
in those laws?

flow do you deterinrie what changes should be made

MR. ER2ST: There are no clauses. All I do is add a rider.
am dogmatic in this thing by this time. I see no great hope.

lMR WILSON: Do you understand the clause he would write in?

NR LUCKNA Yes, but I fail to understand how he can arrive
at that clause unless he know what is going on.

MR WfILSONs
further study.

He would put it willy-nilly in any one without

MAR. ERNT: This is just an act of faith. I think the people
who are not bigots shouldn't beinde to contribute money to insti-
tutions that are bigots. That is how simple it is. I will probably
be voted down.

1
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19R SHLi'hKINs He will propose what to do and you, Ur. Luckman,
willu1ttilize that and say where and how a.nd under what circumstances,
on the basis of your studies.

MR TOBIAS I think we have a very fundamental iss ue here and
it ouIht to be cleared up. Wie are the President's Cormnittee for
makling recommendations to him of What can be done within the present
structure of government, the 'ational Government, to assure to peo.-
ple their rights, and what additional legislation may be needed to
implement the Federal Gernment in getting tha result.

Now, ir. Elrnst has very deep conviction on some of these
issues. That is one tVi.ng. Is the Committee going to take the
position that it has a right to give to the public an expression
of the convictions of the Gomylmitee on these issues, or is the
Committee to make recomendations to the President and then abide
by the President's decision as to what he can do, practically, writh
these recommendati.ns as *e cnfronts Congress with a message on
this suobect? It sees to me it is rrT iprtant.

ER. WILSON: You mean, if we make our report and he refuses to
go along wiith it and only uses part of it, what are we going to do?

R. tB,I That is rriht.

M.R. LJCKAN: Personally, I would be very much opposed to
our ever raking anything public,

IR. JLSON: So would i.

MR. LUCKAN: It might surprise you, from what I have said
before. This is a Comrmittee appointed by the President. I know
what I would do in my own company if such a situation happened;
people looking for work, if they made something public before they
came to me about it.

I think we would be violating our responsibility to the
President if we made anything public, either before or after, as a
Connittee.

Now, I want to qualify that, because when all of our reports
are in and through, nothing would prevent any of us as individuals
from getting up publicly and saying what we think as individuals.

MR. TOlAS: 'What I am talking about is this: Are we going to
make the kind of report to the President that will express the
kind of convictions that Mr. Ernst has expressed?
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As :1 said, the education bus in the 78th Congress worked
out that wray; worked cut by a man who deliberately offered it -

the representatives from the South would not support it - so that
it would be defeated. It was defeated, notwithstanding the fact
that there has been an understanding by representatives of all
organizations concerned. It was in the nature of a compromise but
they felt it the only kind of procedure that would get any kind of
result at all.

it _s just a qneatio o PwVhether you want educational help or
whether you want to issue an ultimatum that will defeat the purpose
of the t, i.r, If we are actlin for the President as we consider a
thing of this kind, then we are going to think in terms of what it
will be possible for hi 1 to o.) nr to tet done on the basis of our
reccs endaticns,

R. E VNT: We don't !ave to decide it now.

M'. TIkS: N1o, but 1 say this, that we have to consider the
public and w,,at the public is expecting as a result of the work of
this Committee. That is one thing; andt he help that the President
is expecting of us is another thing. Wie have a responsibility to
both.

1M.. SHISHKIh Mr. Tobias, we have had some experience now, in
the Council of oonomic Advisers, that was set up under legislation.
its functi-n is approximately the same scope.

In the first place, the Council has conferred with the
President at his request several times. The President says, at
this stage I would like to have the views of the Council as to what
to do wiith this measures what position to take"; and he says, "It
is possible that if this measure come up for the final decision by
Con:;ress I will ask for a statement from the Council which I will
make public with my letter to the Congress. This is my view and
it is supported by such and such evidence." I don't see any pos-
sibility of precluilng the President from even coming to us if the
FEPC legislation is pending final decision in the Senate or if
there is a filibuster, and saying"This is -what the Cormittee hoas
done.

I think we would be kidding ourselves if we think we can really
do a great deal on our own in issuing statements on current legis-
lation. This is the first of arch. Congress is going to adjourn
soon. It is well along in the session already& By the time anything
comes along on new proposals, new legislation, I don't think we can
make a contribution to this session of the 80th Congress, anyhow.

mmmp
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AI ITT7LSON-T,: Ar. Chairman, we have a way of working our-
selves around to this problem. -e are slippery as a committee. I
am trying to figure ut how re ot back to this subject. Are we
not upposec to be listen-in to the subcommittee reports and decid-
2J ';o; to settle j.urisdict nal disputes? Let's go on ith

ME, CAiR: I think mabe ctfat motionr eight to be deferred, too.
ITh transfer of something bodily from one subcomittee to another
when you !Ftve ol heard b reort of one subcolmmittee would be a
mistaka.

.TLL I wculdn.'t want to be inhi ited as an individuaal
from personal expression on- any of these issues. I' after the

ICradit: a ri : , it1 .rep0 te counLry exprses its opinion of
nit ' ev the ight at thaL timE.-- that

:acL that ILhave serveCo this

DR. !IIJ.;:

MR. TB\IA\sD

DR. IAHAl,
this Covenitte.

- o f, close your mouth.

Tat is right. Exactly what I am talking about.

'e haven'i. lost our civil liberties by joining

Ri. Ci1: If I haven't misunderstood r. Luckm.an, you didn't
have in ri-:od that the finil rex)rt is not going to be puoli shed.
Certainly my understanding J of i is that it is. t0ink the
President's alvisers expect the Committee is going to give him a
report iat i) s oin: to be published. Government re.xorts have been
5uonressed b-t I don't thiink 0.1 situation is in an area where
there w bould he aro suppression of the report.

MRS. ALIXI ND iR: That would be the same as the FEPC report.
It woil6 e published and aaiilae.

D : .:-AHAMt I know one report of one President was submrerged
aid th ev called tLe chairman of the committee before the Congress

it -wasn't sup:ressed by th e President - and when the chairman
feared, the daiy before he appeared the report was published, after

three or four .nts. So you 1can 't keep a report from a Presidential
cor::ittee in t01 dark.

MR. m Th onl o ( d know LU that h. ocen thoroughly sup-
presse -- was LaCuada'.s0 Commision on Harlem.

"R. ILSN: As I :Ke stand it, you are wilJinL to defer the

I
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vote on the motion. Let's defer it for Una moment and let's .)et on
with our business.

Shall we have the rport o(f Cormittee Number Two?

MZ. LUCK;AN i 4r. Chairman Subcommittee Number Two- Nmet yester-
day and having been asked to consider the broad social, economic
and educational aspects of promoting the cause of civil liberties,
we afteX' serious consideration, arrived at the conclusion that
taere ae three main areas Wich will interest us at the moment and
to which all of our tim and effort will be devoted. I am not
meaning in that statement to exclude other areas but merely setting
up a proprity system in an effort to get sormthing constructive
done within a reasonable time.

The first is the consideration of this matter of fair employment
opportunities to all races, religious, colors and creeods, in
public and private employment. On that point, I would say just a
reaonable amount of work has been done; to be brutally frank
about it .1 feel we have just scratched the surface.

The first effort of the committee, through the able assistance
of the staff, will be to collate the work that has been done in
both Federal efforts and State efforts, specifically with a view
toward isolating the principles involved in those acts that our-
reitly are or have been on the books. By working on the principles
involved ei hope thereby not to get lost in legal verbiage of how
to execute somt-e of those principles, feeling that the execution of
the principles can and should come at a later date.

The second broad iter was the matter of the right of all per.
sonsto an equal opportunity in public and private education. In
connection with the discussion on this point, I think a rather
important matter was brought out by various members of the Comittee,and that is, that while at first blush it ai ht very w ll seem that
the only general area of discrimination or lack of opportunity in
education is in the colored races that is in fact not true; that
while the unfortunate situations existing, we have very definite'
problems facing other minorities in the UJ.tes States such as the
Jewish minority, the Catholic minority, the Polish minority,
Italian, and so forth, which in total number of people involved
exceed the sise of the minority problem existing in the South.

Therefore, the subcommit tee felt that it wanted to be veryr
careful in the exploration of this matter of education opportuni-
ties to be quite positive that its work did not appear to be one of
interest solely in the colored problem in the South but rather to
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prove by its study, interest, and activities on this subject, that
the subcomittee was in fact interested in tle problems of all, of
the minorities.

I think I correctly state the feeling of the subcommittee when
I say that we thought that there is nothing that we could do that
would be more harmful to the effort in the South than to have it
appear that the subcommittee and eventually the Comnmittee, was
interested primarily and almost solely in the problem arising in
the South, because then we would in fact be a committee designed
and operating to solve a problem in one section of the country and
not have any national appear to the rest of the United States.

It seems to us that our ultimate success in selling - which
is a bad word but one we must use of necessity - the results of
anything that is achieved by the subcommittees and the cormnrittee as
a whole lies in our nation-wide appeal and not in any sectional
appeal that we might have.

To that end the staff is going to work in the next few weeks
to determine from various sources what are in fact the discrimina-
tions that cause problems to all minorities, specifically the
colored, the Jewish, the Catholic, the Polish, Italian -

DR GRAJKAM: And Mexican.

MR. LUCKMAN: Yes, that was dIscussed.

DR. G RAHAMi AND JAPANESE.

MR. LUCKM:AN And Japanese

TMRS. ALEXANDRRt As well as women.

DR. GRARAzs That is not a minority.

MRS. TILLYt I think you are right there.

MRS. ALEXMANDE$7 There is great discrimination against women.

MR. LUCKMAN: That is a matter we did not discuss and I would
not quickly be prepared to say would be a responsibility of this
committee; but if it is the vote of the committee that it is a
responsibility, that is another matter.

Third, the right of all persons to an equal opportunity in com-
munity services; and there we grouped together health, housing,
transportation, amusement, and any number of subitems.
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DR. GRAFLAMz City streets.

MR. LUCKMiAN: Community services. Yes, we tried to choose a
heading for our own thinking, a phase that was broad enough to
include the over-all problem.

MR. G,%1AMt That is one of the worst areas of discrimination.

MR. LUCIK-AN: I don't want to touch on any specific points
because I think it would unnecessarily take up the time of the
Committee; but I would like to reemphasize so that the Committee as
a whole will get our complete thinking, that I have read these in
the order in which the Committee is going to attack the problem.

Now, that does not man to say that we, through the staff and
as individuals, will feel that we rust finalize No. 1; that is, the
fair employment problem, before we go to No. 2, the educational-
but I think all of us on the subcomittee felt we had had enough
experience in one kind or another, to know that if you try to do too
many things at one time you don't do any one thing well and you
don't reach any area of accomplishment.

I think it is more in line with what Mr. Carey was indicating
before, a matter of self-discipline, getting the thinking pretty
well set on one kind of problem. before we go on to another,

I think I have indicated sufficiently the general processes
that we are going to use to get this material together, except,
afain, to indicate the view, for whatever it may be worth, of our
subcommittee, that we did conclude that we would not have any pri-
vate hearings at the present time, that we would first be sure that
we had own own minds pretty well clear on the broad principles
involved before we were advised by - and perhaps affected by - the
testimony of people who have been in this field for a long time.

There did eome up a point which I think is probably important
enought that subsequently this entire committee wuld wish to correct
us on. The question came up several times as to the desirability
of focusing our attention on the Federal agencies, in connection
with some of these problems.

It was the general consensus -- although there were some iso-
lated objections -- the general consensus of opinion was that we
should not focus our attention on Federal agencies, for the primary
reason that the Federal agencies in fact employ a relatively mall
number of the total number of employed people in the United States;
and that while business -- of which I happen to be a representative
-- rhas inevitably said, "'ne11, if Government can 't do it themselves,

I I
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what is the reasonableness of asking us to try to do it?"

That certainly has been said. I personally am not in accord
with that. I think that there are many thing that can be done in
the United States by business, labor, all the other factors involved,
which perhaps the Federal Governmrent cannot do, for one reason or
another. Our subconmittee is imbued with an interest in the over-
all and not in trying to clean up or straighten up any one small
segment of the total.

When the right time comes, the committee will certainly devote
its efforts to trying to rectify any problems that might exist in
the Federal agencies, but that would be treated as part of the
hole and not as the whole.

Then, and finally, we spent some little time on the mtter of
education, not as it pertains to Point No. 2, but education as it
pertains to the point that you raised, Mr. Chairman, when you vere
in our session. That is, the changing of people's minds through
efforts other than legislation; because ie all recognize that you
cannot legislate a point of view. You must educate a poiht of
view,

We have some to two conclusions in that very important phase.
The first is that in the actual work that we are going to do on
Points, 1, 2, and 3, and in any subsequent regulations that we idght
suggest, or legislation if 3hat comes within our province; that
within the regulations and legislation itself we rake specific
provisions for the education of those people affected by that
legislation or those regulations.

That is a very definite possibility. Just to be sure that I
make myself clear; if an FEPC act is evolved by this general com-
mittee, no act up to now has made any specific provisions within
the act itself for a method, a vehicle for the education'of those
people governed by that act, as to the necessity and wisdom and
desirability of those regulations or that act itself.

e all know in our experience it is onething to simply tell a
person "You are to do this," hut it is another thing if you tell
them why they are to do it.

We believe, therefore, that part of that can be done within
the framework of the very regul ations or legislation that might be
suggested.

lien, secondly, a field whOcih kr. Carey touched on briefly,
and therefore which I will repeat in anequally brief manner, that
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there is a virgin Jfield, actually, we think, for the Aeneral educa-
tion of the people as to what this committee finally decides is
right and what this committee believes in, and that virgin field
is the broad field that has been used so often in other ways. The
fat salvage campaign comes to my mind, war bond drives, and that
sort of thing - a field which has never been scratched as far as
c il Libertiesa are concerned.

It was the brief of our subconverittees in which I share as
happening to be a businessman, on that committee - in having con-
tact with advertising agencies and the film industry and so forth,
that properly presented there is an enormous - I don't like to use
adjectives but it is properly described as a gigantic-opportunity
to o to the various agencies, the National Association of Adver-
tisers, and the film industry, and have presented at the right tim
a broad over-all presentations t tha public of That this coarmi4be
believes to be the proper defini.ti*ons of civil liberties.

Now, mind you, we have no thought of tryin- to sell through
this media any particular thin' such as a fair employment act, nor
would we try to sell an anti-lynching bill, or anything of that
kind. But our basic need, as you so well put it and as we dLis-
cussed later, is to try to formulate those plans which will change
the consciousness of people whether they are 12-year-old kids or
60-year-old people with definite prejudices, to try to change their
consciousness os that they will be willing and read-y to accept the
views of this comr.ittee as to specific proposals of what should be
done.

That is very brief, and i hope--

101WILSON: Very gfoo d.

MS, ALEXANDERt Mr. Chairman, may I ask Mr. Luckrman did you
include under the rights of persons in community services the right
to ser-e in the armed forces?

MR. LUCEMAN: It was listed. Frankly, we discarded it as a
-,atter of little consequence at te moment in compari.son 'with all
the other problems we had.

Now I take the responsibility for that, Mrs. Alexander. We
telt there are only a certain number of things by limitation of tiim
that you can dc first, and lat first things should come first. >e
felt it was a matter of some academic interest at the moments in
that the armed forces are small and the war is over. It, was an
item that we did not discard but tabled for later consideration by
the committee after we have resolved our views on these other
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matters which e feel take precedence over that.

RS3. ALiQAND2Rs Of0 course, I wouldn't share your opinion
because it seems to me so fundamental to have the right to defend
your own country.

IT. LJCCANz No quarrel with that. In other words, I can
make our position clear. Do you think if we had to chose between
studying two maters if we bad to choose - that we should study
that proble-m ahead of the FPC7

MS. ALEXAND Rt Well i4 we did hot have a country we
wouldn't have an I9EPC.

MR. LJCK AN: Answer my question. If we had to cho se. You
can probably sa, re don't have to choose. I am only asking if wie
have to choose, would you put that ahead of FEPC at this time, at
thIs moment

MRS ALEXANDI-R: I would put it in with FEPC. At this moment
the "urgeon GentUral is asking from some 1200 doctors and not a Negro
doctor can be taken -- so it is Fi;PC, At this very moment that is
happening.

R. LUCKAN: If it properly comes under FEPC, it would be
discussed by the subcommittee.

*MS. ALEXkMMDER: Then I think you have to explore -

MI. LUCMAN: The Committee as a whole will have to overrule
the views of the subco-ruittee, ;'Thich was that we felt that the
stdy of FEPC and education, the study of the broad field of educa-
tion, came ahead of the isolated fields that go to make up community
services.

MRS. ALL&'JlC R: ould you a-;ree with me thut !.t is. a nhase of
vMPC wmhen it cones to the eiyloyment of eople by the Grovernrrent?

9R. LUC.QAN: I don't knov. I haven't got into it deeply
enou-h

MRS. A'LE ; Efl, I would like to throw that back to you.

MR. LTCKAi~r I are answering you out of ignorance.

MR. CARY: I would like to say that will come up under
both FEPC, vocational training, and coImity services.
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NMR . ERNST: Mr. Chairman, may I just throw out in relation to

the problem discussed before and tabled, maybe that Committee Twe
is the coriwttee that would have to consider ultimately in relation
to these local social services such as roads, how President Truman
can make any comment on it other than through the spending power.
If you know any other way by which you can make that a Federal
issue as to w4hat the roads in Alabama should look like - moreover
when you get to education, I think you have to consider also from

the point of view of Feeral iimIpact, what about equal pay for
teachers for the same service? What about the per capita now? It
costs 22 cents for the Negro child and two dollars is being spent
for a white child in -any a county.

MR LJCKEANt I was trying not to get into much detail.
Perhaps it is important to say that the subcommittee recognized
that when this Fubcomm-ittee studies the matter of ability of a
Jewish person to attend a given educational institution, we at the
same time recognize the responsibility of the subcommittee to study
the rights of a Jewish graduate, or what have you, to teach at that
institution.

MR. ERNST: It disturbs me. How does the Federal Government

get into the matter of roads in Alabama?

ME. LUCKYAN: The same thing is true, the hospital is part of
the coru-nity service. It isn't enough in our opinion, the opinion
of the subcommittee, to study from the standpoint of, Can Negro
people participate in the services of this hospital? but, Can Negro
nurses and doctors actually be on the staff of the hospital?

BISHOP SIERRILI : Mr. Chairman, I don't disagree with what Mr.
Luckman, said, but I ami a little sympathetic with irs. Alexander's
point, not on the basis of numbers; but if your government in its

own practices does not do away with discrimination it is terribly
hard to bring influence on private parties to do the same thing.

In your armed forces and in your Veterans Administration, and
in your public health administration, if you have discrimination
there, it is very difficult to bring pressure onon-puhlic insti-
tuti ons.

I think there is a strategic value in considering the govern-
ment services, admitting they are much smaller in numbers than in

private enterprises.

MRl. hRNST: I make a suggestion that the comv ittee might want
to listen to Bob Patterson.

AJ
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ES. ALIDadNDIR: And the Surgeon-General.

IR. S ISHKIN: I ,anted to ask a couple of questions of Idr.
Luc.man in connection -with his report.

I see in the general committee assignment the committee was to
consider the broad social, economic and educational aspect. In the
consideration of the economic aspects, would the committee consider
it to be its task to go to the issues of some of the economic con-
ciOiuons and causes underlying discrimination, and make specific
findings on that? It srems to me that will be very important,

R. LIOG'JtIi: I woul r think so.

BILHO knrlJLL: has t hait been 3 iv.:n consideration? Is that

2j yo u*r plans.

,aR. LUCiWJA t Yes. He think much of that will come under the
F:PC. You see# I am not trying to philosophize but I think so
thoroughly as 'r. Ernet does about one thing - and I am sure it is
oIN because I am ignorant of te problem of civil liberties and
because I am exposed to seeing all the tine. If we take the
Iackneyeds tiie-triod pieces of legislation and simply try to say
"Amen" -- or have we three new words that we want to add to
it - it seeris we will have ::asted an awful lot of time of our-
selv-es and everyone else concerned.

If they haven't been passed by now, they won't be passed. If
in the actual presentation and perhaps the legislation itself if we
have the phases of what I think you have in mind, if we can show
that here is the basic problem down here below, and.that many of
our ills come from inequalities of the economic situation, and that
we must change that through this procedure, we wi at least have
added a new facet to the thinking of the legislators if we can do it
4ith the public we have less of a )problem with the legislators.

Congress was never interested as a legislature in passing pro-
hibition. Prohibition was passed because the legislators felt it
was the wish of the public; and we caL name fifty other things
between that time and now --

1R. SH-ISHKIN: The question I was asking is merely thi. My
own feeling was that your own categories were a little bit self-
defeating. I mean that you were limited by your own categories.

You talk about discrimination in emtploymient, call that FEPC.
Discrimination in emplb.ymenit is what we are talking about as a major
area and quite properly, of economic discrimination; but I think
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thAt includes wage discrimination as distinct from discrimination
neployment per su. It -i extremely important. And When you

deal with housing and all other aspects, you find the underlying
economic conditions, apart from disparity in income, are the causes
of our discrimination. I think those would be opened up, because
they haven't anywhere.

MR. LUCKNAfN That is all part of the study.

MR. S1IShK1N: That is the main thing I was concerned with9  I
disagree, of course, quitee violently vdth you excluding Federal
discrimination. )n the ITPC we found that to be a major area of
discrimination. A;nd I also disagree-

Two
MR. T5BIAS: Cc rLmittee/was not of one mind on that.

MR. LUCKVbN I said the t the committee was not of one mind.

MR. SH;SuKIr: - classifying the time of the committee so as
to leave out he ues-ti n o particinatio. of minorities in national
defense. The arredi orc- ae now classified as part of our labor
force.

(f). LCKiAN: Just so the record is clear, I don't think you
uv11Tht co say thi.nizs Ue L-at. That isn't what I said. I at no
time said we wre eliminatinr any of those areas.

AI. LiLKIN: I saiL caSifying,

KI LOCK.L A:, You" sa idl lmna ting.W

MR L)I JLSDLIN: 4o, no; I said classifying so as to defer

RAiDI GI'TTELSKN: In fairness to the chairman o' the subcommit-
tee, it wasn't a question of classification in any minor status;
it was a matter of procedure. Initially, we were spending most of
our thene in the subcommittee meeting talking about Federal agencies
and the Federal Government, and somewhere along the line we check-
reined ourselves and said, Qey. hait a minute. How about the
l-rger field in America of private employment?" So that we actually
decided to canvass the whole field and not limit ourselves as Ye
initially had been, to Fedtoral agencies.

IWR. LUM IAN: That'sC: right.

RABB3I GIILS2(H: I can assure you we havren 't the slightest
intention of overlooking the Federal agencies but we merely want to
realize that that is a part of the picture; and we would be untrue

I
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to our franchise as a subcommittee were we to limit ourselves to
that part and not deal with the other field, I won't say "wider
field"; with the other field of private employment. We want to do
both.

MRS. ALEXANDER: May I ask you, Mr. Luckman, if in examining
the right to an education, a professional education, you should
find certain institutions which receive Federal grants, and we
shall say, limit the number of Jewish students to two and Negro
students to two, and also limit the number of women who can attend
to two, would you feel that your committee could make a report on
limitation of the number of women who either could be admitted or
who could teach?

MR. LUCKMANs Definitely, yes; that is where we have to decide
something, because we get into this area of what the motion was
that was tabled. I am not trying to bring it up.

If we in our work study, as we certainly would, the three
things you have mentioned - the fact that that institution had a
limitation of two Jewish, two Negro, and a total of four women,
just to be conservative on the matter, that would be, we would
feel, an area in which this committee would work. But I think
that also is an area which gets into the matter of how do you
solve that problem by restriction or what have you, on the Federal
spending in that case.

MR. WILSON: I thought that that was a very good line right
there. Your committee would come out and condemn that practice
and recoirnend, I take it, complete equality. How you go about
accomplishing that, I thought, was Mr. Ernst's.

MR. LUCKMAN: That is fine.

MR. WILSON: That he would come up with a proposed mechanism
to implement what you decided.

MR. ERNST:
before them.

Mr. Chairman, they could subpoena us to appear

MR. CARRt I think this is the solution. Let Mr. Ernst's
committee study ways and means, devices, the technical problem of
using the taxing and spending powers as a means of implementing
policy.

MR. LUCKMAN: Mrs. Alexander, I hope as we go along you will
get used to me. I have a very unfortunate habit, believe me, of, in
emphasizing a point, saying something which is much stronger than I

-4
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should say. But I have a fixation - having been through business
and government I have a fixation about trying to do too many
things at one time.

The greatest mistake that this committee will make - the sub-
comrittee will make certainly, and the committee as a whole - is
in trying to cover too much territory at one time. We wil]. simply
never get any;here.

I think you have to take first things first, and you continu-
ally have to force a pushing back of these other matters - which
are important and interesting - pushing them back until you get
this thing settled. It is somewhat like this meeting. It always
has a tendency to get around on fifty different subjects.

MR. ERNSTt When you mentioned housing, it was in the scope of
your cowittee. I take it that is not just public housing, but
restrictive covenants, too.

MR. LJCKMAN: I don't know. We wondered about that. Wde
thought covenants were someone else's responsibility.

MR. ERNST: I was raising it for that reason. I don't know,

MR. TOBIAS. We didn't get to a discussion of housing but it
was included in our recommendation.

MR. SISHKIN: Where are the covenants?

MR. WILSON: In Mr. Luckman's committee. If he wants to make a
deal for the mechanization of that with -

MR. LUCKMAN: I think we should discuss that later.

MR. WILSON: --with Ur. Ernst. Yes, but let's stick on
these committee reports instead of getting in all these side
roads.

)AR. TOBIAS: Let me say with regard to the committee report,
especially on this matLer of government departments and community
services, that we were not of one mind on that. I think that the
whole question of discrimination in departments operated by govern-
ment is of primary importance, because, as has been brought out, if
the government is going to request private business to comply with
certain principles, then it has a duty to practice that in its own
set-up.
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The point was brought out that that is very largely a matter
of administration. It has been proved here in the District by two
or three departments - some of them the lease popular at the pres-
ent moment in the thinking of a great many people - the whole
business was set right. It was done through O.P.A. when Chester
Bowles put his foot dovm on discrimination. It was done by Henry
;laLlace in the Department of Commerce; and it was certainly done
long before that by Harold Ickes in the Department of the Interior
in connection with National Park Services, and even the park prac-
tices here in the District of Columbia.

And our committee thought in time that is one thing it can do,
to request of the President to make a strong statement bearing on
this whole business of discrimination within these departments,
that it is within the power of administrative officers to do that
and as an educational procedure, the memorqndum itself suggested
a conference with personnel and employment directors of the Govern-
ment so that they may be instructed as to what is reqdiired by
Governrmnt.

So that there was considerable discussion of it.

MR. WILSON: Shall we have Report No. 5 now?

MR. ERNST: Mr. Chairman, we have met several times and yes-
terday afternoon met with the Chief Counsel of the Treasury
Department, Mr. O'Connell, two assistants, the Solicitor of the
Post Office Department, Mr. Delaney, and an assistant of Mr.
Delaney's, Mr. Mundell* We have had them up together.

The committee is exploring the other side of the medallion of
Luckman's problem when he gets to his education by films, the
reverse side being the mass of propaganda and that goes to the minds
of the people of America hidden by nightshirts or the equivalent.

Whereas nobody is committed to anything on the committee, it
seems to be the general consensus of opinion that it is worth
exploring. How riuch value could we get in America if we could take
away the nightshirts and make these people stand up and be counted;
because in the main the people who are opposed to the expansion of
civil rights are afraid to stand up publicly.

MR. SHISHKIN: You mean stand up in their nakedness.

MR. ERNSTs In their nakedness. And more or less this posi-
tion that we are exploring is consistent with an old-fashioned
American tradition which is shown in the permit for postage privi-
leges under second-class postage rights, the registration of foreign

I
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agents; funds sent abroad for relief have to be exposed, and most
corr ,.unities have similiar legislation of one kind or another. If
you are going out to rai-se funds you have to have some kind of
permit.

,e had the Treasury and the Post Uff ice people over, and the
-Post Office brought with them a file of - oh, I should think a
hundred documents, most of them printed or mimeograpiied, represent-

-n- vitriolic attacks on Catholics, Negores and Jews.

These documents got into the hands of the Post Office Depart-
raent even though they were sent through the mails first,-class -

which is sacred and can't be opened - because the recipients of
these letters wrote into Ute Post Office outraged and said, "Why,
this looks to us like treason; if not treason, at least sedition.

don't you prosecute?" or words to that effect.

We explored with the Post Office Department first as to the
administrative difficultiAs and the basic philosophy which was
underlying some legislation or regulations which would provide that
mail in quantities over a hundred copies, or fifty, or a thousand
- we didn't explore in detail - should 'have some kind of a
declaration on it as to who is sending; and no longer permit
anon ymcous -imterial.

It was stated by one member present at the meeting that he
didn' b know why two copies would be allowed anonymous. We admitted
we had to allow anomimity in love notes, but they are not usually
ir duplicai.Te form.

The Post Office is going to explore further just what can be
done adrinistratively to expand what now exists in the statute
books. If you want cheap postage rqtes, you have to disembowel
yourself and say, "Here is our subscription list. Here are the
stockholders and the bondholders."

We talked a bit about the difficulties of the administration
of such legislation.

We than talked with the Treasury Department to see howThr we
could go to get information as to the extent of the funds used in
this particular field. They have no breakdown at the moment,
although their tax return forms that are sent out and are filed,
do call for each tax-exempt organization to state the name of
everybody who has contributed over three thousand dollars, in any
one naar.

e got a statement from the Treasury Department that if this
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committee, through the staff, could get to the Treasury Department,
as I said before, a hundred or more names of organizations, the
bigotry organizations, the Treasury Departments living up to its
obligations under the law and not being permitted to divulge any
person or corporations' tax returns, would make a study to find out
the extent of the operation, the complexities of the operation;
because, as we discussed it, Gerald L. K. Smith, who is operating
as a private individual in business, claiming to send out a million
copies of a pamphlet in one rear, so it all comes into his indiv-
dtal income tax return, and he claims no exemption.

They also pointed out in +J-e Treasury that many of the organi-
zations don 't claim exemption because they don 't want to rim the
risk of facing the Treasury in their request for exemptions and
would rather have the donors pay tax or not be allowed to deduct a
git from their tax returns than expose the organization.

As soon as we get a hundred names the Treasury has promised
to have an analysis of those tax returns for us.

I think until -vie get that information, we can't do more than
continue to ponder over tie philosophy underlying it and leave a
little in abeyance as to the administrative complexities and diff-
culties.

Any law put through for disclosure will have a substantial
amount of deception and cheating back of it and people will try to
get around it. -&.t doesn't dismay me at all; non-bigotry groups
such as Mrs. Tilly works with are now going to reduce themselves
to the spy level of the bigotry groups. Practically all of those
worth while organizations are hiring spies, planted in organizations
such as the Columbianx.

All the organizations that I have talked to seem to admit that
if you can once find out who is putting up the money, the organiza-
tion blows up.

In other words, I have always used as an example the Liberty
League. There was no law that gave the Liberty League and its
functi ons dissolve, but as soon as it was known by the American mass
mind who put up the money, there was no more activity.

I pointed out to the Committee that a lot of my staunch
liberal friends like Arthur Garfield Hayes, believe that there is a
Cd.vil right in anonymity and you will find quite some opposition
from that front.

I am also mindful of the fact, as shown in the discussions,
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you couldn't limit disclosure only to the bigotry groups, because
that in itself would be trying to do what the 'Dies Commrittoe
ineffectually, disastrously, was trying to do by saying, nThis is
un-American. This is subversive."

In effect, what we hili have to get to is that the market place
is oril.v a decent market place providing a hope for truth winning out
in the end if everybody comes forward here and says, "Here are our
backers. here are our officers. Here are our directors." There
is no more concealment.

As far as I know, the organizations that are in favor of
expanision of civil rights are ordinarily not ashamed at all to say,
ttHere is our budget," and usually to print their statement.

That is the problem in relation to the total field which will
include the exposure of irLform~atlon of varying degrees from trade
unions, if you please, and particularly of the extreme left and
right groups, the Fascist and Cormunist groups, Which in my opinion
-- Iam speaking for nobody but myself - -,ould be blown out of
existence in our climate merely by exposure and disclosure. If we
uon't go forward with disclosure, it seems to me then we will go
forward with suppression and will stoop to the very techniques of
the Fascists and Cormunnists, the totalitarian forces.

We expect to get from the Treasury in a week or so, after
the staff gets the information over, the analysis, and then we will
know the extent of the problem.

One thing I might add, my impression was that both Post
Office and Treasury seemed to think that there was an immeasurable
amount of material being pum,.ped into the public mind by these hid-
den groups.

7 ILSON: Do you want to add anything?

MRS. TILLYs I think he has covered it. We have founds as he
said, the way the Columbians were forced to breathe their death
breath was by exposure. a found out who it was, gave it to the
press, 7;ave publicity to it.

(Discussion off the record)

MR. SHISLHKIN: I think the report is an excellent one. I
would like to add my own feeling in connection with the total work
of the committee, that the big' question as to what is the source of
the fuel that feeds a lot of hate, prejudice ad discrimvinratiofl is
one of the nost important things; that this committee can do.
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One point I wanted to make in addition on this, so there won't
be any misapprehension since Mr. Ernst mentioned the trade unions,
there are some bills in Congress now, a number of them, that
require financial accounting by unions.

The position that the American Federation of Labor takes is
that the financial accounting by iLnions required by legislation, is
cl:\ss legislation; that ive would support financial disclosure of
unions if it was coupled with the same requirements applicable to
trade associate ons, employer -roups, fraternal organizations,
cIri table organizations, welfare organizations, and so on; that
that squares with the premiSe that I think is inevitable, that Mr.
Ernst has taken, tlat disclosure has to apply to everyone.

.R~. TQBIS: I noticd an article in the paper yesterday that
the President was Loing to make a statement soon about the employ-
ment of so-called subversives by the Government.

It sF.enems to me that, a point should be made here that there are
different kinds of subversives. The onl.y group that has received par.-
ticular attention by the committee that has been dealing with this
in the past has been the Communist group. I don't see how any
statement could be made about subversives employed in the Govern-
ment that should not apply to subversives who are members of and
supports of the Klan and the Columbians and similar organizations,
some of whom are elected to high office mid other appointed to
high office in government.

I think it is quite in line with the thing "r. Ernst has been
talking about. He has been talking about the way to get after it.

The great difficulty is how can you find out who is a Klansman
or a Meber of the Comunist Party? These are underground move-
ments.

MRS.* TILY: You can't find out without being an underground
movement yourself; that is the tragedy of the thing. We found in
our studr of conditions in the 6outh that there is pressure brought
upon business firms and individuals that almost forces them to make
contributions to these organization, and I think they would wel-
come somethIirnS, that would protect them from such a situation as

MR. TOBIA8: I don't think th.e income tax anoraoch to it is
tie unly a ppro ach.

MR. ERNST: Oh, No.
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MR. TOBIAS: I think itis quite possible to find out, after
there have been reports, as to what the actual connections of these
people are, what is Bilbo's connect n.

MR. K~NST: May I say the Post Uffice agreed with the Treasury
to also analyze as beat they could how many or few of the organize
tions "whose nameas we will give them make use of rmass mailing. In
other words, there seemed to be an implication, as I gathered from
the Post Office and Treasury, that practically none of these under-
ground movements operate without the mass use of the ral.s. They
can't do it by just meetings and word of mouth, and so maybe the
?ost office powers will be sufficient.

RABI GI'TLSOH1 N Is it your thought, Mr. Whrat, that this
disclosure powr would be used only for contributions above three
thousand dollars, or above a certain -

We
MR. ERNST: No./discussed whether it dhod be over a

hunxdred, over fifty, or what. We discussed some of the difficul-
ties. There is a mass meeting and 1$229,O is thrown in the hat and
announced as raised at the meeting. It is not a simple thing.

The SLC has a disclosure statute which is simple. That is to
prevent getting stuck a hundred dollars when you buy a share of
stock. They have to publish a book every time they want to issue
some stock.

MR. TOBIAS. Also, Mr. Chairman, it isn't wholly a matter of
organization. A man has to be sworn into membership in the United
States Senate. Deliberately from the stump, Senator Bilbo insisted
that governmental machinery within the State be set up actually to
deprive practically half of the people of his State of their right
to vote, in the. 1km x xk presence of a reporter *ho -was not
permitted to testify in the hearing although he actually had stenographic
notes of what had been said. The statements were in direct violation
of the spirit of the Constitution of the United States.

MR. LiNSTs Ditto for forty other senators.

MS. TIL Y: There is one field we haven't touched on that
bothers me considerably, to find out how the political campaigns of
the L;outh are financed.

MR. ILSON Now, you have heard the three siubcommurittee chair-
men report -

BIS)HOP SH4ERrLL: Mr. Chairman, I would like to bring up again
that decision. It seems to me that after listeniYg to these reports
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I feel more strongly that this tax power and spending power belongs
with Mr. Ernst's committee rather than with Number One. It is
aling the line of consultation with the Treasury Department.

That was postponed and I would like to move that that question
be referred from Co-mrmittee One to Committee Three.

R. WILSON: I think that was the motion and it was seconded.

BISHOP SHERJILLt That is right.

MR. CARRs Is it now clear, however, that that does not affect
what Subcommittee Two is doing?

MR. ER1ST: No.

MR. CARfi It would merely transfer from One to Three the
technical problem of how you would use the taxing and spending
powers as a basis for legislative control.

MR. ERNST: Get a list of the statutes that have been on the
books for years that are now being considered and relate to spend-
ing and -Federal money, and address ourselves to a theory and pro-
gram legally and socially of how that power could be used to reduce
discrimination, and turn that suggestion over to Luckman and he
will apply it against the facts; is that your theory?

MR. CkRR: Luckman's committee makes the studies of the problem
of discrimination in education or in other walks of life. Your
committee deals with the technical matter of how you could implement
a recommendation from Committee Two that something be done to pre-
vent it.

MR. ERNSTs Vie would send our recoendations so that the peo-
ple dealing with the facts could then have the veto power. They
would say this doesn't apply because it is de minimums, or for
other reasons. They are going to get the facts and use our theories
against their facts.

MR. CAREY: As I understand the motion, my understanding would
be in disagreement with your remarks, Morris. Subcommittee Two
would make its report in the field it has before it. Subcommittee
Three would make its report including this measure that was just
referred to it, and the comnliation of those reports into the
Committee's report would take care of the question raised.

MR. WILSON: That was the original motion as I understood it.
This is the way I was going to put the motion.

lammmmmemmsemm I
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UR. E1NST Does he intend to include in the motion also the

question of the treatmYent of restrictive covenants? I am raising
this just so they don't get lost eight of. I am raising very dif-
ferent Federal questions. Federal housing is being put under
restrictions. This is a very difficult field to get into.

MhS. ALEXAND. RZ That had not been assigned to us.

t. CARR Discrimtination is an area being studied by Mr.
Lcan's~ commit tee.

MR. LUCKAl: I don't think it follows it should go to our
committee. It is the same as education. You would say because -we
are studying education, why, this other about Federal aid and
grants should go with our committee; but having the feeling that

should go, L think the covenants should po also.

1R. 'T:IAot It is :in thie memorandum.

IMR. CAREY: Mr. Chairman, as a meber of Suboommittee Tvso, I
listened to the excellent report made by the chairman of our sub-
comrnittee. Fortunately, I had the benefit of reading the agenda we
considered af t in our cornittee yesterday and feel that if the other
members of the committee had read that same agenda, then the report
of the chairman of our subcommittee would have been complete. W*e
had this matter covered in our agenda, and if there are later any
questions arising requiring further exploration of that matter in
the eare form that you are dealing with this question of tax exaemp-
tions - the question of tax powers - we can do that, but I think
the matter is well taken care of in Tlwo.

BISHOPP SFERRILL: This isn't a part of the original motion.
Can't we pass this motion and take up the other later?

V:. ILSN: All right. You have heard the lotion, which is to

transfer the question of these covanants, at oetera, and the
mechanism necessary to implement this.

BISHOP SR IXLL4 : No, it is spending powers.

iMR. CAR <Spending and taxing poWers.

A>.N: That is right.

BLIHOP MRILL s 'The anoCtions.

MR. WILSON: Are there any further remarks? If not, all who
favor the notion, vote aye -- hi& is to turn it over to
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Subcommittee Three.

(There was a chorus of ayes.)

MR. WILSON: Any noes?

(No response.)

MR. 'ILONs It is a vote.

Now, do you want to deal with the other subject, the other
transfer?

(No response.)

MR. WILSON: No responses there bring no desire to do that,
forget it.

I think before we decide definitely that we can turn out these
reports for the staff by April 15 if the dead line is May 15, it
seems to me that we should necessarily consider the other subject
of how often you are going to meet, because I think that has a very
definite impact on this question. If you meet twice as often, why,
rnaybe it can be done, or maybe the various chairman would then
decide it could, whereas they might think it could not if we con-
tinue the present schedule.

It has been suggested that we meet twice a month, in other
words, four days per month. Four days per month, the suggestion was,
rather than two. Spend two days every two weeks.

is
Presumably - this/for your decision - the subcommittees

meet one day, and then we meet as we are now.

What is your desire?

1R. MATTIEWS: I move that the recommendation of the staff be
approved.

RABBI GITTELSOH11z I second the motion.

MR. WILSON: Any further remarks on that question?

MR. MATTREWS: I will add to that motion, with the consent of
my second, that we meet on Wednesdays and Thursdays.

MR. WILSON: In other words, that would be, just so we know
what we are doing, that we would next meet on Wednesday and Thursday,
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the 19th of March and 20th of March.

RARBI GITYTSOHN: That is satisfactory to the seconder.

MR. MATTHE St And eery two weeks thereafter.

MR. :ILSON: The next meeting after March 18th and 20th, 1 take
it, would be the 2nd and 3rd of April; is that right; and the follow-

ing meetings the 16th and 17th of April?

MR. MATTHEWSs Right.

RBI GTIELSOfU Te 50th of April and the 1st of M4ay also.

FR. GU'kAMt I dAve a date on the 19th and 3rd.

BISHOP b'EhRILL: It is v-ry difficult for me. We won 't find
date for everybody.

MR. FWILSO: It would be the 30th and the lst, the following
one; and then the 14th and 15th of May.

ANov, it seem to me there is on point Still to be Cleared
up.

ABIT GITEYLSON 2 We haven't passed that moti n, have we?

MR. WILSON: You mean as t0 these being the dates? I thought
wedi

RABBFI GITTLESOfN: The motion was put and seconded.

MR. YJLSON: I beg your pardon. ill all in favor vote aye.

(The motionn was carried unaniirously.)

.RS. ALETXNDER: May- we have the dates again?

(Mr. Wilson listed the dates previously mentioned.)

IRS. ALX1NDP The 10th of Lay is us'ua .ly a holiday.

ME. TLSON: The report is going to be in the 15th of May.
thought may-be you would want to recess then. I didn't go beyond
that, if we are going to ret. the report in by the 15th of May.

MR. LUCKAME: L have o ask to be excused, for a lucheon
engagement. Are we metin ) right after lunch?

4
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MR WILSON: I think we are finished, unless you have some-
thing.

MR. CAR:s I would like a little further clarification on this
point 7, as to hearings. Have you abandoned that altogether? 1W-hat
would Pur wishes be?

MR. ;ILSON:If i understood the trend of thinking here this
moCning, you deferred that until the committees asked for it. That
vas my understanding.

B"ISTHOP SHERILL: Seven?

MR. WILSON: Seven is the question of this group of people,
bring them before the main committee -- Messrs. Baldwin , white,
Cushman, Houston, and so on.

MR. MATTHEWSt Don't you think it would be well to hear Mr.
Hoover at our next meetinw that he be invited to meet with us on
the 0roth, at our Thursday morning session?

MR. VILSN: That rwas the one exception. The Thuroday morning
session; that woul be the 20th.

RABBI GITT~ELSHN: I would suggest that each subcomrittee at
the ednesday committee meeting spend a little time talking about
the specific information that they would like to have of Mr.
Hoover; at least prepare some kind of agenda of questions to fire
at him.

MR. ERNST: I think if the Chairman could let the secretary
know in advance the specific aterial on which you would like Edgar
Doover to be morc or le.ss prepared, that might be helpful.

RuBI GTTELSCHN: The chairman of the subcommittees.

MR. WILSON: I would like to be sure we are in the clear on one
thin-g. M4y own recollection is that we are not; that there is
agreeint now by Messrs. Lucknan and Ernst and Bishop Sherrill that
reports will be available from them by April 15, for the benefit of
the staff.

MR. CAREY: May I siigcest that that be April 17, because that
would be the day the full committee will meet.

MR .ITSON: All right, April 17; excellent. B. April 17; you
know what we mean; that wue can consider it on April 17th. That is
what ve want.
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NR. MATTHITSs Is it settled, Mr. Chairman, that Mr. Hoover
will be invited on the 20th?

MR. VILSON: Your word is law, sir. He will be here on the
20th if we can get him.

MR. SFISTKIN : I just wanted to make a suggestion that in the
consideration of any other persons that may be invited for such
informl consultat ions as are suggested, a representative of the
National Council for a Permanent FEPC be so invited.

The National Council has held very extensive conferences with
a large number of members of Congress on this. Mr. Paul Sifton or
iiEleanor Chalmers would, it sees to me, be very useful, one of
them or both, in giving advice to the Committee about the current
status cf the situation.

RAiBI I1" L H I -ou ld )e glad to sueet Subcommittee
T1iJo-

>. G;ILSON I was ju LCoin- to say, won't Suhcomiittee t'e
do that job and hear that troup. I don't see ho; they would pass
u1p the opportunity to bringj: them before them.

MR. CLRz If the subcomittee are going to report by April
1; and want to hold hearings of their own before then, let the
chairman get in touch with the stafCf and let's make plans so your
hearings will be arranged a:nd the people you want to have before you
will be notified, sufficiently in advance to make it possible

MR. 1 ILSONs There is one question before we break up, how-
ever. He haven't r;ade arrangements for a press release. Do you
feel, in view of Mhat we decided today, that we have anything to
report to the press that is wxorth while? It would seem to me
that anything we have done would not be very illuminating to the
public at his atage.of the game.

If there is no desire for it, we will forget it, and the
meeting is adjourned.

(Whereupon, at 1:00 p.m., the meeting was adjourned.)
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Thursda~s March 20, 1947

The President's Committee on Civil Rights,
Washington, D. C.

The Committee met at 1:00 o'clock p.m., in the East Wing, The
Xrite House, Bishop Henry Knox Sherrill presiding.

Present: Mrs. M. E. Tilly, Rabbi Roland B. Gittelsohn, Dr.
Frank P. Grahams Mr. Francis P. Matthews, Mr. James Carey, Mrs.
Sadie T. Alexander, Mr. Channing H. T obias, Mr. Boris Shishkin and
Bishop Francia J. Haas.

Also present: Mr. Robert Carr, Mr. John Durham, Mr. Joseph
Murtha, Miss Frances H. Williams, Mr. Herbert Kaufman, Mr. Milton
Stewart and Mr. Edward Jackson.

PROCEEDINGS

BISHCP SHERIL:s The meeting will come to order.

The order of business will be first of all to hear reports from
the subcommittees.

Subcommittee 1 met yesterday afternoon and this morning, and
this morning we had a conference with representatives of the Depart-
ment of Justice, including three representatives of the Civil Rights
Division and the Assistant Attorney General, Mr. Caudle.

I think all that it is necessary to report at this time is that
we have made very real progress in consideration of proposed legisla-
tion, and I think that at our next meeting, or certainly by the 17th
of April, we will be able to make a full report in regard to these
matters.

Has Subcommittee 2 azy report?

RABM GITTELSOHN: I have the report, in the absence of Bishop
Haas.

As Subcommittee No. 2 reported to you on March 6th, they decid-
ed to explore at this time three fields Fair employment practices,
equal opportunity in public and private education, and the right of
all persons to an equal opportunity in community service,

The past two weeks have been spent in the main in exploration
of fair employment practices, though a beginning has been made on
relevant factors to the area of equal opportunity in public and
private education.

We can now report that common agreement among the members of
the subcommittee present indicates that by April 17th, they will be
ready to bring to the committee as a whole a written report. That

CONFIDENTIAL
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does not mean to imply necessarily a written report on all three
areas, but we will have some written report. In the meanwhile,
we wish to make the following report.

Regarding fair employment practice The subcommittee recom.
mends legilaaion for a permanent EMd with judicial enforcement,
though not necessarily using the name FEPC. Since proposals for
FEPC do not cover practices in federal agencies, the subcommittee
recommends that the President restate his position on fair employ..
ment in federal agencies and provide for the implementation of
this by the creation within the Civil Service Commission and the
personnel departments of the various agencies on-the-job training
programs and such machinery as is necessary for hearing and acting
on discriminatory practices in hiring, promoting and transferring
of federal employees.

Regarding public and private educations The subcommittee has
endorsed the principles of the New York Austin-Mahoney bill as
stated in the revised version of the bill. They discussed possible
recomendations that they might later wish to make regarding dis-
criminatory administration of federal aid for education. As a
matter of fact, we have gone beyond just discussing that and we
have agreed among ourselves to recommend that in the apportionment
of aty federal monies for educational purposes, it be understood
that such monies be administered without discrimination. Report of
the subcommittee 'a position in this field will be given at a future
meeting.

Regarding extension of areas which the subcommittee has voted
to explo The subcomittee voted to extend its e oploratory work
to theRarea of the armed forces. In other words, we have added a
fourth field following the prevailing sentiment at the full commit-
tee meeting last time that we ought not drop the matter of discrimi-
nation in the armed forces.

Regarding a program for mass education on civil rights: The
subcommittee re:veeda proposal TFrcanITs ci MR aM Luckanans
concerning the possibility of the full committee holding local hear-
ings. It was thought that by holding extensive local hearings - he
mentioned holding them in the 1+8 states - we would by that very fact
be publicizing the work of the committee and also be serving an
educational function. The subcommittee approved Mr. Luckman's pro-
posal in principle. They recomend consideration by the full cam.
mittee of a limited number of local hearings in selected focal areas
with the clear understanding that the hearings should be conducted
by members of the full committee with or without the cooperation
of local leaders. We felt that Er. Luckman's proposal was on far
too wide a scale in view of the time limitation, and therefore, while
we accepted the advantages of his proposal in principle, we felt we
would have to limit ourselves to selecting a few focal points for
the holding of hearings.

CONFIDENTIAL
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In addition, the subcammittee recommends that the federal agen-
cies use their own media for education to the end that the public
acquire an understanding of their rights and responsibilities if
civil rights are to become a reality in this country.

I might add that we have also directed the Research Staff,
through Miss Williams, to start immediately securing for us the
additional information we will need so that next time, in addition
to FEPC, we can extend our efforts to the other three areas more
largely than we have already. On FPC we have scheduled suboommit-
tee hearings on April 2nd with Malcolm Ross, if we are able to
secure him; Charles Tuttle; and someone from the New York State
Commission on Discrimination if Mr. Tuttle feels it advisable to
bring someone from the Commission along with him.

In the afternoon we propose to have hearings in the field of
government employment agencies, for which purpose we are consulting
with Mr. Carey and we are going to have the CIO Comittee Against
Discrimination, and in that connection the United Public Workers,
if Mr. Carey so desire. We are also going to contact Mr. Shishkin
to see 'whether there is a parallel AFL group which would want to be
heard just in that field. We are not covering the field of intra-
union discrimination because that would be covered, if at all, under
the FEPC legislation, but we are going to give both the CIO and AFL
an opportunity to be heard the next time by the subcommittee in the
field of discrimination in federal employment.

BISHOP SHERRILLt Are there any questions or comments?

MRS. ALEZANDER: I should like to ask if in connection with
federal aid to education you had in mind the already established
land-grant colleges?

RABBI GITTELSOHNs Yes, we had in mind all federal aid to edu-
cation whether as existing now or in the form of a future national
education bil. In the latter regard we felt that we would be over-
stepping our proper limits were we to reomnehd federal support for
education, but that we would not be overstepping our limits if we
stated that in the granting of any federal funds for education there
should be no discrimination.

MRS. ALEXANDERs Did you have before you the differential in the
grants to Negro land,-grant colleges and white land-grant colleges?

RABBI GfI'TELSOHNs No. We authorized Miss Williams to get us
all available information in that field, and I assume that that 'will
include dis crepancies or differentials such as you have mentioned.

A ~We just don 't have the facts now, Mrs. Alexander, but we hope to
have enough to start work on.

CONFIDENTIAL
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MRS. ALEXANDERs In regard to the Wwr Department, does that
include the Veterans Administration and the employment of Negro
personnel in veterans' hospitals?

RABBI GIPTELSOHNi Speaking just for myself, it certainly should.

MRS. ALEXA.NDERs I would like to request that the committee
explore that field.

RABBI GITTELSOHNs In that field we made less of a beginning
than in any of the others, because we just added it this morning,
but in that field we decided inediately to contact the War and Navy
Departments for their official statements of policy, and also to
check with such groups as the American Veterans' Committee, and the
NAACP, in so far as the practical application of the real or alleged
principles of the War and Navy Departments are concerned. We have
also asked Miss Williams, through Dr. Carrs to request of Walter
White when he comes to testify before the full acmittee, that he
include in his testimony some information regarding discrimination
in the Armed Forces.

MRS. ALEXANDERo One further question and I will be through. I
should like the committee, if it has not already done so, to request
the Surgeon General to appear before your subcommittee concerning
the employment of various racial groups as physicians in the Health
Department. That is a very sore spot and I don't think that the War
Department would reach itj I think you would have to ask the Surgeon
General. But before going to him, Miss Williams and Dr. Carr might
get the information so that you would be aware of just what is
happening.

RABBI GITTELSOHNs Yes,

MRS. ALEXANDERs I am sure that both Mr. Carr and Miss Williams
know that the National Medical Associations which is the national
association of colored physicians, could probably be of great help
in giving you information concerning that.

MR. CARRg We have been in touch with them and have data from
them which we haven't as yet had a chance to analyze.

BISHOP SBERRILLs Your coamittee really crosses into the field
that Mr. Ernst was discussing when it recommends no grant in educa-
tional funds.

RABBI GITTELSOHNs Yes, we do, except that it was our understand
ing on the subcommittee that we had arrived at a line of demarcation
the last time at the full committee meeting, in that we said that
Subcommittee 2 would consider more or less philosophically the prob-
lem of whether we wanted to exercise such taxing and spending powers

COIFIDEMPIAL
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of the government and having ascertained, if we do, that we do want
to use them, we will then throw the problem over to Subcommittee 3
and say, "You work out the way to do it." We are just deciding
whether or not we want to do it.

BISHCP SHERRILLs Are there any other questions in regard to
this report? Has Subcamittee 3 any report?

MRS. TILLYs Subcommittee 3 did not meet because I happened to
be the only member present. I fa rather distressed about that be-
cause of the element of time that is in the picture, and I have asked
Mr. Carr to see if 11r. Shishkin and Mr. Roosevelt could meet in
between this meeting and the next regular one, and I will be glad to
coae back to Washington for a dayIs meeting, because I think it is
vitally necessary that we have something before we meet in subcomit-
tee on April 2. I Bat in with Subcommittee 2 and I was very glad to
do it because it gave me a little clearer understanding of the demar-.
cation between the job of the two comittees. Mhen they first picked
up the question especially of federal aid to education, I thought
at first they were duplicating what we were doing, but as they went
further into it I did see the difference between the work of the
two comittees.

BISHOP SHERRILLs Are there anyi other matters to come before us
in relation to the committee reports?

The next order of business, then, would be to consider what
approach we should make in order to obtain the greatest possible
information from Mr. Hoover. Dr. Carr, do you want to report on
your conference with him, just to say what you have already told
him.

DR. CARRs Be asked me to come to his office Monday afternoon
to discuss his appearance before the Camittee, and I told him that
I thought it would be appropriate for him to make an introductory
statement. I told him that the Committee is particularly interest.
ed in hearing from him concerning the administrative problems that
are encountered in enforcing Civil Rights legislation and even
more specifically, the problems of making investigations.

I took up the matter of having a transcript made of his testi-
mony. He was naturally a little reluctant but I think I persuaded
him that it would be a satisfactory arrangement. I had in mind, of
course, the knowledge that several members of the Committee would
be absent. So I think he will be willing to let some, at least,
of what he say-s go on the record* I nould think that you people
should give thought to the questions you would like to ask him,
following his introductory statement.

CONFIDENTIAL
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RABBI GITTELSOHNs We did that in Subcommittee 2 this morning.
We drew up, for our guidance, a list of sone of the questions which
Members of the committee would like to have answered, if they are
not answered in his original presentation.

ISHOIP SHERRILLs Are there any other matters to come up?

Why don't you read those suggested questions so that we may all
have the benefit of them?

IRABBI GITTELSOHN This is a pooling of all the questions by
the subcommittee:

Should the Civil Rights Section of the Justice Department become
a division? We are not altogether sure that that is within Mr.
Hoover's province, but felt that it might be interesting to get his
reaction to it.

To what extent does the FM rely upon local enforcement officers
when making its investigations? The obvious purpose of that is to
discover to what extent they go to the very people who are suspected
of discrimination.

The next one is typed slightly stronger, I think, than we
actually expressed it. It says: Why is the FBI never able to find
anyj of the people who commit the crimes? What we had in mind is
that the FBZ advertises that it always gets its man, but it doesn't
always do that in the case of racial relations, and we are curious
to know why the techniques which arc so successful in other fields
of crime, apparently fall dowin when a matter of racial relations is
involved,

BISHOP SHERRILLt A more tactful way to put it would bog Vhyo
does the FBI occasional2Zy fail to find people who commit these
crimes?

RABI GITTELSOH-: The next two questions go together: Does
the EI have specially trained agents for Civil Rigits vork or does
it rely just on agents whose primary use is for other kinds of in.
vestigatory work? If not, what would you think of the idea of hav-
ing such specially trained agents?

How prejudicial is the appearance of the FI in a local situa.
tion?

How much does the FI employ local people?
How independent is the FM from the Attorney General's office?
To what extent, if at all, are there Negro agents in the FBI?

LULS. ALEXNDER: Don't put in "if at all" because they do have
them.

RABBI GI'TEKLSOHTTN All right.

To what ext~ent are there Negro agents in the FBI? The point
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there is that Negroes might be more willing to give information to
Negro agents than they would be to whites, in that type of situation.

URS. ALEXA.DERs May I suggest that you add there -- and in what
capacities?

R'ABBI GIT-TELSOih All right. what efforts are being made
through the Police Acadeaiiy and the other FBI contacts with local law
forces to teach them how to deal jrith their responsibilities in civil
rights, and carry them out efficiently? I think that is a very i-
por'tanL questions.

That is the list as we have developed it, Mr, Chairman. I
wold like to sugges *. that all the exbers of the full ComLiittee
heinafter assue that this list is ~public property and that every-.
body fire one question, instead of just using a list of this kind
and have only the members of Subcoimittee 2 do the asking.

Mr. ARRt May I suggest that the first question you list there
!.e one of the later ones to be asked?

3RS. ALEXNMDER: xlou give as one of your questions one that
asks if they have agents specially trained in civil rights matters.
I would MLke to ask - do they have lawyers viho are specially trained.
After all, it is important when a man goes to investigate a crime
to know what the law is and what makes a crime in the civil rights
field,

DR. RAIHW, They do have a large number of lawyers.

IMRS. ALEXANDERS Yes, but are they trained in the field of
civil rights

BISHCP SHEITL: Are there any other matters to clear up before
Mr. hoover appears? Is there any further business to come before
us?

MRS. ALXAINDELR Would we want to ask 1-1r. Hoover his opinion
as to Whiether or not the Civil Rlihts Division should have its own
investigating arra?

RABBI TT LEOTH~s Don't we know what his answer to that would
be? You are asking the head of the FBI.

MR TLANIDERt I suppose so.

DR. GCRAHM: I would like to ask him, or have asked, what he
has found fram experience to be the cause for the lack of convictions
in the civil rights cases.
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MRS. TILLY: The answer to that is the local jury.

DR. GRAHAM: And what suggestions he would have to improve the
situation.

RABBI GITELSOHN: There is another question that just occurred
to me that was asked in the subcommittee meeting this morning which
didn't get on this typed list, concerning the time element, and the
question ist What, if anything, could be done to get the FMI into a
local situation before a lynching instead of after? That is to
say, where a Negro has been arrested for an alleged crime against
a white, and there is reason to believe that something unfortunate
might happen, what possibility is there to alert the FBE before it
happens.

MRS. ALEXANDER: It is a legal question as to what right they
have to go in.

MR. CARRs To pin it down even more, you might ask him if the
Monroe, Georgia, situation was of such a character that an alert
agency might have had a man in there before the crime actually
occurred. They certain are free to send their agents anywhere
they want to, to observe what is going on. I think one question
here is whether these things take shape so suddenly that it would
be just inconceivable for the FBI to have a man on the spot; or
whether there are a sufficient number of advance warnings in an
area like Monroe, Georgia, 24 or 1+8 hours ahead, that a bad situa-
tion is developing.

RABBI GITTELSOHNg It was probably known, but the people who
knew it wouldn't be particularly anxious to have the FBI alerted.

MIS. ALEXALDER: Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask this, and
perhaps somebody can answer me. Is the FBI in any way responsible
for the broadcasts that we hear over the radio as to what the FEr
is doing and how they break crimes? If so, I was wondering why we
never hear of a crime involving civil rights.

RABBI GIfTELSOHNg You mean on the *thriller-diller" programs?

MRS. ALEXANDERs Yes. I mean thave they anything to do with
that? I don't know.

MR. STEWAFRs I can give a tentative answer. I think the pro-.
grams are planned and executed by either the advertising agency or
the network, but I do believe the FBI serves as technical consult-
ants. I don't know whether they could, if they wanted to, recon-
mend that a civil rights investigation be used as subject matter,
but I think we might ask Mr. Hoover in a general way whether he
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doesn't think it would be a good idea to publicize their work in
that area.

BISHOP HAASs Don't you think we ought to ask Mr. Hoover
whether in his judgment there is more law that he needs, or less
law; is he satisfied with the present status of the law?

BISHOP SHERRILLs That is a good question.

BISHOP HAAS: Mr. Chairman, is there opportunity now, while
we are waiting for Mr. Hoover, to bring up a matter that our cam-
mittee discussed this morning?

BISHOP STERRILL Surely.

BISHOP HAASs There was, in the recommendations that our
chairman made, reference to the committee holding local hearings,
and to me that seemed to be somewhat extreme. The recommenda-
tion was that hearings be held in every large city in every state.
That covers a lot of ground. But the bigger question is how should
these hearings be conducted, by the individual subcomittee or by
the committee as a whole, or t:y representatives of the committee
of the whole? That is what we would like some light on. Is that
your understanding, Rabbi Gittelsohn?

RABBI G!2;iLSOHNt Yes.

BISHOP SHERRILLs That matter is open for discussion. I am
* wondering if some light could be thrown on it if it were known that
the committee would be willing to hold hearings, depending upon the
response from any community as to those who desired to appear. If,
as a result of this communication that you send out, Mr. Carr, there
is evidence that in certain sections of the country there was a great
desire to be heard, that might make some difference. I don't know
why we should go out and just sit in a place waiting for somebody
to turn up, or try to drum up trade, so to speak.

MR. CARR We don't as yet have any evidence at all that there
is a desire for hearings in local communities. There are certain
organizations that have expressed a desire to be heard. One reac-
tion I have had to Mr. Luckman's suggestion, in the light of the
full Committee's action yesterday, is that any public hearings
ought to be run on a committee-wide basis to explore all areas it
may be considered desirable to explore. It would be a mistake to
hold a series of hearings just on FEPC or just on anti-lynching.
There would not be econonw of time and effort if it-were done that way.
Accordingly, I think it would be wise to clear all plans for public
hearings through the full Com-ittee, and it would be well if each
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subcmmittee considered that its authority to hold hearings extends
only to private hearings to gain information for its own use.

MISS ILLIAMS: Mr. Carr, the subcommittee had that in mind.
It recausends consideration by the full Comittee of a limited number
of local hearings in selected focal areas with the clear understanding
that the hearings should be conducted by members of this committee -
meaning the full Committee - with or without the cooperation of local
leaders.

RABBI GIELSOH~: If I can presume to read Mr. Luckman's mind
since all we have is his written memorandm at the present, I don't
think that what he has in mind is holding hearings for the purpose
of adding to our fund of information. I am perfectly well satisfied,
and think he will be, that on the strength of the public hearings 1-n
have alreacty planned as of yesterday for these meetings, we will get
all the information we need. I think what he primarily has in mind
is increasing public interest in various parts of the country in
the work of this Committee, and by increasing that interest to help
do the job of selling the public the thing that we are trying to
get across.

BISHCP SHElRILL: I must say that I have great difficulty in
visualizing any time schedule, with the busy activities of the mem-
bers of this Committee, and the difficulty of even getting a complete
Committee membership for our meetings here, which would envision a
great many hearings all over the United States held by members of
this Committee. Practically, it sees to me, it is almost impossible,
particularly if we were going to do it not for the purpose of gaining
information but for the purpose of calling attention to what we were
doing.

RABBI GITTELSOHNs We felt that waWy, also, and that is why we
said that if we were going to do it, it would have to be on the basis
of a limited number, possibly only three or four, in the crucial,
focal areas where we would be able to divide up the full Committee
and call on any one individual member probably to attend only one
such hearing.

DR. GRAHAJ: These would be regional rather than local hearings,
wouldn't they?

RABBI GI1'TELSOHNs I would presume so.

ui. CAR s Wouldn't it also depend somewhat on the nature of the
report as to how that report might best be advertised?

RABBI GIfTELSOIN: Mention was made at our meeting this morning,
for example, of a suggestion which was on our prepared agenda last
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time but which we didn't reach, that a subcanxittee go down South
sometime later this month, I believe, to actually sit in on a
police brutality trial. That mas on the agenda,, but I don't recall
our reaching it in discussion. I think that was a little bit of
the idea that we had in mind, that we ought to reach out a little
bit and not just be a ashington committee.

7R. CARRt Incidentally, since you bring up that item on the
agenda, we completely overlooked it. Fortunately, in between the
time we put that item on the arrenda, and the time the committee met,
a technical difficulty had arisen and the case is now set for trial
in May,, so it would still be possible for the committee to attend
the trial, or discuss the wisdom of attending it at a subsequent
meeting, if it is desired, We felt, I think, however, that if a
group did go to such a trial that there had better be no publicity
concerning such a trip. The purpose of attendance at such a trial
would be to let the committee see just what is actually involved in
a police brutality trial, what the members of the jury are like, how
much difficulty the Government is actually up against in trying to
win a conviction in that sort of case. I think you might get into
trouble if it were widely heralded in advance that the President's
Committee on Civill Rights was coming to ilontgomery, Alabama, to
attend the conduct of the trial,

BISHOP SHERRILs Have you anything to add, Bishop Haas?

BISHOP HAAS: No, I haven't, any more than that the subcommit-
tee asks the larger ccnittee this afternoon what the larger commit-
tee wants to have done. It was our feeling that outside of doing
this thing, if it is to be done at all, in a few unusually sore
spots, that it is quite inpracticable. That was our general feel-
ing.

DR. GRAT{itls Yes, for this reason. We have difficulty now in
getting a large attendance every two weeks, and if we add five
regional hearings I really think that would be too much. If we
attend the national meetings I think that is more important than
that we substitute a regional meeting for a national meeting, in
the case of the members of this committee, I think it would have
value and if it were practical I would certainly vote for it, or if
we had more time I would -ote for it.

MRS. TILLY: I think it would be a right wholesome thing to
have one in Atlanta right now.

DR. GRAKI!: You could hold a hearing in Atlanta, Mrs. Tilly.

RABBI GITTELSOFHN In view of the fact that this proposal came
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originally from Mr. Luckman, and that he isn't here now, and appar-
ently we don't know quite what to do with it, if I sense the general
feeling, how would it be to defer axy decision on that until later
when he is here and that will give us an opportunity to let him
state his mind, instead of guessing at it.

MRS. ALEXANDER: Because we lose too much time. I am all
excited over what we could do with a hearing in Atlanta. It could
be arranged.

MR. CARR: The decision yesterday permits a hearing in Atlanta
right away. No further authorization is needed.

(At this point, Mr. J. Edgar Hoover entered the room.)

H[SH(P SHERRILLs Mr. Hoover, Mr. Carr tells us that he has had
a conference with you so that you know the purpose of the Committee
of the President, and we thought that if you could open the question
with amy statement you felt might be helpful to us, then various
members of the Committee have questions that they would like to ask
you.

MR. HOOVER: I would be very glad indeed to proceed that way.

BISHO SHERRILLs In order that it may be clear all around, on
account of the members catching trains or planes it will be neces-
sary for the committee to adjourn at 3s30.

8TEME OF J. EDGAR HOOVER,
Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation

IR. HOOVERs I think I can make my statement comparatively short.

I am very happy, however, to have this opportunity of being
here with you folks and endeavoring to explain to you same of the
problems that we have been faced with in the investigation of viola-
tions of the Civil Rights Statutes.

I think the greatest problem that we are faced with is the lack
of a militant attitude in the various communitiea that could prevent
occurrences of these acts that come under the statutes,

MSHOP SBERRIL-n May I interrupt just a moment? It was under-
stood, I believe, between you and Mr. Carr that there -would be a
transcript made of this?

MR. HOGVERP That is correct.

RISHOP SHERRILLs And I want to say that if~ at axr time you
want to go off the record, please so indicate.
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MR. HOOTERs Thank you.

I think if this militant attitude had been prevalent in these
various comzzaities where these condtions have arisen, that the
instances could have been prevented, and where those instances have
occurred, that same militant attitude, I believe, would be very help-
ful in the solution of the crime.

We are faced, usual3;y, in these investigations, with what I
would call an iron curtain, in practically every one of these cases
in the communities in which the investigations have to be conducted.
Now we are absolutely powerless, as investigators, unless the citi-
zens of a community come forward with information. In other words,
our function is to go out and get the evidence. You have got to
have sources of information, you have got to be able to go to citi-
sens and have them talk freely and frankly to you in order that we
may prepare the case for the prosecuting attorney.

Then, in addition to that, the juries and the courts have also
got to have a courageous attitude in order that they may do their
duties and perform their functions free frcm the prejudices that
prevail.

I want to cite to this group today some of the cases in which,
notwithstanding the overwhelming evidence presented by our Bureau in
the Federal courts, inadequate sentences were imposed or acquittals
rendered in the face, as I say, of overwhelming evidence.

First I want to touch very briefly on the work we did during
the war on what we call the wartime investigations. This group may
be more interested today in the problems that are facing the country
in regard to Sections 51 and 52 of Title VIII of the Criminal Code,
but I do think it is important to have a brief picture of what was
accapished during the war period, and I am very happy and proud. to
say that so far as the Federal Bureau of Investigation was concerned,
there was not a single violation of any civil right or civil liberty
during the course of our investigations. The situation was different
in World War I.

Maty of you folks will recall that there was a hysteria that
swept this country during World War I, with a lot of volunteer
organizations, well meaning but intent upon being what I would call
pseudo-Sherlock Holmeseas, going out and trying to catch a spy, and
many injustices were done, ma abuses were indulged in.

You will recall in World War I the so-called draft raids where
great groups of law enforcement officers and private citizens would
sweep down and effect warrants. That did not occur in World War II.
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At the beginning of World War II I was confronted with the sug..
gestions and offers of quite a number of patriotic groups, offering
to be of assistar- e, or wanting a badge to go out and try to arrest
somebody or investigate somebody. I tenaciously resisted that
request. My conception of our function was that the enforcement of
law should be in the hands of the constituted law enforcement officers
of the country, the men who are trained by education as well as by
specific and technical training within the organization to make
those investigations. So we did not have azr volunteers; it was all
conducted bly the constituted agents of the F.B.I.

low I would just like to read to the comittee a statement that
I think clearly proves that point, and then I will pass on to the
broader field.

Mr. Roger Baldwin, head of the American Civil Liberties Union,
conferrd with me several times during the course of the war on the
problem of civil rights and civil liberties, and I requested him, as
he went around the country, to personally inquire into any acts or
perhaps representations of the F.B.I. which might constitute, in his
opinion, a violation of those civil rights. He wrote me this letter
from which I will read the following:

"I have attempted to find out as I have come across the country
just what complaints there are concerning those very difficult invee-
tigations of what are regarded as subversive opinions and activities.
I find that your local agents are keenly aware of the delicacW of
these inquiries and faithfully reflect the Bureau's policies.
Nothing could be fairer fran the point of view of the interest both
of the Government and the employee himself (referring to the inves-
tigation of Goverment employees for loyalty) than the procedure fol-
lowed, It seems to me that your Bureau has accomplished an exceed-
ingly difficult task with rare judicial sense."

I very frankly treasure that statement of Mr. Baldwin because he
has been one of the great champions of civil rights in this country
and I latew, therefore, that he would be alert to ary practices that
might be contrary to the basic conceptions of what a person is en.
titled to have and be treated by law enforcement officers.

I want to refer in a very few words to the investigation of our
cases falling under what we call the Peonage Statutes. In the last
ten years we had 770 complaints of a violation of the peonage laws.
There were 15 convictions, 7 of those 15 in the past 3 years.

Now I just want to take one typical case that was handled last
year, in October of 194+"s the case of a man by the name of Biggers in
Georga. That man swore out warrants for alleged debts owed to him
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by Negro employees. The sheriff made those arrests and then the
Negroes would be released to this man to work on his farm, to work
out the particular debt that was charged. If they left that farm, as
same of them did, they would be rearrested and sent back there. We
went in and made a very thorough investigation and this man was
indicted in the Federal Court in Atlantas Georgia, on 18 counts, and
promptly acquitted.

That is why I refer to the militant spirit that is necessary in
the comnmities, the public opinion that must back up whatever laws
we have today, or whatever laws may be enacted in the future. With-
out that, you cannot get convictions.

We have pending today a case with which you folks are no doubt
familiar, the case of the Negro woman out in San Diego, known as the
Ingalls case, where a woman by the name of Dora L. Jones had been
held in slavery for over forty years ly a man and woman, well edu.
cated people. The man at one time was a member of the State Legisla-
ture of Massachusetts and the woman has been active in various fields
of public work and civic work. They have kept this poor woman, who
is now 'ell along in years, from the time she was a ,irl, as a slave,
never allowed her to go to a motion picture show, never allowed her
to have a friend .. and that family has been arrested as a result of
our investigation, and has now been indicted and the case will be
tried within the rear future.

Now I do want to refer to a number of the very definite handi-
caps under which we work, as regards again to what I refer to as the
lack of that militant spirit. I can best prove y point, for your
information, by just citing a number of specific cases and the con-
ditions prevaleTt in those cases.

Many times we are criticised because a Grand Jury does not return
an indictment. The Federal Grand Jury is called and we present all
our evidence to than and then they return a No Bill on the ground
either that there is no jurisdiction or that they don't consider a
violation of law has been committed.

I want to cite this particular case which to ng mind was onae of
the most atrocious lynching cases investigated by the FB.I. (The
Sikeston, Missouri, cas - 194.) The defendant, an ex-convict,
stabbed a waman while he was canmnitting a burglary. The police effi-
ciently located the assailant, and en route to the police station
the suspect pulled a knife and seriously stabbed the arresting offt-
cer. In the course of the struggle the assailant was shot. Given
emergency treatment in the local hospital, the assailant was then
taken to his home because of lack of hospital accommodations, and
his critical condition. His family requested his incarceration in
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the local jail because they were fearful that something might happen
to him.

A few hours later an angry mob, estimated at from 500 to 1,000
persons stormed the jail. They seized the prisoner, tied his feet
to a car and dragged him over the streets through the Negro section
of town, where his body was saturated with gasoline and burned. A
couple of our agents went in and investigated the affair, EWye wit-
nesses were interviewed and made complete statements. The Federal
Grand Jury considered the evidence and no indictments were reported.
The Grand Jury issued a statement merely condemning the failure to
afford proper protection to the prisoner. And a State Grand Jury
also refused to indict. There was a lack of determination on the
part of the community to wipe its slate clean of this blot upon it
as a result of this murder.

Another case was a case where two Negroes were held in a county
jail on charges of vagrancy. Around ten o'clock at night a group of
men began milling around the jail. Then, shortly thereafter, 15 or
20 men entered the jail with a key. They entered the cells with
handkerchiefs over their faces. One of the victims was seized 1
the leader of the mob and vigorousy cursed, tied to the bare, gagged
and crudely emasculated. The leader then seized the other prisoner
and, to continue in the prisoner's own words *dragged me over to the
door and bound me so tightly that I could not move at all. Somebody
put a hat over my face and then began the worst pain that I have ever
experienced." He described the emasculation and said that they "used
a not too sharp knife on me," and he identified the man who had per-
formed the operation. The jail officials, by coincidences happened
to be out of town when the mob took the law into their own hands;
they were conveniently absent.

The job leaders were named by witnesses and the facts presented
to a Federal Grand Jury which ignored the case. That case occurred
in Texas in 1941.

All of these cases that I have referred to are within the last
five or six or seven years.

Now another problem that is equally difficult for us is the
inadequacV of the law. These two cases that I have cited are
instances of where the Grand Juries have been almost guilty of mal.
feasance rather than non-feasarnce.

A few years ago we received a complaint that a young Negro had
been dragged behind an automobile and beaten into insensibility after
his arrest for the theft of an automobile tire. (The Screws case in
Georgia.) An eye-witness account reflects the violence that was
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inflicted upon this victim, and I am quoting the eye-witnesss

"He was bloo4 and full of dirt and he was unconcious but
crawling around on his all fours. The back of his head was beaten
to a pulp and he was in a pool of blood. His head was swollen so
that his eyes were closed. There was a big hole in his right ear
and back of his left ear. There was a hole in his left temple.
There was a gash about an inch and one-half in the top right side of
his head. The skin was off his foreheads noses both sides of his
face and under his chin. The skin was off about half his back in
spots. There were rings around each wrist where the skin was gone.*

An ambulance was called to come to the jail and the attendant
from the a- > Ilance asked of the jailer as to whether the man had
been in a wreck, and the jailer replied, "Yeah, he was in a wreck."
The man died a few minutes later.

The investigation we made in that case - and this case occurred
in Georgia in 1943 - revealed that the man had been beaten ty the
sheriff, deputy sheriff and town marshal. Following their indict-
ment, all three were convicted and given prison sentences. The
United States Circuit Court of Appeals upheld the conviction, but
the U. S. Supreme Court ordered a new trial, and the three were
freed after the Trial Court in following the Supreme Court 's inter-
pretation of the law, instructed the jury that it was necessary to
prove that the defendants had a specific intent and purpose to
deprive the prisoner of a Constitutional right, as it was not suf.
ficient to show that the defendants had a generally bad purpose.

That was the law that reversed that case and released these men
who had comitted this perfectly atrocious crime.

Now another instance where we also find the inadequacy of the
law. This case involves a little difference from the usual cut of
this kind of case, but a Southern newspaper, very civie-minded, was
carrying on a very vigorous campaign against vice and gambling in
the community, and one of its employees was intimidated and severely
beaten by underworld characters because of his crusade against the
Gambling interests. (The Power case in Mobiles Alabama) We made
an investigation and were able to bring them to trial on charges of
conspiracr to intimidate an American citizen in the exercise of his
right of freedom in the press. Five of the defendants were con.
victed in the Federal Court and given substantial prison sentences.
On appeal, however, the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals held that
Congress was without power to protect the press in its discussion of
so-called local crime and corruption as against interference by pri-
vate individuals. Accordingly, the conviction was reversed and the
Supreme Court refused to consider the case for review. That was in
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Now I want to cite just a few cases to you an the inadequacy of
sentences that have been imposed, because there again I come back to
that first premise of the necessity of having an aroused, militant
spirit to do something about this, irrespective of what the law may
be.

A 33-year old Negro farmer borrowed $15 from a former deputy
sheriff a few days before Christmas of 19450 so that his wife and
three children might have some Christmas, on the promise to work out
the money by setting out onions later in the season. On February 1.,
191+6, he was arrested. That night the former officer and another
man called at the jail. They cursed the Negro and told him that they
would kill him but for the fact that he had too many relatives. The
former deputy sheriff declined to accept the $185 offered to him by
the victim's mother-in..law in settlement of the debt. The two men
administered a severe beating to the helpless Negro. Later he was
taken to another jail, ordered to undress and given another beating.
The Negro was falsely charged with swindling the officer out of $55
and finally, after six days of beatings, the former officer posted a
$500 bond for the Negro and took him to his farm. He escaped.

Our investigation led to the arrest and conviction of the former
deputy sheriff, the sheriff, town marshal and jailer. Sentences were
imposed varying from six months to one year, and fines ranging from
$500 to $1,000. That is a great weakness of the Code in that the
madmum penalty can only be one year.

Another instance which has particularly revolting practices
involved. In a particular jail it was seldom that a Negro man or
woman was incarcerated who was not given a severe beating, which
started off with a pistol whipping and ended with a rubber hose.
Negro women and men were placed in the same cells. On one occasion,
after an i8-year old Negro girl was beaten she was required to
remove her clothes before being placed in a cell with several Negro
men. The tragedy of this case, I think, lies in the fact that the
jailer received only one year in prison and on his release can carry
a the same sadistic tactics he had carried on before, provided he
is reappointed.

Recently a local U. S. Attorney came to us with a story about a
59-year old colored woman and her 10-year old son who were being
held captive br a farmer. During the day both the mother and the
son were comelled to work on the farm. At sundown they were looked
in a cabin with the door chained and padlocked. The cabin contained
one bed, one chair and a small wood stove which was not connected
with any pipe to let the smoke out. There wore neither windows or
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lights an the cabin The Mother had maethree attarts to escae
but on each occasion he vw apprehended and brought back. Ylho me
investigated the situation we Lound the mother ztil looked in the
cabin Yhihn m~ arrived there. She m~s free and the amwir m~s taken
to jail,, the owner of the farnz.

He advanced tLhe alibi that the '.-egro iioan had aaked him to look
her 14. e, night to prevent her husband frm~ taking her to another
La-a Ile pro-A6;ted that she was free to Amve at anj time she
desi.d. Neveirthelezz this fanier pleaded vdItyr to toFdal
charges and received a 15-month px-obationax7 sentence and a fine of
aift;( dollar-s for each of the two counto in the indiatmanto That
iw an atx. ciou, ows Irvoltin.C practices, and an inadequate con-
tencee That c=e occurred in 191Z. in AUhe *.ate of nxisravi.,

Now therm is one other case I want to bring~ to the attention of
this CcmitteaO and I think this is a particular4r atrocious one
also, This occmrrd in one of the convict camps. A groeei- keeper
had reported to the uherilf that his store had been robbed Sevan
mr.n andm' aw==a were arrested as suppects,0 1brztal~y beaten and kept
in t:he prison cenV for long periods of time before charge were pre.
ferred. A ai r..weaxrold, mn was taken fron his ham. and after' a dagr
in the prison caehe mea taken to a kitchen, forced to remw his
clothes and lie on the floor* One trusty atat an his head and another
on hia feet, Ie ma Cloggd vwith a leather strap frye feet loM, and
four- inces vide. 'When he lost onsecusness,# =~ter vus dashed over
his fae to revive hin~ and the torture restued. He still refhsod to
omfees Dp later, a truwpedwAW charge of gamblinff van placed

atainsrt this 6O.weew old man- (Ythews likeiv se were beaten* The
racit Yicious of anl wma the treatment accorded the aim in the caso,
a young mother of a two %mke' old3 cUild At ten o #~O cokIn the
evening# she vw taken to a uxoded area alang the river, Tier dress
ma pulled over her he"d She mea faood to the graumd and held W~
tvo men witle three otivern maevraifully £lo~gd her bore botcr. Mood
Streawxd from uultiple vo=%d. Pinalyp the ardausted men related
aver her prostrate go=~ aftc.::' thcly had extorted fr=r her a onmfawsion
of a crinme she did not commit, other similar beatings followd in
this case. A mass of evidence was collected 1xV our agents in this
4.atter and the sheriff a:4 four aociates were idicted in the

Fe~relCo~t. he~r scared that the allegations were unfounded.
In court hawver# four of thorn pled guilt~r arxd received suspended
jail sentences of ei~hteen manthso iith fines r~gL-ng frau e^UoO to
tS5O The sheiff entered no clof'ore and received cxnly a AISOO fine's
That Tm a case in IMississioli in iL914s,

I cite thesoewaes to yolais =nd Contloen, mwey for the
purpose of sho~ng the t~tVe of cases with uhtioh we aro confroted,
the type of Problems with which vm are cofronted in work of this
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character.

If you will recall, in practicaly all these cases our evidence
was sufficient to bring about indictments in the Federal Courts.
Notwithstanding the evidence and the convictions -- in some cases the
defendants even pled guilty rather than stand trial - sentences of
less than a year and $50 to $100 fines were imposed.

You probably would be interested in having the statistics in
regard to what we call the Civil Rights cases. In the past twenty
years, there have been 25 convictions totalling 30 years and 2 months.
Tnty-five of those 27 convictions were obtained in the last five
;ears, and 14 of them in the last five months. I emphasize that for
the reason that I think there has been an improved effectiveness in
the enforcement of the law, which indicates that certainly public
opinion is assisting in this matter. Wie are getting more convictions
inM cases of this type now than wore able to be obtained previously.

Niowa I want to refer to what is know- as the Monroe, Georgia,
case, with which, no doubt, you are quite familiar. That is the case
where the four Hegroes were killed in July, 1946. We had 20 agents
on that case and interviewed 2,790 individuals before presenting it
to the Grand Jury. That was a case in which the phrase I used, the
"iron curtain", is typical. The arrogance of the population - of
that county - the white population - was unbelievable, and the fear
of the Uegroes was almost unbelievable.

We went in theroea we had no cooperation from the local authori-
ties. In fact, the sheriff of the county boasted that he intended to
take no action. The state police made a perfunctory inquiry and we
were left with the entire case. The matter was presented to the Grand
Juryj 106 witnesses appeared before the Grand Jury and they returned
a No Bill. Now fortunately - and when I say "fortunately" I don't
mean it in the way of what happened to one of the witnesses, but it
at least enabled us to take some action in this case that might bring
some results - one of the witnesses who testified for us before the
Federal Grand Jury was a Negro boy by the name of G. L. Howard, After
he had testified and after the Grand Jury had been adjourned, he was
beaten unmercifully b, two brothers known as the Verner brothers.
(Off the record) This Negro came to our Atlanta office and told us
what had happened. We received word that if any arrests were
attempted down in this county that the F.B.I. agents would not
come out alive. Mv Atlanta office called me and advised me of this
and I ordered that two cars of agents be sent into the particular
little tovwn where these two maen lived, and that they be apprehended
and that they be handcuffed in the public square in broad day'ligt.
I wanted to show that there was at least an authority of the law that
they could not deny. We went in there and did arrest these two men
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and did handcuff them in broad daylight and did bring then out - and
there was no shooting. They have been indicted and will he tried in
the Federal Court. They were tried by the State Court, however, and
acquitted, and yet these facts were as clear and as oerhelming as
any particular case could be.

BISHoP SHERRILL: How can they be tried in two courts for the
same offense?

1.. O7l: Well, I imagine they ere probably indicted under
an entirely different statute under the state law, and under section
52 of the Federal law. That is probabV-y the reason for the ability
to take action. (It does not constitute "double jec ardr" to try a
man Tor the Saes offcmee under both state and Federal law,)

L-,,LXADER: Will there be a change of venue?

LE.. HOOER: That will be entirely up to the court. This case
ion't be tried, probably, until around the end of the spring or the
first of fall. But it was the only straw upon which vwe could claim
jurisdiction. We had no jurisdiction in the murder of the four
NeFroes, the Grand jury had ruled on that, but the attack on a
Fcdcrit w-itnes. gave us the necessary jurisdiction,

I imagine probably, to answer your question, Bishop Sherrill,
that the trial in the state court was preducated upon assaults
wihereas the charge in the Federal Court will be for the intimidation
.ad assault upon a Government ivrtness, rather than under the Civil

Rights statute,

Another case of rather well renowvn is the case of Isaac Woodard,
Jr., a young Hegro discharged front the Arsy in Georgia in February,
1946. According to the reports and evidence he was supposed to have
caused a disturbance on a bus coming North, and the bus driver had
hi arrested at 3atcsburG, South Carolina, by the chief of police
who claimed that young Woodard resisted him and that he therefore had
to hit him over the head once wth a blackjack. There were conflict&.
ing statements from all sides there. Nevertheless, the fact was
definitely established that Youdard had received some kind of a blow
that completely blinded him. There ias no question about that fact.
We went into that matter and made an investigation. I want to point
out that in this particular case we were between the devil and the
deep blue sea, if I might describe it that way. We did not have the
cooperation of the local authorities nor did we have the cooperation
of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.
It took us one month before we could get access to W7oodard to ques..
tion him, to get the facts. Counsel for that Association had advised
him that he should not talk to the F.B.I. "because they are not on
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your side, they are on the Government 's aide.' It was only after I
personally appealed to Mr. Whites President of that Association.
that he finally made him available. I want to say that we have
received magnificent cooperation on every occasion I have had to go
to Mr. White personally to have the assistance that he could render
us.

The local authorities were, as I say, uncooperative. The trial
was held and acquittal rendered in ten minutes after the Jury
retired. After that trial was over, one of the sheriffs in South
Carolina at the South Carolina Law Enforcement Officers meeting
introduced a resolution to ban the F.B.I. from ever being invited
to or attending any Law Enforcement conferences in the State of South
Carolina. That resolution was defeated 1br wiser heads, but I cite
that as evidence of the kind of attitude that we are up against fram
the local law enforcement officers on mary occasions.

One more case I want to refer to is the Minden$ Louisiana, case,
where two Negroes were released last August from jail ty the sheriff,
were taken out and beaten, and one died. We made a thorough investiga.
tion. We indicted two deputy sheriffs and three private individuals.
I think it was the best case we have ever made, we had clear-cut,
uncontroverted evidence of the conspiracy. All five were acquitted
in the month of Marth. The friends of the defendants went around
and collected funds locally. I am now in a running controversy with
a Member of Congress, Congressman Brooks of Louisianas who has charged
the F.B.I. with high-handed tactics in the handling of this case,
and has stated publicly, and has issued his letter to the press which
he wrote to me, that we should be more interested in the welfare
of the citizens of Louisiana than appeasing the Northern Negro
organizations that bring pressure. Now his letter was a tissue of
misstatements and untruths* I replied to him. The presa has been
trying to get a copy of ag reply but he won't release it, and I know
for very good reasons why.

Another case is the Pickens County, South Carolina, case which
occurred within the last two months. A young Negro there was seized
by a mob and lynched. Within ten days we had been able to effect the
indictment of 31 taxicab drivers, most of whom confessed to their
participation, and they were all indicted in the state court on
March 12th of this year. We had fine local cooperation, there was a
fine militant spirit there of the citizens and the Governor of the
State who was desirous of having this thing cleaned up and the cul-
prits brought to justice. Whether they will be convicted we will
have to wait and see. However, indicative of some of the local
attitude is the fact that there are little collection boxes all
around the town and to date they have collected $2,000 for the
defense of these 31 confessed murderers or participants in the
murder.
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There are one or two major problems that we are faced with that
I want to touch upon. For instance, take the primary election in
Georgia. We had to make an investigation in regard to the abuses
that were alleged to have arisen there in the prevention of Negroes
from voting. We were assailed by the Talmadge faction on the one
hand and criticized by Negro groups on the other. We have gotten a
little calloused to the fact that we get criticism and have to have
a rather thick hide.

Our purpose and effort is to go down and get the facts in these
cases, and I think the record will show that we have gotten excellent
results in most of these cases, but we have to have the cooperation
of the local citizenry to get evidence in order to obtain convic.-
tions, in order to bring these people to justice.

In the Columbia, Tennessee, case - those were the riots in
February, 1946, we conducted an investigation and submitted volumi.
nos evidence to the Grand Jury and the Grand Jury came to the con-
clusion that there wfas no violation of a Federal statute, and a No
Bill was returned. Again we were criticized by both sides for not
having obtained a conviction. Our function, which I think the public
sometimes misconceives, is merely to get the facts and to get any
available evidence. What the Grand Jury does about it, or what a
petit jury does at the trial is not within our control. I sometimes
violently disagree, as in the case I have cited to you today', with
the action taken by juries, but that is naturalUy beyond my control.

Now while I have portrayed a rather gloom picture in regard to
some of these cases that have been investigated by us, there have
been some very excellent accomplishments. For instance, there is
what we call the Sam McFadden case. That is a case where a former
city marshall by the name of T am Crews in Florida - a very atrocious
case, but again a case where we got results - had taken a Negro, the
father of ten children, had beaten him and then took him over to a
bridge across a river, said that he would give him a 505.0 chance,
and pushed him over. The poor Negro, when he hit the water - he had
already received a severe beating - grabbed hold of one of the
girders on the bridge to try to save himself, and the town marshal
cemented that he thought he might have to finally waste a shot.
However, he slipped off the girder and drowned, and the body was
later found. That case was tried in the state court and nothing
accamplished.

We investigated it; Crews was found guilty under Section 52 and
given one year and a fine of $1s000 - a great travesty on justice,
but they imposed the maximum punishment possible under the statute.

There was another case which occurred in Danvilles Illinois,
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where we obtained the indictment of nine persons, including the
sheriff and three deputies, for killing a Negro en route from
Tennessee to Chicago. They were convicted and sentenced to a fine
of $200 apiece - no prison sentence.

Another case like that occurred in Ashe County, North Carolina,
which is known as the William McMillen case. He was the registrar
of voters and he refused to register some Negro voters. We investi.
gated the case under Section 52. He was tried and fined $500.

I could cite you innumerable cases of that kind, but I won't bore
you. They follow a general pattern.

I do want to give you a picture of some of the things we are
trying to do within the Bureau, and of the facilities of the Bureau
to handle this class of work. I think that the F.B.I. has done in
exceptionally good job under very difficult conditions and with very
inadequate laws.

Wie have 51 field offices in our organizations all of our agents
have to be either graduate lawyers or expert accountants. y being a
graduate lawyer they can evaluate evidence and present it in court
in the proper manner so that justice is done. I think the proof of
that is that in all our cases that go to trial, all classes of cases,
we obtain 97 percent convictions, and of that 97 percent, 89 percent
plead guilty rather than stand trial.

We give a special course in our training school - the training
school for agents I am referring to now. In a few moments I will
refer to the police training school. We give a special training
course on the matter of civil rights how the investigation should be
conducted, how evidence should be obtained, what is tho admissibility
and inadmissibility of confessions, how interviews should be conducted,
and the agents go out into the field service with a very firm under.
standing, I think, of the requirements under these particular stat-
utes as well as under the other statutes that the Bureau has juris-
diction over.

In our National Acadeny for Police Officers, which is maintained
as a branch of the Bureau, and to which we bring in three groups of
ninety every year, police officers fran all over the country, we
again go over with them the matter of obtaining competent evidence;
w outline &gain the same problem of confessions and interviews, and
we emphasize again the jurisdiction on civil rights, and the necese.
sit-y for eithical tactics in law enforcement,

One of the things I have tried todos, as Director of the Bureau,
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is to raise law enforcement to the level of a profeaeion such as laur
or medicine, and through the National Aoaden of Police Officers me
ae trying to get over to them the necessity of being proud of their
wsk, the necessity of having good public relations and therefore

the necessity ef being fair and decent and honorable in their con-
duct.

I au not contending for one manent that all the law-enforcement
officers of this country are of that t4ype. We have good bad and
indifferent in the local law enforcement officers of this country. I
think there has been an iprnment - but again public opinion enters
that picture. You il have no better law enforcemnt in arg communi-
ty than the c=amwty desires or ants. If they want ged lat
enforcement, the can get it and they will have it.

Now in rejard to the mtutess I think - and I a aging this
probua.y gratuitouas3y, because it is not y finction to recomend to
you ladies and Centlcmen the changes that should be made in the state
uteo, but I am going to give you the benefit of aj experene and
observation fricm our long years of handling those cases I think
Section 51, Title 18, is entirely too general and too ambpiuns, and
is subject to various interpretations. There is a great confusion
as to what the Fedeal jurisdiction in. I thi* that that particular
sectacau should be changed to be specific.

If the Coa7ittee is interested, either ncow or later, I will be
very glad to sub.t recommiations in regazrd to the iprovewrt of

Section 62 is also a very broad statute. I think the evil of
Doction 52 is the inadeqiuaqy of the penaltyj v4hiah provids for one
year in jail and a ,000 fine. We need, I thinks a cleawout
civil rights statute specificuly vettig forth the various rights
to Le prote cal tV the Federal Governnt as opposed to those vhich
are protectod 4y the states in so gar as the Federal Government std
Cautitution m&y hav jurisdiction. I think those riWhts should be
enmerated.

As I a4Ys I have a lint of the righta I think should b covered#
because the difficulty today is that the various Federal Courto of
this country are in onfusion wo to that particular jurisdiction.

I think this C=anittee might very wl consider the necessity of
certain amendments. I think och statutes are dweirable. I think
section 52 abould be ended certainmj as to penalty, and that
penalty increased to 10 years and a 5,C000 fine.

No doubt ou want we to ake some comment -pon the so-called
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anti Tynching legislation. There have been four bills that I have
noted that have been introduced in Congress. Of course, there has
been an improvement in the problem facing this country on lynching,
but even one lynching is one too many. From the statistics which we
have available and which we obtained from reliable sources, in the
last 4+6 years, 1,966 lynchings have ocourredl in the last 10 years,
15 lynching as against 172 in the previous 10 years. In
other words, there is at least a ray of light in seeing an iprove-
ment, but one lynching, I aY, is entirely one too many.

These bills that have been introduced in Congress have several
defects that I see. The bills are aimed solely at police officers
and their misconduct or their failure to assure the proper protection
to the person in custody, I think they should be aimed at all who
participate in a lynching - private citizen, the constables, the
sheriffsfa or ary other person. I don't see why those laws should be
so drafted as to be confined solely to the malfeasance of a police
officer. I think that the provision in the bills that provides that
the Attorney General should not be able to act or should not be able
to order the Federal Bureau of Investigation to enter the case until
an oath is prepared and suamitted to him outlining the violation of
law, is also undesirable. I think if there is a violation of law,
the F.B.I. ought to be in on that investigation immediately. Ir the
time you hae some group or some individual prepare an affidavit
and then have that sent to Washington and submitted to the Attorney
General, valuable evidence can be lost. Witnesses can disappear,
memories become vague, and you don't have the opportunity of making
the case that you would have if you can get in freshly on the ground.

I say that from our experience in kidnapping cases, and the
other types of criminal violations that we have to handle, the sooner
we can get onto a case the better results we can accomplish. There-
fore, I think that restriction in the pending legislation is unde-
sirable.

There are some questions of Constitutionality on same other
phases of it, but I won't go into that because that is not in my
jurisdiction.

But I will just outline the five points that I think, if there
is to be an anti-lynching bill, should be included

I think there should be a definition of what a mob is, and I
think that should be three or more persons.

There should be a definition of a victim as one formally charged
with a crime, either in custody or on bond. Certainly under our
Constitution that man has a guarantee of a fair trial. Anyone who
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takes any action to prevent that should be investigated and prose-
cuted if found guilty.

There should be a definition of lynching, I think, as any action
by a mob which might result in death or in the maiming or disfigure-
ment, and which action is taken as pundsment to the victiq~or the
oazmission of a crime charged. In other words, I think it ought to
cover the maiming of a man, the disfigurement, such as these cases
of emasculation. That is just as vicious and probably more inhuman
than killing a man.

Fourth, I think that all persons participating in a lynching,
whether they are present or whether they have connived with it or by
lack of the proper performance of their duties, should be included in
the violation of the law.

Fifth, I think the penalty should certainy- not be less than 10
years and a $5,000 fine. My recollection is, fran an examination of
these bills that are pqnding in Congress, that the penalty is give
years. I think that is totally inadequate. A murder is committed.
I think at least 10 years ought to be the penalty imposed.

That covers, Mr. Chairman, my statement I wanted to make, and I
would be blad to answer questions.

BISHOP SHEIRRILLs We are ery grateful to you, Mr. Hoover. One
question, Of course, our subcommittee on legislation has gone into
52 and 51, and while we would agree as to the desirability of the
goal, we are up against a very real question as to the Constitution.
ality of any legislation. There is no need of passing anything and
then have the Supreme Court throw it out, and that is where the limit
is. You can't just assume certain things, because you have got cer-
tain Supreme Court decisions that make it perfectly clear that the
Supreme Court would declare it uncontitutional, which is a great
limitation on approaching this problem froa a new point of view,
don't you think so?

MR. HOOVERs Yes. But I think the matter of that penalty of
Section 52 should 'e certainly corrected. I think that one year is
totally inadequate as punishment.

BISHOP SHERRILL: The Comittee, I know, has questions they would
like to ask Mr. Hoover, and they now have the field.

DR. GRAHAMs Our Camittee, on the suggestion of Mrs. Alexander,
took up the question of vy three rather than two, as the minimum
size of a mob.
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MR. HOOVER: I have no very strong view on that. Usualy three
is probab3j viewed more popular as a mob than two. The real thing
you are trying to hit at is the taking of a man who has been in cus-
tody or is in custody, and lynching him as a punishment outside of
the control of the law. Whether that is done by one or two or three
men -

DR. GRAHAMs Two could do that.

MR. HOOVER: Yes.

DE. GRAHIj Two could do it as agents of a larger mob.

MR. HOOVER: Very true. That is why I think that the present
bills that have been pending in Congress are inadequate, in that
they do not take in individuals -who might be very responsible for the
lynching to be committed. It is directed solely at the law enforce-
ment officer and not at the private citizen.

MR. TOBIASs Has the F.B.I the right to go into a community on
its awn initiative on the report of a crime that might lead to lynch.
ing?

MR. HOOVER: No, it has not. As a matter of fact, the procedure
in the Department today is that we do not go into any civil rights
case until it has been reviewed by the Civil Rights Section of the
Criminal Division of the Department. And then if they determine that
there should be an investigation, they direct us to proceed.

MR. TOBIASt Would there not be an advantages if that could be
remedied, in going in in time so that valuable evidence that might be
lost later could be secured?

MR. HOOVERs I think that is a very good points it is a point
that I make in regard to this oath requirement. The delay of even a
day or a week can be fatal to an investigation. If we had to waits
for instance, in a kidnapping until the matter could be reviewed by a
group of lawyers in Washington, bV the time we got to the place of
the kidnapping, there might be a del of a week, and fingerprints
and all those things have disappeared. Therefore, I think there is
great value in getting to a violation of law promptly.

In this particular type of violation, civil rights cases and
labor disputes, and anti-trust cases, the Department directs that
those must be passed upon by the Department legal headquarters. They
cannot even be directed by the United States Attorney until the
Departmnt has reviewed it and determined that there should be an
investigation.
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12. TOBIAS sHow long a hiatus is there?

MR. HOOVERs That varies. Sometimes it might be a week, or two
or three or four weeks.

IZRS. ALEXAPE sI that a Departmental ruling, or based on sme
law?

MR. HOOVERt It is a Departmental ruling no law requires that.

DR. GRAHAM: How soon did you get into this recent South Ct colina
case of the taxicab Tynching?

l-R. HOOVER: With-in almost 24+ hours afterwards. There was very
promt action there by the Department authorizing us to proceed. As
a result, we got approximately 31 indictments.

Dh. GRAHAMel: If you had waited 10 days, you wouldn't have gotten
them?

BR. HOOVER: That is rigit.

I would like to say this off the record.

(discussion off the record)

MR.10. ALEXJJATEs: What is the basis of the Departmental ruling?

MR. HOOVER: I think, Mrs. Alexander, that probably is due to
the fact that by reason of the delicacy of these cases and the con-
troversial character that arises out of civil rights cases, of labor
cases and antitrust .cases, they desire to assure themselves before
the Department enters it that it has, at least in their estimation,
juris diction.

MRS. ALEXANDER: Does it apply to robberies of trains, for
instance?

MR. HOOVER: Not to kidnapping or bank robbery or are other
Federal violation of law.

MRF. ALRYM~ERi urt. it does to lynching?

MR, HOXVERa ssa to violations of civil rights.

RA3BI GITTELSOH:N In a case like a kidnapping case, it is pos-
sible, is it not, for the F.B.I., to be alerted even before a kidnap-
ping? If, for example, there is reason to suspect that a kidnapping
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is to occur, the F.B.I. can get on the job even before it occurs, can
it not, then be alerted?

MR. HOOVER3 Oh, yes.

ABBI GITTELSOHN: Is there any way in which we can make it poe-
sible for the F.B.I. to be alerted in advance of a lynching case, for
example?

15. HORVERt Well, of course, if a Federal lynching statute was
passed, as we would under all, of our statutes that we investigate
under, if we obtain any information in advance of a contemplated
violatimi of law, wre would take stops immediately to be prepared to
gather the necessary evidence on that particular move of a violation
under that law. We of course wouldn't wait until the lynching took
place, but we would anticipate that by taking steps through either
local authorities or ourselves, to prevent itj and if it can be
proven that it is a conspiracy that is planned. That might be a
phase for this Coianittee to give thought to, as to whether a. con.-
spiracy planning such a lynching should be covered. Usually lynch-
ings are spontaneous, and are the result of some frightful passion or
surge of the eiotions of a group in a community, usually ignorant
people, who then go out to take the Negro or whoever they are going
to linch, and take him out of the custody of the law enforcement
officers. But if a Federal law was passed, we would handle it just
the same as we would a kidnapping statute or bank robbery statute.,

RABI GITTEILSOHN But you couldn't be alerted in that way in
advance without a specific Federal law?

ME. HOOPER: That is right. Of course, if any information came
to any one of our 51 offices that there was to be a lynching in a
community, we would at once notify the Governor or the State Police
or the local authorities. We would not ignore that informationsit
we couldn't act upon it.

DR. GRARMs You couldn't go in with one of your men even as an
observer?

MIE. HOOVERs No, there would be no jurisdiction.

17. CAR~s Can't you send an agent anywhere you want to in the
country?

IR, HOOVER: We can send him, but he has to be on a mission
involving a violation of a Federal statute. In other words, there
has to be a contemplated violation of law. We can't just send a man
in to observe a situation that has no Federal aspects to it.
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MR. CARRt You mean he has a headquarters and can't leave them?

MR. HOOVERs Nos no. For instance, we have headquarters at New
Orleans, which is our big office in Louisiana. Throughout Louisiana
the agents of the Louisiana office are working through that area, all
through the state. If they hear a rumor, even though it doesn't
come within our jurisdiction, like a proposed lynching, it would be
their duty to at once report it to the local authorities or the state
police or governor. But we would have no power, if we heard that
there was going to be a lynching, to send a man up there to observe
it or be there at the time it was to take place, unless there was
same evidence that there was going to be some violation of the
statute involving a law enforcement officer.

MRS. ALEXAMlDERt Even then you would have to wait for clearance
from the Department?

MR. HOOVER: That is very true, the same way as on labor viola-
tions.

MR, TOBIA~s Suppose one of your men, as you say, who has been
circulating in connection with his regular duties throughout the
area, heard of this crime that he might suspect would lead to
violence. As you said, he could report it to the governor or the
police. But if he remained in that community and happened to be
there when it actually took places what value would his testimony
have?

MR. H)0VERt Well, if it came under one of the Federal statutes
that we have, it would be of value to us, provided we were then
authorized to go in an the investigation. In other words, to answer
your question, Mrs. Alexander, while technically we would have to
get clearance from the Department before going into an investigation
practically and actually we would not be blind to that. That would
be perfectly asinine for us to take the position that we can't even
know about it until we ask the Department whether we can know about
it. That is what the rule would provide, but we would not follow
that particular procedure. We would apply the practical solution.

On the matter of the adaissibility of that evidence, if that
agent had any knowledge of it, saw it or was in the camunity, if it
was a violation of the state law we would authorize him to testify
in the state court. If it was a violation of the federal law, the
information he got would be a part of the investigation we would
make and submit to the Federal Grand Jury.

MRS. ALEXANDERs Your agents knew what was happening in Monroes
but they couldn't move in and get the evidence?
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MR. HOOVERI We didn't kaw about the four people being murdered
before they were murdered.

MS. ALEXANDER: But as soon as you knew they were murdered you
knew it.

MR. HOOVERs Yes.

MRS. ALEXXEDERa But you had to wait until you could moe in?

MIR HOOVER, Yes. The point I make is that if an agent of our
Bureau happened to be at that bridge where these four Negroes were
taken and murdered, he would not have ignored it, he would have
observed it and would have been able to testify in the state or
Federal Court. after the murder was committedp and with no knovledge
in dvaance that they were going to be murdered, then the Department
in due time ordered us to proceed. We could not initiate the inveu-
tigation.

MRS. ALEXANDER, And if he were standing there he could not
send for more men to help him take the various prints?

MR. HOOVERa Theoretioally, not, but practically, yes.

MRS. ALEXANDER: How can we help in this regard what is the
process bV which we should ask the Department to change its ruling
so that the FM can moe in in such eases?

MR. HOOVER: I don't know whether the Attorney General has
appeared before you or not, but if he has not I would invite him to
come over. There might be sme very good reason that I am not cog-
nisant ofs which he could give you. He might want to give considera-
tion to a change.

MRS. ALEXANDER: Would we be at liberty to state that your
department feels that it would be helpful?

R. HOOVER: Certainly. I am perfectly willing that that be
stated because it is a thing I sincerely feelp the soone we can get
onto the scene of a crime, and conduct the investigations the sooner
the evidence is available. Meantime, if you have endless delay, the
people who have been participants in the 3,nching will go around to
the Negroes living in that area who might have been eyewitnesses, and
will so terrify them that they wouldn't talk to you for agrthing.
That is the problem we are faced with, that terror is a definite
thing.

RAB& GITTELSOHNs May I forward to you a question Ihich has
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been asked of marr of us an this Comittees and which we are
obviously not prepared to answer. To what extent, if at all, does
the F.B.I*, in making an investigation under civil rights statutes,
rely upon the local law enforcement personnel who might themselves
be invlved in the deprivation of civil rights"

MR. HOOVERs I can answer that right now for you. I would like
to say this off the record. (Off the record)

MRS. TILLY Mr. Hoovers I want to ask you possib3 a double
question. You spoke of your police training schools. How general
is that, and how far does it reach into communities?

MR. HOOvERs That has grown remarkably well, and I think it
has been a very fine influence. We started it in 1938 and we
started it for several purposes. In the first place, 19p to 1935
there was a great deal of jealousy betwen local authorities, and the
FRM, because we would 9o into a community and we wouldn't ask the
police to go in with us. As I have indicated# there were same very
good reasons for that. On the other hand, many of them were inept
and not properly trained. So I felt that if we could have a school
established here at Washingtons without aqr cost to the Federal
Government, that these men could came on here and receive that
training. We don't profess to make a man into a police officer*
The men picked are alreaV captains, inspectors or chiefs of police.

They came here, pay their own way, and are here for three months,and receive special training - in fingerprinting, laboratory work and
other things. Then they go back to their commities, and in turn
we encourage them to establish local training schools in their own
police departments, to be rm tr that particular officer. If he
wants our assistance and wants us to send lecturers outs We ae
willing to send a specialist on ballistics, or on fingerprinting, or
whatever it may be, to lecture without cost to that police school.

Since 1935, to date, there have been 2,600 graduates from that
acadqr, and we have a long waiting list of applicants to came inte
it. We started out with a school of about 40., and now it runs to
90. And from muarr parts of the country I am receiving letters almost
weekly from makers and city managers, asking me to recomend someone
for chief of police. In making that reOAendations I select not one
name, but generally two or three names, and they are graduates of the
acaday who have had that special training.

It has been 12 years since that was started, but already we have
seen a marked improvement. It won't be perfect in another ten years,
and maybe will never attain the perfection that we hope fr. But I
see in the type of officer who is coming to the academy today men of
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higher standings men who are making great sacrifices to go into law
enforcement. As I saW these people pay all their own expenses,
including railroad fare. One man's wife went down to the tourist
camp on the Potomac Park and took in washing so her husband could
stay here and take that training course.

MRS. TILLY: That is just for city police?

IR. HOOTERs No it applies to all types.

MRS. TILL!: You do have county officers and sheriffs?

MR. HOOVER, Oh, yes. Every class is divided into four groups,
the city police officer, the county officer, the small city officer
and the state police, so that this group of 90 officers is a cross*
section of the United States, and that is one of the values of it for
the reason that while they are here they live in the barracks at the
Quatico Marine Basei they live together, work together, and get to
know each other so that the police officer from a large city begins
to understand that the police officer from the county has his prob-
lem, Furthermore, our mien who are in training are in barracks
there and they get to realize that we are not a so-called bunch of
stuffed shirts, and we get to realize that they are not the ordinary
cannO flatfoot, And by the time that three months is over, there is
a meeting of minds, a idrstanding, and then we arrange, once
a year, for a reunion, -here they come back, and instead of having
just social activities, we have a week of soocalled refresher
courses, and a police officer from azrx part of the country can came
back to this reusifon and may indicate in advance the specialty that
he wants to be assigned to. Maybe it is fingerprinting, or traffic,
or juvenile deliqueucy, or something of that kind.

So in a period of 12 years I think we have now raised the tone
of the local law enforcement officer. What I have always in mind,
frankly, is that when you have something wrong with your eyes, you go
to the best occulists and when you have something wrong with your
stomachs you go to a stomach specialiab. And when your life and
liberty and property are threatened you ought to be able to turn to
the best minds in the community to protect and aid you - and that is
the purpose of this National Acadey.e

MRS. TILLYs The final question I wanted to ask is this. Since
life is at stakes and civil liberties are at stake, is there any way
in which law enforcement officers can be required to take courses
before they enter upon their duties?

MR. HOOVER, I am a very strong believer in that. I don't think
that any man ought to be handed a badge and an authorization card and
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gun and billy and allowed to go out and enforce the law. He ought to
be required first to have certain educational requireIents. o1 ought
to be thorough3y investigated as to characters he ought to be finger-
printed; those prints ought to be checked at the National Fingexprint
Bureau which we maintain; and then he ought to be put through an
intensive course of training. Moat of the large aities are doing
that, such as New York, Chicago, Los Angeles and San Franciseo.

MRS. TILLY: I an from Atlanta and I know all the Monroe situa.
tion; I know these things and know the type of men you are talking
about. is there something this Committee could do to make that a
requisite.

MR. HO(NERa I think that certainly a recommendation from this
Committee would be very helpful along the lines of insisting that law
enforcement officers be properly chosen as to character, training and
background, and insisting upon them receiving certain training. That
might add the impetus that is needed.

Dr GRAHAMs In North Carolina, Mr. Hoover and the FBI cooperate
with the University of North Carolina in the training schools.

R. HOOVER: That is correct; it is part of the outside training
work,

BISHOP HAAS: Mr. Hoover, I understood you to say that your
contact with the Department of Justice, in going into a case, let us
say in Mississippi or Alabama, is through the Civil Rights Section?

MR. HOOVER 0of the Criminal Divisian of the Department, yes.

MISHOP HA6ASs Maybe you would care to answer this and maybe you
wouldn't. In your judgment should that section have more prestige,
more standing in the Department, have more men?

MR. HOOVERs 17ell, I frankly wouldn't want to exress an opinion
an that because it is outside of q jurisdiction. I have 10,000 per-
sonnel that I have to handle, so I have Mr headaches.

MRS. ALEXArDEt Mrs. Til3y raised the question of whether or
not enforcement officer should be required to have certain training.
I am going to put it the other way- should he also be allowed to have
certain training? With that in mind, I want to know whether at not
Negro officers have an opportunity to come into your training courses
and if so, to what extent?

MR. HOWEth We have in the Bureau --
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MS, (Interposing) s I don't mean in the Bureau, I
mean in your officers I training course.

SMIR. HOOVER, In the officers training there is no restriction on
race or creed. The selection of the officer to come here is made tr
the local police department.

MRS. ALEXANDER: Therefore, unless he is selected locaU2rg, he
doesn't get to your school?

MR. HOOVERs That ia right.

MRS. ALEXANDERs Isn't it possible for your Department to reach
out and ask for a change in this respect, because we do know that we
have Negro policement in certain sections, and they need to be trained
to handle certain problems? I therefore ask whether your Depaxtment
can't do something about that.

MR. HOOVERs That is a very good idea. Of course, what we have
been fearful of with this National Acadeny is that Ve don't want to
try to impose upon a conmunity a direction or a supervision by a
federal goverment agency. There is a great resentment, state rights
and so forth. So in the National Acadenv, all we set down are certain
qualifications as to age and experience and background training
before the man is selected. If he is selected by the local chief
of police or the mayor or whoever wants to send him in, we accept
him, provided he meets the qualifications we have specified.

MRS, ALEXANDER: Hie cannot make an application himself?

MR. HOOVER: He can to his local mayor or police chief, but not
to the F.B.I.

MRS. ALEXANDERs So therefore I presme, from ihat you say, that
you have never had in your Acadey axq Negro officer?

MR. HOOVERs That is right. I will say that we have had officers
frmn China, and from South American Republics, several of them# and
fro Mexico,

MRS. ALEXANDER But I am talking about my own race,

IaR. HOOVER:I No,

MRS. ALEAMDE T Have you any suggestion to us as t6 how we
might make that possibleT

MR. HOOVERs Well, again, I would think that that would be a ve ry
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proper reecamendation of this Committee in regard to the training
that the local comunities select officers without regard to race or
color.

MRS. ALEXANDERt Wouldntt it be e ry suitable for your Department
to make the suggestion that they be selected without regard to any
requirement as to race or color.

MR. HOOVERs I have no objection to making it. As I say, I
religiously try to avoid injecting srself into telling a local com-
munity what to do. That is by reason of the conflict of the so-
ealled local and state p: d1e and state rights. But there would be
no reason that I can see why a Negro should not be designated to come
to the National Acadey. As you say, and it is a fact, in may of
our comities there are Negro officers of hig rank in local p tce
departunevtc. We newse ,&e a patrobmaii, we take an officer, and the
restrictions are that it oa a man who is in line for praotion. What
we have in minds frank% Ys with the graduates of the Acadeny, is that
ultimately they will become chiefs of police, and I think one-third
of all our graduates are nwv chiefs of police in various comunities
in the country.

MR. TOBIAS: You say that you recommend that they conduct
schools in their local communities.

MR. HOOPER: Xes.

MR. TOBIASs It seems to me that a suggestion of curriculum
content would be both acceptable and helpful to them, and I can see
where it would do a lot of good. If, of course, all the emphasis
is on law enforcement, then it wouldn't, but if your curriculm car-
ried in its course lectures and talks on respect for lIr and order,
and how to promote that in a caunity I think it would be very
helpful.

MR. HOOVER: As a matter of fact we do give to them suggested
curricula; they don't have to follow them of course. But we do
furnish them with lecturers who will speak on the subjects we recom-
mend, covering those points. I know in our own school we had the
former chief of police fran Milwaukee who has given lectures on the
handling of minority groups. A great may of these officers that go
out seek advice from us, and we encourage that. The curricula in
most of these local training schools are not limited strictly to the
police function. For instance they cover juvenile delinquency and
public relations, and the matter of handling minority groups . and
frankly I don't like that phrase "minority groups" because we are
all minority groups if you come to analyse it.
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MR. TOHEASs To make it concrete, there is Dr. Graham at Chapel
Hill j there is Durham nearby. If the police training group at
Durhan had as a part of its course of instruction, the calling in
of people who are well knovmn and respected - suppose at Durham they
called in Dr. Graham or some other professors aw professor of
social science at the University of North Carolina, or Duke, to talk
to those men on how to encourage law and order in the community, that
is approaching it from a positive side.

MR. HOOVERs That is an excellent Idea. Our faculty is composed
of our own experts, and then we have a great number of outside lec-
turers who came in and lecture on special subjects. We have several
men who come in from the press lecturing on the matter of press
relations and public contacts. We have several members of the
clergy who come in and lecture on special phases, both to the
National Acadenor and our own agents.

I think in North Carolina that is followed to some extent, if I
recall correctly, because they have a kind of traveling conference
arrangement. They got not only the police officers in North
Carolinas but they get the judges and the prosecuting attorneys, and
they have at times invited our men to go around with them, and they
have outside lecturers in to make talks to them.

I think, not because Dr. Graham happens to be here, but North
Carolina and California have been probably the two most outstanding
states in progressive work in law enforcement training and raising
it to the level of a profession. Usually a person expects to have
one mention one of the Northern states, but North Cetolina and
California have been far ahead of the other states of the nation in
that respect.

BISHOP SHEIRILLs Are there a number of Negroes in the Depart.
ment?

MR. HOOVERs Oh, yes, we have them as agents and as experts in
regard to surversive activities, and matters of that kind.

MR. CARRs Is that generally known, or do you prefer that it
not be?

MR. HOOVER: Their identity is not generally known, (Off the
record)

RABBI GITTELSOHNs Are these Negro agents ever or frequently
used in cases involving lynchings, for example, where Negroes might
be more willing and less afraid to talk to a Negro agent than to a
white one.
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MR. HOOVER: I am glad you asked that question because that very
definitely would be a thing that I would think should not be done.
If you send into, let us say., a community like Mearoe, Georgia, a
Negro agent, that Negro agent is like a sore thumb right awaya he is
imediately going to be subjected to terrorism by the white group in
the ccmunity that is guilty of the lynching. Of course, he is a
Government agent and we can protect hims but obviouuly we have had
agents killed also, and he might be killed. Second3y, the local
Negro I think would be more disinclined to talk to him because the
particular type of Negro living in Monroe, was a very ignorant type
of Negro and for that reason they were scared, they wouldn't talk
hardly to anybo r, and I don't think they would talk to a Negro
agent.

We have utilized the Negro agents to great value in the metro-
politan areas i they have been doing excellent work. In Los Angeles
we have agents who have dnc excellent pieces of work there.

RABBt GITTELSOHNt Don't you think it might be worth while, not-
withstanding the objection you raise, which we recognize to be a valid
one, might it not be worthwhile to try it once, at any rate, to see
-whether the local Negroes would talk to a Negro agent?

MR. HOOVERs I would like this off the record. (Off the record)

MISS 1HILLIAMS: Is it not possible, though, that if you had a
Negro an your Southern Regional Staff, or in the groups of agents who
work all the time in the South, to help the -white men -. I wouldn't
use him as a front man for testimony, but to help the staff get an
interest, and learra how to be skillful, who would build up contact in
the Negro community, who would help the white man know when you
really got into the thing, and if he lived and worked in the South
and became part of the scenery of the South, I can see how you might
find that advantageous. I can also see how you couldn't send a Negro
from New York City to Monroes Georgia, but I think this is quite dif..
ferent from a Negro who lives in and of the south.

WHEN you become part of the coloring of the South it is amazing
what Negro can dop and if the Negro is a person of character and
dc ill and seal who really would qualify and have the respect of his
fellow officers, he might do the background work and let thq white
men do the front work, the testifying. I don't think you should
close your eyes to that possibility.

MR. HOOVERs I haven't closed n eyes to it because I recognize
all too well the great work that has been done by the Negroes. For
instance, in Now York they have done magnificent work.
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I think that that point you make might very well be tried. Of
course, we have such a coaparatively small force and you can never
anticipate where one of these oases involving civil rights is going
to break. Let us say that we might assign a Negro agent to the
Atlanta office. There might not be another case involving civil
rights in Georgia for three or four or five years. You would have
great difficulty in using that Negro agent on other investigations
in Georgia by reason of the prejudices that actually prevail. The
same thing is true with regard to other racial groups. (Off the
record)

MRS. ALEANDER: We have such a variance of complexion in our
race that it is very difficult often to know just what we are. As
Booker T. Washington said, it is the strongest blood in the world
one drop makes one a Negro.

Walter White has certainly investigated many lynchinga and no
one has known what he was. You certainly have available men of his
canplexion who would have what Miss Williams refers to as the zeal
for it, and whose racial identity need not be known to anyone azy
more than that they were F.B.I. agents.

MR. HOOVER: That idea that you have advanced probably could
very well be tried.

MRS. ALEXANDERs Andcouldn't it be on the basis of his complex-
ion? They wouldn't even know.

MISS WIILIAMS: I think there are two ideas here that should be
explored, Mr. Hoover. I was thinking not in terms of a man who
would not be visibly colored. I think the other is perfectly pos-
sible.

MR. HOOVERs In other words, your suggestion is that this par-
ticular agent might be utilized as we term it within the Bureau as a
kind of undercover man or bird dogs he gets the acent of a thing and
brings it in, as we utilize them in some of our other criminal cases.

MISS 'ILLIAMSs les, and I am saying that his dai3y contact with
his fellow workers would make them a different kind of menj they
would be different because they had lived and worked with someone
they respected, but who had an unusually keen scent on these things.

MR. HOOVER: So far as the Bureau is concerned there is no prob-
lem involved because the colored agents in our large metropolitan
offices are respected and accepted just like any other agent is
respected.
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MISS WILLIAMS: I meant that they would build kind of a new
approach and help you on this particular problem in the South.

MR. HOOVERs There might be something well worth trying an that
I am glad to have your suggestion.

MRS. TILLYs I am trying to think of that type of man in the
South, in Smith Countyks IMissippis or Walton County, Georgia. I
dan't think they would even came from Atlanta and go down to Monroe.

MR. HOOVER: May I say this off the record. (Off the record)

MISS ViLLIMESt But the very fact that Negro police are now
functioning in Southern cities would mean there would be sane oppor-
tunity in the large places to use them.

MR. HOOVERs Yes. Of course most of those Negro police, and I
think very wisely, are being used with the Negro population, where
they understand the psychology and where there is not that arrogance
that sometimes is manifested by a white officer.

MR. TOBIASt You regard that as a good move and worth encourag-
ing?

MR. HOOVER: Yes.

MISS WILLIAMS: I was thinking again that in getting cooperation
with local police the services of Negroes would be encouraging.

MR. HOOVER: That would certainly be worth trying, but I must
say that I share somewhat the view of Mrs. Tilly. (Off the record)

MRS. ALEXANDER: Mr. Hoover, couldn't we also work through the
radio? I had raised, before you came in, the question as to whether
or not these gangbuster programs that I hear my children listening
tos might not at scme time portray a civil rights case?

MR. HOOVERs It would be a very excellent idea.

MRS. ALEXANDER: Does the information for those programs in any
part come from your Department?

MR. HOOVER: No. We have, from time to times furnished to
various programs of the country what we call our closed cases. They
come in and want a case on kidnapping or a bank robbery or any other
type of crime.

MRS. ALEXANDER: They might not ask for a civil rights case, but
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couldn't it be suggested by your Department?

hR. HOOVERs That could yer well be done, It has been done in
the action picture business in regard to the evils of the chain gan
in the South.

MRS. ALEXANDER: B ut civil rights is never touched either ly
the movies or by the radio.

MR. HOOVERs It is a thing, however, that I think could readilY
be done*

MUfRS. ALEXANDERs When you referred to the fact that 97 percent
of your investigated cases resulted in convictions, I presume that
the other 3 percent must be lack of convictions because they come
within this field of civil rights?

MR. HOOVER: Some are in that field and some are in others.
There would be sarw of these civil rights oases that would be in that
field.

MRS. TILLY: The Southern Regional Council is reorganizing the
Southern Association of Women for the Prevention of Lynching, and
there are 18 women's organizations in Georgia that are pledged to
take this education down to the last commnity.

MR. HOOVERs That is an excellent idea. If that could be done
in every state in the South it would be fines that is an exoellent
thing.

BISHOP HAAS, Who fixes your appropriation?

MR. HOOVERs The Bureau of The Budget acts on it first and then
Congress comes along a little later.

BISHOP HAAS: I presume that you feel that you need more money?

,RS, HOOVER, Ohs moat certainly. We felt that tith the cessation
of war our work might diminish, but of courses what happens is that
Congress s passes innumerable laws and never gives us the money to
enforce them. Form instances in this atomic bomb appropriation, we
have the requirement of investigating all personnel and all viola-
tions of the Atomic Energy Acts but the matter of funds had to be
dealt with after the law was passed. Our funds are very meager for
what we have to do. We asked Congress for a$35,000,000 appropria.
tion and we turn in through fines, recoveries and other savings that
are effected about $75,000,000, So we are more than a self-running
organization.
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DR. GRAHAIs How much do you need?

MR. HOOVERs Well, we asked this time for $142s00,000 and the
Budget Bureau cut it to $35,000,000, and Congress has indicated that
they are going to cut it 20 percent more. The evil of that, Dr.
Graham, is that you then hawe to fire qualified men. Now later in
the year when you have this great backlog of work you come in for a
supplemental appropriation and maybe Congress will give it to you.
Then you have to hire green men, and it costs na $6,000 to train a
man, to investigate him, training him and put him out into the field.

DR, GRKHAU: And you train a highly efficient person, which costs
you morey as you say, and then fire him, which is notice to other
high-calibre men who were thinking about making it a profession that
the tenure is precarious.

MR. HOOVEo That is very true, and that is the very problem
that we are always faced with. I would much rather retain the exper-
ienced men and do the job. As I said, the expenses of the Bureau
are always more than doubly exceeded by the returns which we make to
the taxpayer.

BESHOP SFRILLs Are there any other questions?

We have come to 3,30, the time agreed upon for adjournment.
Are there any other questions?

Mr. Hoover, we are very grateful to you. I am sure the members
of the Canmittee found this discussion most helpful and most illmina-
ting.

MR. HOOVER: Thank you very much I enjoyed being here with you
also.

(Whereupon, at 3:30 o'clock p.m., the Canmittee adjourned.)
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Thursday, April 3, 1947

The President's Committee on

Civil Rights,

Washington, D. C.

The Committee met at 10:00 o'clock a. m., in the East Wing,
The White House, Mr. Charles E. Wilson, Chairman, presiding.

Present: Mr. Charles E. Wilson, Mrs. M. E. Tilly, Rabbi
Roland B. Cittelsohn, Mr. Charles Luckman, Mr. Francis P.
Mtthews, Mr. James C(arey, Mr. Channing H. Tobias, Mr. Sohn S.
Dickey and MUr. Boris Shishkin.

Also present: Mr. Robert Carr, Miss Frances Williams, Mrs.
verle Whitford, Mr. John Durham, Mr. Milton Stewart, Mr. Herbert
:aufman, "r. Joseph Murtha, and Mr. Edward Jackson.

P 0 CE E D I N GE

MR. ILSON: The Committee will please come to order.

(From 10:00 a. m. to 11:15 a. m. was devoted to a Business
,;ession, which was riot reported, and at 11:15 a. m., Hon.
Tom Clark, The Attorney General of the United States arrived.)

MR. WILSON: We are delighted, to have you with us this
morning, Mr. Clark. You got us started off on our first day
and now we wuld like to have you enlarge on the statement you
made to us then as to how you would like to see our efforts
directed, and to make other suggestions as to how you feel we
can make our operations -,lore effective along the lines that
the President has laid out for us.

STATEMENT OF HON. TOM CIARK
Attorney General of the United states

MR. CLARK: Have you come to any conclusion as to what you
might be able to do frori a statutory standpoint in spelling
out more specifically the rights that might be secured, or have
you decided that that inl a Constitutional question?

'R. WILSON: I think that comes within the range of Mr. Dickey's
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sucormiittee. ould you want to express an opinion on that, Mr.

MR. DICV7Y: I think r, Carr could give a b:'tter answer to the
,u stion than I could, Mr. Chairman, but in so far as I have
reached a personal oondlusion on it -- and I will let -he Executive
ecretary or Mr. Matthews speak for the rest of the group -- I

don't b lieve that there is an insurmountable Constitutional
-iuestion there.

MR. CLARK: Well, assuming that, I would say that you could
render a great service by suggesting legislation that would enlarge
the. )resent Sections 51 and 52 of the Civil Rights !tatutes so that
those who engage in mob activity or lynching activity, aS it iS
co -. only known, might be found guilty of a federal offense. In
other words, as I outlined before, I t.ink, the only way we can
attach responsibility now under the statute is against some officer
for failure to do his job or for activity in connivance with others
to p reformm acts in violation of the statute.

The various anti-lynching bills are largely aimed at officials,
sheriffs or constables, or people engaged in law enforcement. I
think there is a responsibility likewise on the individual that
engages in activity of that type. I believe that if we could
attach responsibility to individuals who join w,,ith others in lynch-
in,. ,rties or mobs, you would have done a great service.

.s to whether or not that can be solved through statutory
amendment is a pretty close constitutionral question. Perhaps it
Is worth trying.

Is I said, I am anxious to try to secure a case in which we
can extend the doctrine of federally-secured rights to a person's
right to life and his liberty and his pursuit of happiness. Under
the 1 :ughterhouse cases those are not federally-secured rights. I
;im. going to try to use the case in South Carolina as a guinea pig,
you :richt say. If we could extend the federally-secured rights to
inc>de life, liberty an the pursuit of happiness, you would be
al_ to handle a situation of this type under the existing law.

ITthink, too, that your Comnittee can spearhead interest, in
loclities and communities, of the responsibility of the community
to Prevent uprisings of this type. I think that that is most
important. Law enforcement largely depends on the communities.
You can't legislate morals in the people; you have to educate morals
into people. \,e have to cause communities to become more interested
and more public-spirited in this regard.

I think ae have :de a great advance. The other night I was
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studying just what had been accomplished, -- and I don't mena this
personally, -- since I became assistant Attorney General and head
of the Criminal Division in 1943, and it is surprising that most of
the cases have occurred since that time. I am speaking now of civil
riGhts cases. There have been but 30 or 40 in our history that have
been carried through the courts, arid some 22 or 23 have been in the
last four years. I think it is 25 in the last five years. So we
have made great progress, and the history insofar as statistics are
concerned, with reference to mob violence, shows that there has been
great progress in the last two ycars. 3ut I think we can make much
more Drogress. ,e can insure to all groups the protection of the
Federal Constitution if we can get life and liberty held to be a
federally-secured right.

I understand that you are g6ing to make a report along that
line, and I think it would be very helpful. I believe if you could
interest organizations in it, -- interest those who are public-
spirited and who have a wide overage, in trying to bring home
to the American people the importance of this question, and their
responsibility, you would a-oomplish a great deal.

Ie have a Bill of Rights, you know, ti-at we depend upon, but
very few people think about a Bill of Responsibility; they don't
think about that at all. They think what "my right" is, but
they ion't think about "my responsibility to you." ,e have got
to spearhcad that.

gain I refer to a personal experience, but you take the juven-
1le problem, I think we are now getting it spearheaded and drawing
'tte-tion to it. The reason I say that is every day people come in
to see me about some local juvenile problem. That shows that they
are becoming conscious of the problem.

Here you have an important problem and one that has been
neglected, -- one to enforce the laws, the State laws. Every time
you have one of these oc :urrences it violates a State law, either a
murder or an assault if there is not a death, and it is surprising
the lack of cooperation, And in fact the refusla to cooperate, as
well as a specific intent to throw obstacles in the way of investi-
getions, that we encounter when we go in to investigate this type
of case. education is all that you can do with reference to that,
I think.

I believe that .r. Hoover talked to you, and he outlined the
details of the program we have been following. The Departm.ent has
'ad, ever since r. Justice Vurphy was the Attorney General, a Civil
hihts emotionn within the Criminal Division. e have used the F.B.I.
as the investigative ageAcy, as we rilways use it, for the purpose of
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ferreting out the facts, and we have found it to be very successful.
From time to time there have been some obstacles thrown in the way
of the F.B.I., but generally we have been able to get at the facts.
v.e have found in some communities that they just won't talk, like in
Georgia. We had a Grand Jury down there in addition to quite a num-
ber of F.B.I. men who had been on the job for several months, but we
just couldn't get any citizens there to give us information,
although ve know they have it. We have, I think, two incidents down
there now with reference to the treatment of a witness, a federal
witness, that may prove produc tive when we try them, which I hope
will be next month.

In Tennessee a similar experience. Then in other com-
munities, like in the Woodari case, although we had all the facts,the juries would turn them loose. We had a similar experience in
Louisiana two weeks ago, where we had, I thought, a pretty strong
case, but the jury turned the defendants loose very quickly.

So I think that you are going to find that education will be
v ry helpful.

As far as the Department is concerned, we want to continue our
activity and we woul2 like to have any suggestions that you may have.
I understand that some members of the Committee are worried about
the rule that M1r. Murphy put in when he was Attorney General, with
reference to clearance by the Department, or the Criminal DIvision,
of investigations before the F.B.I. can go into an investigation of
a civil rights offense. That was, I think, employed and is now
employed for two or three purposes. One is so that you would have a
uniformity of enforcement over the United States. These statutes
are very contimversial, and if we had a case down South that we did
not know about in the Department, we might get a ruling that would
be contrary to some case that we had in the East. So we try to
bring them all to the same focal point.

Sem nd, I have used it to emphasize prosecutions. For example,
in other lines of criminal activity we hav authorized the F.B.I.
to take cases direst to the United States attorneys. Then we very
often don't know about the investigation at all. That is handled by
the United States Attorney on a local level. We will, of murse,
know the progress of the case in the court, and the disposition of
the case. Frankly, these civil rights cases, if we handled them
that way, would very often never reach the courts. We have quite a
number of complaints, -- I wouldn't want to venture a guess on the
exact number, but I would say it would run 10,000 a year, -- on these
statutes, anl if we left those to local clearance I believe that you
would find that we would hauve fewer cases than we have now.
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Another reason is that, of course, with that vast number of com-
plaints, we have to clear out the chaff from the wheat, and in doing
that we try to get the stronger cases. For example, now, in our
efort to extend the federally-secured rights doctrine, if we choose
a weak case we will lose our objective very quickly. If we choose
a strong case, we will possibly have a better opportunity to over-
turn the decided cases in this field. Of course, there is only one
place where we can properly evaluate the cases, and that is here
in Washington where we have all the cases available.

So those are some of the reasons. I don't think that there has
been any delay that has caused harm. Of course, if the F.B.I.
happened to be in the vicinity at the time some occurance came about,
they would immediately go into it without any clearance at all, and
then they would report it to me, as they very often do, not only
in this line but in other lines, and then we would tell them to pro-
ceed. For example, in Tannessee e had a person over there before
the murders were committed. The two murders were committed the day
after our people got there. And in Georgia we had them there very
quickly. I think you will find in most cases that expedition is the
rule rather than the exception.

So I think that by bringing them here we are able to get a
stronger policy. For example, in some communities, as I have said,
there is a tendency not to prosecute this type of case, and if we
get the things here we can force them into prosecution. In the
Woodard case, for example, I filed an information, or, rather I
requested the judge to permit us to file an information, because
we felt that possibly a Grand Jury wouldA't indict. That case,
aside from the national publicity incident ot it, would never have
come to the attention of Washington if we had not had this rule.

So while in most of these cases you will find that they do
come to our attention because they are more or less publicized, the
Civil Rights Section of the Department thinks and I think that it
wouldlbe best to continue this clearance policy. However, I would
be glad to get your reactions to it. Certainly I don't want to
delay or cause any delay in investigations of this type of case.
If your study has indicated that there has been delay, I will be the
first to set aside the rule, and it is within my power to do that.
If there is any responsibility as to that, it is my responsibility
as the Attorney General. So if you think we should set aside the
rule, I will be happy to consider that. I rather doubt if it would
be best, but perhaps it would be, and I would be happy to have your
reactions to it.

Vi*e also have in this section a rule that we send out people to
prosecute. Sometimes that is a double-edged sword. In some
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communities there is an inborn resentment of Washington lawyers
coming in. Now we don't send a Maine lawyer to Texas to prosecute;
we usually send a Texas lawyer to Texas, or a Massachusetts lawyer
to .assachusetts. But we have found that it is very helpful, and
the u nited States Attorneys generally ask for some help. We have
found it helpful because the people that we send out are well
acquainte. with the legal end of the case, and having had a vast
experience in the field they are able to get rmore otdt of a case than
a United States Attorney or a- Assistant United States Attorney who
has handled mostly other types of prosecutions. This section only
handles this particular type of prosecution, so they have an every-
day running experience in the field which is very, very helpful.
This section has operated very successfully insofar as it has been
possible to operate, and I think that an examination of t eir record
will show that they have been not only very diligent but most con-
scientious in their efforts to bring about in enforcement of these
particular statutes.

I have been hearing of your work and of your hearings and meet-
ings, and I want to congratulate you and say that I am most happy
to hear of the good work that you are doing. I believe that you can
accomplish a great deal in the field, not only in the remedial sug-
gestions that you might make with -tference to legislation but to
administration. Your focusing of the attention of the public on the
problem will 7oa vast good in the advancement of the ideals that %we
all have, that no one is above the law and that everyone will get
equal justice under the law.

If there are ainy questions, I would be happy to attempt to
answer them.

MR. ':IL 0N: I am sure the 'e must be questions.

MR. LUPKMAN: I would like to ask one, if I may.

You spoke of one instance in which you had a man acaually pres-
ent in an area before a murder took place. Do you feel in the
Department that you have any rights, under the legislation today,
to act in any way to attempt to prevent what you think may become
a murder?

MR. CLARK: We very often do. For example, during the war we
very often would hear of what you might call race tension, -- so I
would get in touch with people in the various agencies -- Iwas then
Assistant Attorney General -- we would activate the agencies in the
area in order to prevent it. For example --

(Off the record discussion.)
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MR. LUCKMAN: Under the statutes today, if you learned or had
reason to believe on Tuesday that a lynching was going to take
place on Wednesday, wouli you have the authroity, for example, to
move the people you suspected were going to be lynched the next
day, to another location where they might be safer?

MR. CLARK: Not unless they agreed to it.

MR. LUC}TMAN: Who agreed agreed to it, the Darties involved?

MR. CLARK: Yes.

RABBI GITTELSOHN: Would you have the authority to alert the
F.B.I. in that area?

MR. CLARK: I would. I do it mahy times.

I Know of one or two instances where the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People has taken protective measures.
One was in that Louisiana case where they took two of the witnesses
away so they couldn't be bothered. They made them available to
us. They have been very cooperative.

MR. MATTHEWS: If the prisoner was charged with an offense
against the State statutes, would you have authroity in that
situation to move the prisoner for the sake of his protection against
possible mob violence?

MR. CLARK: No, we wouldn't have any authority to move a
prisoner unless he was in our custody.

MR. MAiTTHEIS: That is what I thought.

RABBI GITTELSOHN: On this matter of clearance, Mr. Clark, I
think all of us recognize the need for some centralization, and as
you properly presented it, the need to exert pressure from a cen-
tral office on the local offices. However, some of us, at any rate,
after hearing Mr. Hoover at our last meeting, were a little dis-
turbed about the delay in getting the F.B.I. actually on the spot
for investigations. Now Mr. Hoover gave me, at least, the impres-
sion that in some cases the celarance moved so fast that he would
be able to get in there and operate in 24 hours. That was given as
an example of fast procedure. Now obviously, in 24 hours all kinds
of clues can vanish, accidentally or otherwise. I, at any rate,
am quite disturbed over that 24-hour to 72-hour possibility (f
evidence vanishing. Would it not be possible to preserve all the
benefits of centralization by insisting on irmmeliate reports from
the field to Washington, but freeing the F.B.I. from the requirement
which they
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apparently are operating un 'er now, of clearing here in Washington
through the Criminal Division before they can even send investigators
out to get clues before they vanish?

MR. CLAR;K: If Mr. Hoover thinks he has been hampered in any
way, I will correct it.

RABBI GITTELSOHN: I didn't mean to give the impression that he
thought he was being hampered, but that, having heard his testimony,
we tondered why it ought to take even 24 hours to get the F.B.I.
working on a case.

MR. CLARK: It shouldn't. If that is tnue, we ought to perhaps
authorize them to make immediate investigations and reports to
.ashington upon the happening of any event or upon any leads that
they ight have, or sources that they might develop, that there
would be a lynching or something of the kind. I will get together
with Mr. Hoover and have that done. Certainly you are right, there
might be some clues or leads destroyed in a !4-hour period, and we
don't want that at all. The only purpose is to have the benefit of
this central authority that we can use.

t.R. TO3I-S: I was about to say that I think the Committee's
Subcommittee Nlo. 1, that in dealing with legislation, is taking into
ac count that suggestion about federally-secured rights. But after
tha:t has been done, ani as useful as that may be, it is still true
thrt only the exceptional cases will be delt with under such a
statute. That is still the responsibility for the maintenance of
law and order, and the protection of individuals under the law Viould
be a function of the Otate and the local community, where the thing
hancens. ,"hat concerns m.e in that somehow or other we have to aet
back to the cause underlying these attacks upon particular groups
of people, minority groups. I think that the chief cause is the
cheapening of the personality of these groups through practices of
discrimination that go unchallenged. Amman is lynched because the
people in the community realize that it doesn't cose as much to do
him to death as it does a representative of a group whose personality
is up to par. Therefore, he is the easy victim. And until he had
the right of participation in local and State government to the
extent that he can have some say who the officials will be, then
he is going to continue to be cheap and his life is going to be
taken.

Now all of that involves another responsibility of this Commit-
tee, Subcommittee Nol, and that is the protection of people in the
exercise of the franchise, and the right to become participants in
government if the elective franchise is sufficient to give them
that privilege.
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Now the threats such as we experience in Georgia at the present
time, to participation even under the declared, law, declared by
the Supreme Court of the United States, are such as to make all the
more evident the lack of power on the part of the group 03ncerned
to protect itself, even to participate.

I don't see how we are going to be able to take care of the rank
and file who are kept cheap in that way because they, as someone has
expressed it, are second-class citizens. 1!e have a double standard
of personality in American life. Now that is clearly illustrated in
a clipping that I took out of a paper this morning. Here in the
District of Columbia a young white woman elected to go to a school
that is declared -- and I want to ask you whether it is true that it
is declared by law -- to be a Negro school in the District of
Columbia. The denial of that right to her to choose the school
Here she feels she will get the thing that she wants, upon purely
racial grounds, in the District of Columbia, highlights the problem
not only of disottmination but the basic thing that we are talking
about this morning, mob violence, because it is quite clear that mob
violence results, on the scale to which we know it in America,
because of these people who are below the line, below par in the
acceptance of their personality.

So that it seems to me that even in order to get after the right
to live and to protection from the job, we have got to get after the
right of every citizen to be on equality with every other citizen
in those basic rights like education, those things that involve life,
like jobs, and everything of that sort; that if we are going to do a
thorough job and not a superficial job, we won't just be thinking
in terms of an added statubsthat in an emergency might take care of
a situation, but of our total structure as it affects minority
groups.

It isn't a direct question that I am asking; I am expressing a
concern.

MR. CLARK: Yes4 I think that discrimination is certainly one
of the bases of the problem that you are studying, and that your
conclusion with reference to trying to eliminate it is certainly
justified.

MR. SHISHKIN: On this question of discrimination, General
Clark, I don't know whether you have had an opportunity to give any
specific thought to this, but in one of the major bi&ls that has
been intorduced, the Ives-Chavez Bill of 1947, the anti-disorimina-
tion bill, there is no provision expressly dealing with discrimination
in federal employment, and it presents a question that is likely
to come up some time in the construction of that legislation, as to
whether the Federal Government, in invoking a national policy on
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private employment, does not have a direct obligation of taking
some steps to enforce that policy in its own employment. I was
wondering whether you had any thoughts as to the best way in which
that problem could be met 9- by modifying the law or by providing
executive procedure?

MR. CLAK: Frankly, I don't know of any discrimination in
employment in the Federal Government. We have attorneys of all
rac s in our Department; we have clerks of all races; we have
stenographers of all races. Some of our best attorneys happen to
be colored men. I know of two or three. One was a captain in the
last war, a boy named Bellinger, I believe, in the Claims Division;
and then we have another who works in this very section--

MR. SHISHKIN: Well, the Department of Tustice has had an
excellent policy in that respect, but there has been a great deal of
discrimination in federal employment elsewhere.

MR. CLARK: That could very easily be adjusted by the heads of
the various departments. I don't think you need any additional
legislation to accomplish that.

MR. LUCKIAAN: You would lean toward an administrative solution
rather than an attempt to include it in current legislation?

MR. CLARK: I think you could do it much more quickly. Of
course, if you thought that a change of policy would occur when you
had a change of executives, perhaps it would be good to put it in
the legislation. However, it depends on the heads of the depart-
ments, as you well know. It depends, after all, on the individual
that heads up or enforces the particular statute. So I think that
after you got your statute it would still depend to a large extent
upon the individual executive.

MR. SHISKKIN: But o you think that in the absence of a
legislative enactment there would be room for an Exedutive order by
the President that would lay down a directive and place the
responsibility on the agencies?

MR. CLARK: Well, of course, President Roosevelt issued such an
Executive Order under the War Powers Act, creating the F.E.P.C. As
to whether or not it would be necessary to have an Executive Order
by the President in this instance, I would like to study that. I
know each individual executive in each department could very easily
adjust it very quickly.

RABBI GITTELSOHN: The question has come up several times, Mr.
Clark, as to whether, from the point of view both of prestige and of
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facilitating the work itself, it might not be advisable to make of
the Civil Rights Section a division in its own right, within the
Department of Justice. Would you care to comment on that?

MR. CLARK: You mean have an Assistant Attorney General head-
ing that division?

RA,3BI GITTEL!OHN: Yes.

MR. CLARK: Well, we have six divisions in the Department now.
-ach usually handles a specific type of prosecution. For example,
we have a Criminal Division that handles criminal cases. We have
the Lands Division that handles all cases with reference to lands,
condemnations and things of that type. We have the Tax Division
that handles taxes. We have the Claims Division that handles claims
against the Government and claims that the Government might assert
itself. We have the Alien Property Division that handles all
alien property. This would be a division within a division if you
created a division. We have this unit now within the Criminal
Division, which reports to an Assistant Attorney General, but from
a practical standpoint they usually report to me. So an Assibtant
Attorney General would report to me likewise. I rather doubt if it
would be of any assistance from the standpoint of prosecutions at
all. You would have the same people doing the work. I think the
matter gets down larrgely to the question of the individual. I
believe we have in that section people who are very civil-rights
minded, as we call it, and I don't believe you would be able to get
any better people by having it as a separate division. You might
get mJore publicity from the standpoint of having an Assistant
ttttorney General in charge of it.

MR. TOBIAS: It would add to its prestige, don't you think?

MR. CLARK: It would do that, yes.

MR. DICKEY: Mr. Attorney General, I have at the moment some
reservations as to how far we ought to go in dealing with the spe-
cific language of statutes, but that is something to be determined
as we go along, and I well realize that the head of a Department is
not in a position, always, to comment on specific technical ques-
tions. But do you have any opinion on the possibility ofr eaching
the private participant in a lynching which arises from the victim
being taken out of the hands of an officer of the law, on the basis
of a rough analogy to the Lindbergh Act, by writing a federal
statute based upon a showing in the hearings and in legislative
record that the great majority of the unsolved lynchings are cawes
where men were taken out of the hands of a State officer, and that
there is a considerable social history to suggest that there was
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connivance on the part of the State officer in permitting hl s
prisoner to be taken away from him? Now with that legislative history
behind the statute, do you have any offhand guess as to whether it
would be worthwhile attempting to set up a statute to reach the
private participant in such a lynching by providing that federal
jurisdiction attach on the presumption, prima facie, and a rebuttable
presumption, that the prisoner was taken out of the hands of the officer
of the law, for the purpose of getting federal jurisdiction on there,
unless within a certain period of time the State has prosecuted or
indicted someone for murder -- I should make it clear that that
wasn't the case -- or unless in the course of the trial in which
that person was prosecuted, he proves that there has been not eno
connivance with a State officer, or, as in the case of the Lindbergh
Act, that he did not cross the State boundary Have you given any
thought to that? I realize that you wouldn't want to render a legal
opinion on that.

MR. CLARK: Is this record going to be published?

MR. WILSON: No, this is merely for the information of the mem-
bers of the Committee.

MR. CLARK: I would say in my thought about it -- and I have
given considerable thought to it -- that we might attach federal
responsibility there on the gound that this party was deprived of a
trial, that he was deprived of the right of having a jury pass on
his guilt or innocence. I am speaking now of the victim. Say that
the victim is in jail and all of a sudden this mob comes and takes
him out. Now as you say, very often there is connivance, yet very
often we are unable to prove connivacne. Of course, the whole prob-
lem is eliminated if we can prove connivance. Then we can handle it
under the present statutes. But we will assume that we can't prove
connivance and the e is no question but what this mob has conspired
to deprive this person of a trial which he was going to have. ay
that he was In jail because he murdered somebody, or commited a
rape. he is entitled under the Yederal Constitution to a trial, and
he is entitled to certain rights in that trial. I was hopeful that
perhaps we might attach responsibility on that ground, and extend
even the present statute, and I believe that we could certainly work
out some verbiage that would amend that statute which would be help-
ful in the prosecution of that type of case.

What I vould suggest, if it meets with your approval, is that
I ask Mr. George Washington -- not the Father of Our Gountry, but
one of his successors -- to collaborate with you on that. He is the
Assistant Solicitor General. he and I have talked about this at
length and he rather thinks that perhaps some type of statute
could be evolved that would stand the test of constitutionality.
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MR. DICiEY: It seems to me that if we are to get at this
lynching question, or at least at the public desire which led to
the establishment of this Committee, that we have got to do more
than just spell out the situation which permits you to g et at the
State officer who acts un-der color of law. Perhaps we can't get at
it but it oes seem to mae that ,:e have got to try to get at it if
we arc to meet the public desire which led to this effort.

'R. CLAR : I think the Con-ress may possibly create a right
there that would ;ome under the present Constitutional guarantees,
where you would not need a Constitutional amendment. I am sure
that .r. ashington woId be glad to collaborate with you with a
view of getting up the verbiage of such a proposal.

MR. DICKEY: Might I ask one further question in that connection?
Do you feel that this committee is going to be able to render
the best hedp on this particular aspect of the problem by getting
right down to legislative language, or Io you feel that we can
operate more effectively by saying that we have considered the
technical sppects of this problem and we recommend the considera-
tion of legislation in such an1 such a direction?

-R. CLJRK: I would say t at you should suggest the general
plan or the general yardstick, rather than try to suggest specific
legislation.

M1R. DICZEY: Thank you very much.

MRS. TILLY: May I ask a question? There are many of these
l-ynchings that occur after a trial. What then?

MR. CLARK: You may be able to take care of that in the ver-
Diage of your proposed statute. You meria where a person has been
adjuged guilty ard is either in jail or out, pending an appeal?

iRS. TILLEY: In such a case and also there are times vten a
man has been pronounced innocent, and is freed and then mobbed.

MR. CLARK: I think you will find that most of these happen
before they are tried.

.R. TOBIAS: That is true.

MR. CLARK: We should use all the avenues, all the things we
have, to bolster up our statute, and we would use them, of course.

MR. CAREY: What rights are accorded an American national
traveling outside the boundaries of our country; what protection is
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accorded him by the Federal Government?

MR. CLARK: The usual protections of international law. \1e
would protest to the other government if anything happened to one of
our nationals. ',e don't have any police powers in those other
countries.

M". CAREY: Could e hold that government responsible?

MR. CLARK: Yes.

MR. CAREY: Couldn't we develop something, along the lines that
have been suggested, that citizens of this country should be
accorded at least the same rights and privileges and protection,
traveling or maintaining themselves in this country, that our
Federal Government accords our nationals when they are traveling
outside our boundaries?

MR. CLARK: Well, I think that is largely dependent upon
diplomatic telations, and international law. For example, if I
were traveling in Englant and murdered somebody, I expect I ;ould
get pretty surmmary punishment, assuming I was not the Attorney
General.

MR. CAREY: I am thinking in terms of the tremendous national
appeal that existed, say, in the recent shooting down of some of
our fellows in Yugoslavia. There was more excitement over that and
more action by the Federal Government than is indicated when citi-
zens of this country are lynched right here within our own boun-
daries.

MR. CLARK: Of course, they were soldiers of the United States,
and that is somewhat different.

MR. LUCKMAN: It puts them in a different classification.

MR. CLARK: Yes.

MR. CAREY: I think the difference runs the other way. One is
a peaceful citizen and the other is part of the armed forces. I am
just thinking of the political aspects of it. I think that we
should have at least as much, or more interest in the human life
right here at home. We should have more control and gre ter
ability to protect a citizen here than we would elsewhere.

MR. CLARK: We do.

MR. CAREY: I am thinking in terms of the Federal Government
providing adequate opportunity for a local administration to protect
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its citizens, but failing to do so the Federal Government would have
reason to expect some accounting for acts of violence against its
citizens.

MR. CLt.RK: Don't you think that conditioned statutes are
unsatisfactory? I wouldn't condition it on local action. I would
just flatly say that anyone who engages in this type of activity is
guilty of a federal offense. If the State wants to move in there,
first, all right, let them do it. We have many statutes now that
overlap. state and Federal. For example, in the case of gambling
and things of that type, the State very often handles that, or
so etimes we might handle it, for example on a federal reservation.
Or, if we have a man who has been convicted and has received a
shorter sentence than we think he possibly should have received, and
he has committed some State offense and the State asks us to
release him, we very often do that for State prosecution. But I
believe you are going to place your statute in very grave doubts
when you make it conditioned on the activity or inactivity of a
State, because that is a question itself. Suppose the State moves
in tomorrow morning and returns a "no bill" from a grand jury.
That is what they will do. Then your whole federal statute is
stricken down by these 16 men that are on this State grand jury, or
23 men, or whatever number they have on it -- most of them have 16.

So I think myself we ought to make it just an affirmative
offense against the United States. Then you have got the human
element of an Attorney General of the United States, and a District
Attorney or Attorney General of a State -- and we usually get along
fine, I don't know of any with whom I don't get along -- and if they
move in diligently and sincerely -- we have got enough prosecutions,

- I would rather do it on a local lever because it vould do more
good on the local level than on the national basis. If you can get
the local law enforcement officers to act uickly and diligently and
sincerely, you can do much more good, and it builds up the community,
and that is what I want to see done.

At the same time I wouldn't want to have my action depend upon
some activity of a local officer because you are going to find that
there is many a slip there, and it might look as if there was a lot
of activity but there might not be any sincerity in it.

MR. SHISHKIN: Our subcommittee has been exploring the problem
of the sources of support of some organizations that have been
spreading hate and intolerance, and considering the problem of the
possiblity of reaching at the sources of theit operation, and I
was just wondering what your reaction in general would be to the
denial of tax exemption to organizations that are placed by statute
into a category of hat kind, however the category is defined?
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MR. CLARK: ell, I haddf't thought about it, but as a general
rule I don't believe in indirection, I believe in direction. You
are trying to do something indirectly that you should do directly.
I wo-ld like to go off the record.

(Discussion off the record.)

RABBI GI TELSOHN: On that loyalty executive order there is some
reason to feel that the civil rights of federal employees may be
endangered by that order. Would you have any comments or suggestions
to make as to how we can, on the one hand, protect the Government
against disloyalty, and, on the other hand, not subject federal
employees to that kind of witch hunt whidh would clearly a violation
of their own civil rights?

MR. CLARK: There won't be any withh hunt. Certainly any power
that I have will be used to prevent a witch hunt.

There are thee things in the order, I hhink, that would protect
that. One would be with reference to the organizations that an
employee should not belong to. like the Communist Party or some such
organization as that. The Attorney General is supposed to declare
whether or not those organizations are subversive, and if they are
that is a ground for the removal of the employee who belongs. There
we have to use very careful discretion; we have to be certa n that
the organizations that we do declare subversive are acaually sub-
versive, and we should use the same amount of proof in that regard
aw we would in a courthouse when we determine whether or not a man
Is guilty.

In the second place, with reference to your various Government
documents that the Joint-Intelligence Staff has a right to designate
as being secret or non-secret, I think they have to use a little more
discretion than they did uring the war when they just had a stamp
that said confidential, or secret or super-secret, or something like
that. But your protection would be in the head of the department.
'e don't take away, in this order, the responsibility or the author-
ity of the head of the deaprtment. When the Congress passes an
appropriations act appropriating to the Department of Justice
$100,000,000 it is up to the Attorney General to see that that is
properly expended, and that the Department is properly operated. Sp
this order recognizes that and so, when it came up to him to deter-
mine whether a man was not loyal to the United States, he would con-
sider these various factors -- just what organization the man
belonged to, and if the Attorney General had determined it to be
subversive. If it involved documents of the Government, the type of
documents and just what they were. And then, on top of that, if he
decides against the employee, the employee can go to the Civil
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Service Board and get a recommendation from it. It still preserves,
however, the authority and the responsibility -- that is the main
thing -- of the head of the department. If you don't do that a man
can't run his department. You have to give him authioity and you
have to place the responsibility on him.

I know that soon after I became Attorney General it was sug-
gested to me that we admit error in a case down here tlat the
Supreme Court decided some two weeks ago, with reference to a New
York lawyer. And I said no, that I thought we ought to carry it on
through just to see the pattern, see just what activity we could
take, what the court would say about it. And we took it up and the
Court of Appeals decided it here in the District, gave us a yard-
stick to go by.

So I don't think you need to worry about an witch huhts or any
persecution under the otder. I think, myself -- and I am quite sure
that a number of you think -- that there has been perhaps a little
too much hullabaloo about the Communists and subversive activities
in Government. Frankly, the reports that I get -- and I get hun-
dreds of them from the F.Bil. and other agencies, intelligence
services -- indicate that in comparison to the number of employees
in the Government there is a very, very small percentage that even
have any subversive tendency, much less belong to Communistic
or Fascist organizations.

(At this pint Mr. Shiskkin asked a question off the record,
and t e answer thereto, and the following discussion was also
requested to be off the record.)

MR. WILSON: General, thank you very much; it has been tremen-
dously helpful and a real pleasure to have you with us.

MR. CLARK:: I am glad to habe been here and I hope you will feel
free to call on me at any time that you feel I may be of assist-
ance to you.

(Adjournment at 12:45 p. m. to 2:00 p.m. of the same day.)

2:00 p. m.

MR. WILSON: Ladies and gentlemen, we are very happy to have
Professor Robert E. Cushman, Professor of Government at Cornell.
We are delighted to have you come, Professor, and talk to us on this
subject, which, as you know, we have been studying for some time;
and we would be happy to have you make a statement and we would
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like to have the privilege of asking you some questions at the con-
clusion of your state-ment.

STATEMENT OF PROFESSOR ROBERT E. CUSHMAN
Professor of Government, Cornell University

PROFESSOR CUSHMAN: Mr. Chairman and memgers of the Committee,
as you know, I am a teacher by trade; so if my statement sounds
like a classroom lecture, that is the result of an occupational
disease, and you will have to overlook it.

I want to -ake five points or comment on five different things
in connection with your program, about which I know something in a
rather general way through my previous association with your secre-
tary, Mr. Carr.

My first point is that it seems to me that one of the responsi-
bilities and opportunities of a Committee like this is to clarify
and emphasize the constitutional limits upon the power of the Federal
Government to protect individual civil rights. I think there is a
tremendous amount of confusion of mind on that point, evidenced by
the steady stream of demands that Congress do things which it quite
obviously does not have the constitutional authority to do.

Most of us, I think, tend a little to keep active in our
thinking the old Theodore Roosevelt doctrine of new nationalism,
that there ought to be a federal power adequate to deal with any
purely national problem, whether the Constitition has put it there

or not.

Well, tAfortunately-- or fortunately, whichever way you hap-
pen to look at it -- that doesn't happen to be a good constitutional
law; but most people are not aware of the fact that it isn't. They
can't understand why these problems are not met by a head-on drive
upon the part of the Federal Government.

I was impressed by that in reading the accounts of the F.B.I.
investigation of this lynching down in Monroe County, Georgia, last
summer. I suppose it would be fiar to say that nine out of t en
people who read the accounts and read that the F.B.I. was investi-
gating that lynching went on from there to the easy and somewhat
natural assumption that if the culprits were caught, the Federal
Government do something about it directly and expeditiously, having
no clear idea of the narrow legal basis on which the Department of
Justice has to proceed under Section 52 of the Code.

I think, to sum it up, it is of very great importance that we
get as many people to understand that there is a division of labor
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in our federal system of Goernrment between the National Government
and the States and that the National Government's powers in this
are as limited as they are.

Point No. 2.. I think that your Committee should propose and
strongly defend improvements in and strengthening of the existing
civil rights statutes \ealing particularly with matters which are
safely within the recognized area of federal power.

I gather from the President's Executive Order setting up the
Committee that that was one of the rather specific things that it
was supposed that the Committee would undertake to do. I don't see
how this can be very seriously controversial. I have checked over
the field to the extent to which I am familiar with it; the things
that occur to me concretely are the improvements, supplementing
Section 52 of the present Code, especially improvements which would
eliminate the rather awkward limit on federal power which resulted
from the court's emphasis in the Screws case on the element of a
willful intent to abridge civil rights in the case of an indictment
brought under Section 52.

There ought to be, I should suppose, an increase in the panalty
attached to that statute; and perhaps a general clarification and
amp ification of it.
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It seems to me in the second place, the second point at which
improvement is indicated lies in the area of shaprneing and point-
ing p the statutes which teal with both private and officihk1 in-
vasion of the right to vote, particularly in Federal elections,
but in State elections in so far as Federal power extends into
that field; and the principal implementation which seems to me to
be needed there is to give the Department of Justice authority or
power to go into court and get injunctive relief aganist invasion
of the right to vote in advance, and possibly the right to proceed
under the Federal declaratory judgment Act in suitable cases. Also
so' .e cla'rification of the status of primary elections is needed.

I have not been able to persuade myself as a student of con-
stitutional law for many years, that much, if anything, in the
way of concrete legislation can be made to hing-e ont he republican
form of government guarantee in the Federal Constitution. Maybe
some of the lawyers present would disagree with that, but I think
that is a rather frail foundation for anything substantive.

finally, I gather that the very rarely used section of the
Code dealing with slavery needs some modernization to give it ade-
quate coverage; but in that general area I should think there ought
to be no serious difficulty in providing at least some furhter aid
to the Deparaitnet of Justice in more effective enforcement of the
laws that they now have at their disposal.

Point Nol 3 birngs me to a whole series of highly controver-
sial proposals for Federal legislation aiming to protect quite a
wide range of civil rights. Here are the proposals with regard to
lynching. Federal FEPC, a code of civil rights for the District
of Columbia, anti-Jim Crow law affecting interstate transportation,
and anti-poll tax law, and quite a variety of others that could be
put into that category. Oome of these seem to me to be controver-
sial because of rather serious constitutional doubts as to the
authority of Congress at present to legislate with respect to then
in any very effectige and direct way.

A good many of them are politically highly controversial. They
aren't as far as I am concerned. I think I am in favor of every one
of them so far as the policy and content goes, although I do have
a good deal of doubt about the constitutionality of one or two of
them.

I hadn't planned to discuss those because it seemed to me that
the extent to which a Committee of this kind is likely to get into
the consideration of them is going to involve a number of problems
of strategy with which an outsider can hardly be familiar. I don't
mind saying that I am a good deal of a realist about these things*
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I think that some of these things are politically impossible in
any manageable period of time in the immediate future.

I am not sure that it wouldn't be my judgment that it would
be unfortunate to propose in a definite and immediate way a good
deal more than there was any chance of getting and thereby lose
what seems to me to be pretty well within the reach of the Com-
mittee; but there again I feel that I am talking about things that
one outside your circle is not equipped to discuss with any thorough-
ness,

The Fourth point, and in my judgment a potnt which I think is
a vitally important point, is this: A Committee on Civil Rights
set up by the President of the United States has a unique oppor-
tunity to focus the attention of the Amerifan people on the funda-
mental importance and value of our American rights and freedoms.
I don't mean by that merely the little narrow list of t ings about
which Congress can legislate, I mean the whole American tradition
of civil liberty in all of its aspects.

The reason I feel so strongly about the importance of this
particular aspect of the opportunity that seems to me to be yours
is that I am convinced that there is an intimate and inescapable
connection between the preservation of rights and freedoms in this
country and in intelligent public opinion. If you don't have a
community opinion which supports laws or the administration of laws
devoted to the protection of civil liberty, in the long run civil
liberty is not going' to be adequately and satisfactorily protected.

On the other hand, if you don't have civil liberty, you aren't
going to have any mechanism by which you can hope to get a public
opinion which amounts to anything -- so that the two things are
bound up together.

I have felt for a long time and continue to feel very strongly
that those of us who are not members of minority groups and who,
perhaps, have no special axes to grind, lose track of the fact that
we have a tremendous social stake in the preservation of the Amer-

ican code of rights and freedom. 'Ve tend to associate civil
liberties and civil rights the very terms, with minority groups,
with people who are being pushed around for some reason or other,
and very often people with whom we ourselves do not agree and perhaps
aren't particularly keen on bieng associated with.

Furthermore, we have left in the main to the minority groups
and the crusading organizations as much of the job as has been done
of educating the Ametican people about American rights and freedom.
.e get very little of it on any other level.
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I think there is a great distortion of judgment about the
problem, which has resulted from that; which is why I feel so
strongly the advantage of having the prestige of the United States
Government somehow associated with a problem of this kind. I
thought when the Civil Rights Section was Bet up in the Department
of Justice that just the fact that it was set up was of great im-
portance, irrespective of what it accomplished.

I thought when this Committee was created, that again was an
item in the building up of prestige and the focusing of national
attention upon problems that everybody ought to have an interest
inI Your report will accomplish a great deal in that regard.

It is very interesting to observe that the Supreme Court in
a series of decisions in the past seven or eight years has been
::oving along until it now occupies squarely the position that the
civil liberties guaranteed by the first amendment to the Consti-
tution of the United States -- freedom of religion, pres, speed,
assembly -- are in a preferred position in our constitutional
scheme of values, that they are of deeper and more vital importance
than other clauses of the Constitution.

6o that if a lww is passed which appears on its face to
abridge any of them, the presumption is no longer in favor of the
validity of the law; the presumption is against the validity of
the law until it can be shovn that there is a clear and present anger
which justifies it.

What it adds up to is that the Court, at least, has moved into
this position of recognizing the very high importance of these
rights and liberties which form part of the American tradition. I
think just for purposes of pure propaganda in dealing with govern-
ments which are not democratic governments, as the Soviet Union,
we can't possibly overemphasize the extent to which we are bound to
defend the civil liberties which form the basis of democratic
gov rnment in this country.

I think this Committee has an opportunity it certainly ought
not to lose -- and I am pretty confident it won(t lose -- in just
registering its own conviction of the importance of this whole area.

That leads me to my final point, which is that I very much
hope that out of your deliberations there may come a proposal for
some sort of continuing organization on a national level to
which iiould be confided, perhaps, a somewhat general responsibility
as an advisory agency to keep attention focused on American rights
and freedoms, to keep capitalizing the prestige of the Federal
Government as bbing actively interested in seeing that the people
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of this country understand what those rights and freedoms are and
how important they are to the continuation of the democratic
nDrocess.

I could conceive that a council or committee or some sort of
organization, perhaps a civilian group operating through a paid
staff, could keep going a set of interests and activities which
would not subject them to criticism as taking sides in any marti-
cular controversy, but which would serve as a clearing house of
information, an agency which might organize from time to time
Public conferences of leaders of thought in various fields con-
nected with the general problem an- which might conceivably
carry on, perhaps, a certain amount of research eith r on its own
or in connection with some of the research agencies here in Wash-
ington wheic are equipped to make studies on particular problems .

That is about the substance, Mr. Chairman, of what I have to
say. It is not very impressive, but it summarizes my own immediate
thoughts, at least, with regard to what I conceive to be your
assignment and what you might possibly be trying to make out of it.

M. VILSON: That is a very excellent exposition, Professor
Cushmnan, and very helpful; and I am delighted that we have the
record of it because I think it till be very helpful as we attempt
to c arry out this job which you have outlined.

I think, generally speaking, the Committee will fidn itself
very much in agreement with what you had to say.

Now, have you questions for Professor Cushman?

MR. LUCKMAN: I have one, Professor Cushman, which I simply
did not understand the meaning of. When you were listing the in-
dividual suggestions, I think under Point 3, you spoke of an anti-
Jim Crow law affecting interstate commission?

PROF. CUSHMAN: Transportation. The follow-up of the Morgan
Case.

MR. LUCKMAN: Yes.

RABBI GITTELSOHN: You mentioned the Supreme Court restriction
by interpretation of what was probably the original intent of the
post Givil War civil rights legislation.

Would you care to venture an opinion on what the prospects
or chances would be of a more liberal Supremem Corut interpretation
if new civil rights legislation of the type were written and, of
course, eventually came before the Supreme Court for a test of
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constitutionality? Do you t ink the change in the complexion Cf
the Court in recent years woulA have any great effect on their
interpretations of such laws?

PROF. CU2HMAN: I don't know that I have any clear opinion
about that. The point was a technical one and I think there is
some reason to believe that the opinion which the Court wrote in
the .crews case, which injected this pretty unworkable element
into the picture of insisting that a jury be charged that if Jones
besit smith over the head, if he is an officer of the law, he must
h:ve had in mind when he beat him, that he was violating his civil
liberties or civil rights instead of just trying to beat him.

That makes it pretty difficult to do any business there.
Well, the impression that I have is that whqt you got out of that

was somet ing of a compromise among e-embers of the Court, by wvhicy
the Court avoided holding the statute inapplicable altogether.

The word "wilful" is in the statute. It would be easy to
take it out and see what you had left if you went into court on it,
and you probably wouldn't kcnow until you idd. There is a disposi-
tion on the part, I think, of some of the Justices to keep in
Mind all the while that ,enetration of Federal authority into an
area traditionally occupied by the States, and particularly in the
field of the enforcement 'oy the States of State law, is somet ing
that shogid move pretty slowly. I don't think the orthodox judi-
cial slant on th.at is 'very friendly.

Nevertheless, I would expect most of these specific changes
which have been suggested in the present statutes to hp upheld.
The Court went pretty far in the Primary Cases, of course.

MR. TOBIAS: You spoke of what I think Cavour referred to as
an enthusiasm for the possible. Take, for instance, the situation
in the District of Columbia, the segregation policy here, which
from some points of view would be politically impossible of readi-
cation; yet it is just that kind of thing that nakes it impossible
for us to Defer with emphasis in the working of our system, par-
ticularly when we have in mind certain governments of different
ideology -- I think it is important. and my whole enthusiasm for
the work of this Committee is that it shall lift American prestige
in the world, Which these practices -are making it impossible to do.

It will be a difficult thing to bring about a change for
instance, in the segregated public school system of the District of
Columbia, but it is a standing reflection on our American democracy
that we have adopted in the nation's capital the least desirable
patter of education. It seems to me that even though that might
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be classified imong the politically impossible t ings, that we
o.ght to h)ve tin enthusiasm for it, anyhow.

PR F. CUSIHIAN: I am not sure I wouldn't goalong with you on
that p.articular issue, -a'rtly because I don't think that it would
h ave t same kind of r' ifcati ons that a frontal attack on a
n: t1on--ide scale -ight ha.ve. Of course, there is nothing that I
resent so much in ths vrhole field as the fact that this is a Jim
Cron town. It just burns me up.

,hat I had. in the back of my vin was that, as you say, -- you
Q ote Cavour -- I usually iuote Burke, iho toll the rou-se of
omnfs once:

"I hope I shall never fail to do a proper thing because there
is something els~e more proper which I am unable to do."

Thejt is a reasonably soun2 practical bit of philosophy. In
ary vnt, I% ws merely drawing attention to the fact that it is
possible for - set of proposals to get into a context where you
juFt are going to hive then scrapped.

I was a member of the staff of .he Bvownlo! Committee, the
resiIent's Coramittee on -drainiStrative Janagement back in 1936,

Then that job was done, I am firmly convinced that Congress would
hove >\ssed most of that )rowmram. Very little of it was contro-
versi)l on any serious basis. r Hoover, Governor Lowden, Mr.
Landon had all promised to come and testify before the appropriate
committee. Two weeks later the '.resident sent his Supreme Court
proposal to Congress. 'Then that fight was over, he couldn't have
gotten the reorganization of the Nation Screw Thread Commission
out of Congress. The whole thing was just wrecked by being asso-
ci :ted >ith something else which had been resented.

Now, maybe that is a philosophy of timidity, and I a not ex-
pr-ssing a judgment aDout it. Frankly, I don't know what I would
do if I had responsibility in a matter of this kidd. I don't
think the Cormittee ought to ignore these issues. 'hetehr it should
inoul, seem to me would be one of the mcst difficult '-roblerns you
would have to deal with. To simply say this law ourht to be pass-
eU rip'.ht away -- maybe it should be.

R BBI GITTL7SOHN: What are some of the things you feel are
pc itically i possible on the list you gave us? You said some of
tem are politically itoisible.

PROF. CUEHA1N: Maybe none of them are. I don't know whether
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a national FEPC is or'not. I think that is getting into the general
field where it is within possible shooting distance of your getting
a kind of support for it which you didn't previously have. Of course,
I think the anti-poll tax legislation is questionable. I happen to
be one &f the constitutional lawyers that has very grave doubts
about the constitutional power of Congress to legislate poll taxes
out of existence. And the same about any thoroughgoing anti-lynching
statute. I think you can go part way in dealing with lynching.
You can improve the legislation with which you deal with conspiracies
and mob violence, if you can draw in some officer

I don't think there is any sound footing for an anti-lynching
statute which simply moves in and makes it a Federal crime to
kill somebody by lynching him. That is my own opinion.

MR. SITISHKIN: As to the constitutional doubts, you feel that
the anti-lynching and anti-po&l tax statutes are the ones about
which there might be doubt?

PROFESSOR CUSHMAN: Yes.

MR. SHISHKIN: I think it is important for our Committee to
know the limitation.

EROFEBSOR CUSHMAN: I don't think there can be any serious
doubt about the constitutionality of a properly drawn FEPC statute
based on the commerce clause. I mean if the Fair Labor Standards
Act is good constitutional law. I don't see why the basis of ob-
jectionable employment conditions shouldn't be extended if Con-
gress wishes to extend it. Certainly the Congress has full
authroity over the District of Columbia. If Congress wishes to
establish a policy of non-segregation on all interstate carries,
there can't be the slightest dobbt about its authrotty to do so.
That would be my feeling.

Those two are, in mu judgment, dubious. I hasten to say that
lawyers in whose judgment I have very great confidence disagree
with me about that, so maybe it is worthwhile to try them out and
see what you can get out of the Supreme Court in order to be sure.

MR. SHISHKIN: What is your feeling with respect to the pro-
posal for a Federal law that would require private organizations
whose activities might affect civil rights of citizens to disclose
the sources of their financial backing

PROFESSOR CUSHMAN: I am in favor of it. I am in favor in
general of this general policy of disclosure all along the line.

'I
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My reason for feeling as I do is that if you think about the
process of forming a public opinion in this country at the present
time, you can no long-r think of it in therms of Holme's epigram
about truth competing against falsehood in the market Place.

You have these propaganda organizations, and a Cood public re-
lations man will tell you if you will pay him a certain amount of
money, he will sell any idea to the American people that you want
to buy -md have presented to them.

In a context of that kind, how are you going to get any pro-
tection of the integrity of a public opinion emerging from the
clash of highly charged prpaganda campaigns? Well, maybe the dis-
closure of who is paying for them and what is back of the organi-
zation that is putting the campaign across may not be too useful,
but it is a little help. After all, if you do know who is paying
for an onslaught on the public eye and ear and what sort of an
organization it is, that at least helps you make pp your mind as
to %hether it is a crowd you want to go along with or whether you
don't.

I can't myself see any reason why one should seriously object
to it. I realize that many organizations doi but on the whole I
feel that we are bound to come to it sooner or later just in self-
protection, just in order to know where these ideas some from which
we k-'w somebody is paying somebody else a lot of money to dis-
se i nate.

The American Civil Liberties Union, I gather -- I hate had some
corres-'ondence with Roger Baldwin about that -- is divided on that
point, but my own opinion is very firm on it.

MR. DICKEY: If you did have responsibility and you had to
choose where you were going to throw your effort, where would you
throw your effort in this whole field of civil rights?

PRGFESSOR CUSHMN: You mean from the standpoint of looking
at it as a member of the Committee or just in general?

.,R. DICKEY: Well, to make it easy, as a member of this
Committee -- or to make it difficult, perhaps. I am very much im-
pressed with what you say myself that we may have to choose here in

emphasis as to what needs doing most first.

PROFESSOR CUSM,4AN: Well, I think -- without repeating myself --

I think that certainly there couldn't be any question about the pro-
posal of improvements in the existing legislation. I can't see
that anybody could object to that.
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DR. DICKY: You mean attempting to meet the difficulties of
the Screws case? That would be a pretty small mouse to turn this
Commission loose on, would it not?

PROFESSOR CUSFJM::: Yes, maybe so, but certainly that much --
there wouldn't be any disagreement that that ought to be part of
your program. At least, that would be my feeling about it.

I confess that I feel the educational potential in this is
as important as anything you are likely to do. I mean if the thing
could be implemented satisfactorily, it seems to me that the pre-
sentation of a report that focused attention on the whole broad
field, whether you oame out flatfootedly in favor of a particular
statute or not, the emphasis on the general importance of broaden-
ing the information of the American people about these subjects
and the intention of' trying to see that that was kept going seems
to :e to have more possibility of paying dividends than almost
anything else you can do.

I don't think Congress is going to pass an FEPC statute be-
cause your Committee commends it.

I have _-o objection to your recommending it, and I hope Cbn-
gress will pass it, but my own feeling is that to get national
attention focused on some of these problems is of very great imC
portance.

DR. DICKEY: Do you think that a civil rights statute for the
District of Columbia would stand as high as any other vehicle in
importance that we might use to focus national attention on these

questions?

ROFESSOR CUEHMAN: I think you are probably right. Yes, I
think so.

DR. DICKEY: Of course, that leads you, I suppose, right into
the suffrage issue, doesn't it?

PROFESSON CUSHMAN: I am not sure that I know just what you
have in mind there.

DR. DICKEY: I had in mind the suffrage problem in the District
of Columbia prir:arily.

PROFESSOR .SHMAN: Yes, yes, of course. Iwas thinking in
terms of Negro suffrage in surrounding territory.

Of course, I have never been able to understand exactly why
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the Distriot of Columbia shouldn't have suffrage on some basis or
other. I don't know why it shouldn't be a point that a Committee
like this might well consider.

DR. DICKEY: We have been told by some that you won't get
civil rights int he District until you get suffrage for everyone.
Then, on the other hand, we are told by others that if you get
suffrage for all, you can'just put it down you are not going to
:et civil rights.

PROFEEISOR CUSHMAN: I hadn't been thinking about that parti-
cular problem in this context at all. I think it probably belongs
here, however.

R BBI GITTLsS3HN: Dr. Cushman, I am very much interested
personally in your suggestion that we try to make this a conting-
ing effort rather than let it die with the expiration of this
Com=-4ittee. I think all of us are pretty well convinced by now
that at best ,;e will be able to touch) only a small segment of the
total problem.

Do you think the pattern of the White House Conference for
Children, for example, might be fruitful for a continuation of
this kind of work on a similar basis?

PROFZSSOR CUSHMAN: I am not familiar with the detail of that,
but something of that sort -- I hadn't really thought the thing
through in my own mind.

It would seem to me it ought not to be a governmental enter-
prise such as another bureau or office. As soon as you give it
thfat status, you would rob it of a very large part of any influence
it might have.

RABBI GITTLE. OHN: But it should have government sponsorship?

PROFESSOR CUSHMAN: Yes, by all means, but it ought to be
composed of a representative group. There should be drawn into its
planning and Management, a representative group of distinguished
citizens such as such a group as this, probably not as large as
this if it were to be a continuous working agency.

Perhaps, the results would be a bit intangivle, but there are
a lot of things that could be done. The lack of understanding in
this area is really appalling, and we are tending to lose civil
rights si-ply because people no longer appreciate that they have
existed and are worth doing anything about While I don't think
the Governemtn can engage in pro aganda, it can engage in an
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educational program on a dignified level, which would seem to im
tc produce results.

MR. SHISHKIN: Professor Cushman, there was one point that
was brought out in some of our discussions with respect to re-
strictive covenants, particularly that pahse of it where the
restrictive covenenat might be used as a device to support the
price of the property or enhance the value of the property through
conspiratorial met.ods. Perhaps there is a further limitation on
the area we could reach by directing it to the point where the
holdings might be large and might have interstate aspects, such
as insurance companies or banks or other large holders; but start-
ing at this easy point of that li ited application, do you t ink
anything might be done by reaching it through the anti-trust laws
techniques?

PROFESSOR ISHMAN: I hadn't thought of it. I hadn't supposed
tha; these covenants were of such scope that they could be brought
within any spehere of interstate commerce.

Ml. S17hISHKIN: Only in so far as large holding were con-
cerried, but there are situations which !night be placed within the
area of monopolistic practice Involving real estate, and I was just
wondering wheth r you thought that was beyond our reach completely
or whether there :ight be some means of dealing with it federally.

?ROFESSOR CUSH4MAN: It is not a problem that I know anything
particulary about. It doesn't offhand seem to me to be very
)rom sing, but there c'ight be something in it that I don't see,

Tk. BARR: One other matter that has come up again and again
in the use of the taxing and spending powers to withhold subsidies
or tax exemption privileges from organizations, public or private,
which practice discriLination or in other ways threaten civil rigits.

How promising an approach does that seem to you to be?

PROFESSOR CUJSHAAN: Well, there is certainly a potential
weapon there. We will know a littoe more about it, perhaps, in
ai-other year or so in New York. 14e have been having a battle up
there for quite a little while, trying to get some legislation like
that through the New York state legislature. I don't believe it
passes.

MR. T"BtS: No.

PROFSSOR CUSRI~AN: I am not too convinced that a great d eal is
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likely to be accomplished by that method, for it is very difficult
to enforce, as the 1ew York experience seems to indicate.

Of course, theoretically we have a statute in New York vkhich
vould seem to be adqr-uate to deal with that problem, but when it
comes tp picking out the institutions in New York that receive tax
exemptions and are discriminating on the bahs of race or creed,
nobody seems to be able to pin a-ything on anybody in particular.
That is the general impression.

If you tried to do that on a national level -- there is un-
questionably a weapon tere. I am not sure it isn't a backhanded
way of coming at the problem, but it might be useful to experiment
with it.

MR. WILSON: If it ould be made to work, it would be a truly
effedtive way.

PROFEj3SOR CU2E:>N: Yes.

MR. WILSON: Because it would cover so much ground.

P FOF Y1$OR CUSIUa: Yes.

ER. V.fILSON: The use of Federal funds or Feleral fundw with-
hild.

DR. DICKEY: The New York legislation that you refer to --
does that relate to withholding of State funds?

PROF Z2SOR CUSHuSN: Tax exemption. I think it is a fairly old
statute.

DR. DICKEY: Property or income? Income tax?

PROFESSOR CUSHM3WN: Property. I don't think these institutions
would pay any income tax.

DR. DICK-EY: I was thinking of contributions by an individual
tO the institution.

PROFESSOR CUHMAN: Merely an assessment on the real estate.

RABBI GITTLESOHN: That is right.

MR. WILSON: In Now York State, if I am not mistaken, in
institutions - - we will just call it ain orphanage as an example--
it it is going to get State funds, it cannot discriminate, as I
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understand it. And recently there has been an attempt made, I
believe, to make that stand up'. And institutions that formerly 'id
discri-inate on the grounds of race or creed hBve had to chBnge
their practices.

PROFE2SOR CUSH7AN: Yes.

,1R. WILSON: I do know th-ere are institutions in New York
State that have had to right about fade on the subject of discrimi-
nation. I happen to know one of them.

MR. TOIAS: The proposed bill was to make that applicable to
private institutions as well.

MR. W'.ILSON: This has to do with any private institution or
semi-private institution receiving State funds, and nearly all of
them do receive a certain amount of State funds, as I Understand
it.

MR. TOBIAS: Tax exemption would be that in antoer form,.

MR. WISLON: That is right, just another form of it, but som -

where along the line -- and I think we oug g; to find out about it
in New York State -- teeth must have been put into that situation
the last few years because there has been a considerable change.
It -.ay be a lever that we could use to the desired end.

MRS. TILLY: Does the New York law take into account deductions
of income for gifts to these institutions?

MR. ILSON:: So far as I know it does not. It is simply the
receipt of Ctate funds. If they receive State funds, at all, then
they must not discriminate.

PROFESSOR USHAN: There was an action -- you probably noticed
accounts of it in the press -- an action started against Columbia
on that basis. They didn't succeed, apparently, in proving dis-
crimination on Columbia University. What I gathered was at stake
was the exemption of the Columbia University property from taxation.

RMR. WIL2ON: I ti ink in Columbia's case that was the threat.
Have you any othet questions for Professor Cushman?

If now, we will excuse you, sir, and thank you most heartily
because I think you have been t remendously helpful to us and
stimulating in your suggestions.

PROFESSOR CUSHMALN: Thank you very much for the opportunity.I
enjoyed it a great deal.
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MR. WILSON: Ladies and gentlemen, this is Mr. Victor W. Rotnem,
who was the forger Chief of the Civil Rights Section, and is now a
practicing attorney here in Washington. We are delighted to have your
views on this subject, which we know is one close to your heart, sir,
as it is to ours; and we woul'i be glad to have you, if you will,
give us the benefit of any statement that you care to make on the
subject, and then we would like the privilege of asking you some
questions when you finish.

STATEMENT OF VIC TOR W. ROTNEM,

FORMER CHIEF, CIVIL RIGHTS SECTION,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

M-E. ROTNEM: I am quite impressed to find a group like this
meeting on these problems. I know that you have, I am sure,
hundreds of thousands of people interested inseeing to it that some-
thing real by way of a future program comes from your deliberations.

I have wondered much how I could be most helpful, having seen
the work of the Section during the full war period. It is hard to
make clear what we tried to do, unless we orient ourselves into
the field Of criminal law because we, of course, were a functioning
unit of the Criminal Division.

The Criminal Division in Justice certainly has a large share
of the toughest dirtiest problems that come before the Government.
kfter all, it is their job -- a goup of specialists -- to fill the
Federal prisons. When you came to look at the criminal law, as it
affected civil rights, you, of course, found great differences of
opinion among the United States Attorneys, as to what was and was
not a good criminal case.

The appraisal of a criminal case, I am sure, is as difficult a
job as any civil servants in government have to do. The judgments
that must be made as to whether or not this is a case, whether or
not these people merit the punishments that are provided in the
criminal statutes, are very hadd to make.

Now, I am sure you have had explained to you the history of
why in the criminal field of civil rights there wa almost from the
beginning of the Section a control at the chief's desk as to in-
vestigations -- that is, the direction of them -- the direction of
the case as it proceeded to the grand jury and from there to'trial.
Looking at the process that goes on in r-lation to an estimate of a
case, you have a bunch of mail, first, that comes in to you, or
people come to see you with complaints. From that you must decide
which matters merit FBI investigation.
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Some of the best cases originally came on a penny card -- usually
from the South -- but a penny card anonymous. Great mistakes were
mAde and can easily be made in sometimes investigating a matter
',hic h ]iln't merit investigation.

I am sure all of you have had some wxperienoe some way or other
with the Fedleral Bureay of Investigation.

If you haven't, imagine yourself in a small town and agents
come to investigate a problem such as a typical civil rights problem,
or suppose you are the tCVwn banker and they are looking into some
phase of your income tax. Does that investigation get around the
town in a few days? it certainly does, The better investigations
were always those where we had the benefit of not too much publicity,
not too much fanfare, not too much overooncern about when we had
started in estigating; so that we might through agents obtain
those fundamental pieces of evidence that are required for con-
fiction in a criminal case.

One of the greatest difficulties ;ie had was that a civil rights
case was usually so interesting, concerned so many people, that
well-meaning folk would run stories in the press, would come to see
us, run to the newspapers after they had seen us, petitioning us,
urging us to investigate. Many a time it was wisdom to pretend that
we. were till considering investigation and to let it be known that
we had started to investigate about three weeks after we had begun,
so that we might have that advantage of operation before souvenir
hunters, and what not, were in the field poking around. Many times
have best-meaning amateurs gone into a southern area meaning to
help and actually hindered more than they knew.

One job that Ae never did satisfactorily do was to explain to
the public the difference between the ordinary procedure of a grand
jury in a "tate process as opposed to the preferable Federal
system. The Federal grand jury, especially in our cases, was rarely
a good vehi cle for investigative purposes. How anyone could expect
24 average people getting in a rood to suddenly be learned in the
art of investigation -- it just doesn't work that way. Acoordingly
the best criminal cases -- certainly it was true of every one of
ours that came to indictment and trial -- were so thoroughly prepared
by investigation before we went into the grand jury room that we
could have tried them the very next day.

Any :criminal case -is best, if as we say, it doesn't get too
011 knd have whiskers on it. Take the first lyhohing indictment in
"ississippi during the war, which was a suprise to almost all of

us. That grand jury would never have indicted had they met the
second day. They mect, the heard this terrible sotry, they took a
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vote, and they voted the right way. Had they gone home and re t
again the next day, there would have been no indictment.

The only exception I know of where there was a long drawn out
process was in Detroit in tue Soj4urner Case. There we did slave
for weeks with the grand jury, and an indictment was returned
finally. That was an exception. There was quite an affair during
t, e war. I don't know if you all r emember it, b !t it was in New
Iberia, Louisiana, a terrible situation. A book was written about
it later. Several prominent Negro professional men had to leave
town overnight. I don't know whether any of them hav- dared come
back even now.

It was so involved and we did deliberately try to supplement
the FBI investigation with several days of grand jury. Maybe the
result was good. The report they issued, or the stories that came
out -- I am inclined to think, however, vie would have done better
had we used the process of Mississippi -- had we not been so much
the sociologists as the criminal lawyers and pushed for that indict-
ment, indicted, and put the defendant to trial. Wehn you do that,
I assure you you can't always be too fair. Any criminal prosecutor
vho has much success in the arts of getting indictments and getting
convictions, I imagine as you look at him, talk to him, every once
in a while you sort of conclude that part of the reason this nn has a
success in his field is somewhere or other in his rake-up there
is a slight touch of the gutter. He can't be too concerned always
if he is looking for results.

I ,now that is very dangerous, and yet I an trying to
rive you that picture of the necessity of sometimes, if you want
convictions, of using the artifices, using the things that, of
course, well-trained criminal lawyers use just as the defense lawyers;
and we have to admit when we get into this field thqt we are in the
arena with one side bringing forth their best and the other side
doing the same.

If you are going to use the criminal process in this field and
if you want success, you have to bow to giving the criminal
prosecutor a certain leeway. You can't hold hit to too strict a
standard, in other words.

Now, an interesting thing occurs when, as in civil rights
cases, quite often you select a case because you see in it an
excellent opportunity to test a question of law in the Supreme Court.
Now, how is that done? In the criminal case if there is an indict-
ment and then the defense demurs, it is possible to have a direct
appeal to the supreme Court on a constitutional issue. It is one
place where the Governemtnt, so to speak, gets a break in the process.
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The other way, of course, is that the defendant loses and
appeals and it gets there as in Screws. Now, the average lawyer
for the defendant is entirely too smart to demur and let us go to the
Supreme Court because he knows that the chances are five to one
that if he will put us to trial, he will win an aquittal. But I guess
there are many lawyers, however, who are magnetized by the opportunity
themselves to go to the Supreme Court on an issue. It was surprising
how .ahy of these cases did by this process g& to the Supreme Court.

Then, however, you have a very interesting debate with your-
self sometimes because in a cifil rights case you may have the
finest opportunity to get this test of law, as, for instance, in the
Classic Case, which the Criminal Division had been working for 20-
years to have an opportunity to shoot at.

Now, the Classic Case was not a strong case. Really if you
r'new its facts, you would not be unreasonable if you were to say it
wes ri-iculous to indict in that case; and yet by indicting, you
had this issue, which went to the Supreme Court, and you had one of
the great case's of the Twnntieth Century.

Fo as the lawyer directing such a case -- and your superiors
whc let you go with such a case -- you have to make that delicate
judgment whether in spite of thsi being a weak case you are justified
in going with it because of the importance of the question. That
is , hard question to seetle if you appreciate what a criminal
indictment loes to a man's record for the rest of his life. Poor
Pntrick Classic, I suppose, wherever he goes has this indictment
staring him in the face and he will have to explain it between now
and his death and after him, his children.

The other field where tests come into the Supreme Court, where
the section assisted, was in briefs amicus where in a civil case,
usually a damage case, usually brought by one of the great groups,
the Civil Liberties Union or NAACO -- in the final appeal, if the
elicitor General approfed, the Government would file a brief and

assi.:t in the strategy of the case.

In htat regard in the Department the number of briefs amicus
that go to court entirely depend on the policy of the Solicitor
General. 1r. Fahey was very helpful in my work when I was in the
Department. You could always talk to him ahout any case. However,
he was not in favor of too many briefs of this type. His policy
was very few. That, of course, the section can't -o much about. I
think we petitioned for eight and received one while I was there.
And yet I couldn't feel hurt about the negative decision of any one
of them. There was a real difference of opinion.
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or inst-nce, o4e that I worked hardest to get was the Jehon
,itness Flag salute Case. It wouldn't have made any difference if
a biref had been in there or not. 'use thought so at the timye, ht

hen It was argued and all the briefs were in, I must admit they
had covered every point very well. But we xould have liked to have
felt !e were in there doing something.

2ne other method that the E'eotion could use, was the writing of
lw review arricles on points of law that came up. Vie did nuch of
thait, n that work i continuing. I think to the lawyers in such
a section there should be :a constant oncouragement toward such kind

f twork, that it shoul. be aq much of a feather in their hnts as
a conviction would be.

Convictions in civil rights cases in the South and
practically every case was in the South, of course -- were had after
w developed u group of southern trial lawyers. I never sat in a
southern court room while any of our cases were being tried.
Ifl had, as chief of section, it would have been a story and they would
have been trying me. I woull have hurt the case.

I did a few timr.es sit back in the United States Attorney's
effic and try to keep my -resence in the city quiet. I think the
average prosecutor from jashington in a civil rights case is much
wiser to conduct himself in that way unless he can became part of
that community. Maynard '..mith was one of the most effective trial
n I ever saw in that field. lie is not with the Section any more,

but is practi:ing. ' came from the adjoining county, almost, in
the crews case.

There you had the perfect trial lawyer. The selection and
training of a group of southern trial lawyers, who know how to work
WIth Ti nited 'tates Attorneys, has been essential in Fuch a program

as this.

Almost always when the more important cases were developing the
United States A'ttorney was invited to come to Washington, sometimes
by our Section, sometimes by the "Ittorney General, sometimes
b y the solicitor General, and he then received the background of why
this case fitted into the whole program. His cooperation with the grahd
jury is so vitally important that if' you do not take the time to let
hit :now the background, you are apt to h ve no aucosess at all.

I Fmentioned: earlier the Yojournter Case. It was an exception
where you had length of time. The reason we obtaiined the indict-
ant was, I believe, that the United Jtates .attorney, with the
ashington zen staying out of' the room, talked to the grand jury

A I
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rman to man. He had lived with them.

You never bring these cases to rho grand jury until the United
Sta-tes ,ttorney h us had a chance to worK with themn inmiany cases.
Sometimes the United "tates Attorney would say, "Don't bring
t is case to rhis grond jury. 'ait until we get a new one." And aIDcut
the iiddle of the next session he wouud call and say, "All right,
boys, let's gol" That is the ABC's of this kind of stuff.

The wholo Oriminal Division, when you look at it as a whole,
has in it 'aany specialized groups. One group of men works on
indictments. There is the Appellate Bootion, which loes the brief

work. You have agroup of trial men an! a group of generally well-
trainerd lawyers.

NTov te division is having its difficulties because of war-
ti e outs, but -. hen we didn't have than, it was a pleasure often
to be able to it aind actually uake a selection from, perhaps, 50
mn, is to who in lashini; on in the group were the best me to
snd on this Case and find that al::'ost always they were glad to

ump in .nd help, even thouh it wasn't their field.

io I point out that a great deal of hel comes to the section
such the Civil >ight s ection from the other parts of the
*riinal Division, and, of' course, the Solicitor Ceneral' s office
.n the Attorney General's office itself.

great number of these oees are of such importance nationally
th t the .ttorney General jus:t simply quite often has to take the
file home and read up the facts and know it as inti'tely as
the men nown the line, and the Attorneys General do that. 7very one
I have known. "nd so with the Assistant Attorneys General.

Time after tine, Tom Clark, as our boss in the Criminal
Division, caine in .ind took a file home Friday night and went over it.
I do now know how he could cram the stuff in the way he did
and come in on Monday morning and ask us the questions he was able to
ask. He is an excellently equipped criminal trial lawyer.

Gorwoing up in a division like that you had an informal method
of trying a case in the office, trying it out just before we were
ready to go. Three of us wo ld take one side and three of us would
take another and we would bat it out and spend a afternoon. W'Je
might conclude at the end of it that in spite of 'all these pressures
that wasn't a case 'o o ahead with. 'one of that cane the public
see or know of.

Now, moving over into the field of speech making, going about
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ad making speeches and addresses to groups, I think a great deal more of
that could be done than has been done,

Such speeches should be thoroughly prepared in advance. A good part
is the later distribution of those speeches. They should follow a program
that you are developing so taat at the end of a year you have a series of
13 or 20 addresses which almost merit publication.

I am sure you have all heard of uhe great amount of time that the
Section spent with crack-pots. Sometimes they are totally crazy people
who either write letters or come in person. And entirely too much time has
to be spent on that problem by men who are so well equipped that they shouldn't
be burdened with it, but God knows how else you could do it. Many times
the (;hief of the Section has to take on a couple of hours a day listening
to one or two of them. In the case of some of them, if you called up the
District Building and guided them over there, they would be at St. Elizabeth
by 6 o'clock.

It would be nice if something could be done about that in the Depart-
ment to save the time of these men and women who are wasting it there.

Dy the same token, you can't answer every peice of mail that comes to
you because you have to become an expert in picking out the "nut" mail.

If you answered everything, it wuld come and come and come. There are
still people who continue to send in communications even though they are
not answered.

And then, of course, you see the pressure groups and their methods,
how they wire, write, and out coupons and papers - a ridiculous waste of

money and effort.

I am trying to jump to different things now, trying to think of things
as they strike me now. anotherr pahse of this work, in the viewpoint of
government men, is the problem of the press and the pressure groups who are
interested in specialized fields of civil rights.

Naturally, your labor union groups will be so interested if it is a
civil rights case involving a labor union, but try and interest some tough
labor leader in a problem involving Jehovah's Witnesses and he thinks you
are a little off the beam.

Many men who have an interest in this field have just a hobby interest,
a very sincere one, in one small segment of the fihldj and, of course, some-
times their hobby leads them into an enthusiasm
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abich I guess the discipline of government has to calm down a bit.
You couldn't go along iwith them as much as you might like to.
Pressure groups are very often unfair on the ren in the Section,
by asking the impossible.

Many of the leaders of such groups could do much self-education
and much study as to the possible areas where we may operate as a
civil rights group. They should know those limitations better than
the men in the Governmenvt themselves.

On the other shidds the very group that I a critiixing, how-
evers in anotheg-r way are Uie hiost helpful of all groups to the

Section. hey keep it on its toes. They bring, +he problems to it
and assist in a hundred different wwa. Large groups always come
in after some terrific episode such as a lynching or some special
case that gets worked on 'lke the boys case cknin Virginia
were he was about to be hung the next morning. It those cases
large groups come in.

Zhurgood Marshall, General Counsel of tlie IAACP, w uld almost
always be in such a group, and lie would sit somedtimes a Mouple of
chairs way and would Iimslf do the kind of work that I think
leaders should do more of and tell hispeople what this was all
about, bringing them down to earth as they vould make these wild
statements; and, of course, it was twenty times better Ihat he tell
thm than that i tell theme That kind of responsibility groups
should take.caThey should take it are. I suppose somt4mos they
are doing this disciplinary checking over of a Oase before they
ever come to Washington. Uf course, much of it is stopped that
ww. However, they have a responsibility to not bring in things
ich are frankly just junk cases.

I haven't any special group in mind vhen i.say that, it is
just that in the five years there were an pwul .lot of them.

MR. iILSONs Would you like to suggest or ould you or will
you suggest any speical line of approach to this general brubject
from this vast experience that you had in the Section that you
think we should apply ourselves to specifialy,, and particularly

to be helpful to the Department of Justice?

MR. ROThMlt It is difficult to answer that without saying, of
course, so mnch depends in the Departmnt on who the Attorney
General is. k long an you have a Tom Clark as Attoriy Genrmial,
you know that the criminal work involved in the Criina Division,including the Civil Rights Suction, gets every help it 0uld have.

&. ;ILS-XN: Except that wte have been under the impression
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that there may be things that we could suggest - procedures,
changes, and so on - things we could suggest that would uphold
their hands a bit.

MR. iOTNEMs First of all, you have to appreicate that so much
depends on the Attorney General and his policies in relation to
this type of work, where you have these 96 United States Attorneys
that, after all, are bound to follow the leadership of the Attorney
General. They are responsible to him, and if they know he is
interested in one of t2 ese cases, generally they are interested in
this case, even though otherwise they might tend not to be. I
don't suppose there is any answer to an insurance that future
Attorneys General have this interest in this subject, and yet it is
your biggest difficulty always.

An Attorney General of the rignt sort ill always see to it
that this Section functions much as I have tried to give you a
picture of it.

MR. WiILSON: Are there any questions that you would like to
ask 1r. Rotnem on the general subject?

MR. LUCKMAN: I would like to ask whether during the time you
had this responsibility there was any occasion for prosecution of
cases invlving restrictive covenents.

MR. ROTNEM: Such cases were considered in the brief amicus
stage a couple of times. L do not remember any set of facts where
we could go with a criminal case of felt we could.

MR. LUCKMANi There were no acutal proec tions?

MR. NOTNEM: No.

MR. LIClANt 'Vere there any investigations?

MR. JOTNEM: One, I believe, in Mississippi.

kR. LUCKANs Were there very many complaints received by the
Departrent in regard to restrictive covenants?

YR. ROTNEMt Not a great deal. It is interesting that there
weren't more. It was not a field that people wrote letters about.
The cases that were discussed as a rule were brought to us by counsel,
who discussed them. Invariably on that question we couldn't come in
with a brief.

RABBI GITTELSOHNs Mr. Rotnem, I would like to have your views,
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Lf T r'ay, on a qutastion wia have al2,,eady addreused to saveral people,
but rinich you 7nigh-t, becae you are an ex-chioi" of the isection, be
ab:L"e to vo ice ali or.:Inion ;Tnre free~ly th.an thoLy. D) ou=f eel fxr r
tUl pcxlInt of viemw of -nth prestige and posiblities of accomplish.
ireltanythqiing muid be rained .uthe Civil 1JR s3 -inrrret
icaco a i ivision ir) 1t3 ~r;.irather than a section under thi
CfI MviirAal -Liision?

!LF. u TV~: I have thought a~x~ut this a great deal..1 have
ie ard it debated a hundred tizrje, different ways* LMy conclusion,
after m~y experience, is it mould be a very bad thing to roxmve
the criminal work i'rmm the Criminal Division. The judgrmmts that
you reed to be rade - as you remember', the *Aellate Section,
the -,: n -41o handle the indictrents., the other trial m~en, the
As -sistant Attormrey Gener'al - working v iitli the othcr divisions,.
especially the assist neyu e i~t in the crhtd-nal shop you

,nuld never g;-et that kind of rissist.anca if you had a separate
division. 'ihat is the -way ioverrnent is. In tis set-up tlhe vthOle
division feels like you ame part of It, rund you are.

It is one of the nicest -ororntmit shops I evor w" in3, and
1 .-ave been in nany. 'j1ey are e;,,eptiorally rell trained roaA and

tD z~Work with.*I afraid you mvuld lose much rnore than you
fr6 ain.

I also t~diiic, this; If you set up a division or a bursaq~,yo u
muld n.ave to go into a fyreat riuber of fields beyond the crivrinal
field. ;)iaybe thalt is the reason you should do it, hutif that doesi
seen nece&S LrY, 1 i certainly say leave th-is crImindal Vork ric't
'Wier-e it is, or you aro go)ing) to db o eorntlhinc basically ridiculcus.

But what are the other thijgas you m~uld have this buks"udo?
Unless you have a lot imore legislation than you havu,, if you set
up a bureau apart fronV-ite criminrjl1 field,, or have it irith it,
jyou 'wl create a magnaet for a vast number of complainto t jat
you will have to arnBwer., and vd.tiout more legislation all ou Vill
be doine, .'A to encourage a vast correspoxwdenoe unit, which ytrill

.9v t L- I osad different ways, learn hov to ~ w r
sorry, 'out e can't do anything aixou- this."

I will bCe darned if I think it is Food for our &pvermont to
Ihave to say no -x citizens Nthen they -write to them, and t6
deliberately act up something ' W-ire wliat will be asked-will require
negative aiwers. 'Phen you set up any division such 1 a this$ you
&aItomtically spur s-Toupv to activity., to oome and see, youA, to write
you. Gd pm if you are ready to fyiva thon sorrathing,.

I viould like to aay something off tie record, if I 'nay.

I

-~'~'
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(Discussion off the record.)

~. .±iLS: Are there any other r phases of this you wo4ould

If t61re are Ione, it to than., you very much for the time
a .ave irer. u., am- vour oG'rteisy in coming before u.- and ivinr

*:n Ul:'u fine ex-position of yonr own wrk there, Which is helpful
c ls e- appreciate it very ch, sir.

(:hereupon, at 4:00 p. n the Corittee adjourned.)

I
- J
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C ONF IDENTIAL

Thursday, April 17, 1947

Th President's Committee on

Civil Rights,

.Washington, D. C.

The committee met at 10:00 o'clock, a. m., in the East Wing,
The White House, Bishop Henry Knox Sherrill, presiding.

Present: Bishop Henry Knox Sherrill, Mrs. M..E. Tilly, Mr.
James Carey, Mr. Channing H. Tobias, Bishop.Haas, andMr. Boris
Shishkin.

Also Present: Mr. Robert Carr, Mr..John Durham, Mr. Milton
Stewart, Mr. Joseph Murtha, Mr. Herbert Kaufman and Miss Frances
H. Williams.

BISHOP SHERRILL: Th6 committee will please come to order.

(The first item on the agenda, Items Presented by Executive
Secretary, was not reported.)

BISHOP SHERRILL: This is the date-set for the-inter im-eports
of the various subcommittees..

Subcommittee 1 - I happen to be the only one present who is on
that subcommittee, so I will read this report.

(The Interim Report of Subcommittee No. 1 is as follows:)

Interim Report of Subcommittee No. 1 on Legislation
to the President's Committee on Civil Rights

April 17, 1947.

Subcommittee No. 1 has been authorized "to consider and determine
the adequacy of existing federal legislation and to recommend proposed
new legislation" in the civil rights area..

I. The Situation as to Existing Legislation:

The Committee has given careful attention to the present
federal civil rights laws and has come to the conclusion
that this legislation is inadequate in a numberofrespects.

CONFIDENTIAL
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A. Sections 51 and 52 of Title 18, U. S. Code, are the
chief civil rights statutes. Securing more vigorous
enforcement of these laws the primary reason for the
creation of the Civil Rights Section of the Depart-
ment of Justice in 1939. Most of the work of the
Section has been concerned with the administration
of these two laws. The chief uses to which they have
been put have been two:

l. The prosecution of persons in police brutality
and lynching cases.

2.. The prosecution of persons in:elections and.
suffrage cases.

While the .Civil Rights Section hai some. notable
accomplishments to Its .record .in the useof this.
legislation, these ancient laws have been foundto *
have serious technical and policy inadequacies.

B. Section 444 of Title 18, the Anti-Peonage Act, has been
used as a basis for proecutibns ;idihnvoluntar*y
servitude cases. While several convictions have been
obtained and6r this statute, :it, too,:has serious
deficiencies.

II. Proposed New Legislation:

A. The subcommittee recommends that Section 51 and Section
52 be supplemented with new legislation.

1. The subcommittee is inclined to recommend that
Sections 51 and 52, themselves, be left unchanged.
These laws are actually on the Nation's statute books
and it is perhaps wise*not'to risk their being weakened
*or repealed by inviting their amendment.

2. A new statute for use in police brutality and
lynching cases should be enadted. 'The proposal,
however, should:not be labeled as an "ant-lynching
bill" for its usefulness gould-be much.,broader than
this. The statute should be worded so as to reach
private individuals.as well as public officers, with-
in the limits of the Constitution. Whe subcommittee

- .~ believes that it is possible under. the::existing
Constitution to go a considerable distance ins.this
direction. It beli~eves the final-Repobrt. should:
indicate the Constitutional basis for such legislation.

* 1 ~C CONFIDENTIAL
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3. A new statute for use in elections and suffrage
dases should be enacted. This statute should provide
a firm basis for the prosecution of persons inter-
fering with the right of qualified voters to parti-
cipate in federal primaries and elections, and also,
within constitutional limits, in state and local
elections.

4. The subc'ommittee.has received advice from several
persons that a new statute is needed which would
enumerate the specific federal civil rights which are
protected .by law against interference as a result of
public or private action. The subcommittee is not
yet prepared to make a recommendation on this point.

B. The subcommittee recommends that Section 444 be supple-
mented with new legislation.

1. It will be a simple matter to enact a new law
correcting the deficiencies of the Anti-Peonage Act,
and the subcommittee strongly recommends that this be
done.

C. The subcommittee has considered the enactment of civil
rights legislation for the District of Columbia.
There is at the present:time no federal civil rights
legislation designed specifically for the District.
A suit has recently been filed against the National
Theater to test the possibility that the Civil Rights
Act of 1875 is still operative in the District. It
is extremely unlikely the Courts will rule that it is.
Absence of a quorum at its April 16th meeting has pre-
vented the subcommittee from making a definite re-
commendation, but it is the chairman's opinion that
the subcommittee regards the present civil right
situation in the nation's capital as intolerable and
that it is prepared to recommend that step's be taken
toward the ultimate goal of a civil rights'situation
in the District which may serve as a model to the rest
of the nation, and a symbol of American freedom and
democracy to the rest of the world. Final recommendations
of the subcommittee on this point may well include:

1. A statute outlawing discrimination in places of
public accommodation. This latter phrase should be
defined broadly to include theaters, hotels,
restaurants, stores, schoos, :commlonl carriers, etc.

C ONFIDENTIAL
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2. A-statute outlawing restrictive covenants.

3. A statute (or Constitutional ,Amendment) granting
the right of suffrage to residents, and Congressional
representation.

D. The subcommittee recommends the enactment of a statute
forbidding discrimination in interstate transportation.
The Supreme Court.has recently ruled that state laws
requiring segregation in interstate transportation
are unconstitutional. But a federal statute is needed
to reach that segregation which is voluntarily en-
forced by interstate carriers, and to provide a
criminal sanction for use against persons responsible
for segregation.

E. The nature of the Constitutional problem: The sub-
committee.believes that there is widespread popular
misunderstanding as to the extent bf federal legisla-
tive power under the Constitution.- It feels that there
should be included in the final report educational
material designed to acquaint the American people with
the complex constitutional side of the civil rights
problem and the extent to which the federal government
shares power and responsibility with the states in
safeguarding civil liberties.

F. Sanctions to enforce the above legislation: The sub-
committee believes that it is sound to employ criminal
sanctions to enforce. civil rights standards. It may
be true that you cannot legislate a change in human
nature, but experience proves that antisocial human
conduct can be curbed and controlled by criminal laws.
However, the subcommittee believes that the further
use of civil sanctions, both by the government and by
private suit, in civil rights.cases should be considered
and recommended.

III. Legislative Proposals Whicb the Subcommittee Is not Yet
Prepared to Recommend:

A. An Anti-poll Tax Law. It is possible that the poll tax
evil in the South can be corrected by court attack, or
by a more generally worded Election Statute such as is
recommended above. The subcommittee is not certain
that a specific anti-poll tax law is needed and believes
that it is unnecessary.

CONFIDENTIAL
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B. Amendment of the Naturalization Act so as to remove
barriers to naturalization based upon race or nation-
ality. The subcommittee has not had time to give this
matter careful consideration. It is inclined to be-
lieve that the subjecting of aliens already in the
country to racial and nationality discrimination in the
granting of citizenship is indefensible and cannot be
reconciled with sound civil rights principles.

C. The following proposals have not been considered:
amendment of the Espionage, Sedition and Registration
Acts so as to remove provisions, if any, which endanger
civil rights; recommendation to the states for the
enactment of civil.rights legislation outlawing dis-
crimination in places of public accommodation, and
supplementing Sections 51 and 52 (and similar federal
laws) at the state and local levels; recommendation to
the states looking toward the repeal of discriminatory
alien land laws.

IV. Recommendations for the-Improvement of the Administration of
Federal Civil Rights Legislation:

A. The subcommittee has come to the conclusion as the.
result of its investigations that the present enforce-
ment machinery in the civil rights area is inadequate.
In general the Civil Rights Section seems to receive
satisfactory assistance from the United States
Attorneys, the FBI and the .Criminal Division, but it
is clear that the Section's own staff and facilities
need to be strengthened. The proposal has been made
that the Section should be raised'to the status.of a
Division within the Department of Justice. Expert
opinion is divided, and the subcommittee is not yet pre-
oared to make a recommendation.

B. If the President's Committee ultimately recommends the
creation of a permanent commission, governmental or
private, to conduct a continuous research and educa-
tional program in the civil rights' field, Subcommittee
No. 1 believes that such an~undertaking should be
carefully distinguished from the law enforcement
program. The administration of federal civil rights
laws, particularly those that carry-criminal sanctions,
should remain the responsibility of the Department of
Justice..

V. Report on Procedure Followed by Subcor mittee No. 1.

C ONFIDENTIAL
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A. The subcommittee has held several consultations with
officials in the Civil Rights Section and in the
Criminal Division, At the subcommittee's request,
these officials have drafted experimental bills of many
types.

B. The subcommittee has invited number of outstanding
lawyers to serve as an advisory panel. The bills
mentioned above have been submitted to this panel and
very valuable assistance is being rendered to the sub-
committee by these lawyers.

C. While the subcommittee has given its attention to ex-
perimental bills, it is inclined to believe that in
the ultimate report of the President's Committee,
recommendations of civil rights legislation should not
be accompanied by drafts of bills. Legislative pro-
posals should be spelled out in some detail, but it
;rould be unwise for the Committee to recommend the
exact language.that laws should take.

BISHOP SHERRILL: I don'tt know whether you waht to take up
these committee reports one by.one for discussion. Maybe that
would be the best procedure, while the matter is fresh in our minds.

Are there any comments or suggestiona?

BISHOP HAAS: That is a very comprehensive report, I think.
May I ask, Mr..Chairman, how nuch of your committee has subscribed
to this report? Is it a majority?

BISHOP SHERRILL: Well, the difficulty has been because of
lack of attendance. We have spent a great deal of time on considera-
tion of Sections 51 and 52, and I am quite certain that the com-
mittee has approved A-l, 2,.3, 4, and B-1. C, in regard to the
District of Columbia, as the report says, I am sure from the general
discussion they will approve, but it has not been formally approved.
And the other matters there have been agreed upon in our meetings,
I think without question by a majority.

I think the important thing, perhaps, to discuss would be
whether it is wise or not wise to present definitee legislation. Our
feeling was that if we did, it is a very complicated matter of a
"shall" or a "will", or an "it", and the result of it is that you

get lost in a fog of legal debate, and it requires very technical
and long consideration by ae large group of people; *and the best

C ONF IDENTIAL



thing thing for this committee to do in its report would be to draw
general lines and then have this worked out later on.

Would the committee think that was wise?

MR. TOBIAS.:. I agree with that.

BISHOP HAAS: You mean, Mr. Tobias, that we should not present
full statutes?

MR. TOBIAS: Yes, we can't do that.

BISHOP SHERRILL: We considered all kinds of.bills proposed,
written by various members of the Justice Department, and you.can
get lost in a tremendous amount. of detail, particularly as regards
the constitutionality of these laws.

Are there any other questions?

(No response.)

BISHOP ,SHERRILL: Who is going to report for Subcommittee 'ITo.
2?

BISHOP HAAS: I will.

Just as a matter of information, you have read your report,
Bishop Sherrill. Now what does the committee do with it? We have
just been informed about it, is that correct?

MR. CAREY: I move that-it be received.

BISHOP HAAS: I think we ought to take some action.

MR. CAREY: I move that the report of Subcommittee No. 1 be
accepted by the committee.

BISHOP HAAS: I second the motion,

BISHOP SHERRILL: Is there any discussion?

Those in favor will say ttaye; those opposed "no". It is so
voted.

I think it would be better just to do that, because I am the
only member present of that subcommitie6, and we have got such a
small number from the whole Committee that this was really a dead-
line in order to force us to make progress.
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Bishop Haas.

BISHOP HAAS: Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I would like to report as Vice Chairman of Subcommittee No. 2.

Miss Williams just handed me this telegram from Mr. Luckman
confirming the fact that he is not here. His secretary says: "Due
to Mr. Luckman's absence he is unable personally to sign the copies
of the Subcommittee Report delivered to you today. Therefore, will
you place his signature on each copy before distribution to
Committee membersr"

This telegram raises a question - I don't know how serious it
is, but it is a question - inasmuch as Mr. Luckmah prepared this
glorious, and this is a moving report, this is the document --

BISHOP SHERRILL: Ours has no pictures. I am a little ashamed
of the fact.

BISHOP HAAS: Pictures, statistics, animated cartoons, and so
on. It would be beautiful if our final report could come out look-
ing as good as this. Then we would get some listeners. However,
this came to us yesterday. Mr. Carey and I were the only ones able
to attend the committee meeting. We met yesterday morning, and
we met yesterday afternoon. Mr. Tobias was not present, he had some
business with his Board of Directors.

MR. TOBIAS: Semi-annual meeting, that is my job.

BISHOP HAAS: So the report that I am submitting now represents
or is the revision, so to speak, of the letter of transmittal of
Mr. Luckman's report, and also a revision of the recommendations that
you find at the end of his report. So you see, in view of his
telegram authorizing us to put his name to this whole report, we
would be a little irregular in doing that.

It is our thought that there is no basic change in.what Mr.
Luckman, as chairman, had submitted in the letter of transmittal
or in the final report. There are some verbal changes, and those
I will indicate as I read this very brief statement.

Mr. Carey, Miss Williams and I thumbed through the text of
this whole report, and we found several, I wouldn't say numerous
but several, loosenesses in expression, not to call them worse than
that, sloppiness of style, and so on. However, we are in complete
agreement with what the whole report has to say.

C CONFIDENTIAL
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For example, if you turn to page 1, we took it on ourselves to
modify that title from "A Program for More Equality" by cutting out
the word "more", to make it read, "A Program for Equality". And
there are numerous loose expressions throughout. But we need not go
into that.

If you will please turn to the letter of transmittal, there
are only three verbal changes.

The title in the original.reads, "Concerning Discrimination
Against Minorities in Employment, Education, Housing, Community
Facilities, and the Armed Forces." We have included after the word
"Employment", the words "Community Services", so that the whole
title would read, "Concerning Discrimination Against Minorities in
Employment, Community Services, Education, Housing, and the Armed
Forces."

The date is inserted at the bottom, "Washington, D. C.,

In "2", the second from the last word is "and", and the last
word is "housing"; and before "and" we inserted "health".

Otherwise, the report of the committee as of now is the same
as shown on the letter of transmittal.

Do you want me to read this, or do you want to read it your-

selves?

BISHOP SHERRILL: You mean the -whole report?

BISHOP HAAS: I mean the letter of transmittal, Bishop.

BISHOP SHERRILL: I think we have that here, but what about
the final, over-all recommendations?

BISHOP HAAS: That is different.

On page 38 of your copy, as you will find it underneath the
copy that is pasted on page 38 or imposed on page 38, in the
original, we have Mr. Luckman's recommendations. I don't know if
you want to go through them or not.

Mr. Carey and I have, I think, improved the wording, and we
have made some of the recommendations broader than they were
originally.

'BISHOP SHERRILL: I think you might read that, as the report

CONFIDENTIAL
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of the subcommittee.

BISHOP HAAS: Very well.

"The following overall recommendations are submitted herewith
by the subcommittee for consideration of the Committee of the
Whole:

"1. The endorsement of federal and state fair employment
practices legislation with judicial enforcement such as that con-
tained in S. 984 and H. R. 2820."

That is a blanket endorsement of the FEPC

MR. TOBIAS: Those are the current bills?

BISHOP HAAS: That is right.

"2. The restatement of the President!s position.on fair em-
ployment in federal agencies and provision-for the implementation of
this as follows: (a) Creation within the Civil Service Commission
and the Personnel Departments of the various agencies on-the-job
training programs; and (b) such machinery as is necessary for
hearing and acting on discriminatory practices in hiring, promoting
and transferring.

"3. A full investigation of all Federal grants-in-aid to
veterans' services and benefits; social welfare, health, and
security; housing and community facilities; education and general
research; agriculture and agricultural resources; transportation and
communication; and labor in order to ascertain among other things
the scope of federal activities, the present administration of
federally-financed programs as they affect all minority groups,
and the power of the Federal Government to enforce a policy of non-
discrimination."

BISHOP SHERRILL: Is that a recommendation to the President
that such an investigation be made, not for the whole committee to
undertake?

BISHOP HAAS: It is for someone else to do. That is my under-
standing. Mr. Carey, is it yours?

MR. CAREY: Yes, but this is our recommendation to the full
committee. It will be a matter of consideration for a recommenda-
tion to be contained in the Committee's report.when that is made.

3 MR. CARR: I think the ambiguity is whether you now want the
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full Committee, or even your own Subcommittee, to make the in-
vestigation.

MR. CAREY: That would be a matter to be decided by the full
Committee. The Subcommittee is of the opinion that a full investiga-
tion should be made by someone.

BISHOP HAAS: So the answer to your question, Bishop, is either
the Committee or someone else to do it, but that it be done.

BISHOP SHERRILL: Thank you.

BISHOP HAAS: "4. Existing legislative bans against dis-
crimination in federal grant-in-aid programs be fully carried out,
if necessary, through withholding of money discriminatorily allocated
and the administrative interpretation of other legislation re-
quire the inclusion in state plans of adequate guarantees of
equitable participation of minority groups.

"5. Legislative provisions safeguarding minority rights in all
future federally-financed grant-in-aid programs.

"6. The use by the Federal Government of all.their own media
of education to the end that the public acquire and understand
their rights and responsibilities under each and all of the various
programs.

"7. The endorsement of the principles of non-discrimination
in state legislation designed to assure equal treatment of all
persons in semi-public and public fields, such as public and private
employment, education, health, housing and recreation and places of
public accommodations."

BISHOP SHERRILL: Just asking a question there, is private
employment a public field?

BISHOP HAAS: No, but it could be regarded as semi-public.

MR. CAREY: We have legislation, Federal and state, dealing
with private employment., and we ask that in such legislation there
be included clauses to prohibit discrimination in the application
of such legislation.

BISHOP HAAS: If I may say, I think the Bishop's question was
on the wording.here, as to whether private employment can be.
thrown into the category of a public field.

BISHOP SHERRILL: That is right.
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BISHOP HAAS: I would say offhand - I happen to have written
that section - I would say that that is protected by the character-
ization "semi-public". If that is not sound, Mr. Carr, would you
mind telling us?

MR. CARR: I think it is all right., I think you might, for the
final report, give a little more thought--to the exact wording, but
I think the idea is pretty clear.

BISHOP SHERRILL: Well, it was just the wording "semi-public
* * * such as * * * private employment" that bothered me.

MR. CA-R: What you are saying is that the public must have a
concern in private employment.

MRS. TILLY: How many states have such legislation, four or
five?

BISHOP HAAS: You mean F.E.P.C..?

MRS. TILLY: Yes.

BISHOP HAAS: There are only three states that have any mah-
sized laws.

BISHOP SHERRILL: New York and Massachusetts. What is the
third one?

BISHOP HAAS: New Jersey. There are other states, for example
Wisconsin, but it doesn't amount to anything.

MR. CARR: Indiana has a weak one,.

BISHOP HAAS: It is mainly the difference between enforcement
by the courts and non-enforcement.

MRS. TILLY: This is just an endorsement of those states that
have done it? .

MR. CARR: No, I don't think it says that.

MRS. TILLY: "The endorsement of the principles of non-
discrimination in state legislation".

MR. CARR: It would be existing or future, would it not?

MRS. TILLY: It doesn't help states to get it who haven't it.
It will be a long time before we have anything like that south of the
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Mason-Dixon Line.

BISHOP HAAS: We are not going to get it in Michigan this year,
either, and we are north of the Mason-Dixon Line.

MR. TOBIAS: What does No. 7 mean, anyhow, a kind of pat on the
back to those states that are doing it well already?

MR. CAREY: If I may answer,.my interpretation of No. 7 goes
far beyond the question of F.E.P.C. legislation in the states. I
am now using as an example something that is not covered by No. 7,
but this recommendation would say.that in state legislation dealing
with all questions affecting people, such as health and housing
and so forth, provisions should be contained requiring that they
be applied on a non,-discriminatory basis. The example I use is
that if you applied this principle to a non-governmental operation
like collective bargaining, it would mean that all wage agreements
contain provisions that would prohibit discrimination in employment.

MR. TOBIAS: Thank you.

MR. CARE: I think what Mr. Tobias and Mrs. Tilly are getting
at is perhaps that if the first few words were "All states are
encouraged to accept", that you get away from the thought that,
perhaps all this does is endorse existing legislation, whereas you
would like all states in all of their legislation, present and
future, to follow this principle.

MR. CAREY: That is right.

MRS. TILLY: I have been puzzling over that since this was put
in my hands, because it is 'a little foreign to the practices where
I come froi, but at the same time labor is doing it. I thought if
you were going to endorse anybody, you might endorse the policies
of labor.

BISHOP SHERRLL: Do you want to go on, Bishop?

BISHOP HAAS: "8. A non-discriminatory long-term housing pro-

gram such as that provided in the Taft-Ellender-Wagner Bill.

"9. The banning of racial restrictive covenants by the courts
or by legislation as contrary to public policy.

"10. The collection, analyses and dissemination by private
and public agencies of information regarding the quantitative and
qualitative needs of minority groups for additional health and
community services similar to the services now available in the
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housing field.

'll. The issuance of periodic reports by the several branches
of the Armed Forces on the treatment accorded minority groups to the
end that discrimination in all policies and programs be terminated.

."12. A long-term program of public education be initiated
during the life of this Committee but carried beyond its tenure by
a permanent agency, designed to create broader understanding of and
respect for the basic American traditions of civil liberties."

EISHOP S"ERRILL: Just what does that mean in No. 9, "The
banning ui racial restrictive covenants by the courts * * * as con-
trary to public policy,"?

BISHOP HAAS: Well, as we understood it, after we had gone through
this previous list of recommendations, we recognized that the courts
cannot make laws against these things, The courts can only carry
out the statutes. And we are saying there, or we mean to say, that
-we want the courts to observe the law, and that we would have laws
for the courts to carry out.

MR. TOBIAS: I think the latter-seems to be the more important
in this case, because in New York State that is exactly what they
are doing; they are going about the business of shaping up
legislation, because they aren't getting anywhere under existing
legislation, there are so many loopholes.

MR. CARR: I like No. 9 as it is worded. It means to me,
"Let's use both methods". If we can persuade the courts in
litigation to rule .that restrictive covenants are contrary to
established rules of law, either statutory or common law rules, fine
and dandy; or if we can persuade legislative bodies to pass statutes
that in so many words outlaw restrictive covenants, fine and dandy.
And both approaches should be used, I think.

BISHOP SHERRILL: The courts don't act on the matter of public
policy toox.nically, do they?

MR. CARR: Very often they do. If you have got a private suit
between two people and the litigation has to be resolved, the
courts fall back on what you might call public policy, which means
the law of the land as found in any place, a statute or just the
common law, which of course, as you know, is a set of general
principles that go back through the centuries and aren't always
recorded in the form of statutes.

I think it is entirely possible that you might one day get a
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significant ruling from the Supreme Court of the United States that
restrictive covenants are contrary to public policy in the sense of
violating the American Constitution, either in its express terms
or in its implied terms. In that case you wouldn't need a statute.

BISHOP HAAS: Well, if I may give you the history of this
wording, it goes back to yesterdy,afternoon when we were en-
deavoring to replace the word "outlawing" by the courts with the
word "banning". That is all that is involved here, and in a clumsy
way we said, "Well, let's put in 'banning' instead of 'outlawing',
because the courts are not supposed to make laws."

Now if there is a better wording, very good

BISHOP SHERRTLL: I was only asking for information.

MR. CARR: I think it is sound technically.

MR. CAREY: I think so.

MRS. TILLY: Subeommittee No. 3 report overlaps this a great
deal, and we have some things on there that might answer. some of
the questions, especially on restrictive covenants.

BISHOP HAAS: May I move, Mr.. Chairman, that this Subcommittee
report just read be accepted?

MR. CAREY: I second the-motion.

BISHOP SHERRILL: Those in favor say "aye"; opposed. It is so
voted.

I think the report covers very important recommendations.
There is only one other question I have to raise, and that is
whether the approach to the Armed Services isn't perhaps a little

* too gentle. That is a matter which is in the hands of the President
* ~ for he is Commander-in-Chief, and he can do it, at least theoretically,

and all this does is ask for periodic reports.

BISHOP HAAS: There let me say that the wording now used in
No. 11 is vastly stronger than the wording used in the original,
which merely says that it is to the end that progress be made
This says "to the end that discrimination * * be terminated."

Now because this is stronger than the other, that is no proof
that it is the ideal thing.

BISHOP SHERRILL: I just raised that question.
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MR. CARR: Isn't the explanation that this is one area that
we are still working on, and not as much progress has been made
here as at other points? For example, we have, through the staff,
written to the Army and the Navy and the Veterans Administration,
asking them for statements of policy and information, and I would
assume that at further sessions of the Subcommittee that material
will be looked into; and it has even been suggested that we ought
to invite Patterson and Forrestal and Bradley to a public hearing
or a closed hearing, before the full Committee, and go further into
the matter.

M11,. TOBIAS: I don't see any need for a lot of working around
the central issue there. The issue is very plain. It is a very
simple issue. If a man is a citizen of the United States, with all
the rights and privileges that go with citizenship, he should have
the right of service in the Armed Forces of his country without
discrimination on account of race, creed, color, or what-not. That
is all there is to it.

MR. CAREY: I would think that perhaps we could make a.ve-ry
strong declaration respecting immediate application, certainly in
the effor-t that is now being applied at Fort Knox in the experi-
mental unit, for the training during peacetime of 17, 18 and 19-year
old men that are called into the Service for this peacetime ilithry
training.

I might say that the CIO is having a commission go down to
Fort Knox to look into the experimental unit, at the invitation of
Secretary of War Patterson; and that is one of the questions that
the committee would be very much interested in, as to whether or
not they are, in the early stages and in their experimental
activity, recognizing that we must meet this paradox of massing an
army in World War II to fight for the Four Freedoms, and in engaging
in that work they segregated people on the basis of race, not only
individually but whole groups have been segregated, and they
discriminate in terms of the kind of activity they will be engaged
in. Certainly this committee should expect that the War Department
will make a start and apply a complete non-discriminatory policy
in all aspects of this peacetime military training that they are
now beginning at Fort Knox.

MR. CARR:, I would agree with Mr. Tobias that the final ruling
of the committee is probably pretty well indicated, but I think
that something will be gained by going through the business of
investigating the subject and asking the Army and the Navy to tell
you what their policies are.

MR. TOBIAS: You will find in the Gilliam Report that that is
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the policy, and that is a very rosy painting of it. It is worse
than the Gilliam Report gives, and yet that admits segregation,
which is undemocratic, un-American. I don't think that it is up
to this committee to go into experiments of this, that and the
other about it. I think it is up to this committee to declare it
undemocratic and un-American, and to call for its abolition.

BISHOP HAAS: Yes, but that, Mr. Tobias, is what this revised
No. 11 says, that it be terminated. The original wording was that
it be brought into harmony with the principles of civil liberty.

MR. TOBIAS: You can't bring it into harmony. It must be
terminated.

BISHOP HAAS: If I may say. it, Mr. Tobias, at the meeting
yesterday I spoke for you, saying that Mr. Tobias would say "This
thing should be stopped forthwith."

MR. TOBIAS: Yes, sir. You are.just temporizing with some-
thing that private organizations have found unwise to temporize
with. We fooled around and fooled around with baseball as our-
national pastime. Finally, through the bringing out of the issues
straight to the front, corrective action .ras taken, that is all.

Now if it can be done in a 'spot like that, all the. more-should
it be faced in forthright fashion by the Government. That is
the sorest point with my people today, the fact that in all
respects in which they are debtors to government, they are regarded
as the equals of everybody else; there isn't any differential
taxation, there isn't any difference in the requirements made of
people when it comes to dying. So that there should be no require-
ments made in the organization of the instrumentality by which you
are called upon to give up your life. I think we ought to be very
forthright about it.

BISHOP HAAS: Well, as that No. 11 is worded, Mr. Tobias,
"The issuance of periodic reports by the several branches of the
Armed Forces on the treatment accorded minority groups to the end
that discrimination in all policies and programs be terminated",
isn't that satisfactory?

MR. TOBIAS: I don't think that making that the method, the
issuance of periodic reports is sufficient. I think we ought to
call for putting an end to discrimination.

M 0. CAREY: Ve felt that that is what we were doing in this
recommendation, and that we wanted to know about it.

* ~MR. tmOBIAS: In other words, I am against gradualism in this.
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That is a plain statement.

MR. CAREY: We started off with that in mind when we started to
dramatically cut off "more equality", because it indicated
gradualism.

MR. TOBIAS: Either you are a citizen or you aren't a citizen.
If you are a full-fledged citizen of the United States then you have
a right to respond to service without lines being drawn against
you.

BISHOP SHERRITLL: This report is a report to.the full committee
and as such it covers a great deal of ground. I should rather hope
that this cou..ld oe confined as a report to the full committee
rather than be given anuy pu blicity. For instance, when you get
down into the details of individual cases I, for one, wouldn't be
willing to guarantee that I could stand behind all of the details
of these rdividual cases. I don't know what the authority is.

MR. TOBIAS:. I would go further than that and say that I.would
prefer that what we have read herein this summary be the report
of the subcommittee to the full committee, and that this illustrated
volume be an exhibit rather than the report ,itself. I think it has
very distinct suggestive value, but I don't think it can be the
report of the subcommittee.

BISHOP SHERRILL: The discussion of the Negro troops abroad.is
pretty questionable. I know because I went abroad myself, and
Mr. White wrote a very interesting book on that subject, and while
there is an underlying basis of fact here, when you get into a dis-
cussion of the individual soldier it is a pretty loose general
statement that I think wouldn't want to be presented as a final
report, certainly, in just that form.

Is Subcommittee 3 ready to report?

MRS. TILLY: Mr. Shishkin will report for Subcommittee 3.

MR. SHISHKIN: I am sorry to have come in late. We had a
meeting on the other end of the White House and I had to be there
and couldn't get out of it, as it was at the Presidentts request.

I have a very brief and not altogether too satisfactory report
to make, Bishop Sherrill.

As you know our chairman is Morris Ernst and he. went out of
action over a month ago. The work of our committee had depended
largely on his contribution of ideas toward the way we could deal
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with the activities of private organizations that influence .public
opinion, and mainly through the enactments by the Federal Govern-
ment, or :he use of its existing powers, in the area of disclosure
or through the use of taxing and spending powers.

Mr. Ernst pointed out - I would just like to refresh the
memory of the committee as to what our starting point was - that
the unfortunate coincidence in our society is the misuse of our
traditional guarantee of-freedom of press and speech by those groups
dedicated to the abolition of these freedoms has led many people and
organizations, sincerely concerned with the preservation of civil
liberties, to advocate.various kinds of suppression against those
groups engaged in the spreading of bigotry and hatred.

The alternative method of combatting the influence of in-
tolerance would be the resort to the kind of devices in which not
the power of the Government but the force of public opinion could
be brought to bear more effectively, and that is the avenue which
the subcommittee has explored.

What the committee has done so far - very much handicapped and
disrupted in its work by Mr. Ernst's illness - is to conduct a.
series of investigations very informally with representatives.of
several agencies that are concerned with the various aspectsof
the approach that we are taking.

We have had as consultants, and held hearings, and otherwise
conferred with the general counsel of the Tkeasury Department,.the
Director of the Bureau of the Budget, by letter with the Attorney
General and his representatives, and-heard representatives of the
Post Office Department with regard to some points that I will
mention in a moment.

In connection with our exploration of the means of reaching some
of the practices, including the concerted discriminatory activities,
we have also had an exploration with the Bureau of the Budget with
regard to the existing legal provisions in the grants-in-aid programs,
and the Social Security Act, in the Hospital Survey and Construction
Act, and similar programs.

In connection with the disclosure problem, our subcommittee
conducted hearings the day before yesterday with four consultants.
One of them was Jesse McKnight, formerly Chief of the Organization
and Propaganda Analysis Section of the Public War Policies unit of
the Department of Justice, anrd also at one time Chief of the AnalysisUnit of the Foreign Agents Registration Section. We received very
valuable background from him. Wie also heard Samuel Klaus who was
formerly Special Assistant to the Secretary of the Treasury and
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carried the burden of responsibility for dealing with hate-
spreading organizations during the war. We also heard Mr. Plotkin,
Assistant General Counsel of the Federal Communications Commission,
and Paul Richmond, a representative ,of the Anti-Defamation League
of B~nai B'rith. We have several other witnesses lined up covering
this approach and we also expect to hear from people who are not
necessarily unreserved.supporters of the kind of a tentative approach
that we have adopted, but who may be critical of it and point out
the difficulties and obstacles,

I cantt speak for the.committee as a whole at this moment,
Mr. Chairman, as far a3 its preview is concerned or as far as any
prelimiry indications as to what the report may be. Apart from
the fact that Mr. Ernst has been sick we also have had difficulty
in getting Mr. Rooteve.t to attend. Mrs. Tilly and I have, during
the past month, carried over the work that was launched by Morris
Ernst, and followed the direction given mainly by his ideas. But
in the framing of recommendations in our largest:area, that of dis-
closure, I think it is fair to say that the big problem with which
the committee will have to come to grips is this, and that is the
issue brought out by a number of the consultants who met with us,
and it is a very simple issue. It is the issue as to whether or
not any measure or any program that we devise would be the kind that
would prevent the government from making a decision, an evaluation,
as to whether this organization or that group is good or bad, and
apply the disclosure program, whatever its kind may be, equally to
everyone, without making such.an ethical judgment; or whether, if
that is not the effective way, we would have to make that prior
decision, set up standards and criteria, and then go after those
who fall into a particular category.

There has been a great deal of conflic tof views presented on
that point, and there will be some more heard, and I think that
some of it will.carry a good deal of weight.

There is also a set of problems, in which we have to make, a
decision, with regard to the administrative problem. Now we have
explored in great detail this matter with the Post Office Department,
and have had 8o far a very defensive reaction from the Post Office
Department against any enactment that would load upon them a great
volume of work. It is fair to say that some proposals that have been
discussed would place an unreasonable burden on them. You can't
expect the Post Office Department to look at.every letter that
goes through the mails.

There:'re, an administrative basis has to be devised that is
reasonable and proper. There are two or three areas also, in connec-
tion with the utilization of conspiracy or anti-trust laws with
respect to restrictive covenants which we have not yet fully explored.
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Those are, in the main, the activities of the committee. We
have been greatly delayed in our progress by the absence of our
chairman, but we feel, however, that we will be able to carry on
and to present a report by June 1st, in terms of general recommenda-
tions.

If we are to frame legislative proposals, I think it will take
us at least ninety days to reach that point, that is to reduce the
general recommendations to the specific, concrete and tangible
form which would enable the full committee to transmit to the
President and make further use of it.

BISHOP SHERRILL: Three months from now?

MR. SHISHKIN: From now, yes.

BISHOP SiERRILL: Not from June 1st?

MR. SHISHKIN: No, from now.

MR. TOBIAS: I would like to ask this question off the record.

(Discussion off the recQrd.)

BISHOP SHERRILL: Are there any questions of Mr. Shishkin?

MRS TILLY: There are one or two things that we might tie up.
Mr. Shishkin was not here when subcommittee 2 's report was given.
In No. 9, "The banning of racial restrictive covenants by the courts
or by legislation as con trary to public policy" - we considered
much the same thing. Also No.. 3 - "A full investigation of all
Federal grants-in-aid to veterans' services and benefits; social
welfare, health, and security; housing and community facilities".
And No. 4 - "Existing legislative bans against discrimination
in federal grant-in-aid programs be fully carried out, if necessary,
through withholding of money discriminatorily allocated".

Those are the very fields which we had been exploring, and I
wonder if we could have a little clarification of the work of the
two committees, because that is the very thing that we feel we have
been into, and this is a field that Committee No. 2's report shows
it has been into.

BISHOP SHERRILL: I shouldn't think, unless a great deal of
time were going to be put on the same subject by both subcommittees,
that it would be very important, because all of this goes into a
common hopper, so to speak, to be included in a report b7 the full
committee. I think it would be too bad if both committees spent
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a great deal of time on the same thing, in having hearings and one
thing or another, but I judge that your committee isn't doing that,
is it, Bishop Haas?

BISHOP HAAS: No, we are not.

MR. CARR: I think Subcommittee No. 2 is going more deeply
into grants-in-aid than Subcommittee No. 3, because you people have
done quite a bit on the use of Federal funds in the field of
education or housing or health, and community services, and at that
point at least Subcommittee 2 has probably got the bigger
responsibility than Subcommittee 3.

MRS, TILLY: Well, we were looking into it from the enforcement
of legislation. For instance I know when we were discussing an
anti-lynching bill we thought we might attack it by the with-
drawal of all Federal funds from a county until the matter was
cleared up. We had gone to some extent into the grants-in-aid, but
that was one weapon. We had no hearings on it.

MR. SHISHKIN: I don't know how Mrs. Tilly .would feel but I
wonder or the question of jurisdiction whether this problem could
not be solved by having our subcommittee arrange, at the time of
the next meeting, to have one session jointly in which we could
raise these questions and reach an agreement as to how we would
continue the exploration. I am sure that there wouldn't be any
difficulty about carving out the areas in which we could do the
most effective job, and that is our purpose.

BISHOP HAAS: May I say in that connection, Mr. Chairman, that
this exhibit, as Mr. Tobias recommends that we call it, emphasizes
the educational procedure on these evils, and it was assumed that
Subcommittee 3 would actually get out and do the work on these
things. But it was our job as Subcommittee No. 2 to see what could
be done with regard to radio, press, schools and so on, and to
educate, so to speak, the public on these things. I think, Mr. Carr,
that you may have to come to that general formula.

ME. CARR: As I understood it, the decision that was made
somewhat earlier was that subcommittee No. 2 would give attention
to the substantive problem, whereas Subcommittee No. 3 would concern
itself pretty exclusively with legislative devices, without going
deeply into the substantive side of the problem; that the pros and
cons of discrimination in education or health or any other area
would be the concern of your subcommittee, but that Subcommittee 3
would be a sort of service committee that would tell you how you
Should acc:plish certain goals, .what legislative devices could be
used if you wanted to use them. Subcommittee 3 was not expected to
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undertake a substantive investigation of the extent of discrimina-
tion or the nature of the problem - and you people have already
gone fairly deeply into that area.

BISHOP MERRILL: Well, can!t we leave this to the committees
to work out among.themselves along those lines?

MR. CARETY: As I understood the action of the meeting of our
full committee, the division of the work on that question was
decided by the committee as described by the Executive Secretary
here.

MR. C.'RR: Certainly disclosure is. the one big thing that the
full committee is depending on Subcommittee 3 to settle for it one
way or the other. You mentioned anti-lynching bills, 'Mrs. Tilly.
I think Subcommittee 1 has given a good deal of attention to that
and that it would be a mistake for you to go very deeply into that
area.

MRS. TILLY: We haven't done so and I just mentioned it in
pass ing.

BISHOP MERRILL: A motion is in order to accept the report -of
Subcommittee No. 3.

MR. SHISHKIN:. I so move.

MRS. TILLY: I second the motion.

BISHOP MERRILL: Those in favor will say "aye"; those 'opposed -

it is so voted.

I think we might now spend a little time considering where
we are and what the possibilities are for the immediate future. I
can't help but be a little troubled in regard to the problem of
attendance, simply because all of us who are on this committee have
so many other responsibilities, Mr. Wilson, Mr. Luckman, and all of
us. I hase got a new position which is tremendously exacting at the
moment. I came here yesterday and there wasn't anybody on the sub-
committee here but myself, so that I certainly felt.strange to be-
sitting in Washington all day when I ought really to have been in
New York. I am wondering if we can't get a more authoritative
answer before setting a meeting as to who is going to be able to
attend committee meetings, so that we may be able to make more
definite arrangements, and. where we are on our whole schedule. The
next meeting would be two weeks from now, and then where are we,.
and what are the next steps, in other words?
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MR0 CAREY: As I understand it, Mr. Chairman, we should now
as a committee act to provide the Executive Secretary and his
associates on the staff with copies of the three subcommittee
reports in order that they can begin the work of preparing the first
draft of this unnam.ed report of the full committee. I say
"1unamed" because it is not an interim report or a progress report
or a partial report or a.final report. I believe they have a month
in order to produce a document that would represent the work of
the cori;nittee to date. Is that your understanding of the action,
Mir. Carr?

MR12. CARE: well, I am not sure that I understand it that way.
I think it is a little confusing. The time schedule I think, as
we see it, is that from now until June let the subcommittees can
continue exp2.oring th1se areas, but they should on June 1st come
up with Ifinal recommendations, perhaps very similar to the ones
that have been submitted today. Probably at that point .there would
be needed a two day session of the full committee at which all
members would be in attendance and everyone would sit down and go
over those reports with a fine-tooth comb, accept or reject, and
then authorize the preparation of.e report, perhaps turning over
at that point to the executive committee' of' the full committee
authority to work with the staff in the formulationh of a report;
and then, after that has been done, the full committee would have to
come back together again and go over the proposed report with a
fine-tooth comb; and that that would presumably take place during
the summer with October 1st as an absolute deadline on the sub-
mission of a report to the President..

I may say that we did confer with David Niles, one of Mr.
Truman's secretaries, and that time schedule seems to be very
acceptable to them. They like the notion that October lst be re-
garded as the point at which the committee's report would probably
be released to the public. They think this session of Congress
is so close to an end that it is going to be absolutely impossible
to release a report before July lst that would do much good; that
from July lst until about October 1st is a very poor period in
which to make public anything that you hope is going to be signif-
icant, but that in the Fall months you might release the committees
report with the hope that when Congress meets again in January this
would have some effect upon the work of the Second Session of the
80th Congress.

So to go back again, I think if that time schedule is still
acceptable to the committee, that we have, between now and June
1st, two or three meetings of the subcommittee@ in.which they try
to complete their work; that we write to the members of the full
committee and see if we can''t find some one date after June first
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when everybody can attend a good, full, two days' session, to go
over these subcommittee reports pretty carefully and place the
committee's stamp of approval upon the recommendations, and then
authorize the incorporation of these recommendations into a proper
sort of report.

(Discussion concerning possible date for meeting of
full committee for such a purpose.)

MR. C=REY: Mr. Chairman, I would like to suggest that Dr.
Carr give consideration to the question that grows out of what I
think is necessary organization and administrative procedure. I
would think that at this time the committee or the subcommittees
should receive from the Executive Secretary a reassignment of their
operations; that perhaps between this meeting and the meeting two
weeks from now he will have an opportunity to review the reports of
the three subcommittees and then, two weeks from this date, the sub-
committees could be advised as to what material is necessary in
order to provide a draft of a committee report.not a subcommittee
report, and that the full committee give consideration to the
recommendations that will grow out of the paper that he will
provide to the full committee that will take.the recommendations
from the three subcommittees, rather than have duplications through
overlapping and so forth. Now that is what I would look forward
to, a reassignment now of our operations. I think we should have an
accounting made of the work of our subcommittees and we might lose
the presence of a lot of members of the committee unless we are
constantly pushed by the Executive'Secretary to a time-table that
they can deal with, with a feeling that they are making a contribu-
tion. But if we leave the subcommittees to their own devices-at
this stage, I am afraid that we will just dissipate our interest.

MR. CARR: I think what you have said is very sound, that it
would be very helpful if at this stage the Staff could sort of
take a lokc at everything that has been done, examine these three
reports carefully, and then indicate to the three subcommittees
the remaining work that ought to be done in terms of the over-all
plan that the committee has agreed upon, and suggest that this
committee do this, and that that committee do that, and then I
would also suggest that we look forward and try to find a date when
we would begin working, right now, on the notion that as many of the
fifteen members of the full committee be present as possibly can
to go over the next reports of the three subcommittees, which would
come as a result of this suggestion which you make now. I think that
is going to be one difficulty, that we will come up to a point
with the subcommittees ready to make their reports to a session of
the full committee, and if only six or seven people are present
the work is going to come to a stop, 'because you won't even have a
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quorum present to place its stamp of approval upon what the sub-
committees are recommending.

(Off the record discussion.)

MR. CARR: In the meantime we will follow Mr. Carey's sugges-
tion and have it clearly understood by each one of the three sub-
committees what work remains to be done, and try to work out
schedules for them, so that they will get that work done and we will
come to that two-day session and go over these reports in somewhat
the same fashion that we have today, only in a much more thorough
fashion so that you would then have assembled a list of decisions
that hcad been made and the business of writing a report could move
forward with very considerable dispatch after that.

MR. SHISHKIN: I think that is a very good suggestion.

(There was an off-the-record discussion as.to the dates
for the proposed two-day meeting of the full committee, -and at the
suggestion of Mr. Carr it was voted that he write .all.fifteen
members of the full committee requesting them to advise him what
dates between May 21st to June 26th would be the most convenient
for them to attend, also giving a secondary choice.)

MR. SHISHKIN: Mr. Chairman, in connection with this meeting
there is one thing that I wonder whether we couldn't do in order
to expedite and point up the work. I wonder if to some extent our
difficult at this stage has not been with the fact that we, all
of us, have acquired a great pyramid of material, some of it unread,
some of it read early and not related to the later activities, and
some of it undigested.

Also I think the material that we have so far .beei ploughing
through in one way or another has become a little diffused in
spots. I think that this exhibit is an indication of that to some
extent. I wonder if, with a view to framing a final report which
may not even be used in June at all as an interim report to the
President, but which would be helpful for the starting-off point
for the final report, whether it wouldn't be useful for us to ask
the Staff to prepare a basic general statement which would set the
framework for our committee, and a pretty forceful one, indicating
the relationship of the work of this.committee to.the background
of developments and institutional trends and ideas, a very brief
and condensed manus'eript of about eight pages, perhaps which would
poInt up, for example, what was the intent of the.14th Amendment,
and the first Civil Rights Act; what have.been. the.developments
in a very general way since then, domestically and externally, of
the United States; where this committee fits in in the stream of
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events as we confront them. So that we will not be in a position of
shying away from the current realities but will assert them as a
starting point of our basic report.

It seems to me that the report, in order to be forceful, will
have to set the perspective to our work, and that no single sub-
committee need to do it, the staff can do it very effectively. It
is a matter of rounding up the statements of background for this
committee work which I think will focus the attention not only of
the people who will eventually receive the report, but will focus
the attention of the committee members on the real importance
historically of the joo to which they have been assigned and which
they have inot very diligently pursued. If we could have that for
the June meeting, or in advance of it, I think it might act as a
prod and at the same time serve as a pretty useful document in the
formulation of the final report.

M4R. CARE: We could do that very readily. In fact we have
been turning over in our minds the desirability of a statement of
that kind. We have got a good deal of that information right at
hand so it wouldn't be very hard to give you that sort of a state-
ment. I take it that you want some of the historical background in
terms of tradition of American civil rights, showing the flow of
history, so to speak, and finally coming to the point where we
are today, and how does this committee fit into the continuous
story.

MR. SHISHKIN: Perhaps one more step, pointing to the future
and indicating what are the vacuums that this committee might fill
up by affirmative action, and its recommendations, leaving a space
for the recommendations to be fitted in.

MR. CARR: Yes. We will be delighted to do that and I think
it would be helpful.

BISHOP SHERRILL: I think that would be very helpful because
we have gone enough at the general problem for you to understand

the direction in which we are moving. Nothing is going to change this
statement that Mr. Shishkin refers to in the light of what the
committee is going to do later on in the way of specific recommenda-
tions, and if the staff could start on the composition of a step
toward the final report, I think it would probably be very valuable.
Do the other committee members agree?

BISHOP HAAS: Yes.

MR. CAREY: Yes.

C ONPIDEITIAL
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MR. SHISHKIN: This might also be a phase for the committee to
indicate. We have made it pretty clear that we don't want to advise
the President on current legislation, but it seems to me that the
committee would be. derelict unless it pointed out that other basic
r.1ights, which we have ndt dealt with, such as freedom of assembly,
for example, are under threat. It seems to me that that would be
helpful in any future continuation of the work of the committee, to

.have that asserted. But that is just a footnote.

BISHOP SHERRILL: Are there any other matters to come before
us now?

MR. SHISHKIN: There is jiust one point that I wanted to raise,
which is a minor one, but I think it is quite important. At the
first of second meeting of the committee I raised the question with
the Chair .n with regard to the members of the committee being
sworn in. That suggestion was brushed aside with the indication
that the lawyers advised Mr. Wilson that it wasn't necessary. I
feel that this committee, particularly in the present climate of
opinion, and because of its position, and also because substantively
the committee is dealing with problems of national security, be-
cause it does confer with responsible representatives of agencies
that deal with those matters, and because it is going into the area
of basic foundations on which our whole Government -is founded, that
it is untenable for a committee of this sort to operate under an
Executive Order as a duly constituted agency of the Federal Govern-
ment and to presume in the eyes of the people to have the status
without having taken an oath of office as such a constituted agency,
and therefore I would like to reiterate my request that the members
of this committee be properly sworn in as duly constituted members
of the President's Committee.

BISHOP SHERRILL: Well, I have a feeling that that matter
would have to be taken up again with Mr. Wilson and a larger
representation than is here now. I should rather hesitate myself,
as a matter of courtesy to Mr. Wilson, to take any action here until
he is able to be present, in the light of his former decision.

MR. SHISHKIN: I just wanted to make that a matter of record.

MR. CARR: On the strength of your statement yesterday I
called Mr. tiless office and submitted the inquiry, but have had
no reply. I am sure that there would be no objection if the members
of the committee felt that in terms of their responsibility they
ought to be sworn in. I can't see that anyone would object. The one
question that might arise is whether you would like to have it done
collectively or as the Ladividual members come to the meetings.
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MR. SISHKIN: I don't think that matters.

(Discussion off the record.)

MR. CARR: I can't see that any possible harm would be done
by having the members sworn in. If you want to err on the safe
side I would suggest that you be sworn in. Youmay run into a
technical refusal to administer the oath on the ground 'that since
you don't receive compensation there is a Governmental rule that
you can't be sworn in, but I doubt if that is the case. Would you
be satisfied if we looked into th.t during the next two weeks and
got a formal statement on the matter?

MR. SHISHKIN: Yes; I just didn't want. it to get lost.

BISHOP SHERRILL: Is there any further business to come before
us now?

(No response.)

BISHOP SHERRILL: If not, it is understood that we will meet at
two o'clock this afternoon in Conference Room 105 of the National
Archives Building.

(Whereupon, at 12:00 noon, the Committee adjourned until 2:00
p. m. of the same day.)

AFTERNOON SESSION - 2:00 p. m.

Conference Room 105,
National Archives Building,
Washington, D. C.

BISHOP SHERRILL: The hearing will be in order. Mr. Granger,
you know the purposes of this Commission, and we will be glad if
you will begin by making any statement you care to make at this
time.

* STATEMENT OF LESTER .B. GRANGER,
Executive Secretary, National Urban League,

1133 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

P1?. GRANGER: Mr'. Chairman, in preparing my statement I took
some liberties with Mr. Cars letter of instruction because I
felt that as a social worker my opinion as to legal strategems and
justifications would not be as important as an opinion I would have
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about the bone structure and the meat of the Committeets main con-

cern.

In order to identify myself for the benefit of those who do not
know me, I will say that my name is Lester B. Granger and I

represent, as executive secretary, the National Urban League, with
headquarters in New York City. We have a southern field division in

Atlanta, Georgia.

Mr. Chairman, and members of the Committee: Throughout these

37 years, the National Urban League, working to improve the condi-

ticns under which the Negro population lives, has concentrated on

problems of employment, housing, family security, and community
relations0  The protection of these we consider basic to the con-

tinuing development of a dynamic society. Abridgment of opportuni-

ties for pursuing these objectives suffered by any group in our

population constitutes, in our judgment, a violation of the civil
liberties guaranteed by the Constitution of our country and the Bill
of Rights.

I am appearingg in behalf. of. ,the National Urban League, and in

support of a formal statement which we have already presented to
the President's Committee on Civil Liberties. That statement points
out that the core of the Urban League',s responsibility and the
center of this Committee's interest coincide at certain vital points -

those involving the improvement of race relations and of living
conditions among the Negro population.

Both lay and professional leaders in.the Urban League movement
are agreed upon the inextricability of these two issues: race
relations and Negro welfare. No matter whether we work on a local
basis with close-at-hand problems or whether we work from our
national headquarters on these problems manifested on a grand scale,

our experiences in the Urban League are identical. When we work to
improve employment, housing and health conditions among the Negro
population, we are handicapped and bedeviled by those under-
currents of community fear and hostility which are popularly called
"racial tensions". On the other hand, when we work to build up
confidence and effective partnership between white and Negro leaders,
we find our efforts inhibited by tendencies toward social dis-

organization, spiritual defeatism and economic instability within
the Negro population.

Thus, the Urban League envisions the function of the Presidentts

Committee, like our own, to be a dual one - taking steps to build
mutual confidence and cooperation between the .two racial leadership
groups, and also eradicating the legal or extra-legal devices by
which Negroes are constantly frustrated in their search for the
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good things of American society.

It is from this approach that I invite the members of this
Committee to consider at slightly greater length some of the points
presented to your attention on April 1st in the National Urban
League's official memorandum: CIVIL LIBERTIES IMPLICATIONS OF THE
EMPLOYMENT, HOUSING, AND SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT PROBLEMS OF MINORITIES.
In that memorandum are specified five rights which are basic in
the economic life of Americans and which must not and should
not be infringed upon for reasons of race, color or creed. These
are: THE RIGHT TO WORK and earn a fair wage; THE RIGHT TO A HOME
which gives decent protection to its members; THE RIGHT TO GOOD
HEALTH, as far as the community can possibly protect its members;
THE RIGHT TO AN EDUCATION, which refines and improves the citizen's
possibilities for service; and THE RIGHT TO PUBLIC SERVICES which
are vitally necessary for sound community living in this highly
complex social age. I wish to repeat the assertion made in our
formal memorandum - that every one of these basic citizenship rights
of the Negro especially is violated on a local or national scale
with such frequency and intensity as to require the effective inter-
position of and protection by the Federal Government. The National
Urban League does not attempt to define the legal ways by which the
government can interpose its services. We seek merely to stress
the need for such action, feeling confident that your battery of
legal and legislative experts and advisors can find the means once
the need is recognized.

Employment

The racial discrimination most generally recognized and widely
condemned by the American public is in the field of employment.
The close of World War II and the discontinuance of the President's
Committee on Fair Employment Practice temporarily threw employment
conditions for the Negro back toward the status that existed before
the war. In other words, the Negro's right to work - except in the
three states which have passed anti-job discrimination laws --
New York, New Jersey and Massachusetts -- depends upon a personal
judgment frequently colored by whim, prejudice or superstition of
the individual employer to whom the Negro is applying. Or when such
a barrier is absent, it depends upon the racial policies, official
or unofficial, of the labor union covering the job in question.

It is not necessary for me to discuss the need of federal
legislation designed to continue *the education and citizenship which
the President's FEPC constituted and to eliminate step by step this
grave economic injustice practiced against Negroes. Other organiza-
tions which have appeared or will appear before your Committee will
talk fully on this point. I wish merely to record the National
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Urban League's support of proposals for federal legislation, as well
as State, to reduce and eventually end racial discrimination in
employment. It is true that the more enlightened sector of
American industry has learned from its wartime experiences in the
use of Negro labor. It is true that many job gains which were made
during the war have been successfully held by Negro workers -- and
in some cases even extended. But it is also true that at least
some large-scale employers of labor have informed the National Urban
League that their efforts to continue these democratic employment
policies will be greatly strengthened if federal legislation on the
subject is passed. Without such legislation, they state that they
feel that another depression -- even a temporary one -- might well
wipe out nost of the hard-won gains .now held.

Eut aside from the possibility of federal legislation, I wish
to point -t that there is an important field of employment in which
action by the Congress is not required. This is in the field of
civil service and5. other public employment, including employment by
contract. The Department of the Navy, for instance, when it lets
a contract includes a provision which forbids the contractor to deny
work to persons because of race, but there are other departments of
the Federal Government which fail to make such provision, and
consequently thousands of Negroes applying for .work are denied jobs
to which they are entitled by training and need. At this moment,
the National Urban League's Industrial Relations Department is
taking up with the War Department a case of this type in San
Francisco. The San Francisco Urban League reports to us that the
contracting firm of Morrison Knudsen has refused to hire Negro
workers for a contract job on the Island of Guam. Negro veterans,
who as servicemen helped to free and hold this island in our Pacific
war, now are denied the right to help rebuild the island -- and
denied that right by an agent of the Federal Government.

A year ago there were nearly 100,000 Negroes employed in
classified posts with the federal government, but since a large pro-
portion of their jobs were war service appointments only, this
number has been considerably reduced. With the end of FEPC, a
number of federal bureaus and departments have blatently admitted
their racial discriminatory .policies in hiring, if a news-story in
the New York Times of January 11th is to be accepted as authorita-
tive:

"The nine Federal agencies cited were the Bureau of
Standards and the Patent Offide in the Department of
Commerce, Bureau of Internal Revenue in the Treasury
Department, Public Health Ser.vice in the Federal Security
Agency, Public Buildings Administration in the Federal
Works Agency, Alien Property Custodian in the Justice
Department, Navy Department, Government Printing Office,
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Office of Army Security in the War Department and State
Department."

Allegations against these departments were made by the United
Public Workers of America, and the Union's spokesman declared that
the Preslint's Assistant, Mr. David K. Niles, had checked their
facts and found them to be true, Other larger and better-known
federal agencies stand similarly under indictment. For instance,
the widespread discrimination in the employment of Negroes
practiced in many local post offices in violation of the national
policy of the Postmaster General; again, the almost complete
absence of Negro counselors and clerical workers in the offices of
the Veterans Administration in southern states. The United States
Employment Service in its regional operations has been severely
criticized ,and the Federal Reserve Banks, so far as Negro job
applicants are concerned, might be described as the inner bastions
of employment discrimination.

I ask of this Committee a question which is constantly pro-
pounded by thoughtful Negro leadership: How can the Negro citizen
trust the services, or good intentions of a public agency which
refuses him employment because of his race? How can any citizen
trust the good faith of a public agency which shows itself opposed
to democratic employment policies? Here is.a condition which can
be remedied almost overnight, without the necessity of Congressional
action, by immediate executive and administrative.action from the
White House and carried throughout the various departments and
agencies of the Federal Government.

Housing

The Negro's right to a home has been similarly infringed upon
by both private management and the Federal Government. The practice
of restricting certain residential neighborhoods against home
occupancy by Negroes and other minorities is of long standing in
American society and has been defined as legal by the Supreme Court.
In its original conception, the restrictive property owners'
covenant was regarded as a means of keeping certain neighborhoods
occupied by persons mutually congenial by reason of income, cultural
habits and the like. It has been developed, however, in the past
two decades -- and that development has been vastly accelerated by
present housing shortages -- into a device which does not simply
exclude incomers from a given area, but also restricts certain
racial groups to areas where they now live. The urban redevelop-
ment plans of many large cities have endorsed and strengthened this
tendency. "City planners" in not a few instances have actually
declared it to be their intention to use urban redevelopment as a
means of ghetto-izing the Negro population and "protecting" the
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commrunity against unregulated expansion of Negro residential areas.
New York City met this problem in the much-discussed Stuyvesant
Town of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company. To the credit of
New York's political leadership, future housing projects subsidized
through the. urbai redevelopment law from the public treasury will
not be able to bar any tenaLnts b'&causo of their race! or creed. But
New York City is a shining exception. The rest of the state and
cities throughout the United States as a whole have.shirked public
responsibility on this issue and continue to leave it to investors
and property development companies to set racial policy.

Backing this pernicious tendency wa.s formerly the written
policy of the Federal Housing Administration,. and even now the
tacit encouragement of that public agency. The underwriters manual
of F-A, at least until recently, explicitly stated that .FA loans
would not be uoed to bing so-called inharmonious elements into
neighborhoods. Consequently, Negroes who sought FHA loans in
ne neighborhoods which were not already preponderantly Negro met with
refusal on the part of the finance companies to grant them FHA
loans. The National Urban League is convinced that the .restrictive
property ot.,nersl covenant based on race, color orcreed. as now
conceived ab'd developed, is contrary to th- public interest. It
serves to depress and not improve property values.. It acts as a
barrier against natural and necessary expansion of growing Negro
communities. It deprives the Negro population of access to decent
housing at reasonable prices and under attractive neighborhood
conditions. The restrictive property owners' covenant .is an en-
couragement to social disorganization within the Negro community and
to racial. friction and conflict between whites and Negroes. The
League believes that in the public interest such covenants should
be outlawed by explicit act of thle C6ngress and the federal courts.

Much could be said.on the subject of public housing. For
instance, the extent to which low-cost housing facilities have been
denied to Negro families either because of unwillingness by local
housing authorities to include whites and Negroes in the same pro-
jects or because of organized resistance on the part of ignorant
and biased whites to the location of a housing project for Negroes
in this or that area. Buffalo, New York, is a notorious example in
that organized citizenship activity prevented the Negro population
from housing relief throughout the whole of the war by preventing
the erection of a housing project in which Negroes would be
accommodated

It is ironic that housing discrimination practiced against
Negroes h-7 reached its point of greatest refinement in northern
communities where Negroes have made their greatest employment progress
at the same time. Only recently have southern communities begun
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to borrow the northern idea possibly because over many decades the
South has become adjusted to its knowledge that there is an
important proportion of its population which is Negro, that this
Negro population must live somewhere, and that Negroes and whites
can live side by side in the same cities and frequently in the same
neighborhoods.

Health

The Negro's right to good health is that right which is least
often disputed, but is also the one about which there has been
least widespread: discussion. Possibly this is because when the
poor die for lack of assistance they die very quietly. The American
public as a whole, therefore, is unaware that Negro mothers die
ir. child-birth more than twice as frequently as white mothers; and
that a Negro.boy at birth can expect to live only 55 years, as
compared with slightly over 63 years in the case of a white baby
boy. And an equally dark picture can be painted of comparative
mortality and norbidity rates from different diseases or comparison
of hospital and public health facilities available to INegroes with
those provided to whites in urban and rural communities alike
throughou.1, the country .

Much of this racial health lag will not be taken up except by
intelligent constructive action in local.communities. Hospital
services must be provided to all of the community on the basis of
need rather than race; and Negro as well as white physicians
and nurses must be given freer opportunities to sharpen their
professional skills and acquire modern hospital and clinic experience.
But the National Urban League feels that beside this local action
there is need of federal action to 'improve and expand health
services in those parts of the country where the Negro population is
greatest, health resources are fewest, and denial of health service
to Negroes most frequent and severe. We believe that when a public
hospital or a hospital subsidized in any way from the public treasury
denies to persons because-of their race or creed either treatment,
service or training in medical professions, the civil rights of
American citizens are being- violated. We urge that the Committee.
investigate this subject to determine what disciplinary action can
be taken. For we are convinced that in view of the rigid attitudes
of leaders of the medical profession on this subject -- in view of the

fact that medical practitioners who have sworn to protect the
publics health allow their racial prejudices to deny medical
service and professional training alike to those in need of one or
the other -- in view of this fact. only the disciplinary authority
of the government will avail to change a pattern of medical care
which anncilly results in the needless deaths of tens cf thousands
of our Negro citizens .
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There are many other points which could be covered in my state-
ment, which time will not permit. I would refer your attention,
fo: instance, to the question of public services -- the fact that
in many cities police departments instead of being the protectors of
Negro's .c4 vil rights are themselves among the grossest violators
thereof. I.point out that not only health, but also sanitation,
building inspection, maternal and child welfare services -- all of
these are public services the need for which increases directly as
the income of the group affected is diminished. Negro citizens,
among the lowest income group in our population, are arbitrarily
deprived of many of these public services even though their need is
greater than that of other groups in the population. Here is a
violation of mess civil rights to which the attention of this
Committee is directed and to which serious study needs to be given.
I want to point out a.o that in this critical period of postwar
readjustrment it is especially fitting to examine carefully available
educational opportunities for Negroes; but again because of the
pressure of time, I will not go into this subject.

Without any attempt further to cover a most important subject,
I repeat that the National Urban League is privileged to have
this opportunity to share its opinions and experiences with the
members of this Committee. On behalf of the Executive Board and
Officers of the National Urban League, and of each one of our 56
local affiliates throughout the country, I offer our continued
assistance and support to the ends of .your Committee's inquiry.

BISHOP SHERRILL: Thank you very much, Mr. Granger. Is there
anything further you would like to add to that statement before the
Committee asks any questions?

MR. GRANGER: There are one or two points, Mr. Chairman. In
Nr. Carrts letter he.indicated you would be interested in knowing
our opinion, for instance, as to the wisdom of using criminal
sanctions as a means of safeguarding rights and the extent to which
criminal sanctions should be supplemented by educational activity
designed to promote a healthier climate of civil liberty. I am
perfectly certain in view of the widespread difference of opinion
on this important subject, that you will have varying opinions appear
before your body. That is, you will have various opinions expressed
by those who appear before your body.

It is our conviction that many of the violations of civil
liberties practiced quietly, sometimes officially and sometimes
unofficially, against large numbers of people escape punishment
merely because of the enormity of the crime. It is a.good deal like
the argument being carried on in Europe until recently as to whether

- - the Nazi crimes involving the mass murder of five or six million
people were not so enormous that they could not be punished by
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ordinary processes of law.

We feel that where the interests of the public are concerned,
the health and the very lives of people, whether as individuals or
in large numbers, then perpetrators of crimes against those people,
those who endanger the public interest by endangering the health
and lives of fellow citizens should be punished by whatever means
the law has and whatever means are effective.

We know.there is a place for so-called educational activities.
Certainly, the Urban League is an organization which has worked for
many years in the field of public education; but unless our educa-
tional activities are accelerated and supported by the existence of
penalties, which can be referred to if education fails -- and we
know also that the passage of laws very often in itself constitutes
important education for the public. We don't feel that you ,can
dismiss the subject by saying, "We are for education or for the
imposition criminal penalties." We feel that in most of the
subjects where our interest is directed, the public needs the pro-
tection of both.

We feel also that what has been donein. certain phases of our
national life during the war shows what can be done on a large
long-time basis and on a large scale in the beginning peacetime
period. Certainly, the comparison between what happened in the
Army and what happened in the Navy during the war furnishes us with
an excellent example of the results of imaginative and courageous
leadership when applied at the proper time.

I do not know much about the War Department's experience in the
upgrading cf its practices in employment of Negro personnel. I
know a great deal about the Navy Department's experience, and I know
enough to know the Navy Department's experience is much happier and
much more successful.

I know that the Navy during the 3 years of war decided that
a certain change had to be made in the use and treatment of its
Negro personnel in the interest of having a more efficient Navy,
and thereby insuring victory in the war. I know that the Navy,
starting from a point far lower than the original practices of the
Army, within the space of less than two years almost completely
reconverted its racial policy, and in many casesreconverted the
opinions of the officers who were charged with the responsibility
of carrying out the policy.

I know that today rather than bein evc nwii ere
- - ere estrctedonly to the stewards' branch, the Negroes are now

in every branch of its service as well as the stewards' mates. It
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has them in the ranks of commissioned officers, in the ranks of
petty officers, and first and second-class seamen. I know that
the change has been accomplished harmoniously, quietly and
efficiently.

Now., i is -now accepted by thousands and thousands of com-
missioned and petty officers in-the Navy who three years ago would
have declared emphatically that the job could not have been done.
I know that the job was done merely because the ranking officers

.of the Navy, upon the advice of the White House, gave study to the
problem and decided that whether or not it could be done, it had
to be done; and once they decided the job had to be done, they
found ways of doing it.

We find similar arguments addressed against peremptory action
by the Federal Goverrnment in this field of civil liberties, the claim
that the public will not accept it -- just as the first World War II
Secretary of the Navy declared a change in the racial policy would
be injurious to the morale of the Navy. It will be declared that
the laws will not be enforced, if passed, because they will fall
flat against public resistance, just as Navy officials were told
that an enlightened racial policy would not be effective-because it
would not be administered by the lower echelons of .command.

However, I believe that just as the Navy proved these dire pre-
dictions false, so the experiences of our country during the war
in the field of employment and in other fields of association be-
tween the races -- that experience shows that these predictions
regarding what we can not do in the peacetime period are equally
false.

I hope your Committee will address itself vigorously to finding
out whether the criminal.sanctions, as well as educational
activities, are necessary and proceed to recommend them undeterred
by dire prophecies of failure or worse.

Thank you very much.

BISHOP SHERRILL: Thank you. Are there members of the Com-
mission who have questions to ask of Mr. Granger?

MR. CAREY: Mr. Granger, do you.believe it wise for this
Committee to recommend the complete withholding of Federal grants-
in-aids to institutions and government agencies in sections of.the
country that practice discriminatory patterns?

MR. GRANGER: I would say that this Comnmittee should recom-
mend that that be used as an extreme penalty when all other.j C CONFIDENTIAL
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negotiations fail. From observations directed in other fields, it
is my conviction that once the penalty is established and once
there is effective demonstration that the penalty will be used, if
necessary, the penalty will very seldom need to be invoked.

I believe it is contrary to democratic principle for. a.govern-
ment to grant funds to any institution, public or private, which
denies the services resulting from those funds to. any class of the
citizen population.

BISHOP HAAS: Mr. Granger, I .want to compliment you on the
very orderly presentation that you made, and I am particularly
interested in the order that you followed in the rights that you put
down. You have the right to work first and you have.. the right to
housing, the right to good health, the right to education, the right
to public service.

My question is this, Mr. Granger:. Of these different rights,
which would you recommend that most of the energy be concentrated
on in securing at once?

MR. GRANGER,: The right to work.

BISHOP HAAS: -FEPC?

MR. GRANGER: As one of the ways of securinig the right tow ork,

yes.

BISHOP HAAS: Just one more question. I noticed on page 3 of
your testimony that you said -- this is the.first full paragraph --
"in other words, the Negro's right to work -- except in the three
States which have passed anti-job discrimination laws .-- New York,
New Jersey, and,.Massachusetts --,depends upon a .personal judgment.

I ask you this question: vould you be satisfied with merely
having a State FEPC in each of the States without a Federal FEPC?

MR. GRANGER: That is'a tough one. No, I would not be satisfied.

BISHOP HAAS: You want both?

MR?. GRANGER: For this reason , Blshbp Haas. If each State
today or in the next 20 years were to pass an FEPC law, -there would

* 1 be such variation between them that .there would still be no
national pattern and we would have a situation where a citizen moving
from one State to another would find himself in different economic
conditions, as different as if he had moved from ozie country. to

* another .
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The only way we can reconcile these differences would be to.
not only have action at the local level, whichstimulates the
greatest interest, but action at the national level, which
coordinates and brings harmony to the whole.

Mr. Kerns is also here. He is with the National Urban League.

MRS. ALEXANDER: I want to know if you can tell us any reason
why so many proposed FEPC bills do not include government workers.
Is there any justification in your opinion for their exclusion from
the bill?

MR. GRANGER: There is no justification. I think the reason
for exclusion is based upon two things: One, an erroneous
assumption that the Government is conducting fair employment
practice s and doesn't need to be included; and 2, a matter of
politics as being the easiest way of getting a bill passed.

It was felt, in at least one State that to propose the in-
clusion of government employment in the provisions of the FEPC
would be to incur an organized hostility at the. center, of government
and next to the state house; and for that reason that was discreetly
left out.

MRS. ALEXANDER: I would like to ask one other question. The
Social Security Acts do not in.any way protect farm laborers, as
we know, and domestic servants, which occupations largely are com-
posed of the Negro people.

Is it your opinion that because of the racial identity of the
people they were left out of these Acts, or is it .your.opnlhion that
it is because it would be difficult to administer the collection
of money from farm labor and domestic servants?

MR. GRANGER: I would like to have Mr. Kerns' opinion on
that. He is our Assistant Director of Research.

My feeling is that, first of all, their exclusion was caused by
the fact that it would be extremely difficult to administer. The
small number of persons employed and the extremely large number of
employers would set up a very difficult administrative procedure.

Also I feel that there was a lack of public interest in those
fields and a lack of effective representation for the workers con-
cerned.

Part of the lack of public interest was due to, I think, the
racial coloration of a large number of the employees therein, and
also the fact that historically the .Negro population has been unable
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to organize effectively as other special groups in the population,
and that .has made it difficult.for them, as for other low-paid
workers to present an effective statement in their own behalf. I
think there is a tinge of color in the situation, but it is mostly
an administrative structural problem.

Would you agree with that, Mr. Kerns?

MR. KERNS: I would agree completely. I think the last state-
ment Mr. Granger made was, perhaps, the most important because of
the large number of Negroes in this particular field and because
of the lack of any formal-organization to help to push the demands
for their needs.

I think the other reason he gave was equally as sound, largely
because of the difficulty that has been stated in a number of circles
of administering a law.

MRS. ALEXANDER: That could be managed with stamps. You could
purchase the stamp the same as you do automobile stamps.

BISIROP SHERRILL: .What would your advice be to this Commission?
Would you feel that this C.ommission ought to draw-up statement
which might be desirable if the Kingdom of God had already come on
earth or should there be more practical considerations in the re-
commendations of the Commission of something that is immediately
achievable and might be pushed with great results at the present.
time?

MR. GRANGER: I feel such a close kinship between this Committee
and my own organization that I would suggest that you follow the
same policy that we usually do. We set forth the statement coming
from the Kingdom of God, and in referring to that we point to
specific cases by which the Kingdom can.be-approached, allowing for
lags between the ideal and the actually real and practical.

I would hate to see the perfect ideal of citizenship left out
of your statement. I would hate to see you establish so complete
a moral commitment that you overlooked the practical difficulties
in the way of carrying that commitment out.

MRS. TILLEY: .1.r Granger,,you referred to in your opinion the
closeness of this Committee to the.program of the Urban League and
you said -- if you didn't exactly say it, you implied it -- that
legislation to be effective would have to be backed up by education.

MR. GRANGER: But also that education is accelerated by legis-
lation.
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MRS. TILLEY: Yes, but now my question is this: If you-have
the FEPC legislation, to be supplemented by educational work to
overcome the prejudice of the worker, has the Urban League worked
out a technique for that?

MR. GRANGER: I think so.

MRS. TILLEY: Can you give it to us or send it to us?

MR. GRANGER: In the most simple form it is to be seen in the
operations of our industrial relations department, which seeks out
employers a..:.d tries to find out the thing they are interested in,
which is the securing of trained and capable workers who can turn out
a profit for them, and to seek out the workers who can produce, and
introduce the two groups to each other.

We answer the employer's argument against the use of Negroes,
one by one, and knoclcing them down and pointing out to the Negro
worker at each step where be falls down, and build him up step by
step, and do exactly the same job w ith labor unions where the labor
union is an important obstacle in the Negro's path to-the.-job.'

It is just a matter of getting.acquainted, establishing confi-
dence, and relieving fears and disabusing the minds of super-
ficialities.

We find that the biased employer is usually a person who has
been sheltered from the need of seeking labor, and because he hasn't
had to seek labor he has built up in his mind curious ideas, dis-
torted notions, about what workers are like. -Employers are no more
intelligent, I am afraid, no more stupid than the norm in our
population.

I have used the same tactics you have used, Mrs. Tilley, in
your work with the southern commission.

BISHOP SHERRILL: Are there other questions?

MR. CAREY: If I may, I would like to ask Mr. Granger a question
a little more specific than the question asked by bishop Sherrill
along the same line.

If we find it impossible to secure a Fair Employment Practices
Commission of an effective type with judicial -compulsory enforce-
ment provisions, would it be possible to find relief in a bill that
would contain all the important features of the kind of fair.
employment practices bill that your organization and my own organiza-
tion supports with the enforcement provision to become operative
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after a period of time., say a year, in the Federal.and State
governments?

MR. GRANGER: You are asking what I think of that approach?

MR. CAREY: That is correct.

MR. GRANGER: In my opinion, you should take the best you can
get. I think the best bill would be a bill which sets forth penalty
and education as alternative or concurrent operations. If you
can't get that, then I believe that the next step would be to make
whatever adjustment is necessary to bring penalties into the
picture as soon as possible. I would say that we might be a little
more successful with education if violators of the law knew that a
year or 18 months after the educational approach is made, the big
stick will be brought.

It might be the cleverer method of approach. Of course, the
danger is that if you don't get penalties as well as education
written into the same bill, that you are committed to education alone,
and the penalty will be mysteriously absent when you look for it.

Of course, I feel that the FIEPC bill as written is not, of
course, the only.answer. There are other ways. of skinning.a cat.
I can see a half dozen different bills, possibly, .and if we fail
to get a whole bill this -yearj we can get a piece of a bill covering
a certain area of employment..

Of course, we have something of the omnibus approach in the
committee to it, and we go all out to get it, but if by bad fortune
we should be defeated, I don't think we should be stopped and
start over again. We grab what we can get.

Is that as direct an answer as you want?

MR. CAREY: Yes. It seems to me that the bill would be worth-
less if it reliedon education. I subscrib.e.to the educational
approach, but I believe in compulsory. education, as our country
believes in compulsory education.

I also believe that we answer a question as to what shall this
lead to if we.write.into the bill compuloory features, even though
they do not operate for a period of time aid provide the opportunity
for some compulsory education with full krxowledge, of the..penalties
that will be.applied if they do not take advanitage-of the.period
of adjus tment..

MB. GRANGER: The Urban League has probably had longer
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experience and more intensive experience in developing job
opportunities for the negroes than all the rest of the agencies
of the country put together.

I would be the last one to deride the educational approach be-

cause that is all we have used.. We have had no club. I would be
the last one to claim that education is the answer. With the
educational approach we have changed the attitude and changed condi-
tions in numerous industrial situations around the country.

However, we have fallen flat on our faces more often than we
have succeeded; and in the last five years when there has been
talk as well as the actuality of effective governmental intervention
in the situation, we have been able to increase greatly the work in
our area even of ecuccational activity. To my mind there is no ques-
tion about the need for governmental intervention in the situation
where hundreds of organizations have for years worked educationally
and where the.situation today is not enough different from what it
was at the close of the Civil War. It is different, but not enough
different.

MR. KERNS: I think another point which may be mentioned here
is that the pattern in a number of local industries is set by your
state and your national pattern, and where you find in some of the
areas where we have been recently such organizations as your Post
Office and your Federal Employment Offices, where they themselves do
not employ Negroes, it justifies to a greater extent your local
pattern.

We have had that time and again, and I think some penalties to
encourage such organizations as our Post Offices and other Federal
agencies in the states to do their job would certainly help to
accelerate the job we are attempting to do on the volunteer level.

BISHOP SHERRILL: 4re there other questions?

MRS. TILLEY: I would like to ask'one other question. Mr.
Granger, you have got some paragraphs on housing. What suggestions
have you to attack the problem of restrictive covenants? You have
it in housing on page six.

MR. GRANGER: That.is a legal problem, and the Urban League is
not armed with legazl staff advice. We are fortunate in having
distinguished legalists among our board members, but we have not
worked out a legal proposal; and I would prefer that.Mr. White's
organization or some other group experienced in the legal field should
give you that information.
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We do feel, however, that since the judgment of the Supreme
Court has been that the racial restrictive property owner covenant
is legal, then Act of Congress or a reconsideration by the Supreme
Court itself on a different kind of case to be presented would be
necessary.

My intention was to point out the seriousness of the situation
and to beg the addressing of your attention to the problem.

MRS. TILLEY: May I ask one other? Under the question of
health you have:

"We believe that when a public hospital or a hospital sub-
sidized in any way from the public treasury denies to persons be-
cause of their race or creed either treatment, service or training
in medical professions, the civil rights of American citizens
are being violated."

Would you add to that the hospitals that prevent Negro doctors
from practicing in them or do you include that under training for
the medical profession?

MR. GRANGER: That is what we meant, that hospitals which deny
any training or staff service to Negro practitioneers, which deny
any nurse's training to Negro nurse applicants, and deny services
of any kind to Negro patients, they are all equally guilty.

We think it is a tragedy that a profession which historically
has been devoted to the protection of high ethical standards
in general on this basis of race has fallen flat on its face, be-
cause generally speaking, they are the most respected members of
the medical profession who are most rigid on this question of train-
ing for the Negro practitioner; and they are, therefore, accessories
in the crime which is really deliberate mass murder, and can not
be described in any other way.

MRS. ALEXANDIER: You would apply that to municipal, state,
and Federal institutions?

MR. GRANGER: Any hospital which receives public funds. I
suppose you can't prevent a private hospital from doing a little
murdering, if it desires, but at least we ought to proceed in the
other field.

MRS. ALEXANDER: After the Negro doctor finishes his interne-
ship, he then has no opportunity for further training at all, and
the Negro community is dependent upon him for their health; and yet,
the medical profession kntows he isn't prepared to keep abreast
because he can't get in the hospital. It is a national problem.
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MR. GRANGER: A national problem and a problem which is re-
peated over and over again in every large city in the country from
New York to San Francisco and from Houston to Boston.

In my home city of Newark just recently in the last five or
six years have Negro physicians been able to get clinical and
interne experience at the County Sanitarium, and yet the problem
of tuberculosis among the Negro population has always been
recognized as serious; they are dependent on the Negro doctor; and
yet the medical leaders have prevented the Negro practitioner from
getting training in the approved and modern methods of tuberculosis
prevention a.nd cure. It is a vicious situation.

BISHOP SHERRILL: Thank you very much.
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STATEMNT OF WALTERWWHITE

'BISHOP SHERRILL: Mr. White, you are so well known that you
need no introduction to the members of this commission. I think
you know our purposes, so the floor is now yours.

MR. WHITE: 'For the sake of the record my name is Walter
White and I am Secretary of the National Association for the Ad-
vancement of Colored People, with our national headquarters
located at 20 West 48th Street, New York City.

I would explain at the outset, Bishop Sherrill and members
of the committee, that I would like to share my time with Mr.
Thurgood Marshall, our Special Counsel, who will be able to answer
all of the intricate legal questions which Mr. Lester Granger
and I will very wisely dodge because we are not competent to
answer them.

I want to like very briefly and very simply about the back-
ground from which this committee has come. Hitler.is presumably
dead, but his spirit lives in America today, at times, I believe,
as viciously as during the heyday of the Nazi Party.in Germany.

We have seen the rise of bigotry since the-close of the war,
the denial of the right to protection.of the laws and the denial
of the right to earn a living to various segments of our popula-
tion, which in my opinion is one of the surest ways of bringing
in Communism into the United States; namely, the denial of human
rights and civic rights here in our own country.

We have seen vicious anti-Semitism, as in the recent
Lilienthal hearings anddebate in the United States Senate. We
have seen it in the smearing of Jewish and other displaced persons
in Germany. We have seen it in recent lynchings and in the cold-
blooded blinding of a Negro veteran recently discharged from the
Army, by police officers in Batesburg, S. C.

It-seems that already -- and -this may seem to be cynical --

that the cooperation and understanding we knew during the war
has been replaced by greed, fear, and hate -- hatred of minorities.

I heard Homer Rainey, former -President of the University of
Texas, tell a story at a dinner party .in:New York recently. He
told of .oing awakened at three o'clock in the morning by a man
who was inebriated. The man demanded, in a voice showing his
inebriation, that President Rainey. let him come over to his house
immediately to discuss the question of academic freedom. When
Mr. Rainey said to the drunken man, "1 suggest. you go to sleep
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and sober up and then I will be glad to discuss it"; the man
replied in inebriated language, "The only time I am interested
in such asubject is when I am drunk. When I am sober I don't
give a damn."

I think that is precisely our attitude about civil rights
here in the United States. We render lip service to it during
a period of national emergency, during the recent war, but as soon
as the war is over, we go back into the old ways of hatred, of
divisive tactics, more vicious even than those exhibited before
the war.

Therefore, it seems to me that this committee's task is of
the utmost importance -- perhaps the most important single job'.
facing America today. If this committee has the courage to face
the ,at and to recommend specific down-to-earth solutions for
these problems, and then the Congress and the people of the
United States have the courage and the wisdom to follow these
recommendations., then there is some hope for the preservation
of the democratic process here in the United.States.

If not, I see no hope for the preservation of democracy. I
think one of the things I would like to do first is to explode
some of the fallacies, one or two of which have been mentioned
here already this afternoon.

The first is the fallacy that the states and private enter-
prise can and should do the job of insuring civil liberties in
the United States. That is a manifest fallacy, and it is mani-
fest because it is clearly evident.that in the administering and
enforcement of laws the states have not done their job, as we
have seen 1 the recent Georgia.lynching, in Mrs. Rilley's and
my state.

We have seen it in the acquittal of men who lunched a Negro
veteran down in Minden, Louisiana, and in the prompt acquittal
of the Chief of Police of Batesburg, S. C., who in a sadistic
fashion blinded a Negro veteran who had been discharged just
three hours before from the Army.

In an atomic age we can not expect segments of our population
or small units of our National Government to meet a national
crisis such as the denial of civil liberties has created in this
country.

And then there is a second fallacy I should like to explode;
namely, that we should not go too fast, that we should follow
the slow process of education.
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Also there is the further fallacy that we can do the job
by legislation. I very thoroughly disagree with any such theory
as this. For example, the discussion on the floor of the Con-
gress and in state legislatures in efforts to enact legislation
is the best education that you can possibly find anywhere in the
world.

When the campaign.was started something over a quarter of
a century ago against lynching in this country the annual toll
of known lynchings was in excess of 250. We have never yet
secured the passage of Federal legislation by the National Con-
gress because of filibusters in the United States Senate, but
nevertheless, the utilization of the floor of the United States
Senate as a broadcasting station to tell the world the hard cold
cruel faci; about lynching has done more to awaken the American
people to the necessity of stopping lynching then anything else
that has been done.

So is it true in the campaign for the passage of a Federal
Fair Employment Practice Commission legislation. That, too,
as you know, has been defeated by filibuster, but yet the dis-
cussion of discrimination against Negroes, against Jews, against
Mexicans, against Chinese,*against Nesei, against other minority
groups in this couxitry has done a great deal to bring about
that enlightenment by trade unions and by employers and by the
general public, to which reference has been made here this after.-
noon by Mr. Granger.

I sometimes wonder whether the apostles of free enterprise
are half as wise as they think they are. For example, not only
the manpower shortage, but the creation by the late President
Roosevelt by Executive Order of a Fair Employment Practice Com-
mission has greatly increased the size of the Negro consumer
market. Because of this increased economic status of the
Negro, of his getting better jobs and being paid decent wages,
it has increased this Negro consumer market to a position where
it is today between ten and twelve billion dollars a 'year, which
is about a fifth of our total national income in 1935.

It is because of the FEPC and *the educational work which
that committee did through its acts that.a greatdeal of increase
financial and ecbnomic'prosperity has come not only to Negroes
and other minorities but to. the county is a whole.

Now, I should like to recommend certain steps which this
committee can take, and Ibelieve should take,,chiefly dealing
with legislation.
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The first is that I believe that this committee, without
equivocation, should urge upon the United States Senate the
amendment of its rules to provide for the ending of bilibusters
by majority instead of a two-thirds vote as at present. Unless
that is done, there is in my opinion not the ghost of a chance
of the enactment of any remedial legislation which this committee
or anybody else can recommend.

For example, we are attacking Russia because of her use of
the veto in the United Nations; but yet a small handful of wilful
and bigoted men in the United States Senate have for years been
in effect exercising a veto over the manifest will of the majority
of the members of the United States Senate and of the people of
the United States.

Second, we should by all means have a recommendation from
this committee for the passage of strong Federal anti-lynching
legislation. We have seen in Georgia, in Louisiana and other
southern states that the states either can not or will not stop
lynching or punish lynchers, despite the very admirable efforts
made by Governor Ellis Arnall and by the Gergia Bureau of In-
vestigation and by the Federal Bureau of Investigation in the
infamous quadruple lynching down in Georgia last summer.

I would like to suggest that this committee in the course
of its hearings visit a few of these places like Minden,
Louisiana; Columbia, Tennessee; Batesburg, South Carolina, and
see for itself not only the physical harm that was done to the
victims of these attacks, but see the spiritual harm that is
done to the people who do these outrageous and sadistic things.

I believe it would open the eyes of this committee if it
visited some of these spots where these .crimes have taken place.

Third, I should like to recommend that this committee strongly
urge the enactment by the Congress of legislation to outlaw the
poll tax and that it give consideration to steps which need to
be taken against certain southern states like Mississippi, South
Carolina, Alabama, and Georgia in their efforts to evade the
clearcut mandates of the United States Supreme Court in the
case of Smith versus Allwright, the so-called Texas white
primary case.

Fourth, I believe that this committee should strongly urge
that the Fair Employment Practices bill introduced by Senator
Lives and others, S-98nZ^, should be enacted by the United States
Congress.
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If I may digress for a moment to supplement the answer given
by Mr. Granger to Mr. Carey's question, I do strongly feel that
this committee should not accept, nor should it recommend, a
temporary or a temporizing piece of legislation. Members of
this commission do not have to be reelected, so they do not have
to go before their constituencies to ask that they be voted back
into the Congress. You dont t have to worry about that.

Let the Congress worry about it, because they will do plenty
of shaving down of any recommendation you make, and you may be
assured they will shave to the absolute limit.

Fifth, I believe that this committee might well consider
endorsement of a proposal which the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People has made'to President Truman, that
he.create by Executive Order an interim agency to look into the
question of discrimination which is rife right here in Washing-
ton in the Federal Government in the matter.of employment, dis-
charges, and promotions, so far as minorities are concerned.

I believe such an agency.is necessary, though it be a
temporary one, pending not only the report ofP your committee,
but also the implementation of that. report by -the United States
Congress.

Sixth, I should like to urge that this committee strongly
recommend that an even stronger measure than the Wagner-Taft-
Ellender Housing Bill be enacted.into law. That is a beginning,
but a beginning only. It has in it no provision for the prohibi-
tion of discrimination on account of race, color, or.creed, or
place of birth; particularly in the matter of race, in the parcel-
ling out of the benefits that would be made possible by the en-
actment of the Wagner-Taft-Ellender Housing Bill into law.

Mr. Granger has already discussed more ably than I could the
question of restrictive covenants and the attitude of the Federal
Housing Administration, which is one of the most notorious cases
of discrimination that I have ever seen in nearly 30 years of
experience here in Washington.

I strongly endorse everything that Mr. Granger has said,
and I am sure that my associate, Mr. Marshall, who has now entered
the room, will have something to say about the purely legal phases
of restrictive covenants.

Seventh, I should like to recommend that this committee
strongly recommend to the Con'gress, Federal aid to health. There
is pending before the -Congress .the Taft-Eall-Smith Bill, but we
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believe that that is a very weak and defective piece of legisla-
tion because it is based primarily on charity and it makes all
of the usual obeysances to the outmoded doctrine of states
rights.

Eighth, that the.committee should strongly recommend enact-
ment by the*Congress of Federal aid to education legislation.
In the South a higher percentage of state income is devoted to
education than in most other states, but the South is poor, and
we will never have a really lasting solution of the problem of
bigotry, which seems to be more indigenous to the South than to
the rest of the country, and it will remain so as long as the
South is as poor as it is, We need education not only for Negroe,
but we need it for whites as well because of.the gross differen-
tial between the per capita expenditure and the educational
facilities between the -South and the North.

Ninth, I would strongly recommend that this committee
recommend to the Congress the passage of very strong civil rights
legislation. There are a number of phases of violation of such
rights which would not be covered by the abolition of lynching
or by the abolition of disfranchisement; but that will also be
discussed by Mr. Marshall.

Tenth,-I would urge this committee to look into the question
of segregation and discrimination in the armed services. It was
my experience to go overseas during the late war twice as a war
correspondent. I had the opportunity of seeing in.the European,
North African, Italian, and Middle East and Pacific Theaters of
war the infinite harm that was done not only to the.morale of
Negro soldiers, but to that of American white soldiers as well,
and the-harm that was done to our national reputation by our
presumably going out to fight a war against the racial theories
of Adolph Hitler when we carried overseas two armies, one white
and one black, with hatred and bitterness between them even as
we were fighting a war presumably for the preservation of the
democratic process.

I would strongly urge that this committee recommend legisla-
tion and other means of correcting the discrimination in travel
in the South. One way would be to abolish Jim Crow in every
phase of American life, including railroad accommodations in the
South.

Finally, I would like to recommend that this committee look
into discrimination right here in the nation's capital where it
is in many respects as bad as it is in Bilbo's Mississippi. I
think it was a worldwide disgrace that the United Nations did not
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even consider locating its headquarters in the vicinity of Wash-
ington because representatives of other nations and of other
peoples whose skins were not white could not go to the National
Theater here in Washington or go into a restaurant or stay in a
decent hotel. We are being held up throughout the world as a
nation of hypocrites; and there is much justification for such
charges until we do something about the discrimination against
persons on account of race, creed, or color right here in our
nation's capital.

In saying this I do not wish to overemphasize the purely
legislative approach; yet this is one of the tools for implementa-
tion of this democracy to which we so often render lip service
but do little else about. I suggest that the committee also
look into some of the reasons why there are some of the fantastic
and erroneous notions about minorities in this country; namely,
the stereotyped impressions and sometimes the caricatures of
minorities, which are perpetrated and spread not only all over
America but all over the world through the movies, through the
press., and through the radio.

As I said at the beginning -- and I am almost certain this
is true -- democracy now has in America its last chance to prove
its validity and its right to exist. I believe that this job
can be done if only the leaders of America have the courage and
the faith to tackle this problem. I believe that a golden
opportunity, perhaps unparalleled in recent American history,
has been granted to this committee to make the kind of recommen-
dations without any pussyfooting whatever, which will clearly
tackle these problems at their roots and help America to become
the democracy which we want it to be.

BISHOP SHERRILL: Thank you very much, Mr. White. I am
going to suggest we now hear from Mr. Marshall and have the
question period jointly between you two gentlemen.

Is that satisfactory to you?

MR. WHITE: Yes, sir.

STATEMENT OF THURGOOD MARSHALL.

MR. MARSHALL: First of all, to the Committee I want to
apologize for being late and also want to apologize for the fact
that the statement I am about to make has not been finally
polished up. The reason is that since last Saturday I have
been having the unpleasant experience of being grounded by air-
planes in practically every section of this country; so that
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this morning when I came into our office in New York at 7 o'clock,
I had a chance to go over the rough draft, and this is the near-
est I-could get.

I also would like to point out at the beginning that on the
pure legal draftsmanshib.of any legislation concerning civil
rights running up against the Constitution, as it is now set up,
and the present Federal civil rights laws, as interpreted by
the United States Supreme Court, you run into a difficult task,
to say the least. We have been working on this with the other
lawyers, including lawyers in the Department of Justice and
other agencies and other organizations, private, and I want to
say that at some future date we wish to present to the Committee
a full brief on the exact legal steps and legal boundaries on
which we believe you can operate on the criminal and civil
statutes, such as the sections.from 30 to 43 of Title 8, and
the criminal provisions in section 19 and 20 of the criminal
code.

However, I do view this as more or less of an opening state-
ment. I have a short statement prepared, after which I will be
ready for any questions.

The phrase "civil rights" has been defined as:

"Civil rights in their full sense.cover a wide field
of ordinary individual rights assured to every member of
a well-regulated community. The term embraces.the rights
due from one citizen to another, deprivation of which is a
civil injury for which redress may be sought-in a civil
action. It has been said to comprehend all rights which
civilized communities undertake, by the enactment of'posi-
tive laws, to prescribe, abridge, protect, and enforce.
Civil rights have been defined also as'-those rights which
the municipal law will enforce, at the instance of private.
individuals, for the purpose of securing to them the en-
joyment of their means of happiness. They are distinguish-
able from political rights which are directly concerned with
the institution and administration of government. Civil
rights have no relation to the establishment, support, or
management of the government. Civil rights are also dis-
tinguishable from natural rights, which would exist if
there were no municipal law, some of which are abrogated
by the municipal law, while others lie outside its scope,
and still others are enforceable under it a.s civil rights."
(10 Amer. Jur., p. 894.)

Y That is a statement from a treatise on American .jurisprudence,
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and I think it gives an idea of how confused the subject of civil
rights stands at the present time. We have one of the latest
treatises put out by law book companies in an effort to define
civil rights, and I think a reading of that will demonstrate the
fact that there is no clear definition of civil rights.

There are, of course, many interpretations of this phrase
which have, over a period of years, been used to cover practically
everything which true believers of democracy have wanted. At the
same time the question of the actual protection of the civil
rights of Americans has been thwarded by people who have never
intended that all citizens of this country should have complete
and equal citizenship rights. There is the group who, while believ-
ing in complete equality of citizenship, at the same time find
themselves unable to grant complete and full- citizenship because
of belief in outmoded precedents and legal technicalities. Then
there is the thir-d group believing that our government is based
on the fundamental principle of equality of man and that this
great democratic principle cannot be bound up in legal technicali-
ties or precedents.

In my work with the N.A.A.C.P. more than .two-thirds of my
time is spent in the South and I have tried cases in the lower and
appeal courts and Federal courts in, I-believe, every southern
State, with the exception of Mississippi -- and we expect to try
a case in Mississippi within the next six months. The responsi-
bility of this Committee can best be emphasized by the fact that
approximately four-fifths of the Negro population is in the South,
and that practically every Negro in the South looks to the Federal
Government for protection of basic civil rights. They have learned
the bitter truth over a long period of years. There are States
in this country which have not the-slightest idea of recognizing
the principles upon which our government was founded in so far as
Negroes are concerned. Negroes in the South, and most of the
Negroes in the North, therefore are forced to look to the Federal
Government for the protection of their basic civil rights. I hope,
however, that i.t may be clear when I speak of the South, I speak
of the State officials, not of the individual citizens in the
South, and even among the State officials there are a few glaring
examples of individuals who actually believe in our Constitution
as a protection of minority rights. However, a great majority of
State officials in the South have no regard for the rights of
minority groups whether they be Negro, labor unions or other
minority groups.

- -. As conceived our government i-s dedicated to the thesis that
all men are created eaual and that each individual has certain
inalienable rights, chief of which is the 'right to life, liberty
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and the pursuit of happiness. Our Constitution specifically
guarantees broad freedom from governmental interference and
tyranny.

Our federal system was envisaged as a group of independent
political units bounded together by the over-all but limited
authority of a national government. That these political units --

the States -- were independent but not autonomous was settled in

1805. As our country has expanded, it has become increasingly
evident that the national government would have to use its
authority if the economic and social benefits essential to the
nations well-being were to be realized. With this expansion,
it became clear that forty-eight separate political units could
not adequately protect the welfare of the nation by handling
the same <'oblems in 48 different ways in 48 different legisla-
tures. This was true from our inception as a nation, and our
national government recognizing this fact, slowly began to assert
itself as a government of all the people.of the United States.
Whatever reservations one may have concerning a strong central
government, our complex social and economic structure makes such
a government not only necessary but inevitable.

Every child born in the United States is taught that he is
entitled to certain inalienable rights, all of which are designed
to insure him with health and happiness. The right to freedom
of speech, the right to fair trial, the right to be judged on
the basis of his own merits without regard to his race or color,
the right to worship his own God in his own manner, the right
to vote for the political candidate of his own choice in the
political party whose tenents he finds most attractive, the right
to run for and hold political office, the right to equal oppor-
tunity, are all considered rights which our Federal Constitution
and our way of life guarantees to eaoh of us.

That this guarantee is purely academic and unreal is un-
doubtedly the greatest indictment of our American democratic form
of government. Therephas grown up among all groups in the United
States a great cynicism about our so-called American-democracy.
To the Negro this cynicism is all the more bitter because possi-
bly more than any other group in American life, the Negro fervently
believes in the rightness.and the correctness of these principles.

Yet all of these rights are in some form or another being
denied Negro citizens. Negroes are being lynched and brutalized
all over the United States. They are being denied employment
or released from employment because of their color. They are being
crowded into ghettos and forced to live in an atmosphere not only
conducive to but necessarily productive o,? vice, crime, high
mortality, subnormal health and idegredation. They are handicapped
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and the pursuit of happiness. Our Constitution specifically
guarantees broad freedom from governmental interference and
tyranny.

Our federal system was envisaged as a group of independent
political units bounded together by the over-all but limited
authority of a national government. That these political units --

the States -- were independent but not autonomous was settled in

1865. As our country has. expanded, it has become increasingly
evident that the national government would have to use its
authority if the economic and social benefits essential to the
nation's well-being were to be realized. With this expansion,
it became clear that forty-eight separate political units could
not adequately protect the welfare of the nation by handling
the same problemss in 48 different ways in 48 different legisla-
tures. This was true from our inception as a nation, and our
national government recognizing this fact, slowly began to assert
itself as a government of all the people of the United States.
Whatever reservations one may have concerning a. strong central
government, our complex social and economic structure makes such
a government not only necessary but inevitable.

Every child born in the .United States is taught that he is
entitled to certain inalienable rights, all of"which are designed
to insure him with health and happiness. The right to freedom
of speech, the right to fair trial, the right to be judged on
the basis of his own merits without regard to'his race or color,
the right to worship his own God in his own manner, the right
to vote for the political candidate of his own choice in the
political party whose tenents he finds most attractive, the right
to run for and hold political office, the right to equal oppor-
tunity, are all considered rights which our Federal Constitution
and our way of life guarantees to each of us.-

That this guarantee is purely academic and unreal is un-
doubtedly the greatest indictment of our American democratic form
of government. There has grown up among all groups in the United
States a great cynicism about our so-called American democracy.
To the Negro this cynicism is all the more bitter because possi-
bly more than any other group in American life, the Negro fervently
believes in the rightness.and the correctness of these principles.

Yet all of these rights are in some form or another being
denied Negro citizens. Negroes are being lynched and brutalized
all over the United States. They are being denied employment
or released from employment because of their color. They are being
crowded into ghettos and forced to live in an atmosphere not only

* ~ conducive to but necessarily productive of? vice, crime, high
mortality, subnormal health and degredation. They are handicapped
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from birth and before by the lack of adequate health facilities,
hospitals, doctors and nurses. They are denied, in many sections
of the country, educational facilities which are on a par with
the facilities available to other citizens in the community.
They are often mistreated by the courts and by public officials,
and are shut off from the cultural life of the community in
which they live by laws or regulations which prohibit the use of
public facilities ordinarily available to every one in the
community. And even where these facilities are available, ex-
cept in those States having civil rights statutes, their use is
conditioned upon the acceptance of the onus of segregation which
is degrading to all self-respecting persons. They are denied the
right to vote in many sections of the country by various subtle
and open devices, designed to maintain the control of the local
government in the hands of the white majority. In the last war,
the morale of the Negro was shattered by the barriers of segrega-
tion raised by our own government in the face of his efforts to
serve his country in the armed forces or on the home front.

And now after the.war our "prejudice-as usual" policy con-
tinues to weaken our standing as a true world power. On May 8,
1946, Acting Secretary of State Dean Acheson, in a-letter to
the President's Committee on Fair Employment Practices, stated:

"the existence of discrimination against minority
groups 'in this country has an adverse effect upon our rela-
tions with other countries. We are reminded over and over
by some foreign newspapers and spokesmen, that our treat-
ment of various minorities leaves much to be desired'.* While
sometimes these pronouncements are exaggerated and unjusti-
fied, they all too frequently point with accuracy to some
form of discrimination because of race, creed, color, or
national'origin. Frequently we find it next to impossible
to formulate a satisfactory answer to our critics in other
countries; the gap between the things we stand for in.
principle and the facts of a particular situation may be
too wide to'be bridged. 'An atmosphere os suspicion and
resentment in a country over the way a minority is being
treated in the United States is a formidable obstacle to
the development of mutual understanding and trust between
the two countries. We will have better international
relations when these reasons for suspicion and resentment
have been removed..

"I think that it is quite obvious that
the existence of discriminations against mlinority.groups
in the United states is 'a handicap in our relations with
other countries. The Department.of State, therefore, has
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go'od reason to hope for the continued and increased
effectiveness of public and private efforts to do away
with these discriminations."

The 13th, 14th and 15th Amendments were designed to irrevoc-
ably erase all traces of slavery and the slave tradition in the
United States. They were intended to raise the Negro from the
status of a slave to that of a free and equal citizen. It
was recognized with the passage of these amendments that the
ultimate responsibility of accomplishing this task could only be
handled by a national government which was free from the preju-
dices and provincial notions of racial superiority held by the
former slave-holding States. This task was .not accomplished as
the framers of these amendments intended., primarily and princi-
pally because the United States Supreme Court in its early inter-
pretation of the meaning of these amendments so emasculated them
that the Federal Government was left without sufficient constitu-
tional authority under these amendments to effectively achieve
the desired ends.

The problem of granting full civil rights and civil liberties
to the Negro minority had to be undertaken on a local level.
California, Colorado, Connecticut, Illinois, Indiana, Iow&, Kansas,
Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, New Jersey, New
York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Washington and Wisconsin
passed civil rights statutes making it illegal to discriminate
because of race or color. Mine and New Hampshire also have
statutory provisions affecting this question." In contract twenty
States and the District of Columbia permit segregation and, a
fortiori, discrimination in various forms. These States are
Alabama, Arizona, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Indiana, Kansas,
Kentucky, Louisiana., Maryland, Mississippi, Missouri, New Mexico,
North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas,
Virginia and West Virginia. Such laws are designedto permanently
keep the Negro on a lower and inferior caste status. The remain-
ing States have not spoken on the question. There is no reason
to believe that the ranks of the 18 States having civil rights
laws will be enlarged in the near future.

It is evident from even a cursory glance at our history that
protecting Negroes and other minorities from discrimination and
violence cannot be handled on the local level. Only the Federal
Government can act effectively to protect minorities in the
enjoyment of their civil rights. It is the prime duty of the
Federal Government to eradicate racism from the behavior pattern
of this nation. The Federal Government must use its authority
to protect all of its citizens from violence, violation of their
constitutional and statutory rights and to assure to all the
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equality to which our system is dedicated. The United States by
its adoption and ratification-of-the United Nations Charter has
obligated itself under Article 55C thereof to promote "universal
respect for, and the observance of, human rights and fundamental
freedoms for all without distinctions as to race.--" Discrimina-
tion against-minorities weakens our nation's strength and is
injurious to its welfare. The Federal Government therefore
certainly has a responsibility to wipe out color discrimination.

In consideration of the present status of the protection of
civil rights of minority groups in this country, we are constantly
faced with the lack of a clear statement from Congress opposing
discrimination, and this lack of a clear statement of policy has
thwarted efforts to protect many basic civil rights. It there-
fore seems necessary that the Committee must recommend legislation
which will clearly set forth the public policy of the United
States as being opposed to discrimination because of race, creed
or national ori-gin. The proposed legislation should contain
language such as the.following:

"It is the public policy of the United States that
no distinction because of race, creed,. color or national
origin shall be made or sanctioned.by.'any governmental
agency subject to the legislative jurisdiction of-the
United States. This policy shall be applicable, to ad-
ministration of laws, administration'of program and
projects, the granting of privileges and benefits; and
the employment of persons; this proposed legislation should
include a penalty clause in the form of.a civil penalty
with a stated minimum to be recovered against the. guilty
party or parties."

For many reasons, it is necessary that we have an adequate
civil rights bill for the District of Columbia which will prohibit
segregation in all governmental agencies, including the public
school system, and in places of public accommodations. There
are several drafts of civil rights bills for the District of-
Columbia which are available to the Committee.

The need for this type of legislation is apparent because
most visitors to the District of Columbia from other sections of
this country and from foreign countries are. ariazed at the segre-
gation and discrimination practiced in.the Capital of the. United
States, which is the seat of our democracy. The govex nment itself
must set the example for the rest of the country.

One of the questions with which this Committee is faced is
the question of the right of the Federal Government to legislate
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on matters of civil rights. There has never been any question
of the right of the Federal Government to enact legislation
governing the District of Columbia.

The right to vote is clearly an incident of citizenship.
This right is protected against State action by the 15th Amend-
ment. Where the election of Federal officers is involved, this
right runs against individual as well as 3tate action under
Article I, Section 4., of the United States Constitution. There
is at present adequate authority in the Federal Government to
protect this right, although this authority has not been used with
as much zeal as is necessary.

Although Congress under Article I, Section 8, has the clear
legal right to regulate commerce among the several States, Con-
gress has failed to exercise this authority in so far as it
affects the seating of passengers in interstate commerce. As
a result of this failure of Congress to act and of the unwilling-
ness of certain States to prohibit segregation, these States
have by statute required segregation in interstate travel and
as a result of the decision of the United States Supreme Court
in the case of Irene Morgan v. the State of Virginia by decision
struck down the applicability of segregation statutes as applied
to interstate passengers; nevertheless, the common carriers,
both railroad and bus, have by motor carrier and train regula-
tion carried on after that case the same vicious type of segrega-
tion and discrimination against Negroes.

As a result, Negroes throughout the South are segregated
while traveling from State to State. It is necessary that
Congress in keeping with the proposed statement of public policy
set out above should take affirmative action to eliminate
segregation in interstate commerce.J*.

An adequate Federal anti-lynching bill is clearly within
the power of Congress and is a necessarypiece of legislation
protecting the fundamental right.not to be deprived of life by
a non-judicial process. This matter has already been covered
by Mr. White.

It is recognized that the right to a job is basic to any
other right which an individual may have. 'Essential to the
nationts welfare is that all of the people be permitted to
develop and utilize skills needed in our industrial life without
being restricted because of race or color. The war and the
experience of the President's Committee on Fair Employment
Practices taught us how dangerous racial barriers were to the
full utilization of our manpower resources. We cannot be a
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prosperous, happy and healthy people, with Negroes and other
minorities relegated to unskilled and semi-skilled occupations.
The Federal Government can use its plenary power over commerce
to prohibiL the transportation in interstate commerce of goods
manufactured in any plant having a discriminatory employment
policy. It can eliminate such practices in industries operating
in or affecting interstate commerce in the same manner as it has
enacted Fair Labor Standards legislation and the National Labor
Relations Act. With regard to governmental employment, no one
can question the authority of the Federal Government to eliminate
discrimination in this field. It should set up an independent
agency to eliminate such practices from all governmental agencies.

Health and recreation are now recognized as appropriate areas
for the active intervention of the Federal Government to insure
the proper health and recreational facilities for its citizenry.

In view of the proposed public policy of the United States
as set out above, it is clear that whatever facilities are
afforded and whatever opportunities and privileges are thereby
given by the Federal Government in this area should be protected
against efforts to discriminate and makQ distinction on the basis
of race and color.

Presently the Federal Government has little authority to
protect the civil rights of our citizens. Too often, however,
this weakness has been used as an excuse for inaction when there
was adequate power to meet the situation under existing legisla-
tion. Th, United States Supreme Court has held in a .series of
cases that the Federal Government can act only to prevent a
deprivation of rights or a denial of equal justice by one acting
under color of State law. Hence the Department of Justice has
been able to invoke our present civil rights laws, Sections 51
and 52 of Title 18 U.S.C. only when the arm of the State in some
manner could be shown. The effectiveness of these provisions
was further weakened by a recent Supreme Court decision in':
Screws v. United States which requires that the deprivation of
rights be with the intent -to deprive the individual of a con-
stitutional right. This certainly creates greater difficulties
for the Department of Justice. On the other hand, as stated
previously, the right to vote for the election of a Federal
officer is protected under Article .1, Section 4, of the U. S.
Constitution, and this right runs against individual as well as
State action. This right, according to the Supreme Court in
Classic v. UnitedStates and Smith v.Al11wright (Texas-Primary
Case) includes not only.the right to cast a ballot in the general
election but right to participate in every stage of the electoral
process which is an indispensable part of the procedure of choice.
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South Carolina repealed all of its primary laws after the Texas
white primary decision, with the patent objective of depriving
Negroes of the right to vote, in both State and Federal elections.
The States of Alabama and Louisiana have a procedure, which has
grown up, which deprives Negroes of the right to vote by having
certain requirements for registration which cannot possibly be
complied with. It is the clause which repeatedly crops up of
being able to read and interpret the.Constitution of the United
States.

The battery of questions asked usually by the uneducated
registrar in the State of Alabama, for example, runs the gamut
of asking a person when he comes. ia.to. the place to register, "Do
you know the United States Constitution?" The answer is "Yes".
Then the question, "Quote Article No. 8 to me;" or "Quote Article
1 to me."

I think all of the members of' the Committee are aware of the
fact that our United States S~upreme.Court has great.difficulty
in reaching any agreement as to the Interpretation of the.Con-
stitution.

On the other hand, some of the typical questions that are
asked -- and I hate to say that I doubt you will believe it, but
it is true -- one of the typical questions asked supposedly to
interpret the Constitution is, "How many windows are there in
the White House?" That is the type of question that is asked
the Negroes, and upon failing to answer, they are declared to be
educationally unqualified to vote. That is the type of State
action ca;rried on by State officers, which I understand this
Committee is set up to meet.

I believe that there is the need for additional legislation
by the Federal Government to protect the civil rights of minor-
ities but may I emphasize that however many statutes are placed
on the statute books unless they are effectively and zealously
administered, they will be meaningless. The history .qf the
Presidents Committee on Fair Employment Practices certainly
demonstrates that it was a weak agency with insufficient staff,
funds, and authority to really-accomplish the task -for which
it was created. That it was so successful is-a tribute to the
men and women who made up the agency. They believed in the
objective which they were designed to accomplish and worked
with fervor and intensity to achieve that end even in their
weak status. Federal Civil Rights legislation is mandatory but
an administrative agency fervently devoted to giving full pro-
tection to civil rights of all is as necessary as is now legis-
lation.
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It is clear that racism is a scourge -- a disease which
must be fought. Its spread is viewed with alarm by almost
universal respectable opinion. As long as a denial of basic
rights to any portion of our people continues, the nation's well-
being and security are threatened. This disease must be rooted
out of our life; it must be contained and not permitted to spread
further. Only the Federal Government can adequately do this
job. It.rr'ist, therefore,. finish the job begun in 18n5 to forever
wipe out slavery from the United States.

As a minimum start towards the accomplishment of this task,
we propose a Federal anti-lynohing statute, Federal FEPC law,
anti-poll tax legislation, a Federal statute barring segregation
in interstate travel, and amendments to Sections 51 and 52 to
specifically spell out the constitutional rights,.privileges
and immunities those statutes. are designed, to protect. Further,
we need a.Civil Rights Law for the District of..Columbia and.
machinery in the .Federal Government to eliminate racial.discrimi-
nation in Federal employment. Finally, the penalties-under.
Sections 51 and 52 should be considerably increased in view of
the evil which those provisions were designed to remedy.

Mr. Chairman, I .purposely made that as brief aqkpossible
because I prefer to answer questions rather than towrite up
something.

BISHOP SHERRILL: You didn't refer at all in that to
Sections 51 and 52, did you?

MR. MARSHALL: That is #19 and #20. It is #19 and #20 of
the Criminal Code, which is the same as Sections 51 and 52 of
Title 18.

BISHOP SHERRILL: Would you think it was better to try to
amend those or to try to supplement those?

MR. MARSHALL: Well, to be perfectly frank, when the Screws
decision came down -- or rather, when the Screws case was first
argued -- all of the lawyers that were interested in.civil rights
that I knew of began to scurry around, and we have been scurry-
ing around ever since.

Several suggestions have been made. I don't think there is
too much agreement. There is one group of lawyers who recommend
that the Government has an inherent right to protect its citizens
from interference, and that that right is not grounded in the
14Jth Amendment. It comes about as a right to protect a. citizen

* ~in the exercise of a Federal right, so that. we [wouldn't need to
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be up against the 14th Amendment. The limitations on the civil
rights statutes have always been placed by the 14th Amendment,
and that is the biggest problem.

The other suggestion has been made that we spell out in
Sections 51 and 52 the different rights that are protected but I
hasten to add that that does not give any new civil right, and
we must always be careful in suggesting legislation that spells
out anything because you run up against the theory of the inter-
pretation of eusdem generis, which in so many words means that
in a piece of legislation if we undertake to name specifically
the matters which are to be covered, by inference we exclude all
matters not covered.

For that reason I, for one, am not completely sold on that.
I am not sold on the other, and as I said before, I am sold on
the proposition that we must have a new civil rights law. I
dontt think we can amend this one unless we go completely through
it and redraft it.

One suggestion has been made that we take out the word
"Willfully" in it as to the individuals. Well, if you take out
the word "Wilfully", then we don't even have the benefit of the
good features of the decision in the Screws case. Under the
decision in the Screws case if you take out the word "Willfully",
the statute is unsound constitutionally.

So it is the most difficult problem that lawyers have been
faced with; and there might be people who are willing to make a
positive statement as to exactly what they want on it, but I am
at the stage now where I just have to have some more time.

MRS. ALEXANDER: I understood, however, in your manuscript
that you recommended that we do spell out. I wrote down the
words.

MR. MARSHALL: Yes. That is the first step.

MRS. ALEXANDER: That is giving us a great deal of concern.
We don't really know what you stand for.

MR. MARSHALL: As the first step of consideration it is to
spell out those rights.

MRS. ALEXANDER: Isn't there danger in doing that?

MR. MARSHALL: The danger in doing that is that you leave
out a right. My plan is that we spell out the rights, and-as you
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spell out the rights, we will then run into the proposition that
the only way to effectively meet this is by a brand new bill.
That is the reason I am not willing to go on at all in.regard
to the brand new bill because I don't have the specific ideas
on it.

As to the spelling out, I am willing to go on that merely
for the purpose of. developing the statute up to the point where
we can recommend legislation on it.

MRS. ALEXANDER: Then you think we had better keep 51 and
52 until we do have a new bill?

MR. MARSHALL: That is correct.

MRS. ALEXANDER: :Mr. Marshall, may I ask if you Peel that
a division in the Department of Justice would be more effective
in enforcing civil rights than merely a section?

MR. MARSHALL: I can speak for that, Mrs. Alexander, because
I have worked closely with the Civil Rights Section since it
was set up by Mr. Justice Murphy, and I'do know, as-best I can
from the point of view of.an outsider, that it is a section of
the Criminal Division and that the actual authority over that
section is the First Assistant..Attorney General, who is always
in charge of criminal prosecutions, and that all action uhder
that Civil Rights Section is under that.

I most strongly urge that in theDepartment of Justice we
have a Civil Rights Section. However, "Section" is the wrong
word to use.

MRS. ALEXANDER: Division?

MR. 21ARSHALL: Yes, division. I .think civil rights are just
as important as anti-trust, as far as I am concerned. -

MRS. ALEXANDER: Would you say that it would be helpful or
necessary to have separate investigators for civil rights?

MR. MARSHALL: My plan would be that the Civil Rights Division
would have to be a division in itself with investigators -- of
course, properly trained through FBI,.etc. -- but whose responsi-
bility is not to the Bureau of Investigation but to the Civil
Rights Division.

I can give many reasons for that in the cases that we have
actually had pending in the Department of Justice.
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MRS. ALEXANDER: I think it would help if you would give us
one or two.

MR. MARSHALL: I know of one instance in Brownsville,
Tennessee, a few years ago where an FBI agent was investigating
a -sheriff, one Tip Hunter, who had killed at least one Negro
and was firmly believed to have killed several others. The FBI
agent in talking to the Negroes:involved.carried with him Tip
Hunter; and as he would go in to speak to the Negroes to interro-
gate them, he would say, "Do youlknow Sheriff Hunter?" They would
say, "Yes." "What kind of a man do.you think Sheriff Hunter is?"
And, of course, the Negro would say, "Sheriff Hunter is a fine
man."

They had to live there. I.. don't consider that the type of
investigation which should be made. I say that is one case.
I believe that the type of investigation we need and the .type
of action we need on civil rights is a specialized type of action.

You don't investigate a lynching in the same way.you investi-
gate a hot automobile that is carried from one state to another.
You have more local feeling to overcome.. You have more unwilling-
ness of people to talk. You have ;all types of different approaches
so that the investigators in that division,, if you are going to
have a separate division, would have to be responsible to the
division and specially trained to investigate civil rights. Last,
but not least, investigators who themselves believe in the en-
forcement of civil rights.

MR. SHISHKIN: I was wondering whether I could ask Mr. White
this question. There has been some suggestion made with regard
to the operation of the Government in this general area over a
period of time. There has been the proposal for the creation
of a permanent Civil Rights Commission.

I was wondering -- you have made some suggestions in that
respect -- but I was wondering whether you could give us an idea
a little more specifically and definitely as to how you see the
continuing operation of what obviously a temporary operation can
not accomplish.

MR. WHITE: The temporary measure, Mr. Shishkin, which we
have recommended to-the President, is merely an ad interim one
to operate in stopping the disproportionate number of discharges
of Negroes in Government service here in Washington and through-
out the Government, pending the completion of the report of this
committee and .implementation of its report by the Congress or by

* Executive Order. That would be merely a stop-gap arrangement.
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It I ry very strong conviction that it will take us many
years to eradicate or even approximately eradicate discrimination
against minorities in Government. It ought to be a permanent
part .of the Federal machinery, an investigatory agency with
power to enforce its findings.

MR.. SHISHKIT: You are not prepared at this time to make
any further suggestions beyond those you have already made; is
that right?

MR. WHITE: No, I think that would be sufficient.

MRS. TILLEY: Mr. Marshall, what would your answer be to
making all murder come under the, jurisdiction of the Federal
Courts rather than state courts? That would bring in your
lynching.

MR. MARSHALL: I am very much afraid that under our system
of laws that it would be impossible to do it because murder, as
well as all crimes of that type, rests in the states; and that
has never been relegated to the Federal Government.

We can only reach it where the killing or maiming or othe-
state crime has at the same time been for the .purpos.e of or has
actually denied a person a Federal right. That is the only way
the Federal Government can take jurisdiction.

MRS. TILLEY: Couldn't you consider..the,right to live as
being -

MR. MARSHALL: There is a group that takes the position
that where the specific murder -- to use that since we are talking
about it -- is for the purpose of not killing the one person but
of intimidating others in the group.from exercising their Federal
rights that the Federal Government has a right to move in.

The reason I am not sold on that is from a strictly pro-
cedural standpoint there is no way you could prove it. As soon
as the statute is published, they would know what the law is .and
in a lynching, if they catch the lynchers and ask them why they
killed John Jones, they will say, "Just for the fun of it", and
won't admit it. I don't believe we can even get jurisdiction
that way..

MRS. TILLEY: You faced the frustration of getting-indict-
ments or convictions in the Walton County case in Georgia. How
do you think we can overcome the difficulty of. securing indict-
ments and convictions when the trial has to. take place -in almost
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the vicinity where the crime was committed, as it was there?

MR. MARSHALL: Speaking of Walton, I think the best example
of that is that to my mind it is unbelievable that the FBI
couldn't find a member of that mob. The reason I say it is un-
believable -- and I have said it repeatedly -- I think the record
of the FBI is what it is, which is the best investigatory author-
ity in the world. I believe that, and I just can't believe that
with them on the spot the next day and having been down there
with that many men, that they can't find one member of that mob.

To me it is unbelievable. It is the same thing which is
true in Columbia, Tennessee. They can't find one person who de-
stroyed one piece of that property down there. They can't find
one. I know one way, for example; you could send competent Negro
investigators down there and they would, at least, find the Negro
side of it. At least that much could be done.

That is the reason I believe this.whole CivilRights
Division should be separate. I-am very glad to answer.,that
question.. I think that is the trouble; and, of course, to be
perfectly fair we have to face the fact that we have to have
education in the community. That is true; but I .have tried
cases and I have seen other lawyers try cases in the deep South,
many times in the deepest of the deep South, and get justice
before southern juries. I have seen them do it.

MR. WHITE: Mr. Chairman, I would like to make a further
statement with respect to Mrs. Tilley's questions. We consider
that lynching is murder, but it is a good deal more than murder.
If John Jones goes out and gets into a quarrel with Bill Smith
and shoots or otherwise kills him, that is a certain type of
crime, but we consider lynching to be much more than that because
that is where three or more persons jointly conspire together to
set themselves up as judge, jury, and executioner, which is a
violation of not only man-made but every other kind of law; so
that it doesn't come in the same category as just plain murder.

MRS. TILLEY: I understand that; but I was really trying to
find some way in which to get your criminal in it, the man who
committed the crime.. Now, when you made some statement just then
tied up with something Mr. White said at the beginning -- Mr.
White said someone in the committee ought to go to these places.
I as a member of the committee have been to.every one of them in
every trouble we have had in the South for the past few years; and
it is something that you have to educate the communities on. You
usually find it in an underprivileged community, underprivileged
in every way -- economic and educational.
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MR. MARSHALL: The job of educating the communities will
have to be done by the Government.

While I am talking about the law enforcement agencies of
the Government, I think, for example, when a local United States
Attorney either refuses to do his duty or in doing his duty
infringe. upon the rights of individuals, he ought to be removed
forthwith; and that has not been done.

Going back to our Columbia, Tennessee, case; the day after
that case happened the United States Attorney -- I forget his
name, but he is the one in Nashville -- he was born and raised
and lived in Columbia; and he promptly issues a statement that
no civil rights had been violated.

A man like that, it seems to me, a man who was right there
and saw what happened and then issues a statement before the
investigation, that he is going to investigate what he has already
determined not to be a crime -- that man should have been removed
then and there.

United States Attorney La Fargue in Louisiana prosecuted,
two Negro soldiers for rape, and he ktew when he prosecuted them
he didn't have jurisdiction. Everybody knew he didn't have it.
He prosecuted that case all the way up and convicted those men.
He was shown in clear law that he was wrong and without juris-
diction. He insisted on carrying that case all the way up to
the United States Supreme Court. The United States Solicitor
General had to stand up in the United States Supreme Court, in
open court, and confess error and say our Department.of Justice
is wrong.

Even if you can see some reason for not removing him forth-
with, at least they shouldn't have reappointed him the next year
for four years.

MR. SHISHKIN: I wonder if I could ask Mr. White or Mr.
Marshall this question. The committee has concerned itself with
one phase of the problem and approach, which hasn't been touched
upon in this discussion; that there are groups and organizations
in our society which contribute to the spread of intolerance and
other activities that are inimical to a democracy.

Now, one possible way, which we are exploring as a committee,
of reaching these activities,-these group activities, is through
disclosure -- the disclosure of sources of funds, the disclosure
of sources of their backing, which to a very large extent now
is concealed. The problems that this approach presents are many.
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However, one stands out, and that is whether or not any such
approach through the use of the mailing privileges in case of
mass mailing, of disclosure of the source of that mailing, or
its backing, is valid. If it is appropriate, should it be applied
generally to any organization that may influence public opinion,
or should it be applied specifically to any groups .that affect
the public opinion in a specific way? I was just wondering if
you could comment on that.

MR. WHITE: I think it would be a very good thing for us to
know who is financing Gerald L. K...Smith, the remnants of the
National Workers' League, and the Ku Klux Klan, and a great many
other agencies that are spreading hatred in this country to the
grave endangering of America.

I would like to know about some of the northern corporations
which are financing some of these movements in.the South, so they
can keep whites and Negroes, organized and unorganized groups,
at each other's throats.

I think some hitherto unsullied reputations might be quite.
soiled. I don't think any reputable organization should have
any reluctance whatsoever-to reveal the sources of its income.
As Secretary of the NAACP, with 1507 branches and .approximately
535,000 members, we would be glad to let the world know who the.
membership of the association island we make such regular report.

Also I am concerned about the current hysteria, much.of
which I think is being artifically whipped up right here in
Washington. They are much concerned about the so-called sub-
version of the left -- and so am I -- but I would like.to ask
John Rankin and J. Parnell Thomas and some other people about
the even greater danger of subversion on the right. They don tt
seem to be concerned about that.

I think it would be well for this committee to point that
out and make specific recommendations that every form of dis-
loyalty and every form of subversion in :this country should be
exposed.

MR. SHISHKIN: You think the approach should be general and
not based on any criteria as to the type of influence upon public
opinion, but should apply to all .organizations; is that it?

MR. WHITE: Otherwise, you would have to set up criteria
as to what organization is hurtful to America and American ideals.
If you are going to pick out those which ought to be investigated,
you would have to do that.,.
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MR. SHISHKIN: You would not favor that latter?

MR. WHITE: No.

MRS. ALEXANDER: Mr. White,.you probably know better than
we do that in Oklahoma a larger per capita expenditure is made
for education on Negro children than in any other southern state.
Can you give us an explanation of that?

MR. MARSHALL: I practically live there. There are several
reason's, I think. One is -- let me be perfectly fair and say
that I donet agree with the figures. I know that those are the
figures, but I don t agree because I have seen schools there.
The possible reason for these figures is based upon the most
peculiar law I have ever run across. It is a majority-minority
group law as to schools.

For example, in some cities the Negroes, being in the
majority, have the school board., and the so-called white school
system is the minority board. On paper the Negiro board has the
right to do everything and the minority board does not have that
right; but the state always steps in in that situation and. takes
care of the minority side; whereas,.when the reverse is true,
in most sections of the state the state doesn't move in, so that
we are convinced that somebody has fixed up those figures. For
that reason our people in Oklahoma are working.on that now.

MRS. ALEXANDER: Will you have a report on it soon?

MR. MARSHALL: I doubt it. I think the figures have gone
"underground"; but I hope to get them. Oklahoma is, however,
notnot among the bad states -- that is, if there is a degree of
badness in segregation and discrimination. Mississippi, Arkansas,
and South Carolina are fighting for last place, and Oklahoma is
moving up.

The biggest evil in Oklahoma now is the Negro university,
whici they call a university, but it is just nothing. For example,
to show you what happens in these states, all appropriations now
in Oklahoma are paid for higher education in a lump sum to a
Board of Hiigher Education, which has absolute ~authority on how
it shall be distributed.

For example, I might be on that committee in Oklahoma, and
I happen to be from. one of the schools. of higher education. You
could understand why that school. would come out with most of the
money. And there is no redress for it..
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The per capita or percentage was something like two or four
percent when this committee went in; it is now half of that. It
was practically nothing, and if it is possible to get half of
nothing, they are now getting half of nothing.

MRS. ALEXANDER: Going back to Section 51 and 52 -- if we
don tt spell out the rights, which you and I agree would be
dangerous, have you worked out any new legislation which you think
the Supreme Court would .accept as constitutional?

MR. MARSHALL: The one I am working on right now is the draft
we got out. That is, the committee we had meeting in Washington
composed of the Guild, the Bar Association, and NAACP. I am
not satisfied with that yet.

MRS. ALEXANDER: Then you haven't anything to offer to us
now?

MR. MARSHALL: Not yet. I.hope to be able to present some-
thing in the not too distant future and to document it as to
constitutionality.

MRS. ALEXANDER: Your public policy statement -- what do you
think about the constitutionality of that?

MR. MARSHALL: I think there is no question as to the right
of the Federal Government to state as a matter of public policy
that this Government is opposed to segregation and discrimination.
The basis for that is: one, we leave the Constitution and go
behind the Constitution and find all we want there, but we can't
use it, unfortunately. We.can't use the Declaration of Independ-
ence for the constitutionality of a bill.

However, there is no word in our Constitution that requires
segregation -- not one word any place. The meaning of the whole
Constitution is that there shall be complete and absolute
equality. You cannot have equality with segregation.

MRS. ALEXANDER: But the Supreme Court hasn't said so.

MR. MARSHALL: The Supreme Court hasn' t spoken as to the
Federal Government. And the decisions of the Supreme Court to
my mind are heading now -- in these cases now pending -- for a
reclarification of their statement.

I think you are talking about the school case. Unfortunately,
Plessy v. Ferguson was a transportation case in which the Supreme
Court pulled in by its heels these school cases, decided before
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the 14th Amendment, and made that broad statement of policy.

I think if we applied those principles here, in the absence
of statutory authority the Federal Government has no power to
segregate. All we are .asking is that we believe it is the
policy of this Government not to segregate.

MPS.' ALEXANDER: .That is an affirmative statement?

MR. MARSHALL: Yes, and everybody has assumed it.. I know
governmental agencies have actually assumed it. The.Post Office
is one. Segregation is prohibited in Post Offices in the South.

MRS. ALEXANDER: But not down in Panama.

MR. MARSHALL: That is right. There you are. But this
statement of public policy would cover it.

MR. WHITE: I am a little surprised that my colleague here
didn't mention a couple of other circumstances in Oklahoma. Negroes
have-voted in Oklahoma much more freely than in any other southern
state eve, since the case of the grandfather clause was decided
by the Supreme Court.

The second is somewhat immodest, but it is because of suits
which have been brought to equalize teachers salaries and per
capita expenditure by Mr. Marshall and other lawyers, which have
profoundly affected and materially reduced the margin or differ-
ential between white and Negro education.

MR. CAREY: Mr. White, I have a question that runs to proce-
dure of the committee with regard to its report. Perhaps Mr.
Granger would care to comment on this question. We are meeting
now in the Archives Building, but the committee is anxious that
its report not just be relegated to this building and find its
way into the dungeons.

Many of the recommendations that you, Mr. Granger, and others
have made are matters under consideration by the committee through
its subcommittees.

I was wondering if you would not agree that it would be good
procedure for this committee to invite representatives of NAACP
and Urban League and otheil organizations to review in public
hearing the first draft of th.e committees report; and if -you do
believe that would be good, wolild you also suggest that organiza-
tions that are not in agreements with the purposes of this commit-
tee be invited in with the objective in mind of having non-
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government organizations stand up and be counted on the question
before this committee that will be contained in the report.

MR. WHITE: Well, may I separate your question, Mr. Carey?
Of course, I would assume that we would not be permitted to
approve of your committee's report. We would be free.to criticize
it if we disagree, and I am sure the Urban League and the Asso-
ciation will do that.

Second, I dontt know just what type of organization you have
in mind when you say those who would not agree. Would you ask
the Columbians?

MR. CAREY: Some organizations, perhaps, have not indicated
a firm position on this subject, organizations that might be in
the questionable category like the National Association of Manu"--
facturers.

MR. WHITE: By all means.

MR. CAREY: Or organizations that have exercised some views
on questions that are before this committee such as the Real Estate
Board.

MR. WHITE- You might even go further and take in those who
are violently opposed to civil liberties; then you will be sure it
is not buried in the Archives.

MR. CAREY: If we follow that procedure, would we give them
a forum to express their views or would it be wise to have the
nation know where these organizations stand?

MR. WHITE: I wouldn't object to giving them a forum and let
them expose themselves in all their perfidy and un-Americanism --
not the un-Americanism of Mr. Rankin. You will have plenty of
forums when your recommendations reach the Senate if Mr. Bilbo
has recovered his power of speech by then, and you will have Mr.
Rankin and some of the Republicans who will say it in the cloak-
rooms, as they have been saying things about Lilienthal, which
they didn't dare say on the floor of the Senate. You will have a
most adequate and vociferous forum there.

MR. MARSHALL: I am not making a suggestion necessarily, but
just as a matter of information -- on the New York .State FEPC bill
you will remember when we had the hearing in Albany they arranged
to have everybody record themselves as for or against the bill,
and they put them on in that order.- one on each -- and gave them,
I think, thirty minutes on each side. It alternated, and as a
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result, after about two hours, an hour on each side, the opposi-
tion folded up its tents and went home.

I am not saying that will happen, but at least it did happen
in New York.

MR. GRANGER: I think I would oppose the idea of having at
the hearing spokesmen of organizations which are admittedly opposed
to the democratic .method of government. After all, this is a
proposition in democracy, and there would be plenty of chance for
undemocratic elements to oppose the bill by other methods; but in
trying to get a critical analysis and an honest analysis, it seems
to me that the committee would be Vise to call for official ex-
pression from only those organizations that professedly or actually
are in support of democratic government.

I would certainly put in that category the National Associa-
tion of Manufacturers and the National Association of Real Estate
Boards, even though there is plenty of reason to suspect the
actuality of their democratic interest at times.

But organizations which are undemocratic confessedly and
publicly I would certainly exclude.

MR. SHISHKIN: I am not very clear on this particular line
of questioning, Mr. Chairman. It seems to me that it begs a
couple of questions. One is that if there is a proposal for a
public hearing on any set of proposals, opportunity would be given
to anyone to be heard without regard to classification.

However, if there is nothing further on that, I want to ask
Mr. Granger a question.

MR. GRANGER: I. would like to say that I understand the
Chairman's question to be directed to an advisory roll, that the
committee before submitting its recommendations to the court of
public opinion would want to know.what certain organizations
would think of the proposal. If it is a public hearing, I think
any citizen group ought to be given an opportunity.

MR. SHISIN: I think you said public hearing when you
made the point, did you not?

MR. CAREY: Yes, public.

MR. GRANGER: I withdraw my point.

MR. WHITE: The committee would do the selecting of the
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organizations?

MR. CAREY: In the early stages of the committee activities
communications were sent to organizations asking for their parti-
cipation in the work of this committee. In keeping with that
and in order to secure their active participation, I was wonder-
ing whether it would not be well to have organizations lilce your
own, with some knowledge of what the committee is thinking about,
express their views on the recommendations before they are made
in final form to the President.

MR. SHISHKIN: Unless there is something further on this
particular point, which I don't think the committee itself has
explored so far, I want to ask Mr. Granger the question I have
asked of Mr. White before on one point. You were out of the room
for a moment, Mr. Granger.

The committee has concerned itself with the problem of the
possible approach to this whole area of activities on the part of
individuals, groups,.and particular organizations designed to
influence public opinion and spread intolerance, hate, and
perpetrate subversion through.the:democratic .process, by making
provisions for disclosure as to the.sources-of funds of those.
organizations, their make-up, and their constituency and methods
of operation. Many of these organizations today are concealed to
the public eye. No one knows who makes:up the .organization, what
is the source of their funds, etc. The committee :has been explor-
ing the possibility of finding devices through the use of the
available Federal facilities --.mailing privileges in the Post
Office, taxing and spending powers of the Federal Government, and
so on -- and the first question that -I asked was whether or not
that approach would seem to be a valid one; and the second question
is: if that approach is used, whether an approach of that kind
should be directed at all organizations and-groups influencing
public opinion or whether the Government should create some
standard whereby only particular types of groups would.be subject
to the requirement of disclosure.

MR. GRANGER: I will answer the second.que.stion first. I
would hate to see a distinction made because with the wrong ad-
ministration in office, that distinction could be used against
the forces for law and order and progress.

My answer to the first question .would be an unequivocal yes.
I believe a great deal of good has been done on various occasions
by exposing these individuals and groups supporting certain move-
ments. I remember some ten or twelve years ago when Talmadge's
organization in Georgia -- the Association for Protection .of
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Constitutional Liberties, or something like that, somei fantastic
name--was discovered to be receiving funds from one well known
industrialJist who was supporting Negro education in a northern
state and supporting Talmadge in the State of Georgia. This
industrialisthad important industrial holdings in Georgia and
Talmadge was usefUl to him., and he needed.Negro support in the North
so he was supporting Negro education there. That exposure curtailed
the support of Talmadge.

I can see a great deal of good in that kind of publicity.

MR. MARSHALL: -I am practically in agreement, but when you use the
word "standards", I am reminded of the fact that there might be a
question as to a bill that did not in itself set up standards. I
think we will have to look that up.

MR. SHISHKIN: The committee would. welcome on this question
of disclosure at the earliest possible opportunity any recommenda-
tions on. such points as might be troublesome or raise special
problems for our cons ideration.

MR. MARSHALL: I think Morris Ernst's office has most of it.
He has been working on it.

MR. SHISHKIN: That is why, possibly, the committee would
like to have expression from other sources.

MRS. ALEXANDER: Mr-. Marshall, we*would like to know your
opinion on the use of criminal sanctions. Do you feel that we
don't get convictions because penalties are too severe?

MR. MARSHALL: Unfortunately, I am afraid that I subscribe to
the theory that the penalties should be low. It is an awful thing
to have to say in a democratic form of government.

For example; ,you would have to check with theJustice*Depart-
ment on this, but as I recall, in recent years there has been
several guilty pleas onpeonage and other matters because of the
fine element and not on the question.of going to jail.

I get back to Mrs. Tilley's point that at times it is hard
to get a group of: people to put a man in jail for doing what they
wanted him to do. At times it is hard. Yet, when a life is taken,
for example, under our present civil rights law, it is just
shocking to realize thatithe only thing we can .expect is possibly
a year.

On the other hand, you are just faced with that very real
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proposition. You are tied up with the prosecutor, who is un-
willing to prosecute if there is a stiff jail sentence possible.
There are two sides to it, and I am afraid I lean to the softer
side. Goodness knows I don't want to lean that way.

MR. CARR:. On that very question--in the South Carolina
primary-case, do you believe that should be a criminal or a civil
procedure?

MR. "'ARSHALL: Here is the problem. This is the proposition
since the Screws case. As I remember, the important language in the
Screws case was that 51 and 52 could only apply to a clear con-
stitutional right that had been violated. You are up against that
word "clear".

Now, for example, in Texas we brought a civil suit and ended
up -- that is, the result of the civil suit was a judgment for
five dollars, which we didn't even collect.

However, that precedent was of such value as .to enable the
Attorney General to go down into Texas, which happened to be his
own state, and warn the boys that that Section 43 of Title 8 is the
same as 51, and the next prosecution will be criminal.

As a result, with very few exceptions, Negroes voted through-
out the state.

In regard to South Carolina, I for one, have no objection at
all to carrying the civil suit through with the understanding, I
hope, that with the right clearly established the Federal Govern-
ment will move in criminally.

I might also say here the same thing we told the. former
Attorney General of the United States, Francis Biddle, that in
that type of case the Department of Justice should feel obliged
to come in and file a brief amicus curiae on it where there is a
question of fundamental civil rights of American citizens; which
he refused to do.

But on the South Carolina case we have no objection to pro-
ceeding civilly; and as a matter of fact, the affidavits we pro-
ceeded on were first turned over to the Department of Justice. They
have been taken up, considered, and they are still there; but we
are perfectly willing to proceed civilly to establish the clear
right, which we are up against thh same way as to whether an
election official operating under what he considers to be a legal
p-roceeding, should be penalized for it. So, we have no objection

- -.-. ~ to proceeding civilly on that case.
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However, in every single instance such as registration where
the law is clear and primary statutes in any manner similar to
the Texas statute, we believe the Department of Justice has not
only a clear duty, but a positive duty to proceed.

14RS. ALEXANDER: Do you feel that it is effective, although
we do not get convictions, to merely try the cases?

..NM. MARSHALL: I will always argue that because I take the
position -- I have checked..with-other. people -on it, and as one man
told me down south, if he was charged with a crime and his father
vas the judge and all of his brothers and cousins were on the jury,
he would just as leave not be forced to take the chance that
suddenly they might dislike him and convict him. Nobody ever likes
to get trIed, and that goes for anybody in the South.

I must say, though, that for years the Department of Justice
was afraid of that because all prosecutors, as you know, like to
keep their atting average high. I must say for the present
Department of Justice that they have not let that interfere and they
have had several losers in the past year or so.

MRS. ALEXANDER: I think it was you, Mr. Marshall, who talked
about segregation in travel in the southern states.

MR. MARSHALL: Yes.

MRS. ALEXANDER: It has been my observation when I leave New
York very frequently in the evening that the trains going south are
already segregated when they leave Pennsylvania Station.

MR. MARSHALL: The Passenger Agent of the Pennsylvania Rail-
road--the former Passenger Agent, now deceased--took a positive
position and instructed ticket sellers that they were not to
segregate. The Pennsylvania Railroad would not do the dirty work
for the southern railroads.

Since he died, the new Passenger Agent has taken a lukewarm
stand on it, and. if he keeps on doing it, we will sue him under the
New York Civil Rights Law, and we think we will have a pretty good
decision on it.

For example, they segregate out of Washington, and of course,
the law do7nVt apply until you get to Alexandria I, for one,

6 ~believe that the need for a. statute on segregation is most important,
* ~and there is no rhymie or reason for it. You sit in the front of

the train and in the back of the bus. Nobodly has ever figured it
out. There is just no sense to it, and it is one area of segregation
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that is unbelievable.

For example, segregation in schools does not destroy morale
as much as segregation on transportation because you meet it every
day. I mean no matter how happy you might be or how content you
might be with your country, twice a day you have to get dis-
contented. It is there every day and it constantly breeds friction.

There is no question of the right of Congress to legislate on
that. We don't even have to worry about it.

MR. CAREY: May I on behalf of the committee thank Mr. Kerns,
Mr. Granger, Mr. Marshall, and Mr. White for the splendid con-
tribution they have made to the work of the committee.

(Whereupon, at 4:30 p. m. the hearing was adjouarned.)
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